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1. Executive Summary

The DAFWA-NBF project is committed to identifying growth and value 
creation opportunities for the WA Beef industry and have engaged PwC to 
estimate the value of increased security of supply.

A joint PwC/NBF team have developed a WA beef value chain model to better 
understand the industry’s potential and establish the potential value associated 
with changes in the security of supply.

Results indicate that, over a five to twelve year timeframe, the WA Beef 
industry might have the potential to grow cattle disposals, double revenue to 
$1.2B and increase profit by $0.5B.

A diversified market which includes Japan and China growth is achieved by 
first reducing exports, including those to Indonesia and Vietnam, and diverting 
them to the domestic market.

Greater coordination, forward contracts, identifying the right markets and 
securing investment together with a structured industry-wide co-creative 
approach will be required if the full value of the security of supply is to be 
achieved.

4
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1.1 Project overview
The DAFWA-NBF project is committed to identifying growth and value creation opportunities for the 
WA Beef industry and have engaged PwC to estimate the value of increased security of supply.

5

Background

• The WA Beef industry forms an important part of the Western Australian economy, providing thousands jobs 
across the supply chain.

• There is a view that market price volatility and a perception that the supply chain is underdeveloped is impacting 
upon the industry’s ability to attract the investment required to grow and realise its full potential. 

• The Department of Agriculture and Food (DAFWA), with funding from the State Government’s Royalties for 
Regions project, launched the Northern Beef Futures project (DAFWA-NBF)  in August 2014 to help identify ways 
to promote sustainable growth of the WA Beef industry. 

• The DAFWA-NBF project has focused on opportunities to transform the WA Beef industry which includes 
reviewing innovative business and investment models as well as exploring any benefits associated with integration 
of the current supply chain.

• DAFWA-NBF engaged PwC to help estimate the value associated with increased security across the WA Beef 
supply chain

• The approach that PwC have taken to estimating the value of security of supply was as follows:

1. Build a model capable of representing the current supply chain as a value chain and identifying  constraints that 
appear to limit production volume growth

2. Identify a suitable method to reduce WA beef price volatility

3. Estimating the incremental value to the WA Beef industry associated with reduced price volatility

4. Leverage Beef industry case study evidence to develop a reasonable scenario to support maximising WA Beef 
industry production volumes and estimate associated incremental value 

Context
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1.2 Summary approach
A joint PwC/NBF team developed a WA beef value chain model to better understand the industry’s 
potential and establish the potential value associated with changes in the security of supply.

6

2. Populate data
PwC worked with the DAFWA-NBF 
project team to collect and validate 
industry data from published sources 
and sector experts and validate inputs.

3. Model integrity review
Model outputs were compared with 
published information on the industry 
to first check the integrity of model 
outcomes.

1. Define the supply chain
PwC worked with DAFWA-NBF to 
understand the structure and processes 
of the WA beef supply chain. 

WA beef value 
chain model

Supply and demand 
are linked and so 

improvements are 
modelled 

incrementally and in 
a sequential 

manner1

1

Scenario testing

Greater coordination
The model was used to provide a 
quantitative estimate of the impact of a 
more coordinated WA supply chain to 
the industry.

Japan forward contract
The model was used to estimate the 
impact of a forward contract for beef 
with Japanese importers as a means of 
securing increased demand.

China forward contract
The model was used to estimate the 
impact of securing supply through a 
large forward contract with Chinese 
importers for livestock. 

Valuing supply

2

3

Valuing security

Note 1: Please refer to section 3.3 ‘The security of supply opportunity’  below for further detail on the link between demand and supply.
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1.1B

1.2B

1.3B

2.3B
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1.3 Summary results
Results indicate that, over a five to twelve year timeframe, the WA Beef industry might have the 
potential to grow cattle disposals, double revenue to $1.2B and increase profit by $0.5B1.

2015 Baseline 

Greater industry 
coordination 

Forward contract 
with Japan

Forward contract 
with China

Estimated profits: $276m
Cattle disposals: 677,000

Based on 2015 production data.

Estimated profits: $372m
Cattle disposals: 745,000

Drawing on insights from 
industry consolidation in Brazil, 
we model the impact of a more 
coordinated supply chain.

The increase in profits comes 
from leveraging domestic sales 
to support an increase in the 
herd size. 

Production volumes are 
restricted by the current 
abattoir capacity of 438,000 
head per annum

Estimated profits: $349m
Cattle disposals: 826,000

Leverage a current boxed 
export market (Japan) as an
interim step to mitigate the risk 
of herd growth and establish 
WA credibility as a secure 
source of supply.

Profit falls as premium grade 
meat is diverted to Japan and 
away from a higher priced 
domestic market, which is now 
supplied with standard grade 
meat.

Securing demand will require 
investment to increase abattoir 
capacity by 70,000 head per 
annum.

Estimated profits: $671m
Cattle disposals: 1.2m

Building upon WA credibility 
as a secure source of supply 
forward contracts with an 
emerging live cattle export 
market in China are 
introduced.

Pilbara and Midwest farms 
operate at full capacity.

Securing demand will require 
investment to increase feedlot 
capacity to be able to cope 
with 116,000 head at any one 
time.

1.1B

1.2B

1.3B

2.3B

1.1B

1.2B

1.3B

2.3B

1.1B

1.2B

1.3B

2.3B

$

$

$

$

Revenue

• An average 5% per annum herd size increase is estimated to 
deliver the 0.5m growth in cattle disposals in twelve years. 

• If the average annual growth could be increased to 8% by 
increasing the proportion of the herd retained for breeding 
and/or purchasing breeders from other States this timeframe 
could be shortened to approximately five years.

Note 1: Identified growth is 
dependent on a number of factors, 
which are outlined in this report.
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1.4 Market and product distribution
A diversified market which includes Japan and China growth is achieved by first reducing exports, 
including those to Indonesia and Vietnam, and diverting them to the domestic market.

8

Sales destination Baseline analysis
Scenario 1: Greater 

coordination
Scenario 2: Japan 
forward contract

Scenario 3: China 
forward contract

Domestic Boxed: 67,477 tonnes Boxed: 135,179 tonnes Boxed: 135,179 tonnes Boxed: 135,179 tonnes

Export: Indonesia

Boxed: 6,745 tonnes Boxed: 3,373 tonnes Boxed: 3,373 tonnes Boxed: 3,373 tonnes

Live: 67,273 head Live: 33,637 head Live: 33,637 head Live: 33,637 head

Export: Vietnam Live: 72,033 head Live: 36,016 head Live: 36,016 head Live: 30,016 head

Export: Japan Boxed: 7,195 tonnes Boxed: 3,598 tonnes Boxed: 25,000 tonnes Boxed: 25,000 tonnes

Export: China Live: 0 head Live: 0 head Live: 0 head Live: 400,000 head

Cattle disposals 677,000 head 744,900 head 824,300 head 1,225,135 head
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1.5 Success factors
Greater coordination, forward contracts, identifying the right markets and securing investment are 
all key to the success of realising the WA Beef Industry opportunity.

9

3. Forward contracting to reduce volatility

The security of demand and supply are linked1. Forward contracts will be required to secure demand to provide the confidence the 
industry needs grow production to levels that can offer customers the security of supply.

2. Identifying target markets to grow capacity

Japan is an established boxed beef export market with a desire to secure beef supply. It also represents a sophisticated trading
environment to build forward contracting credibility. China represents a significant emerging market which is unable to satisfy 
demand for beef and is actively seeking a secure supply. A targeted approach to build trusted business relationships is essential.

1. Industry appetite for greater coordination

The current supply chain has capacity that could be accessed via increased industry-wide co-ordination and co-operation. The WA 
Beef industry will need to have the desire to work together if estimated potential growth is to be realised.

4. Attracting investment 

Reduced volatility can dramatically strengthen the case for investment. An appetite for investment will be required for the herd to 
expand sufficiently to meet the estimated future demand. 

Note 1: Please refer to section 3.3 ‘The security of supply opportunity’  below for further detail on the link between demand and supply.
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1.5.1 Industry appetite for greater coordination
Modelling results show there exists capacity in the WA beef value chain to meet much greater 
demand, provided the sector can organise to raise throughput. 

10

• Model results show that the WA beef supply chain has 
capacity to increase the number of annual cattle disposals. 

• Supply chain maturity and coordination has played a key 
role in other sectoral transformations. 

• Insight from the Australian mining industry has identified  
that an industry-wide understanding of the value chain is 
critical to incentivising greater coordination. For example, 
expanding feedlot and processing capacity contributes 
significant value. Without an industry-wide view, shared 
responsibility for this investment is unlikely to be 
recognised.

• Industry consolidation in Brazil has been driven by vertical 
integration undertaken by large agribusinesses.

• The provision of subsidised credit in Brazil was central to the 
expansion of state backed agribusinesses. For WA, this is 
unlikely to be an option. 

• An industry-wide appetite and a supportive policy 
environment will be essential to raising the security of 
supply.

Cattle disposals
677k 

h/p/a

745k 

h/p/a

Value chain 
component

2015 Baseline
Throughput1

Greater industry 
coordination

Throughput1

Southwest farm 236,398 247,752

Midwest farm 173,359 181,685

Kimberley farm 283,678 297,302

Pilbara farm 94,559 99,101

Abattoir 311,420 438,000

Feedlot 391,555 454,713

Note 1: Throughput is defined as the head of cattle that pass through a value chain 
component in a year. 
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1.5.2 Identifying target markets to grow capacity
Japan and China are among the largest and fastest growing markets respectively for Australian beef 
exports.

1111

• WA’s main export markets are 
Indonesia and Vietnam. Due to 
their volatility they are unable to 
provide the security of demand 
required to support large scale 
industry growth.

• Japan has been a key export 
destination since the 1990’s. 16% of 
WA’s boxed beef exports were sold 
to Japan in 2015.

• The share of WA’s boxed beef 
exports to China doubled from 6% 
to 12% between 2014-15. Chinese 
demand is expected to continue to 
grow substantially 

• Industry feedback suggests:

− Significant appetite in both 
Japan and China to develop long 
term relationships with WA beef 
suppliers.

− This appetite is likely to continue 
to grow, given the increasingly 
favourable trading relations 
resulting from free trade 
agreements.
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S Korea - 13

S Korea - 08

SE Asia - 08

SE Asia - 13

China - 13

Bubble size represents volume

Source: ANZ

See Appendix A for more details on variables
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1.5.3 Forward contracting to reduce volatility
Forward contracts are used to reduce price volatility and can be applied to the WA beef supply chain. 
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• Australian and global beef prices exhibit a degree of 
volatility that makes predicting future prices 
challenging.

• This uncertainty can undermine the incentive 
producers have to invest in herd size to increase 
production given risk around potential losses

• Industry insight also suggests price volatility 
contributes to both producers and buyers diversifying 
across markets to manage the risk associated with 
disruptions.

• Forward and futures contracts are used widely across 
sectors and industry to manage volatility. 

• The basis of these arrangements is for an agreed trade 
to take pace in the future for a given quantity at a given 
price. 

• Although used domestically, international forward 
contracts are less prevalent given foreign exchange 
risks.

• In some instances, a degree of variation in price may be 
allowed to manage the effect of currency fluctuations. 
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3. Prioritisation of investment needs

In the case of the mining industry in Australian and Brazilian beef, greater coordination amongst all elements of the supply 
chain has improved the way capital has been allocated. This improvement flows from the understanding of the value created at 
each stage of the supply chain.

2. Pooling resources to meet investment demand

In addition to becoming more attractive to outside investment, greater coordination can improve the value chains ability to self
finance investment needs.  Improved understanding of the value chain across all participants can support excess capital in one 
part of the supply chain can be allocated to other parts to raise production. 

1. Secure demand reduces investment risk 

Structured arrangements between entities in the supply chains such as a cooperative can pool risks around disruption, making 
them easier to manage, and reduce risk to investment. This, in turn can reduce the required return due from the investment to
compensate for the risk. 

1.5.4 Attracting investment
Access to finance for capital is a recognised challenge. Economies of scale associated with greater co-
ordination will improve the ability of the WA Beef industry to attract capital finance and investment.  
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1.6 Acknowledgements 1 of 2
The model has a number of inherent limitations that can be addressed through collaboration with 
the WA Beef industry.
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3. Access to investment

To achieve the modelled levels of growth, enhancements to assets and some infrastructure will be required at all levels of the 
WA Beef supply chain. This includes abattoir and feedlot capacity as well as support services such as transportation. Identifying 
and quantifying these areas as well as establishing the criteria for securing financing or investor support will be important to
validating the feasibility of the estimated growth. Financing and investor support is expected to improve with the establishment 
of forward contracts with Japan and China.

2. Granularity of information

Given the objective to provide an indication of the potential size of the benefit to be gained and the availability of quality 
detailed data model granularity has been limited to key areas of the supply chain and aggregated geographical locations. This 
also includes the use of yearly averages for prices and costs. The model can be expanded as more detailed data becomes 
available.

1. Data accuracy

Data has been sourced from the 2014 to 2015 period. While every effort has been made to source accurate data, some of the data 
will quickly become out of date, particularly for variables that are subject to volatility and/or short-term changes, such as prices, 
costs and some elements of production. Where this is the case, a number of assumptions have been made. A critical next step 
would be to work with industry participants to improve data accuracy.
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1.6 Acknowledgements 2 of 2
The model has a number of inherent limitations that can be addressed through collaboration with 
the WA Beef industry.
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4. Value of security of supply from a demand perspective

Value of security will depend upon the specific customer and their current constraints. For example:

• One processor may place a large value of security as it will allow them to maximise the utilisation of their equipment and 
leverage economies of scale to drive down the cost of production, thereby securing greater market share and enter into long 
term contracts with their customers. Another producer may not value the same level of security as they feel that the growth 
in market share is not there or that the benefits do not outweigh the significant capital investment that would need to be 
made  and for which finance would be difficult to secure.

• One distributor may have a mature customer network that differentiates WA beef based on known attributes such as 
premium grade, disease free and product traceability, and could rapidly convert additional secure supply into sustainable 
growth whereas another may not.

While the modelling tool is capable of factoring in the value perspective of different customers it relies on data accuracy and the 
willingness of supply chain participants to openly share this level of information. As relationships start to strengthen it may be 
possible to obtain and incorporate this data into the model.

5. Risks and opportunities

There are a number of risks and opportunities beyond industry control that could impact potential growth and are not currently 
factored into the model. Risks include potential market access restrictions resulting from health and safety incidents and/or
unexpected changes to government policy and large currency fluctuations. Opportunities include economies of scale and 
innovation led productivity improvements such as potential feedlot expansion in the north through improved irrigation.
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1.7 Potential road map
A structured industry-wide co-creative approach will be required if the full value of the security of 
supply is to be achieved.

16

Enhance

Share/ design

Plan/ build

Implement

• Consider and incorporate other DAFWA-NBF project outputs.

• Select group of relevant  and representative stakeholders and present findings, 
establish appetite for industry growth, enhance data accuracy and agree next 
steps.

• Develop a stakeholder engagement and communication plan.

• Widen industry consultation, present findings, establish appetite for industry 
growth, enhance data accuracy and agree next steps.

• Assess regulatory criteria required to increase volumes in export markets.

• Model incremental volumes and estimate required returns.

• Hold discussions with selected potential investors and Japanese and Chinese 
customers.

• Design operating model.

• Develop a detailed implementation plan.

• Establish WA Beef industry governance structure.

• Establish team to develop business case.

• Obtain business case approval.

• Secure funding.

• Establish project team and governance structure.

• Execute implementation plan to realise benefits.

1

2

3

4
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2. Valuing supply
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In this section we develop a model of the WA beef supply chain to estimate levels 
of production and form the baseline of our analysis. 

The model reflects data and evidence drawn from a number of sources 
combining published data and insight from industry participants to estimate the 
costs, processes, duration, materials required, seasonal factors and capacity 
constraints that exist at each stage of the supply chain. 

Fixing the volumes and revenues to published figures for 2015, we then replicate 
the value of supply in 2015, quantify the flow of cattle and sales, and identify 
throughput at each stage of the supply chain. 
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2.1 Valuation approach
A robust model of the current beef supply chain was built using a three-step process. This allows 
‘what-if’ scenarios to be run that show the impacts on the supply chain and beef industry 

18

1. Define the Supply Chain 2. Populate data 3. Model integrity review

• PwC worked with the DAFWA-
NBF project team to understand 
the structure of the WA beef 
supply chain. 

• The functionality and outputs of 
the model were discussed and 
agreed. This formed the basis of 
defining the model scope, 
variables, assumptions and the 
level of detail in the model.

• Using validated inputs, the 
model’s integrity was tested by 
comparing model generated 
results against 2015 published 
results about the WA Beef 
industry. 

• PwC identified the data required to 
parameterise our supply chain 
model and its constraints. 

• All model inputs used were 
collected from sources approved 
by the DAFWA-NBF team and 
cross-checked with industry 
experts.

• The WA beef value chain model 
replicates the flow of cattle and 
beef products, and the processes 
and materials required at each 
stage. 

• The variables and assumptions 
were identified and defined for 
each stage.

• See pages 22 to 26 for an 
explanation of the assumptions at 
each stage of the supply chain.

• Data required for each assumption 
and variables were collected to the 
level of detail agreed in the 
previous step, and integrated into 
the supply chain model structure.

• See Appendix A for details on data 
inputs. 

• The outputs from the value chain 
model replicate 2015 published 
results. 

• The low variance in outputs 
indicate a robust model. 

• See page 27 for a comparison of 
model outputs and published 
outputs.
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2.2 Value chain – structure
The value chain model reflects each of the critical stages of production in the WA Beef industry.
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Farms
Backgrounding 

Farms
Feedlots Abattoirs Boxed exports

Live exports

Boxed 
domestic

Abattoirs receive 
slaughter-ready 

cattle where they 
are processed into 

boxed beef.

Live cattle can be 
sold into the export 
market while boxed 

beef can be sold 
domestically or into 
the export market.

See page 20 for value chain model schematic

See page 22 See page 23 See page 24 See page 25 See page 26 

Markets

Calves start off at 
the farms where 

they are raised until 
they reach a 

suitable weight at 
muster to leave the 

farm.

Cattle enter the 
feedlots for 

intensive feeding
until they reach a 

market-ready 
weight for 

processing or live 
export.

Cattle that have left
the farm but are not 

heavy enough for 
feedlots, abattoirs 
or export go to a 
backgrounding 

farm where they are  
grown further.
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2.3 Model overview – Schematic
The value chain model computes volumes, costs and activities at each stage of the process to enable 
scenario testing and identify industry impacts. 
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Farm
(see page 22)

Export from Broome
(see page 26)

Feeding 
(see pages 23-24)

Processing 
(see page 25)

Export from 
Fremantle

(see page 26)

Key

Purchase

Inventory

Conversion

Sales

Purchase objects allow the introduction of new materials 
Example features: Unit costs; Minimum and maximum units

Conversion objects combine inputs to produce a new output e.g, 
Abattoirs, transport hubs, feeding processes 
Example features: Units costs; process rates; processing capacity

Inventory objects represent the storage points of cattle or other 
materials, once they have been through a conversion process. 
Example features: Collection points Carry forward units

Sales objects represent a point of sale
Example features: Price per unit; Minimum and maximum sale units

Sorting arrows represents the yield or distribution from one point to 
another.
Example features: transit time and costs, yield and distribution

Model schematic –
WA Beef value chain
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2.3 Model overview – Variables
Each element of the model has five types of variable. Each can be either be a fixed or choice variable.
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1. Volumes: Quantity of cattle at each stage of the supply chain.

2. Capacities: Capacity of each location in the supply chain.

3. Costs / Prices: Costs of processes and materials and prices of final products in the market.

4. Distribution: Distribution of cattle within the supply chain.

5. Rates / Processes: The rates and constraints of processes incorporated throughout the supply chain 
model.

Each variable can either be a fixed of choice variable:

• Fixed variable: These variables are assumed to be outside the immediate policy framework, and control of 
those engaged in the WA supply chain. Unless stated, we assume these to be fixed in every scenario

• Choice variables: We assume these variables are within the control of either those involved in the WA value 
chain, or government policy. These are variables that can be adjusted depending on the scenario.

Note on sources: At each stage of the model, we have sought to reflect standard industry practice e.g. the 
industry standard weight for penalty free entry to an abattoir. 

See Appendix A for more details on variables
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2.4 Model detail – Farms 
Cattle start off at the farms as calves where they are raised as calves until they reach a suitable 
weight at muster to leave the farm.
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Key model features 

Farm capacity: The northern and southern farms of the 
model represent two subregions each. Northern farms are split 
into the Pilbara and Kimberley, and southern farms the Mid-
west and Southwest. Each subregions represents the aggregate 
capacity of all farms and cattle stations in that area. 

Breeding: We model new calves entering the model at each 
muster and stay on the farm until they reach the required 
weight to move to the next stage of the model. Breeding costs 
are assumed to be the sum of feeding costs to meet the defined 
weight to progress to the next stage of the model.

Herd composition: steers, heifers and cows that enter the 
supply chain for live export or for processing. We assume 
southern farms produce Bos Taurus, and northern farms Bos
Indicus.

Muster periods: The model assumes two muster periods in 
the north, and two muster periods in the south. 

Weights at muster: We assume a fixed distribution of cattle  
weights at each muster across five categories. Cattle in the 
lowest weight category in each farm are retained and grown 
further until the next muster period.

Transport from farm: The model determines the next step  
made by an animal is based on their weight at muster. 
Transport costs reflect industry standards and distance 
travelled.

Model schematic - Farming

See Appendix A for more details on model inputs
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2.4 Model detail – Backgrounding farms   
Cattle that have left the farm but are not heavy enough for feedlots, abattoirs or export go to a 
backgrounding farm where they are grown further.

23

From northern farms

See Appendix A for more details on model inputs

Cattle in backgrounding farm: Cattle between the weights 
of 150kg and 300kg can enter backgrounding farms for further 
growth before going to the feedlots. Based on industry insight, 
we assume all cattle are Bos Indicus to reduce complexity, 
given the low proportion of southern cattle entering 
backgrounding.  

Backgrounding capacity: We model the capacity for 
backgrounding as the aggregate capacity of all southern 
backgrounding farms, drawn from industry data. 

Cattle growth: Based on industry data, we assume that cattle 
grow at a rate of 0.6kg/day. The duration at which they are in 
this stage of the supply chain is determined by their entry and 
exit weights.

Feeding months: Because of seasonal conditions we assume 
that feed is only available between the months of May to 
November. 

Transport to feedlot: The exit weight at backgrounding is 
350kg. At this point, the cattle exit backgrounding farms and 
are transported to the feedlot. Transport costs used in the 
model are the average cost to transport cattle from a 
backgrounding farm in the south to a feedlot in the south. 

Key model featuresModel schematic - Backgrounding
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2.4 Model detail – Feedlot 
Cattle enter the feedlots for intensive feeding until they reach a slaughter-ready weight for 
processing or live export.
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Cattle in feedlot: Cattle can enter the feedlots directly from 
the farms or after backgrounding. We assume the minimum 
entry weight for cattle into the feedlot is 350kg, based on 
standard industry practice.

Feedlot capacity: Using industry data, feedlot capacity in the 
model is the aggregate capacity of all southern WA feedlots. 

Cattle growth: The exit weight for all cattle at feedlots is 
500kg. It is assumed that all cattle grow in feedlots at a rate of 
1.6kg/day. We assume that entry weight and rate of growth 
determines how long each animal is at a feedlot. The unit cost 
for each animal is modelled as the average cost of feed per 
tonne and duration of time spent at the feedlot. 

Transport from feedlot: Once the cattle have reached their 
exit weight of 500kg, the model decides on the next step; either 
transport to an abattoir for processing or to Fremantle port for 
live export. Average costs to transport a cattle from a feedlot in 
the south to an abattoir in the south or to Fremantle port are 
estimated from industry data.

Key model features Model schematic- Feedlot

From 
backgrounding 

farm

From southern 
farms

See Appendix A for more details on model inputs
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2.4 Model detail – Abattoirs 
Abattoirs receive slaughter-ready cattle where they are processed into boxed beef.
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Cattle at abattoir: Cattle can enter the abattoir from the 
feedlot or directly from the farms at a minimum weight of 
400kg. 

Abattoir capacity: Given the primacy of the abattoirs in the 
south, we assume abattoir capacity as the aggregate capacity of 
all southern WA abattoirs. 

Processing: Based on industry data, we assume cattle are 
processed with a carcass weight of 54% of live weight, and have 
a yield of 75%. Each animal is processed into 18 final products. 

Processing cost: Inferring from industry data, we model the  
cost of processing cattle differs by weight. Cattle under 500kg 
incur a penalty cost. 

Transport from abattoir: Once processed, beef products 
can be sold into the domestic market or be transported to 
Fremantle port for export as boxed beef. Transport costs are 
based on distance travelled and estimated from industry data.

Key model featuresModel schematic - Abattoirs

From northern 
farms

From feedlot

From southern 
farms

To domestic 
market

To Fremantle port

See Appendix A for more details on model inputs
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2.4 Model detail – Markets 
Live cattle can be sold into the export market while boxed beef can be sold domestically or into the 
export market.
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Sales: We model three points of sale: the domestic market, 
export from Broome port and export from Fremantle port. 
Export sales can be boxed or live.

Domestic: Boxed beef can be sold into the domestic market. 
Prices differ by cut and breed of cattle. Bos Taurus is assumed 
to be of higher quality and thus commands a higher price for 
some cuts. 

Broome: Bos Indicus live cattle from the northern farms 
between the weights of 250kg to 350kg, and 400-450kg are 
exported from Broome and be sold to Indonesia, Vietnam or 
other markets.

Fremantle: We model boxed beef and live cattle of both 
breeds between the weights of 450-500kg are exported from 
Fremantle and can be sold to Korea, Japan, Indonesia, the US, 
Vietnam or other markets. 

Shipping: Shipping cost for live exports are dependant on 
cattle weight. Shipping costs for boxed beef are standardised 
per tonne. Each cost is based on the approximate Cost and 
Freight (CFR) price for each.

Key model featuresModel schematic - Markets

Domestic market

Export from Broome Export from Fremantle

See Appendix A for more details on model inputs
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2.5 Model verification
Model outputs were compared to 2015 published results. Low variances levels confirm a model 
integrity sufficient for use for supply security scenarios.
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The model was built with certain 
variables fixed to published results 
from 2015, such as the proportion of 
live cattle export to slaughter export. 
The volume and revenue results from 
the model were compared with 
published results to test model the 
model’s accuracy and integrity. 

The table shows the comparison 
between model generated output and 
output from 2015 published figures.

The low variance between actuals and 
model outputs indicates that the 
model was built and set up properly, 
and is robust enough to be used to 
conduct scenario testing. 

Source:
1 – See Appendix B, Industry publication 2015, rounded to 000’s tonnes and $m.
2 – See Appendix B, Model results – Baseline 2015. rounded to tonnes and $m.

Description
Expected 
output 1

Model 
output 2

Variance 
(Volume/Revenue)

Variance 
(Percentage)

B
o

x
ed

 b
ee

f 
ex

p
o

rt
s

Korea volume 7,800 tonnes 8,094 tonnes + 294 tonnes 4%

Korea revenue $29m $30m + 1 m 3%

Japan volume 6,900 tonnes 7,195 tonnes + 295 tonnes 4%

Japan revenue $28m $29m + 1 m 4%

US volume 6,300 tonnes 6,745 tonnes + 445 tonnes 7%

US revenue $30m $32m + 2 m 7%

Indonesia volume 6,300 tonnes 6,745 tonnes + 445 tonnes 7%

Indonesia revenue $25m $27m + 2 m 8%

Other market volume 16,000 tonnes 16,189 tonnes +189 tonnes 1%

Other market revenue $71m $72m + 1 m 1%

L
iv

e 
ex

p
o

rt
s

fr
o

m
 

B
ro

o
m

e

Indonesia volume 55,000 head 55,465 head 465 head 1%

Indonesia revenue $47m $47m 0 m 0%

Vietnam volume 35,000 head 35,296 head + 296 head 1%

Vietnam revenue $29m $29m 0 m 0%

Other market volume 35,100 head 35,296 head + 196 head 1%

Other market revenue $34m $35m +1 m 0%

L
iv

e 
ex

p
o

rt
s 

fr
o

m
F

re
m

a
n

tl
e

Indonesia volume 12,000 head 11,808 head - 192 head -2%

Indonesia revenue $11m $11m 0 m 0%

Vietnam volume 37,000 head 36,727 head - 273 head -1%

Vietnam revenue $45m $45m 0 m 0%

Other market volume 84,200 head $82,658 - 1542 head -2%

Other market revenue $86m $85m - 1 m 0%

Comparison of model outputs and published data

Key model features
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3. Valuing security

28

In this section we:

• Explore the link between demand and supply

• Leverage case study comparisons to develop three sequential scenarios that 
incrementally raise the security of supply of WA beef

• Use our model to estimate the associated incremental scenario values

See Appendix B for more details on detailed model outputs

See Appendix C for more details on case studies
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3.1 Context
The WA Beef industry is relatively small in national terms and maintains a domestic market focus. 
Cattle prices have more than doubled over the last three years.
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Overview of the WA beef value chain

• WA beef prices have moved on general upward trend during the last 5 years. 
Data show that Australian beef prices in 2015 were among some of the highest 
on record, but have also exhibited volatility during the course of the last year1.

• The state supply chain is numerous, with around 3,900 business involved in 
cattle production2. The WA herd size has remained stable at around two 
million for the past decade4. 

• WA beef accounted for around 4.5% of the total Australian beef produced in 
2015 with around half being exported, lower than the approximate 75% 
national production3.

• Although focussed on the domestic market, WA accounts for a relatively small 
proportion of beef produced for national consumption, with WA production 
accounting for around 10% of the national market.
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WYCI EYCI

Western and Eastern Young Cattle Indicator
(2013-2016)

Note: both the EYCI and WYCI 
have exhibited volatility since 
2013. Although following a 
general upward trend, 
performance has been punctuated 
by dramatic falls.

Source: Meat and Livestock Australia

Note 1: Meat and livestock Australia, WYCI market report, 2016
Note 2: DAFWA analysis, the West Australian beef industry, 2016
Note 3: Meat and livestock Australia, cattle industry projections, 2016 
Note 4: DAFWA analysis, the West Australian beef industry
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3.2 2015 baseline analysis
Analysis of 2015 baseline model shows that the industry operated below capacity which is likely the  
result of a producer strategy to diversify sales across markets to improve income security.
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Analysis
• Analysis of the 2015 baseline shows that industry profits in 2015 

were around $276mn. This is less than the maximum potential profit of 
$334m.

• Our modelling indicates the sector operated below capacity and that only the 
Midwest farms and abattoirs exceeded a 50% throughput rate.

Observations
While achieving optimal profits is unlikely, evidence suggests that there are likely 
to be a number of factors limiting the ability of producers to raise profits further:

• Sales strategy to manage risk: Anecdotal evidence from industry contacts 
suggests producers sacrifice profit to maintain a share in diverse markets to 
manage the risk of demand shocks or changes in price.

• Short time horizons: forward contracting appears to play a limited role for WA 
producers, with a significant share of trade taking place at spot prices. Lack of 
legal underpinning to long-term relationships can lead to disruption as 
producers switch production between buyers depending on price. 

• Consumers looking to establish long term large volume commitments are 
unlikely to purchase through the current spot market.  

Value chain baseline Supply chain Head2 Rate2

Southwest farm 236,398 36.1%

Midwest farm 173,359 73.2%

Kimberley 283,678 40.2%

Pilbara farm 94,559 27.4%

Abattoir 311,420 71.1%

Feedlot 391,555 43.1%

Volumes and capacity throughput - 2015 baseline 

Note 1: See Appendix B for more result details

Note 2: Throughput ‘head’ is defined as the heads of cattle that pass 
through a value chain component in a year.  Throughput ‘rate’ is the 
total head that pass through a value chain component as a percentage 
of its  total estimated capacity
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3.3 The security of supply opportunity
Supply and demand are linked and so improvements are modelled incrementally and in a sequential 
manner. 

• Historic data show spot prices for beef can exhibit substantial volatility. As prices move to equate supply 
and demand, it is likely this volatility reflects frequent underlying mismatches between both. 

• For sectors such as beef with long lead-in production times, this volatility can also reflect mismatches in 
expectations between consumers and producers given the challenge of predicting future supply and 
demand, as well as the effect of unexpected disruptions. 

• On the supply side, the availability of inputs such as feed, transportation, and cattle can be a key source of 
uncertainty and disruption, particularly in fragmented, open sourcing supply chains. Measures, such as 
greater supply chain coordination, can be taken to enhance the security of supply, and safeguard against 
unexpected disruptions. 

• The relationship between supply and demand means the value of increased security of supply also 
depends on demand. The ability to plan production and minimise disruption in a market with volatile 
demand is likely to create little additional value. 

• Securing the full value of security of supply therefore depends on the degree to which improvements in 
supply are combined with reduced volatility and increased predictability in demand.

• To reflect this relationship, we model the impact of incremental improvements in both the security of 
supply and demand in a sequential manner to reflect a likely strategy for implementation. 

31
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3.4 Scenario overview
A 2015 baseline and case study comparisons were used to develop three sequential scenarios that 
incrementally raise the security of supply of WA beef.
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2015 Baseline

Scenario 1: Greater 
coordination

Scenario 3: China forward 
contract

We assume that raising the security of supply, by improving supply chain coordination, reduces disruption 

and allows better sales targeting to raise profits. We assume the gains from increasing security of supply via 

supply side measures become exhausted once abattoir capacity is reached.

Comparing against 2015 actuals, we identify how the industry performed and where potential improvements 

might be made on existing prices, risk management strategies and supply chain structure. Using 2015 sector 

output as a basis, we model progressive increases to the security of supply to identify the impact and value 

creation in comparison to the 2015 baseline.

We assume that increasing security of supply beyond the previous scenario realistically requires an increase 

in security of demand. Using the conditions of the Australia-Japan Economic Partnership Agreement, we test 

the impact of the large forward contract with Japanese importers to extend secure supply for boxed beef.

Scenario 2: Japan forward 
contract

We assume that meeting the demand required for the forward contract with Japan enhances the credibility of 

WA as a source of secure supply. This allows WA producers to negotiate and secure demand of Chinese 

importers through a significant contract to make use of WA’s excess capacity, in line with conditions of the 

Australia-China Free Trade Agreement. 

See Appendix C for more details on case studies
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3.5 Scenario 1: Greater industry coordination
This scenario assumes that greater sector coordination enhances security of supply and investment, 
secures prices, and reduces the need to diversify sales.
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To model the effect of greater coordination on the 2015 baseline 
model, we assume the sector is able to optimise profit subject to 
the following constraints imposed to manage risk:

• Domestic prices are fixed at the 2015 average, and are 
known to producers. 

• WA beef is traded nationally and a 1% increase in supply 
leads to a 0.8% fall in prices2.

• A minimum of domestic sales at 32,500 tonnes (50% of 
2015 quantity1) 

• A minimum of boxed exports at 21,500 tonnes (50% of 
2015 quantity)

• A minimum of live exports at 130,000 cattle (50% of 2015 
quantity)

• Maximum live exports to Indonesia at 67,000 head (2015 
quantity)

Note: we assume the herd size is not fixed - greater 
coordination facilitates investment in the herd to meet extra 
demand. 

Rationale Scenario assumptions

• Analysis of the 2015 industry suggests scope to improve 
sales revenue and profits from a more effective use of 
existing infrastructure.

• Drawing on insights from industry transformation in 
Brazil, we assume greater coordination across the WA 
sector, such as through a cooperative or longer-term less 
relationships could enable producers to reduce 
disruption and improve the security of supply.

• We assume that while coordination enhances 
performance, it does not eliminate risk completely. As 
such, we impose a minimum diversity of sales to manage 
the uncertainty.

Case study insights: Brazil

• The Brazilian beef industry has undergone significant 
growth since the late 1990’s driven by industry 
consolidation and supply chain integration.

• Greater supply chain coordination enabled the sector 
to raise production, reduce costs and increase market 
share. Further details can be found in Appendix B.

Note 1: DAFWA, West Australian beef commentary
Note 2: For a review of beef price elasticities, see Zhao, Griffith and Mullen, University 
of New England, 2001
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3.5 Scenario 1 – Results 
Minimising the need to diversify sales increases domestic sales to take advantage of high prices and 
investment raises the herd size to abattoir capacity.
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Results:

• Under the assumptions of this scenario, model results suggest that 
profits could have been $372m in 2015.

• Given greater price certainty, model results imply that the industry 
would choose to sell more of the production domestically to take 
advantage of high prices in the short term. This results in livestock 
exports being diverted from Indonesia and Vietnam. 

• The supply from WA to the domestic Australian market increases from 
10% to 17%. This is relatively small and so is unlikely to have a 
significant impact on domestic prices.

• This supply growth is likely to translate into a minimal impact on 
prices. Results show the volume of domestic sales more than doubling 
from 62,000 tonnes to 135,000 tonnes.

• Removing limits to the herd size raises the number of cattle disposals 
from 677,000 head to 745,000 head. Under these assumptions, the 
binding constraint to production growth is abattoir capacity.

Observations:

• In addition to these gains from coordination, insight from the Brazil 
case study suggests greater coordination is likely to be a pre-condition 
to securing greater demand in export markets. Successful coordination 
should enhance WA’s credibility as a source of secure supply and 
provide a focal point for large negotiations with potential customers.

Impact on the value chain Value 
chain 

component

Scenario result Change on previous 
scenario

Head2 Rate2 Head2 Rate2

Southwest 
farm

247,752 37.8% +11,353 +1.7%

Midwest 
farm

181,685 76.7% +8,326 +3.5%

Kimberley 297,302 42.1% +13,624 +1.9%

Pilbara farm 99,101 28.7% +4,541 +1.3%

Abattoir 438,000 100.0% +126,580 +28.9%

Feedlot 454,713 48.3% +63,158 +5.2%

Volumes and capacity under greater coordination 

Note 1: See Appendix B for more result details

Note 2: Throughput ‘head’ is defined as the heads of cattle that pass through a 
value chain component in a year.  Throughput ‘rate’ is the total head that pass 
through a value chain component as a percentage of its  total estimated capacity
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3.6 Scenario 2 – Japan forward contract
This scenario assumes a forward contract with Japan for 25,000 tonnes of high quality beef and 
sufficient investment to meet contract demand.
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To model the impact of a large forward contract, we build on the 
assumptions from scenario 1 for greater coordination, and alter 
the Japan sales element of the model to reflect the following:

• Forward contract agreed with Japanese importers for 
25,000 tonnes each year of Bos Taurus beef in particular  
to reflect the Japanese preference for high quality beef. 
Under the EPA, an increase in tariffs is triggered when 
beef exports exceed a certain threshold. Data from the US 
Department of Agriculture show that Australian exports 
were under the threshold by about 30,000 tonnes in 
20152

• A contract price average of $6/kg for chilled or frozen beef 
cuts, below the average price of the Australian beef 
imported by Japan in 2015 of $7.47. An offal import price 
of $9/kg - below the estimated average price of  $9.70 
price for 2015.

• We also assume that any binding capacity constraints on 
production resulting from the production growth in from 
scenario 1 are overcome to meet the demand of this 
contract and the model moves to a new steady state. Any 
investment required to expand production is not included 
in model cost calculations.

Rationale Scenario assumptions

• Drawing on case study insight, we develop a scenario in 
which the next step for industry growth through secure 
supply requires greater security of demand. 

• We assume that the greater credibility gained from 
industry coordination provides a platform for negotiation 
of large scale forward contracts (in the same style as trade 
in the Chicago Mercantile Exchange) in markets beyond 
Australia. 

• Japanese interest in securing the supply of beef has 
increased following the Japan/Australia Economic 
Partnership Agreement (EPA)1. Japan is a net beef 
importer and faces competition to secure supply given 
exchange rate and thus price volatility.

Case study insight: CME cattle futures

• Forward (or futures) contracts, such as those traded on 
the Chicago Mercantile Exchange reduce uncertainty 
for producers with long lead-in times by agreeing 
future prices, volumes and delivery dates.

• Similar measures introduced in Australia came to an 
end were end in 2009, however new arrangements are 
under consideration.

See Appendix C for more case study details
Note 1: Source, PwC Japan desk
Note 2:  USDA, Japan livestock and products annual, 2016
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3.6 Scenario 2 – results 
Under this scenario, total disposals and revenue increase, however profits fall due to high quality 
beef being diverted from domestic sales to meet contract demand.
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Results:

• A forward contract with Japan raises production to 826,000 cattle 
disposals.

• To meet the needs of the forward contract, WA abattoir capacity has to 
increase from 438,000 head to around 500,000 head to meet demand.

• Contract demand for higher quality beef means sales are diverted from 
the domestic market. Domestic demand is met with Bos Indicus beef 
from under-utilised farms in the north

Observations:

• Diversion means that under this scenario of secure supply, sector profits 
are an estimated $349m per annum, slightly lower than the $371m 
secured in the previous scenario through greater coordination.

• Despite lower profits, a forward contract of this type with Japan 
represents a required step to increase the credibility of the sector to 
deliver contracts, and increase the likelihood of further opportunities to 
secure supply.

• Given this, we maintain the conditions for the forward contract with 
Japan while testing the feasibility of a forward contract with China in 
the next scenario.

Impact on the value chain

Volumes and capacity throughput under Japan forward 
contract

Value chain 
component

Scenario result
(Throughput)

Change on previous 
scenario

Head2 Rate2 Head2 Rate2

Southwest 
farm

274,781 42.0% +27,030 +4.1%

Midwest 
farm

201,506 85.0% +19,822 +8.4%

Kimberley 
farm

329,738 46.7% +32,435 +4.6%

Pilbara farm 109,913 31.9% +10,812 +3.1%

Abattoir 501,346 100.0% +63,346 0%

Feedlot 514,604 54.4% +59,891 +6.1%

Note 1: See Appendix B for more result details

Note 2: Throughput ‘head’ is defined as the heads of cattle that pass through a 
value chain component in a year.  Throughput ‘rate’ is the total head that pass 
through a value chain component as a percentage of its  total estimated capacity
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3.7 Scenario 3 – China forward contract
The scenario assumes an annual forward contract with Chinese importers of 400,00 head.
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In line with previous assumptions and the likely sequencing of 
greater security of supply, we assume industry capacity stands at 
the levels used in previous scenarios. The key assumptions used 
in these scenarios are:

• Forward contract agreed with China for 400,000 head of 
500kg+ slaughter-ready cattle per annum to meet the 
capacity of around capacity of four to five abattoirs on the 
south China coast.

• We also assume a forward contract price of $5/kg live weight 
FOB, which is below the current spot price in China of 
around $7/kg2.

• We assume that there are no constraints on shipping capacity 
and that sufficient vessels exists to meet the transit needs at 
current industry costs.

Meeting additional demand of this scale will likely require 
significant reorganisation of the herd between farms to manage 
costs. 

To reflect this, we relax the assumptions around the distribution 
of the herd, and allow the model to choose the optimal source of 
cattle amongst the farms/stations in the north and in the south. 

Rationale for scenario Scenario assumptions

• We assume that the credibility gained through the 
forward contract with Japan, provides a basis for the 
further step to expand secure supply, via securing 
demand.

• Industry feedback highlights security of supply as a key 
issue for Chinese importers. Livestock importers require 
large, regular shipments that adhere to health and safety 
regulations in order to maximise abattoir throughput 
rate.

• Based on potential growth in livestock exports to China of 
1m per annum, we assume a significant proportion of 
these exports come from WA given excess capacity and 
the existing shipping routes. 

Industry insight: Chinese partnering

• Feedback from participants at the September 2016 
World Meat Industry Conference in Beijing identified 
interest from a number of commercial partners to 
secure the supply of beef from WA. Greater detail and 
analysis of the Chinese market can be found in 
Appendix C.

• Potential partners include: ecommerce companies, 
large processors, financial institutions and large 
agribusinesses. 

Note 1: Industry participants, CIMIE conference, Beijing, 27-29 September
Note 2: Ministry of Agriculture, 2016
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3.7 Scenario 3 – results 
The size of the envisaged forward contract exhausts much of the excess capacity in WA. Results 
indicate developing secure supply to meet this demand would require substantial investment
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Results:

• Meeting this demand, raises the number of cattle disposals each year, 
from 826,000 to 1.2 million head, which is still within the carrying 
capacity of the WA farm land. However, the demand for the livestock 
raises the cattle volumes to the estimated carrying capacity of farms in 
the Pilbara and Southwest.

• A forward contract for 400,000 head requires an expansion in the 
feedlot capacity to 116,000 head at any one time.

• Sector wide profits increase substantially - growing to $671m from 
$372m secured under the scenario of greater coordination and a Japan 
forward contract.

Observations:

• Under these assumptions, the optimal choice is to increase the herd 
numbers in the Kimberley, Pilbara and Southwest, while reducing the 
number of cattle drawn from the Midwest. This reflects the need to 
produce northern Bos Indicus cattle to meet livestock export demand in 
existing markets, while minimising transport costs through prioritising 
herd growth at the most southerly farm/stations in each region.

Impact on the value chain

Volumes and capacity throughput under China forward 
contract

Value chain 
component

Scenario result
(Throughput)

Change on previous 
scenario

Head2 Rate2 Head2 Rate2

Southwest 
farm

1,062,248 100.0% +407,248 58.1%

Midwest farm 34,908 45.7% - 73,388 -39.3%

Kimberley 421,861 50.9%
+62,279 

4.2%

Pilbara farm 590,899 100.0%
+245,899 

68.1%

Abattoir 564,693 100.0% +63,346 0%

Feedlot 1,275,775 94.3% +380,586 39.9%

Note 1: See Appendix B for more result details

Note 2: Throughput ‘head’ is defined as the heads of cattle that pass through a 
value chain component in a year.  Throughput ‘rate’ is the total head that pass 
through a value chain component as a percentage of its  total estimated capacity
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1.1B

1.2B

1.3B

2.3B
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3.8 Results overview
Results indicate that, over a five to twelve year timeframe, the WA Beef industry might have the 
potential to grow cattle disposals, double revenue to $1.2B in increase profit by $0.5B.

2015 Baseline 

Greater industry 
coordination 

Forward contract 
with Japan

Forward contract 
with China

Estimated profits: $276m
Cattle disposals: 677,000

Based on 2015 production data.

Estimated profits: $372m
Cattle disposals: 745,000

Drawing on insights from 
industry consolidation in Brazil, 
we model the impact of a more 
coordinated supply chain.

The increase in profits comes 
from leveraging domestic sales 
to support an increase to the 
herd size. 

Production volumes are 
restricted by the current 
abattoir capacity of 438,000 
head per annum.

Estimated profits: $349m
Cattle disposals: 826,000

Leverage a current boxed 
export market  (Japan ) as an 
interim step to mitigate the risk 
of herd growth and establish 
WA credibility as a secure 
source of supply.

Profit falls as premium grade 
meat is diverted to Japan and 
away from a higher priced 
domestic market, which is now 
supplied with standard grade 
meat.

Securing demand will require 
investment to increase abattoir 
capacity by 70,000 head per 
annum.

Estimated profits: $671m
Cattle disposals: 1.2m

Building upon WA credibility 
as a secure source of supply 
forward contracts with an 
emerging live cattle export 
market in China are 
introduced.

Pilbara and Midwest farms 
operate at full capacity.

Securing demand will require 
investment to increase feedlot 
capacity to be able to cope 
with 116,000 head at any one 
time.

1.1B

1.2B

1.3B

2.3B

1.1B

1.2B

1.3B

2.3B

1.1B

1.2B

1.3B

2.3B

$

$

$

$

Revenue

• An average 5% per annum herd size increase is estimated to 
deliver the 0.5m growth in cattle disposals in twelve years. 

• If the average annual growth could be increased to 8% by 
increasing the proportion of the herd retained for breeding 
and/or purchasing breeders from other States this timeframe 
could be shortened to approximately five years.
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3.9 Market and product distribution
A diversified market which includes Japan and China growth is achieved by first halving exports, 
including those to Indonesia and Vietnam, and diverting them to the domestic market.
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Sales destination Baseline analysis
Scenario 1: Greater 

coordination
Scenario 2: Japan 
forward contract

Scenario 3: China 
forward contract

Domestic Boxed: 67,477 tonnes Boxed: 135,179 tonnes Boxed: 135,179 tonnes Boxed: 135,179 tonnes

Export: Indonesia

Boxed: 6,745 tonnes Boxed: 3,373 tonnes Boxed: 3,373 tonnes Boxed: 3,373 tonnes

Live: 67,273 head Live: 33,637 head Live: 33,637 head Live: 33,637 head

Export: Vietnam Live: 72,033 head Live: 36,016 head Live: 36,016 head Live: 30,016 head

Export: Japan Boxed: 7,195 tonnes Boxed: 3,598 tonnes Boxed: 25,000 tonnes Boxed: 25,000 tonnes

Export: China Live: 0 head Live: 0 head Live: 0 head Live: 400,000 head

Cattle disposals 677,000 head 744,900 head 824,300 head 1,225,135 head
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4 Potential road map
A structured industry-wide co-creative approach will be required if the full value of the security of 
supply is to be achieved.
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Enhance

Share/ design

Plan/ build

Implement

• Consider and incorporate other DAFWA-NBF project outputs.

• Select group of relevant  and representative stakeholders and present findings, 
establish appetite for industry growth, enhance data accuracy and agree next 
steps.

• Develop a stakeholder engagement and communication plan.

• Widen industry consultation, present findings, establish appetite for industry 
growth, enhance data accuracy and agree next steps.

• Assess regulatory criteria required to increase volumes in export markets.

• Model incremental volumes and estimate required returns.

• Hold discussions with selected potential investors and Japanese and Chinese 
customers.

• Design operating model.

• Develop a detailed implementation plan.

• Establish WA Beef industry governance structure.

• Establish team to develop business case.

• Obtain business case approval.

• Secure funding.

• Establish project team and governance structure.

• Execute implementation plan to realise benefits.

1

2

3

4
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5 Disclaimer

This report has been prepared The Department of Agriculture and Food Northern Beef Futures project (DAFWA-NBF) for the purpose 
set out in contract number DAFWA375, dated 26 August 2016, titled “Western Australia Beef Industry Analysis – Valuing security of 
supply” and is not designed to be used for any other purpose. We do not accept any responsibility for losses occasioned to the DAFWA-
NBF or to any other party as a result of the circulation, reproduction or use of our final or draft report contrary to the provisions of this 
paragraph.

The report is based on publically available information and information supplied by the DAFWA-NBF and discussions held with DAFWA-
NBF employees. This information has not been independently verified by us and we therefore do not provide any assurance as to its 
completeness or accuracy. This report may contain information confidential to the DAFWA-NBF and/or PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC).
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A. Modelling details
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Model development platform
Enterprise Optimizer models are built using five basic components.
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Purchase objects

Purchase objects allow the introduction of new materials 
such as cattle or feed into the supply chain. 
Example features/constraints: Unit costs; Minimum 
number of units; Maximum number of units

Conversion objects

Conversion objects combine input to produce a new 
output e.g, Abattoirs, transport hubs, feeding processes 
Example features/constraints: Units costs; process rates; 
processing capacity

Sorting arrows

Sorting arrows represents the yield or distribution, and 
processes undertaken to move materials from one point to 
another. 
Factor/Constraints include: transit time and costs; yields 
and distributions between conversion to inventory.

Inventory objects

Inventory objects represent the storage points of cattle or 
other materials, once they have been through a conversion 
process. These do not necessarily reflect a physical storage 
location in reality.
Example features/constraints: Collection points Carry 
forward units

Sales objects

Sales objects represent the final point of the supply chain 
where the sales take place.
Example features/constraints: Price per unit; Minimum 
units for sale; Maximum units for sale

Purchase

Conversion

Inventory

Sales
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Model structure
Data and inputs are modelled in tables associated with each supply chain element.
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Farm

Export from Broome

Feeding Processing

Export from 
Fremantle

Model schematic: 
The WA beef value chain
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Model variables
Variables in the beef supply chain model fall into five categories. Each variable is also either a fixed 
variable or a choice variable.
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Model variables Fixed Variables Choice variables

Volumes

• Herd size
• Cattle disposals
• Export demand
• Domestic demand

Capacities
• Farm capacity
• Backgrounding farm capacity
• Port capacity

• Feedlot capacity
• Abattoir capacity
• Shipping capacity

Costs and Prices

• Breeding cost
• Processing cost at abattoirs
• Transport cost
• Shipping cost
• Cost of feed

• Export prices
• Domestic prices

Distribution

• Proportion of cattle retained for breeding
• Distribution of cattle weights at muster periods
• Distribution of steers and heifers at birth
• Proportion of cows in the herd
• Percentage yield of carcass weight at processing

• Distribution of herd between farms

Rates and Processes
• Growth rate of cattle at farm, backgrounding farm and 

feedlot
• Seasonal constraints on processes
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Farm data inputs (1 of 3)
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Location Capacity Herd distribution

Kimberley Farm 706,000 36%

Pilbara Farm 345,000 10%

Midwest Farm 237,000 24%

Southwest Farm 655,000 30%

2. Farm capacity and herd distribution

Location Cattle breed
Distribution

of type
Kept for 

breeding %

Kimberley Farm
Bos Indicus steer 51% 0

Bos Indicus heifer 49% 75%

Pilbara Farm
Bos Indicus steer 51% 0

Bos Indicus heifer 49% 75%

Midwest Farm
Bos Taurus steer 51% 0

Bos Taurus heifer 49% 0.4%

Southwest Farm
Bos Taurus steer 51% 0

Bos Taurus heifer 49% 0.4%

3. Herd composition

1. Cattle disposals

Cattle disposals (2015) 677,000 head

1. Disposal cattle are animals that enter the supply chain to be 
sold as live exports or be processed and sold as boxed beef. 
In 2015, this figure was 677,000 head from WA. In the 
scenarios analysed during this project.  cattle disposals are 
not constrained to this number.  

2. Farm capacity shows how many head of cattle each region 
(Kimberley, Pilbara, Midwest and Southwest) can carry at a 
time. This capacity is assumed to be fixed and cannot be 
changed in scenarios. 

3. The herd distribution shows the distribution of cattle across 
these farm regions e.g. 36% of all WA cattle came from the 
Kimberley farm in 2015. This distribution can be changed in 
scenarios to allow a greater throughput rate.

4. The herd composition represents a realistic distribution 
between steers and heifers and is assumed to be fixed in all 
scenarios. The percentage kept for breeding shows the 
proportion of heifers each farm region generally retains for 
breeding to maintain herd size. This is also assumed to be 
fixed between scenarios.
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Farm data inputs (2 of 3)
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5. Farm to next destination

Farm regions
Weaned cattle 

weight (kg)
Next destination

Northern farms

<150 Retain on farm

150-250 Backgrounding farm

250-300
Backgrounding farm

Broome port

300-350
Backgrounding farm

Broome port

400-450
Abattoir

Broome port

Southern farms

<350 Retain on farm

350-400 Feedlot

400-450
Feedlot

Abattoir

450-500
Abattoir

Fremantle Port

4. Weight distribution at muster

Regions Weight category Distribution

Northern farms 
(Bos Indicus)

Size 1: <150 kg 1.5%

Size 2: 150 – 250 kg 31.5%

Size 3: 250 – 300 kg 32%

Size 4: 300 – 350 kg 23%

Size 6: 400 – 450 kg 12%

Southern farms 
(Bos Taurus)

Size 4: <350 kg 12%

Size 5: 350 – 400 kg 48%

Size 6: 400 – 450 kg 34%

Size 7: 450 – 500 kg 5%

4. There are a total of seven weight categories for calves at 
farm at muster in the model. It is assumed that the 
northern farms carry Bos Indicus calves that fall within five 
of these weight categories, while the southern farms carry 
Bos Taurus calves in four weight categories. Bos Indicus
calves have a lower average weight than Bos Taurus calves. 
A normal distribution of weights at the first muster is 
assumed in the model.

5. There are multiple options for moving cattle from each farm 
depending on the size of the cattle at muster. Cattle retained 
on farm through being too small in size become a bigger size 
in the following year and leave the farm. In the model, 
disposal cattle includes all the cattle that leave the farm to 
become live export or slaughter cattle in that year. 

See pages 50-51 for process maps of cattle movement from 
northern and southern farms.
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Farm data inputs (3 of 3)
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Origin Destination
Distance 

(km)
Cost per 

km
Capacity
per truck

Cost per 
cattle

Kimberley Farm Broome Port 1,043 7.20 210 $36

Kimberley Farm Backgrounding Farm 2,968 7.20 210 $102

Kimberley Farm Feedlot 3,289 7.20 210 $113

Pilbara Farm Broome Port 1,000 7.20 210 $34

Pilbara Farm Backgrounding Farm 1,009 7.20 210 $35

Pilbara Farm Feedlot 1,327 7.20 210 $45

Midwest Farm Feedlot 504 5.40 140 $19

Midwest Farm Abattoir 528 5.40 140 $20

Midwest Farm Fremantle Port 405 5.53 140 $16

Southwest Farm Feedlot 164 6.85 140 $8

Southwest Farm Abattoir 164 6.85 140 $8

Southwest Farm Fremantle Port 282 6.36 140 $13

6. Transport costs

6. The transport cost is calculated by:

• Average distance between each farm and 
cattle destination Average cost per km

• The capacity of a truck that takes that route

The cost per animal is calculated by dividing the 
total cost (distance x cost per km) by the truck 
capacity.

7. The cost of breeding is assumed to be the cost of 
feeding an animal from birth until it leaves the 
farm at a muster point. These costs are calculated 
assuming:

- $1.5/kg weight gain

- Average kg weight gain from birth until the 
calve leaves the farm

7. Breeding cost

Cattle breed Cost per cattle

Bos Indicus (Northern farms) $420

Bos Taurus (Southern farms) $592.5
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Northern farm process map
The model includes the processes of cattle from birth until it leaves the farm for slaughter or live 
export.
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May

Calves born <150kg Remain on station

150-250kg Backgrounding in South

250-350kg Live 
Export (Indo)

350-400kg Feedlot

<150kg Remain on station

250-350 Live Export 
(Indo)

300kg+ Feedlot

500kg Live Export 
(Vietnam)

500kg Abattoir

500kg Abattoir

500kg Live Export 
(Vietnam)

350-400kg Feedlot

Feeding calves on station

500kg Abattoir

500kg Live Export 
(Vietnam)

250-300kg Backgrounding in 
South

300-350kg Remain on station
400-450kg Live 

Export (Vietnam)
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Southern farm process map
The model includes the processes of cattle from birth until it leaves the farm to for slaughter or live 
export.
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Year
1

Year 2 Year 3

Dec
Ja
n

Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep

Calves born <350kg Remain on station

350-450kg Feedlot

Feeding calves

450-500kg Abattoir

450-500kg Live 
Export (Vietnam)

500kg Abattoir

500kg Live Export 
(Vietnam)

350-400kg Feedlot 500kg Abattoir

500kg Live Export 
(Vietnam)
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Backgrounding farm data inputs
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Cattle 
entry

weight

Exit 
Weight

Average 
kg weight 

gain

Growth 
rate 

(kg/day)
Total days

Cost
($/day)

Cost 
($/cattle)

150-250 350 150 0.6 250 0.3 75

250-300 350 75 0.6 125 0.3 37.5

300-350 350 25 0.6 42 0.3 12.5

1. Rate of growth and cost

2. Available months of feed

• May to November

1. There are multiple variables modelled into the 
backgrounding process. The rate of growth is assumed to be 
0.6kg/day for all cattle in the backgrounding farm. Cattle 
are in the backgrounding farm for different time period 
depending on their entry weight, resulting in a different 
cost for each animal.

2. The maximum duration and animal can spend on a 
backgrounding farm is constrained by the seasonal changes 
that dictate months of available feed. 

3. The model assumes one backgrounding farm and one 
feedlot, which represents the aggregate for all WA facilities. 
Therefore the average distance between an associated 
backgrounding farm and a feedlot is used to calculate the 
cost for transporting a cattle. 

The transport cost is dependent on:

• Average distance between a backgrounding farm and 
a feedlot

• Average cost per km

• The capacity of a truck that takes that route

The cost per cattle is calculated by dividing the total cost 
(distance x cost per km) by the truck capacity. 

3. Transport to feedlot

Origin Destination
Distance 

(km)
Cost per 

km
Capacity
per truck

Cost per 
cattle

Backgrounding Farm Feedlot 107 8.02 140 $6
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Feedlot data inputs
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Cattle entry
weight

Exit Weight
Average kg 
weight gain

Growth rate 
(kg/day)

Total days

350-400 500 125 1.6 78

400-450 500 75 1.6 47

1. Rate of growth

1. There are multiple variables modelled into the 
finishing process at the feedlots. The rate of growth 
is assumed to be 1.6kg/day for all cattle in the 
backgrounding farm. Cattle are in the feedlots for 
different time periods depending on their entry 
weight.

2. It is assumed that the cost per tonne of feed is $450 
and that each animal eats 0.4 tonnes of feed per 
month to gain 1.6kg/day. This equates to a cost of 
$180 per head for every month that is it in the 
feedlot.

3. The feedlot capacity is assumed to be 115,000 head 
at a time. This means that if 115,000 cattle enter the 
feedlot at 350kg then the feedlot will be at full 
capacity for 3 months until the cattle reach the 
slaughter-ready weight of 500kg. This capacity is 
represents the aggregate capacity of all feedlots in 
WA.

4. Slaughter-ready cattle can either go to Fremantle 
port for live exports, or to the abattoir for 
processing. Transport cost is dependent on:

• Average distance between a feedlot and the 
next destination

• Average cost per km

• The capacity of a truck that takes that route

The cost per head is calculated by dividing the total 
cost (distance x cost per km) by the truck capacity. 

2. Cost of feed

Tonne of feed per cattle 
per month

Cost per tonne Cost per month

0.4 $450 $180

3.  Feedlot Capacity

Feedlot capacity 115,000 head at a time

3. Transport from feedlot

Origin Destination
Distance 

(km)
Cost per 

km
Capacity
per truck

Cost per 
cattle

Feedlot Fremantle Port 677 $5.29 140 26

Feedlot Abattoir 693 $5.29 140 26
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Abattoir data inputs (1 of 2)
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1. Processing cost depends on the weight of the cattle 
being processed. In general it is $265 per cattle, 
however cattle under 500 kg incur a penalty. 
Therefore, the cost of processing a 400kg animal is 
higher.

2. There is a general rule applied to the yield for all 
cattle. The carcass weight is 54% of the live weight, 
and yield is 75% of the carcass weight. These figures 
were used as they are the industry standard.

3. There are 18 final products built into the model. 
Each animal with the exception of cows, are 
processed into 18 products based on the percentages 
shown in the table. Cows are only processed into 
sausages.

1. Processing cost

Cattle Type Cattle weight Cost per cattle

Bos Indicus / Bos Taurus 500 $265

Bos Indicus / Bos Taurus 400 $340

Cow 600 $265

2. Yield

Cattle Type Cattle weight (kg) Carcass weight (kg) Yield (kg)

Bos Indicus / Bos Taurus 500 270 202.5

Bos Indicus / Bos Taurus 400 216 162

Cow 600 324 243

3. Final product mix

Final products % of cattle

Offal 17%

Hide 12%

Blade 4%

Oyster blade 1%

Chuck 4%

Scotch fillet 2%

Skirt 1%

Porterhouse 2%

T-bone 4%

Rump 4%

Eye fillet 1%

Round 3%

Top side 5%

Silver side 6%

Osso bucco 2%

Shin beef 3%

Mince 19%

Sausage 9%
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Abattoir data inputs (2 of 2)
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4. The abattoir capacity is 438,000 head a year which 
is the aggregate capacity of all WA abattoirs for 
domestic and export sales. This capacity is varied in 
scenarios to test the impacts of increasing abattoir 
capacity on the industry.

5. Boxed beef can be sold into domestic market or the 
export market through Fremantle Port. Domestic 
transport is not captured with the model. 

Transport cost is dependent on:

• Average distance between abattoirs and 
Fremantle Port

• Average cost per km

• The capacity of a truck that takes that route

The cost per tonne is calculated by dividing the total 
cost (distance x cost per km) by the truck capacity.

4. Abattoir capacity

Abattoir capacity 438,000 head

5. Transport to Fremantle Port

Origin Destination
Distance 

(km)
Cost per 

km
Capacity
per truck

Cost per 
tonne

Abattoir Fremantle Port 170 $5.82
16.5 

tonnes
$60
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B. Model scenarios and results
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2015 Performance
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Source:
Western Australian Beef Commentary Issue 12, 
Department of Agriculture and Food, August 2015

Cattle Disposals (WA)

677,000 head

Live export cattle

$ 253m

258,000 head

Slaughter Cattle

418,000 head
108,000 tonnes

Domestic Boxed

65,000 tonnes

Export Boxed

$ 184m 

43,000 tonnes

Live Export Broome

$ 109m

126,057 head

Live Export Fremantle

$ 141m

131,203 head

Korea

$ 29m 

7,800 tonnes

Japan

$ 28m 

6,900 tonnes

United States

$ 30m 

6,300 tonnes

Indonesia

$25m 

6,300 tonnes

Other

$ 71m 

16,000 tonnes

Indonesia

$ 47m 

55,000 head

Vietnam

$ 29m 

35,000 head

Other

$ 34m 

35,100 head

Indonesia

$ 11m 

12,000 head

Vietnam

$ 45m 

37,000 head

Other

$ 86m 

84,200 head

62%

38%

60%

40%

49%

51%

18%

16%

15%

36%

15%

44%

28%

28%

9%

28%

63%
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Model results – Baseline 2015 
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Cattle Disposals (WA)

$1,123m

677,000 head

Live export cattle

$ 252m

257,260 head

Slaughter Cattle

$ 871m

419,740 head
112,462 tonnes

Domestic Boxed

$ 680m 

67,477 tonnes

Export Boxed

$ 190m 

44,985 tonnes

Live Export Broome

$ 109m

126,057 head

Live Export Fremantle

$ 141m

131,203 head

Revenue $1,123m

Cost $847m

Profit $276m

Korea

$ 30m 

8,094 tonnes

Japan

$ 29m 

7,195 tonnes

United States

$ 32m 

6,745 tonnes

Indonesia

$27m 

6,745 tonnes

Other

$ 72m 

16,189 tonnes

Indonesia

$ 47m 

55,465 head

Vietnam

$ 29m 

35,296 head

Other

$ 35m 

35,296 head

Indonesia

$ 11m 

11,808 head

Vietnam

$ 45m 

36,737 head

Other

$ 85m 

82,658 head

62%

38%

60%

40%

49%

51%

18%

16%

15%

36%

15%

44%

28%

28%

9%

28%

63%
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Model results – Greater industry 
coordination
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Cattle Disposals (WA)

$1,247m

744,990 head

Live export cattle

$ 154m

157,992 head

Slaughter Cattle

$ 1,092m

586,998 head
157,663 tonnes

Domestic Boxed

$ 1,027m 

135,179 tonnes

Export Boxed

$ 65m 

22,484 tonnes

Live Export Broome

$ 84m

92,390 head

Live Export Fremantle

$ 70m

65,601 head

Revenue $1,247m

Cost $875m

Profit $372m

Korea

$ 10m 

4,047 tonnes

Japan

$ 10m 

3,598 tonnes

United States

$ 11m 

3,373 tonnes

Indonesia

$9m 

3,373 tonnes

Other

$ 25m 

8,094 tonnes

Indonesia

$ 24m 

27,733 head

Vietnam

$ 15m 

17,648 head

Other

$ 46m 

47,010 head

Indonesia

$ 6m 

5,904 head

Vietnam

$ 22m 

18,368 head

Other

$ 42m 

41,329 head

79%

21%

86%

14%

58%

42%

18%

16%

15%

36%

15%

30%

19%

51%

9%

28%

63%
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Model results – Japan forward 
contract
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Cattle Disposals (WA)

$1,322m

824,300 head

Live export cattle

$ 154m

157,992 head

Slaughter Cattle

$ 1,170m

666,308 head
179,068 tonnes

Domestic Boxed

$ 1,009m 

135,179 tonnes

Export Boxed

$ 161m 

43,889 tonnes

Live Export Broome

$ 84m

92,390 head

Live Export Fremantle

$ 70m

65,601 head

Revenue $1,324m

Cost $975m

Profit $349m

Korea

$ 10m 

4,048 tonnes

Japan

$ 105m 

25,000 tonnes

United States

$ 11m 

3,373 tonnes

Indonesia

$9m 

3,373 tonnes

Other

$ 25m 

8,095 tonnes

Indonesia

$ 24m 

27,733 head

Vietnam

$ 15m 

17,648 head

Other

$ 46m 

47,010 head

Indonesia

$ 6m 

5,904 head

Vietnam

$ 22m 

18,368 head

Other

$ 42m 

41,329 head

81%

19%

75%

25%

49%

51%

9%

57%

8%

18%

8%

30%

19%

51%

9%

28%

63%
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Model results – China forward 
contract
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Cattle Disposals (WA)

$2,324m

1,225,135 head

Live export cattle

$1,155 m

557,992 head

Slaughter Cattle

$1,169 m

667,143 head
179,068 tonnes

Domestic Boxed

$ 1,008m 

135,179 tonnes

Export Boxed

$ 161m 

43,889 tonnes

Live Export Broome

$85m

92,390 head

Live Export Fremantle

$1,070m

465,601 head

Revenue $2,324m

Cost $1,653m

Profit $671m

Korea

$ 10m 

4,048 tonnes

Japan

$ 105m 

25,000 tonnes

United States

$ 11m 

3,373 tonnes

Indonesia

$9m 

3,373 tonnes

Other

$ 25m 

8,095 tonnes

Indonesia

$ 24m 

27,733 head

Vietnam

$ 15m 

17,648 head

Other

$ 47m 

47,010 head

Indonesia

$ 6m 

5,904 head

Vietnam

$ 22m 

18,368 head

Other

$ 42m 

41,329 head

54%

46%

75%

25%

17%

83%

9%

57%

8%

18%

8%

30%

19%

51%

1%

4%

9%

China

$ 1,000m 

400,000 head

86%
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C. Case studies and stakeholder insights
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C1. Overview of scenarios and sources

C2. Greater coordination: insights from Brazil industry transformation

C3. Forward contracts: CME cattle futures

C4: Forward contract with China: China market overview 

C5. China export competitor analysis: Brazil

C6. Feedback from World Meat industry development conference, Beijing, September 26-29, 2016
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C1. Overview of scenarios and sources
Based on case studies and industry insights, scenarios are modelled in sequence, first raising 
capacity for secure supply, followed by measures to secure demand and increase production. 
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Modelling activity Key evidence for the scenario

1. 2015 baseline: 
Using the results of the 2015 baseline model, we identify how the 
industry performed, potential improvements and potential 
sources of supply insecurity

• Analysis of the insight from the model using 2015 actuals
• DAFWA-NBF supply chain research
• Industry insight on key sources of insecurity

2. Greater industry coordination:
Within defined parameters of industry behaviour, we model the
assumed impact of better coordination across the WA industry to 
reduce disruption and take advantage of favourable market prices.

• Case study evidence of Brazilian industry transformation (page 
65)

• Industry insight from discussion with industry participants

3. Japan forward contract: 
Within the parameters of the Australia-Japan Economic 
Partnership Agreement (EPA), we test the feasibility of the large 
forward contract with Japanese importers as a means to securing 
demand.

• Chicago Mercantile Exchange cattle futures market (page 66)
• Evaluation of MLA/SFE futures contracts
• Conditions of the Australia/Japan EPA

4. China forward contract: 
We test the feasibility of a forward contracts with China as a 
means to securing demand for WA. 

• Industry insight from world meat development conference 
(page 69)

• China-Australia Free Trade Agreement
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C2. Greater coordination: insights from Brazil
Brazil’s beef industry overcame similar problems through consolidation over the last decade.

65

• Beef production in Brazil has risen substantially during the last 20 
years. During this period, exports have increased from 741,000 to 
1,850,000 tonnes. The Brazilian herd size has grown by 30% 
between 1997 and 2009.

• Brazil’s beef industry undertook extensive consolidation during this 
period. Brazil’s largest agribusinesses expanded primarily through 
acquisitions. The large agribusiness JBS has acquired more than 50 
companies in the last decade, and Minerva more than 8 in the last 
10 years.

• These collective arrangements have enabled the industry to become 
well positioned in China, lifting the beef embargo.  

• Brazil’s development bank (BNDES) supported growth through the 
provision of subsidised finance and now owns substantial shares in 
the companies.

• For WA, government financial support on this scale unlikely to be 
forthcoming or a prudent option. 

• However, the development of a broader, collective agreement 
between producers may extend the capacity to finance investment, 
and provide a single point of contact for negotiation.

 -  5.0  10.0  15.0

Pakistan

Mexico

Australia

Argentina

India

China

European Union

Brazil

United States

Global beef production 
2016, metric tonnes, million

Source: FAS/USDA

Key insights
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C3. Forward contracts: CME cattle futures
Forward contracts are used widely to secure demand and have demonstrated 
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• Forward (or futures) contracts, such as those traded on the Chicago 
Mercantile Exchange reduce uncertainty and price volatility for by 
agreeing future prices, volumes and delivery dates.

• Beef “futures” contracts were introduced on to the Chicago 
Mercantile Exchange (CME) in 1964. Evidence suggests the ability 
to hedge against price movements and manage risk has been 
particularly welcomed by US farmers.

• In 2016, however the market has been characterised by significant 
price swings in prices. Anecdotal evidence suggests appears to have 
been due to the shortfalls in physical infrastructure. 

• A similar system was setup by the MLA/SFE in 2002, but was 
brought to an end in 2009. Anecdotal evidence suggests risk 
management systems within the sector were insufficiently 
developed to make the contracts viable.

• Evidence indicates that forward contracting may be underutilised in 
WA. Contracts are made with domestic suppliers (often around 80 
days) but are underutilised with importers in existing markets. Data 
indicate there is unlikely to be a sufficient number of participants to 
provide adequate liquidity for a complete market in WA. 

• Taken together, greater industry coordination to manage risk and a 
more structured approach guaranteeing supply and prices with key 
markets that demand high quality beef such as Japan could create 
greater stability.

400
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EYCI (¢/kg cwt) Fwd contract price

EYCI price and illustrative forward contract price 
(based on 2015/16 average)Key insights
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C4. China market overview
Chinese demand for beef is expected to continue growing, despite slowing economic growth

67

• China is the worlds 4th largest beef consumer and demand for beef 
continues to grow, despite slowing economic growth. Despite 
maintaining the largest herd size in the world, the strength of 
demand for beef in China is illustrated by the sustained trade deficit 
China runs for bovine products. 

• Industry research shows Chinese households predominantly use 
low quality beef for heavily seasoned dishes such hot pot, soups or 
stew. High quality beef tends to be purchased by hotels and 
restaurants, and those on higher incomes.

• High Chinese retail prices reflect demand exceeding supply 
domestically, with the retail cost of some cuts exceeding Australian 
prices by more than double.  

• Industry insight suggests differentiating imported beef within the 
mainland is difficult given tight domestic regulations on labelling. 
As a result, Australia beef competes directly with lower cost 
producers, such as Brazil, on price.  

• China has sought to diversify sources of imports to mitigate the 
price volatility in recent years. Brazil has overtaken Australia as 
China’s main source of beef imports, and the US is due to re-enter 
the market. 

• In light of this, the optimal strategy for WA producer may be to 
focus on live exports, provided large enough number can be shipped 
on a basis to meet AQSIQ regulations of 14 days limits.
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2. Weak domestic demand in Brazil

Recession has reduced domestic demand for beef in Brazil. Falling domestic beef prices have 
encouraged producers to focus more on export markets.

C5. China export competitor analysis: Brazil
Macroeconomic factors coupled with industry coordination and underpin Brazil’s improved export 
performance relative to Australia, but these are potentially passed their peak.
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1. China’s drive to diversify sourcing options

Lifting the ban on Brazilian beef and granting access to US suppliers reflects the authorities’ 
strategy of diversification, designed to mitigate volatility in domestic prices.

3. Competitive exchange rate movements

The Brazilian Real has depreciated by 21% against the Chinese RMB in 2016. This decline has 
enhanced Brazil’s low cost advantage; Brazilian production costs are already around 60% lower 
than their Australian equivalent. 

4. Industry positioning to exploit trading opportunities

Brazil’s largest agribusinesses have expanded the capacity and increased the number of abattoirs 
licensed to export to China over the past 12 months, in advance of the foot and mouth disease 
ban being lifted.

5.  Australia’s high domestic beef prices

Recent increases in domestic beef prices have contributed to the decline in the share of cattle 
produced for export, limiting volumes.

Insights for WA:

• Cyclical economic factors have been 
key to Brazils recent export growth. 
This is unlikely to be sustained in 
the long term.

• While government investment has 
been key to industry growth in 
Brazil, the financial problems 
facing Brazilian development 
lender BNDES, suggests this is  
risky strategy.

• Industry consolidation in Brazil is 
the key structural contributor to 
the step change in Brazils 
performance. 

• In light of the unstructured, open 
source nature of the WA supply 
chain, there are likely to be 
considerable benefits from the 
greater integration, and the 
optimisation of production in WA. 
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C5. Feedback from the CIMIE conference
Feedback suggests significant appetite for investment in WA from Chinese investors
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• Ali Baba is the 
world’s largest 
retailer

• It has an established 
domestic distribution 
network and capacity 
to expedite protocol 
clearance for 
imports.

• It has an existing 
meat distribution 
business, and can 
source meat from 
across the globe.

• China construction 
Bank has a portfolio 
of beef investments 
in China

• Officials expressed 
and interest in 
exploring investment 
opportunities in WA 

• Portfolio 
diversification and 
securing the supply 
of beef are the key 
objectives.

• Fulida is building the 
largest joint venture 
quarantine farm and 
abattoir in Hebei 
province to facilitate 
its  livestock industry 
chain.  

• They are interested 
in expanding access 
to the WA cattle 
supply chain.

• Domestic market 
focus in Beijing and 
Shanghai. 

• Fujian Anjoy, one of 
the largest frozen 
food processor in 
China, plans to 
procure Australian 
meat product to 
supplement its brand 
name and product 
quality.

• They are interested 
in WA products with 
local partner as 
financial investor.  

Agribusiness: 
Fulida

E-commerce: 
Ali baba

Financial institution: 
China construction 
bank

Retail/Wholesale:
Hong Shun meat

• Guaranteed regulatory compliance. Non-compliance, 
particularly with food safety standards can result in long term bans.

• High quality imports need focussed marketing. Imported 
boxed beef is not differentiated. Imports from Brazil, Uruguay and 
potentially the US will keep pressure on price. Australian beef 
occupies an increasingly niche market. 

• Competitive pricing is a priority. Demand for high quality beef 
is limited, with high end hotels and restaurants increasingly price 
sensitive. Anecdotal evidence suggests profit margins have fallen 
from 20-30% 2 years ago to closer to 2-3% now.

• Hong Shun Meat co. 
Ltd. and Aufaly Food 
are wholesalers and 
retailers who are price 
sensitive due to 
industry 
fragmentation.

• They are keen to the 
establish a secure 
supply chain with WA, 
but remain very price 
sensitive. 

Processors:
Fujian Anjoy

Feedback from Chinese stakeholders so far has highlighted the following criteria to develop a viable long term secure supply model with 
China:
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EXECUTIVE 

SUMMARY 

The Department of Agriculture and Food, Western Australia (the Department) commissioned ACIL 
Alien Consulting to conduct a study into collaboration in the northern beet supply chain. The study is 
part of Northern Beef Futures (NBF), a four year $15 million project led by the Department and funded 
by Royalties for Regions. 

The aim of the study was to scope a framework for measuring collaboration in the northern beef 
supply chains; and develop an implementation plan for ways to improve collaboration that will benefit 
the development of the northern beef industry 

Western Australian's northern beef industry is connected to supply chains feeding live export and 
ooxed beef supply chains, directly ana mairectly, in northern and south-west Australia, for domestic 
and international markets. Spot markets are widely used to manage the considerable supply side risk 
associated with the beef industry in the north-west and across Australia. This limits the level of 
collaboration across the supply chains and the potential total value of the industry to some degree. 

The literature review found that: 

imoroved supply chain collaboration must have an economic case for change 

individual businesses must see benefit and even then may be constrained by personal circumstances 

social and cultural considerations become critical once tnese conditions are met 

implementation needs to be specific, targeted, will be messy and require ongoing adaptation. 

In terms of developing a Framework to measure trust and collaboration the complexity and variability 
of the supply chain limit the value of monitoring collaboration on a business by business basis. Rather 
the Framework should focus on continually developing readily understood concepts of how the supply 
chain and collaboration work and analyse the benefit of changes to understand industry impact and 
inform business cases for industry and government. 

Modelling of backgrounding Pilbara cattle showed that collaboration takes longer to generate greater 
value but won't necessarily out-perform the status quo if there is a shock. This confirms the need for a 
specific and targeted focus to both identifying and implementing trials to improve collaboration that 
can then be replicated or expanded if possible and as required. 

In terms of developing a collaboration implementation Plan to implement actions, our review found 
that many current and proposed NBF investments are already targeting improved collaboration across 
the supply chain in the key areas required. So beyond partnering with national bodies on larger scale 
information systems we recommend the olan focus on evaluating these projects 
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1 

INTRODUCTION 

This report presents the draft framework and implementation plan for improving trust and collaboration 
in the boxed beef and live export supply chains for the northern beef industry in Western Australia 
which comprises of the Pilbara and Kimberley regions. 

1.1 Purpose  

The Department of Agriculture and Food, Western Australia is leading Northern Beef Futures, a four 
/ear $15 million project funded by the State Government's Royalties for Regions program, to 
transform Western Australia's northern beef industry through improving markets, businesses and 
oroductivity. The Northern Beef Futures project will support the success of the beef industry to capture 
new market opportunities, particularly in Asia, and secure sustainable growth. 

ACIL Allen Consulting has been commissioned by the Department of Agriculture and Food, Western 
Australia to conduct a study into collaboration in the supply chains for live export and boxed beef from 
the northern beef region. 

The aim of the study Is to scope a framework for measuring collaboration in the beef supply chains 
and to develop an implementation plan for ways to improve collaboration that will benefit the 
development of the northern beef industry 

The project approach was to address tour questions iteratively through analysis and consultation: 

What is the northern beef supply chain? 

What is supply chain collaboration? 

What is the current status of northern beef supply chain collaboration? 

How can collaboration in the northern beef supply chain be improved? 

The initial iteration involved an extensive literature search into examples of trust and collaboration in 
agricultural supply chains from social and economic perspectives. In addition, ACIL Allen mapped the 
northern beef supply chain network, using 2015 NLIS data, to trace the movements of all cattle in 
Western Australia from their property of origin through to the final destination. In most cases, the final 
destination was a processor or the live export market. 

The initial findings were discussed with the project reference group consisting of Northern Beef 
Futures staff and a small number of industry champions with expertise and knowledge across the 
supply chain. It was agreed to focus on desktop analysis at this stage given a number of NBF 
commissioned reports initially reviewed reduced the need for consultation. 
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The second iteration involved applying the findings of the literature review to scope potential 
collaboration frameworks, implementation plans, including an economic model to quantify the benefits 
of collaboration. The second round findings were reviewed by the reference group and also presented 
to the full Northern Beef Futures team. 

The third iteration involved developing the economic model to pilot the collaboration framework and 
inform the focus on the implementation plan. The combined results of the three iterations were 
reviewed and integrated to develop this draft report. 

1.3 Report structure  

This report forms the draft framework and implementation plan for improving trust and collaboration in 
the boxed beef and live export supply chains for the northern beef industry. 

— Chapter Two describes the northern beef industry and its supply chains. It also presents the economic 
and social cases for greater trust and collaboration in the northern beef supply chain. 

— Chapter Three presents the draft framework for improving trust and collaboration 

— Chapter Four presents the draft implementation plan 

— Chapter Five presents the conclusions 

— Appendix A provides further information on the economic analysis of the benefits of collaboration 

COLLABORATION AND TRUST IN THE NORTHERN BEEF SUPPLY CHAIN OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
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The economic value of the Western Australian beef industry is considered to be not fully realised. The 
purpose of this project has been to test the assumption that collaboration in the beef industry's supply 
chain is sub-optimal and improved collaboration would help the industry increase its capabilities, "build 
value and strengthen relationships within new and existing supply chains and diversify and align 
products to suit new and expanding markets" (NBF 2016). Previous research has identified the need 
for increased information sharing, decision synchronisation and goal alignment (Perrin, 2016). This 
Chapter examines the idea of 'collaboration' generally and considers the implications for the northern 
beef in terms of the industry's structure, economics and social processes, 

2.1_industry snapshot  

The northern beef industry comprises the Pilbara and Kimberley regions of Western Australia. In 
2014, the northern beef industry turned off 318,000 cattle including some interstation transfers. 
Ground 54 per cent or 179,500 of these cattle entered the live export market while 44,000 were 
slaughtered in Western Australia primarily at one of two main abattoirs. A total of 89,400 cattle from 
the northern beef region travelled to another farming property as their final destination in 2014. These 
cattle were then likely t move further along the supply chain in 2015. 
cigure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 show the final destinations of cattle frolft the northern beef region by year, 
sIGURr" 2.1 FINAL DESTINATION OF CATTLE: PILBARA AND KIMBERLEY REGIONS: TOTAL 
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SOURCE: ACIL ALLEN FROMNLIS DATA. NOTE: OTHER INCLUDES SALEYARDS AND BUYERS AGENTS. NOTE: 2011 AND 2013 DATA MAYBE 
UNDERESTIMATED. 2015 IS PART YEAR ONLY. 
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FIGURE 2.2 FINAL DESTINATION OF CATTLE: PILBARA AND KIMBERLEY REGIONS: BY REGION 
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2.1.1 Live export market         

A large number of cattle from the Pilbara and Kimberiey regions enter the live export market through 
the ports of Fremantle, Broome, Wyndham, Port Hedland, Geraldton and Darwin. The Port of Broome 
is the largest exporter of cattle from the northern beef region accounting for nearly 100,000 northern 
beef cattle in 2014 or 64 per cent of all cattle exported from the region. Fremantle Ports and 
Wyndham Port are also key ports for cattle from the regions accounting for almost 32,300 and 14,500 
cattle respectively in 2014. In addition, nearly 18,000 cattle reached export depots in Western 
Australia in 2014 as their final destination and are therefore also likely to reach the live export market. 
In 2014, nearly 8,000 cattle from the northern beef industry travelled through the Port of Darwin. There 
were no exports of cattle through the Port of Port Hedland in 2014, 2015 or 2016. 

The live export market is influenced by whether cattle originate from the Pilbara or Kimberiey regions. 
The Port of Broome is the primary export point foi cattle from the Kimberiey region accounting for 42 
per cent of all turnoff from the Kimberiey region and 75 per cent of all live exports from this region. The 
port of Wyndham accounts for 14,500 Kimberiey cattle, the Port of Fremantle exports 8,000 Kimberiey 
cattle and the Port of Darwin accounts for 7,500. Less than 100 cattle from the Kimberiey region are 
exported through the Port of Geraldton. 

Fremantle Port is the key port for cattle from the Pilbara region accounting for 24,300 cattle or 68 per 
cent of the live export trade from that region. Three quarters of all northern beef cattle that travel to 
the nort originate in the Shire of East Pilbara and the Shire of Ashburton. The other key ports for cattle 
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from the Pilbara region are Broome Port (9,200 Pilbara cattle) and Geraldton Port (2,000 Pilbara 
cattle). There were no recorded exports of cattle from the Pilbara through the Port of Wyndham and 
very few through the Port of Darwin in 2014. 

2.1.2 Processor market 

In 2014,44,000 cattle from the northern beef region were slaughtered in Western Australia. This 
represents around 11 per cent of the 413,000 cattle that were slaughtered in Western Australian 
abattoirs in 2014 (Department of Agriculture and Food, Western Australia, 2015). 

There are nine abattoirs in Western Australia that slaughter cattle from the northern beef region, with 
two of them accounting for 85 per cent of the 44,000 slaughtered cattle from the region in 2014. 

There are differences in where cattle from the region are slaughtered. While cattle from the Kimberley 
region are almost exclusively slaughtered at the two key abattoirs in Western Australia, cattle from the 
Pilbara region are slaughtered in all nine Western Australian abattoirs. Even so, three quarters of 
Pilbara cattle are slaughtered in the two key abattoirs. 

In 2014,34,500 cattle from the northern beef region travelled through a saleyard in Western Australia. 
The majority of cattle who enter the saleyard system originated in the Pilbara region. In 2014,93 per 
cent or just over 32,000 cattle from the Pilbara region entered a saleyard. 

Cattle from the northern beef region were sold through one of three saleyards in Western Australia 
with nearly all cattle sold through the Muchea Livestock Centre. In 2014-15, the Muchea Livestock 
Centre sold 104,774 cattle (Western Australian Meat Industry Authority, 2015) with northern beef 
cattle comprising 31 per cent of this throughput. 

2.1.3 Network analysis 

An analysis of the supply chain networks that comprise the Australian northern beef industry found 
that the industry was far more export focussed than Western Australia as a whole which was more 
focussed toward the slaughter market. The Kimberley region was even more focussed to the export 
market while the Pilbara region showed links to both processors and the live export trade. 

When the analysis was further defined into property sizes, it revealed that the largest northern beef 
properties were characterised by a complex network with Kimberley properties linked to the Port of 
Broome via one of two export yards. Pilbara properties were linked to the Muchea Livestock Centre 
and one of two large feedlots located in the rest of the state. 

Medium sized properties tended to be characterised by a number of networks including those 
connected to the Port of Broome, one processor, the Muchea Livestock Centre, and one large feedlot 
in the rest of Western Australia. 

Smaller properties were linked to the Port of Broome and the Muchea Livestock Centre. 

2.2 The economic case   

Traditionally the degree of integration and collaboration across individual Australian beef supply 
chains, between producers and processors, has been minimal. In contrast, in the dairy industry, and 
in many other non-agricultural industries, integration and collaboration is at a much higher level and 
has grown rapidly since the 1980s as these industries sought to achieve competitive advantage 
through managing relationships up and down the supply chain across various channels. 

When considering trust and collaboration in the northern beef supply chain, any change in supply 
chain arrangements must assess whether the change will better serve customer needs in terms of 
whether live or boxed beef from the northern beef industry will: 

— Be delivered to the customer at a lower cost, or 

— Have improved quality in the eyes of the customer, or 

— Be supplied more reliably and/or with greater consistency to the customer. 
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There are three main drivers for members of the supply chain to improve the level of trust and 
collaboration. These are to: 

— achieve cost efficiencies 

— manage risk 

— secure price premiums. 

Cost efficiencies 

The spot market acts to encourage efficiency gains across competing suppliers. The efficiency gains 
may be restricted, however, by characteristics of the supplying market. In agricultural markets, 
despite major efficiency gains being made over an extended period of time, factors are evident that 
prevent potential efficiency gains being converted into realised efficiency gains. 

There is an opportunity to increase productivity through a more business-like approach to livestock 
production. The major barrier to vertical integration in the beef supply chain is the prohibitive cost of 
capital to achieve meaningful integration. Although some Australian processors own reasonably 
significant livestock operations and some producers own/have owned processing operations, 
compared to the total size of the industry, the degree of common ownership between sectors is small. 
Two barriers have led to this result. The first is the large capital investment required to own significant 
tracts of agricultural land. This not only has prevented significant processing investment in cattle 
production, but has also meant that the cattle production sector itself is fragmented. Secondly, the 
degree of specialist skills required in each sector of the industry (and even within sectors) has resulted 
in the failure, for instance, of a number of producer forays into the processing sector. 

Managing risk 

There are two predominant sources of risk in the meat and livestock supply chain being supply risk 
and price risk. 

For processors and live exporters, supply is the greatest risk for three primary reasons which all focus 
on the need for a consistent throughput of cattle: 

— The customers of Australian processors and live exporters expect a consistent supply of product. If 
Australian processors cannot supply a consistent quantity of product, either in export markets or the 
domestic market, they risk customers going elsewhere. 

— The capital investment in Australian processing plants is significant and will continue to increase into 
the future. In order to maintain per unit costs, throughput must remain at certain levels. 

— Australian labour laws, and labour retention/availability, also encourage consistent cattle throughput. 

Australian processors and live exporters have managed supply risk through three strategies: 

— Vertically integrating into feedlots - feedlots account for about one-third of Australian beef production 
and all major beef processing firms (the top three) have significant feedlot operations. 

— Spatially diversifying - Australia's top three beef processors, accounting for over 50 per cent of 
production, have operations in both northern and southern Australia. 

— Offering forward contracts to producers - forward contracts have been used to encourage greater 
supplies during seasonal downturns. 

In terms of price risk, processors have relatively limited exposure as the majority of product marketed 
by processors is sold on the spot market. Efficient processors when selling on the spot market can 
dissipate any risks by also buying on the spot market. The major price risks in the beef industry are 
borne by producers. Instead of directly managing price risks, the main risk management strategies 
adopted by top producers have been: 

— To run their operations lean. This strategy minimises losses in times of price downturn and maximises 
profits in good times. 

— To diversify farm operations - e.g. for southern producers to have a mix of livestock and grains. 

The management of risk is therefore unlikely to be a major driver of supply chain collaboration in the 
northern beef region. 

COLLABORATION AND TRUST IN THE NORTHERN BEEF SUPPLY CHAIN OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
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Price premiums 

Where collaboration has been successful in the Australian cattle and beef industries, is where supply 
chain relationships have been formed with the purpose of achieving price premiums or securing 
customer loyalty. 

The increasing specificity of customer demands is opening up opportunities in this area. An important 
subset of consumers is demanding more information regarding the food they purchase. These 
demands were initially driven by concerns over food safety but now extend into food providence. 
These developments create opportunities to develop brands that not only meet customer needs in 
terms of taste and tenderness, but which also address animal welfare and environmental issues and 
the demand for "naturally" produced product. 

The emergence of these new brands, which make claims over "whole of life" treatments necessarily 
require strong collaboration over the entire supply chain. 

2.2.2 Cost of collaboration  

Collaboration incurs a cost. This means that the drivers for and benefits of collaboration need to be 
powerful enough to overcome the costs that will inevitably be involved. 

There are the costs associated with the time and effort of participants in collaborating. There are also 
costs associated with the loss of buyer flexibility. As one New Zealand farmer observed: "Commitment 
has a cost to it and the reason being that I can't just go and market all my cows as in-calf. Getting 
involved in this supply chain means we make a commitment that we won't change that policy for the 
long term and that has a cost. I could sometimes make more money by going to trading". 

Lees and Nuthall (2015) 

The economic costs of loss of flexibility tend to be greater in changeable markets including the meat 
and livestock markets which are volatile. Commitment can also mean suppliers are vulnerable to 
opportunistic behaviour, especially where they have made relationship-specific investments (Lui 
2012). 

2.3 The social case  

2.3.1 What is this thing we call 'collaboration'?  

If we think of the supply chain as a system of people, interacting/working with each other in varying 
ways and degrees of frequency and intensity we can better identify the (social and psychological) 
conditions which drive, sustain and/or obstruct collaboration. If we want to know more about building 
collaboration in the beef supply chain it is helpful to understand: 

— What is collaboration generally and why do people engage in it (and why not?); 

— What is collaboration in supply chains generally, how does it help, and what are its enablers and 
obstacles? 

— What other lessons are there to be learned from collaboration in other (agrifood, primary industry) 
supply chains? 

— What do we know about collaboration in beef supply chains? 

To 'collaborate' as defined by the Meriam Webster dictionary is to "work with another person or group 
in order to achieve or do something." Marinez-Moyano (2006) adds the dimension of effectiveness to 
their definition, citing a process of two or more people or organisations working together to achieve 
something successfully. The presumption here is that there are ways to work together that may or 
may not achieve 'success', assuming that what comprises 'success' can be or is mutually agreed on 
by the participants. It also presumes that those parties are in (implicit or explicit) agreement about 
what is to be achieved; their goals. Either way, the fundamental components of basic definitions of 
'collaboration' are two or more actors working in some kind of joint effort. 

What then does it mean to 'work together'? We can safely presume that 'collaboration' involves 
various types and degrees of cooperation. Synonyms of'collaborate' include terms such as: alliance, 
teamwork, or partnership. Cooperation might be thought of as the 'glue' of the act of working together 
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- it enaDies people to have some kind of mutually beneficial relationship. In a working context, people 
typically have to exchange and share resources and knowledge to accomplish a particular task or 
tasks. Mashek and Nanfito (2015) (Table 2.1) formulated a continuum of working together where the 
intensity of commitment, trust, and sharing of responsibilities and risks increases as you move from 
left to right. Another way to help us better understand what is the essence of collaboration is to 
consider what is NOT collaboration. Common antonyms of 'collaborate' include: division, separation, 
disunion and non-cooperation. 

TABLE 2.1 A COLLABORATION CONTINLH p 

Networking Coordinating Cooperating Collaborating 

Exchanging info for 
mutual benefit 

Exchanging info for 
mutual benefit 

Exchanging info for 
mutual benefit 

Exchanging mfo for 
mutua bonofif 

Low to no level of trust 
required 

Some altering of activities 
to achieve shared 
purpose 

Increased altering, of 
activities 

Altering activities - may 
inciudo modifying and/or 
adding^positions 

Limited time commitment Slight increase in 
organisational 
involvement 

Additional increase in 
organisational 
involvement 

SiJtetantial increase in 
organisational involvement 

No sharing of turf Some degree of trust Some sharing of 
resources (e.g. staff, 
finances) 

Commitment to sharing of 
res^tirees (e.g. staff, 
finances) 

Increasingly formal 
organisational 
commitment. 

Formalised organisational 
commitment 

Substantial time 
commitment 

Substantial ti%£ 
iin|nltpgnf 

High levei of trust Very high levei of trust 

Significant sharing of turf Extensive shadng of turf 

May involve written 
agreements 

Wiilen agreements 

Sharing efj risks, 
froeTAAn cihil itiAc; rocAi irpBc [a O Jf,1 oILy! 1 111 L/O.j 1; tL/^vTLJ I fovfo ^ 
rewards 

Commitment to learning 
froni each oftpi 

SJb.iCF MASHEK AND NANFITO 2015 

It is reasonable to conclude that collaboration cannot be achieved without actors cooperating with 
each other, and that any group or organisation's success depenas heavily on the voluntary 
cooperation of its members as opposed to forcing people to work together (Tyler 2010). Coercion 
alone cannot achieve optimal levels of cooperation amongst people. There is a wide body of research 
that examines what drives people to cooperate and collaborate with one another. Some of this work 
frames people as "self-regulators" of their cooperative/collaborative behaviours - influenced by a 
range of internal and external factors when deciding how and to what extent they will engage with 
others (Sullivan et al 2008; Tyler & Biader 2000). 

2.3 2 Why do people cooperate and collaborate?     

fyler (2000; 2010) distinguishes between two key instrumental reasons for cooperating. Firstly, people 
will act out of self-interest, because cooperating often brings some kind of reward. That is, when a 
person chooses to cooperate with others to achieve something they (expect to) gain something from 
that action. That 'something' can be a tangible benefit such as a promotion or financial gain. It can 
also be a sense of having done some good for others or a greater good. Secondly, choosing not to 
cooperate may invite some form of punishment or sanction for not following some norms and/or formal 
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rules about how to behave. Nonetheless, when seeking to instil greater (voluntary) cooperative or 
collaborative behaviour in groups or organisations, it is the former group of motivational forces 
(rewards) that is thought to be more influential. 

It is worth examining the expectations of rewards in more detail. Tyler (2008) points out that where 
cooperation or collaboration requires a person to do more than what might appear in their formal job 
description, they will be motivated by a commitment to some greater good (e.g. success of the group 
or organisation they belong to). He notes that this kind of motivation is not likely to be present if that 
person does not 'identify' in some way with the group (e.g. have shared attitudes and values) or have 
a strong sense of pride in that group or feel respected by the group. Tyler (2008) also asserts that how 
decisions are made by the group or organisation is critically important. People need to feel they have 
a genuine opportunity to help make or provide input into decision-making, and this is referred to as 
'procedural justice'. People will balk at cooperating when they do not trust that it is safe to do so. 

2.3.3 What is supply chain collaboration? 

'Collaboration' in a supply chain context is a complex phenomenon that is variously defined. Fawcett 
et al (2015) define it as the ability of people to work across organisational boundaries to build and 
manage unique value-added processes. Simatupang and Sridharan (2005) as cited in Soosay and 
Hyland (2015) use the term to describe close cooperation among separate business partners trying to 
simultaneously satisfy customer needs and lower costs. Thompson et al (2007:3) see it as: 

"... a process in which autonomous or semi-autonomous actors intersect through formal and informal 
negotiation, jointly creating rules and structures governing their relationships and ways to act or decide 
on the issues that brought them together; it is a process involving shared norms and mutually beneficial 
interactions." 

Rota et al (2012) and Matopoulos et al (2007) note that collaboration is about working together over 
and above 'normal' relationships - people are coordinating activities that cross the boundaries of their 
own organisations. The commonality across these definitions is the involvement of multiple 
businesses forming relationships that seek shared improved benefits that cannot necessarily be 
achieved by acting alone (Soosay and Hyland 2015). 

Benefits of collaboration 

The overall benefit of collaboration is meant to be to help ensure more effective and efficient 
functioning in the supply chain, noting that participants will require individual benefits to improve their 
own collaboration. The specific benefits cited include greater product uniformity, lower production 
costs, social benefits (closer relationships, lower isolation for primary producers), improved access to 
larger markets, more stable pricing, longer term contracts, better relationship building, confidence 
building, forward planning, and investment (Partida 2015; Perrin 2016; Wagner & Leydesdorff 2008). 

In these cases the social benefits (e.g. social relationships) can assist in establishing and maintaining 
collaborations, but there must be a commercial return. The role of information sharing is particularly 
important in communicating the market requirements so that participants can identify the most efficient 
value chain step to perform the required value add activity regardless of ownership. Through 
monitoring consumer demands changing trends can be feedback down through a collaborative value 
chain more quickly to meet consumer expectations. 

Trust and collaboration 

Trust is a critically important 'ingredient' that must be in place in order for supply chain participants to 
reap such benefits. Fawcett et al (2004) described five different dimensions of supply chain trust. They 
include: 

Performance-based trust - mutual dependencies, congruent goals, understanding others' abilities, 
ensuring that words match actions; 

Information sharing - open and true sharing of various materials; 

Behavioural evidence - people are genuinely sharing various risks and rewards of collaborating and 
investing in partners' capacities; 

Personal trust - developing face-to-face relations 
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— Supply chain position and influence - asymmetrical power can lower trust (e.g. buyers tend to have 
more power, while suppliers have less and can therefore be less trusting). 

Barriers to collaboration 

Not surprisingly, it is widely acknowledged that collaboration in the supply chain is not easy to achieve 
and does not occur as frequently as some might wish (Barrat 2004; Fawcett et al 2015; Kuluratna et al 
2001; Soosay & Hyland 2015). There are significant obstacles to achieving greater collaboration in the 
supply chain, which include: 

— Inadequate understanding of and incompatible definitions of supply chain 'collaboration', as well as a 
lack of consensus of what problems it is meant to solve (Soosay & Hyland 2015;); 

— Structural resistors (territoriality, strategic misalignment, poor systems connectivity, inadequate 
organisational routines) and sociological resistors (e.g. among supply chain participants low trust, 
resistance to change, information hoarding, inadequate & inappropriate skills (e.g. leadership voids, 
low critical analysis) (Fawcett et al 2015; Fawcett et al 2004); 

— Lack of collaborative 'culture' in organisations: an overemphasis on functional silos while neglecting 
the need to facilitate (internal and external) trust and mutuality of benefits and risks; and insufficient 
recognition that collaboration requires substantive change and resources (Barrat 2004); 

— As noted above, power imbalances/asymmetrical power (e.g. buyers with more, suppliers with less - 
which then links to low trust) (Fawcett et al 2004; Vereecke & Muylle 2006); 

— Overemphasis on technology while neglecting developing shared understanding among supply chain 
partners regarding the 'hows' and 'whys' of collaboration (Barrat 2004; Jie & Parton 2009). 

2.3.4 Collaboration In primary industry supply chains  

Collaboration in the seafood supply chains has been challenged by particular characteristics of this 
industry - unpredictable, perishable product, low margins, minimal product tracking and global 
market/demand. Complex, personal & imbalanced relationships are common (Nature Conservancy 
2015). The Australian prawn industry is focussed on whole of chain analyses as a priority, as their 
changing market poses a challenge to maintaining profitability. 

For the beef industry in the United Kingdom, constraints to greater supply chain coordination have 
been conservative attitudes to change among some (but not all) beef producers (Jie and Parton 
2009). Francis et al (2008) found that because of the high variability and power imbalances in the UK 
beef supply chain, technological aspects of "Kaizen" programs or "Lean" approaches could not easily 
be implemented in the beef food service sector1. Those initiatives were originally developed in more 
collaboratively evolved industries (e.g. manufacturing). In a developing country context (Bali, 
Indonesia) beef industry challenges for collaboration include lack of coordination among a large 
number of unorganised parties; wide geographic dispersal; adversarial relations among different 
segments (prices, volatile margins); low synchronisation between product and market demand; and 
insufficient information getting back to producers (Mappigau et al 2015). The end result has been low 
incomes for beef farmers. A range of issues associated with skills deficits challenge better supply 
chain performance in the Australian beef industry (Jie et al 2009). 

2.3.5 Additional perspectives  

Natural resource management frameworks on drivers and constraints to farmers' taking up and 
maintaining more sustainable land management practices (or innovations) might lend some insight 
into why and to what extent people in different parts of the beef supply chain are choosing to 
collaborate. It is important to recognise that when we talk about 'improved' collaboration or 'more' 
collaboration - we want people in the supply chain to do something 'different' from what they have 
been doing to date (e.g. beef producers working more closely together to achieve better prices, beef 
producers who are more willing to send their cows south in the offseason, etc.). Getting people to do 
something 'different' is about behaviour change. Rural sociologists have helped us to see that people 
do not necessarily change their behaviour just because someone suggests that they do (Pannell et al 

1 These are business improvement processes focussed on continuous internally driven incremental improvement in 
the case of Kaizen and the reduction of waste in systems and processes for lean approaches. 
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2006). They have shown that when people decide to change their behaviour (or not, or only a little) - it 
is because they are being influenced by a range of factors (personal, social, structural) that can 
encourage or discourage them (see Figure 2.3). 

FIGURE 2.3 BEHAVIOURAI INFLUENCES 
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People's values and belief systems, attitudes and perceptions, personalities, and goals will inform 
their judgements on the extent to which they should engage in (more) collaborative practices. They 
will be asking, "do I want to do it?" (is it consistent with what I believe in? is it fair and reasonable?). 
But they will also be asking, "Can I do it"? This will depend on their access to different forms of 
resources (or capital), such as: social capital (networks, support, peer pressure); human capital (skills, 
education); financial capital (revenue, investments); physical capital (equipment, infrastructure); and 
natural capital (water, land). 

In addition tr these personal and situational factors are the features of any prescribed collauorative 
practice or activity, which will also affect people's choices. These features include the practice's 
effectiveness, practical benefits, ease of use, and how it has been designed and disseminated (that is 
"Does it work?"). For example, climate forecasting tools to assist farmers can be more effective if they 
include and make more explicit concepts and features that are importam to stakeholders (e.g. linking 
historic rainfall records to people's memory of climatic events). Finally, there win always be a range of 
macro-level factors that may be outside people's direct control, but still influence their choices (e.g. 
economic conditions and pressures, government policies, legislation, programs and priorities; public 
pressures; and environmental conditions). 

Rura: sociologists have been ab|0 to identify how certain individual and situational factors encourage 
people to take up new practices and/or or make changes to existing practices, while others discourage 
that uptake. For example, adooting a new practice is helped if those advocating for a new practice 
(e.g. natural resource management officers) have high degrees of credibility in the eyes of 
landholders; where landholders live in close proximity to others who have adopted the new practices; 
and when oeople are very tolerant of risk (financial and other kinds). 
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Some work has been done grouping people into segments according to their overall attitudes towards 
practice change in natural resource management (Mesiti & Vanclay 2006) and in the beef supply 
chain (Gattorna 2013), These segmentations can help advocates for practice change better 
understand their target audience's respective interests and needs. The work/research on the beef 
industry we have looked at for this project primarily focusses on getting producers and feedlotters to 
do things differently in order to collaborate more and therefore increase the value of the industry (e.g. 
producers grow more cows, producers take their cows off the grass earlier, feedlotters sharing price 
information more widely, customers receive better product). We have not seen this segmentation 
focussed on people working in other sectors of the supply chain. 

2.4 Key points   

This Chapter highlights that collaboration (in the supply chain) is a multi-dimensional phenomenon 
and is defined in various and not always compatible ways. There are many forms of working together 
and no such thing as 'one size fits all' models ((Mashek 2016). Collaboration is hard, messy and 
highly iterative work that takes time (Mashek & Nanfito 2015). Essentially, collaboration is about 
relationships: people choosing to engage with each other in ways that help achieve something 
beneficial to them and others. The choices people make about how, when and how much to cooperate 
with others happens for many reasons. Understanding the wide range of those reasons is central to 
facilitating improved collaboration. 

The extent to which people conceptualise the supply chain and/or sections of it as a group they belong 
to will be a key determinant (not necessarily the only one but an important one) of how and to what 
extent they will want to collaborate within it. It is important to recognise that the northern beef industry 
is not a singular or isolated concept, rather a series of parallel supply chains, communities and 
businesses that often have has much to gain from competing as from collaboration. 

Particular problems in WA's beef supply chain collaboration (information sharing, decision 
synchronisation and goal alignment) (Perrin 2015) appear consistent with problems found in supply 
chains more broadly, and are likely to be underpinned by those barriers that constrain collaboration 
and cooperation more generally. Therefore, proposed solutions to date, such as (new, different) 
governance frameworks and supporting data (e.g. Perrin 2015) should be evaluated in light of the 
degree to which they rely solely on technocratic responses and fail to address the range of social and 
economic constraints to collaboration - which research suggests are the more powerful determinants 
of improved collaboration. 

The more general Northern Beef Futures is about what specifically they are asking people to do 
differently (or more of, or less of) the greater the effort required will be will be to assess how 
'adoptable' those practices are and therefore achieve greater collaboration. It is critically important to 
move from the macro (and therefore more abstract) discussions about what needs to be done to 
improve collaboration in the beef industry supply chain to the more 'micro' level discussions whereby 
we think about what is it we are asking which people to do when we ask them to "collaborate more". 

These findings are applied in the following Chapters to develop a Framework and a Plan for 
measuring and improving capability respectively. 
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The purpose of a Trust and Collaboration Framework is to assist industry and government to target 
improved collaboration and to evaluate the resulting impact on the northern beef industry. The 
Framework also needs to be flexible and adaptable given its purpose and focus will change over time 
m response to chancmg conditions and what is learnt Based on these considerations the prooosed 
Framework focusses on two areas: trends :md benefits as shown in Figure 3.1 below. 

FiGURF 3.1 PROPOSED SUPPLY CHAIN COLLABORATION FRAMEWORK 

F rgmework 
(Informs) 

SOURCE: AdIL ALLENi&NSULTING 

3.1 Collaboration trends - where to look 

Collaooration is influenced by the characteristics of the market drivers and the business practices that 
operate within the northern beef suppi, chain. Strategically t is important for industry and government 
to develop a (shared) understanding of how market drivers, shape the supply chain and collaboration 

At the same time industry and government need to acknowledge and integrate the different concepts 
of what the supply chains are and how they interact to drive diagnostics on where opportunities lie and 
how they can be addressed. 

Functional drivers 

For example northern beef needs to increase the area under production, intensify (lift productivity) 
and/or ado value to cattle produced in order to grow the value and volume of the industry. Adding 
value is the area with the greatest potential for collaboration and to develop the industry (Figure 3,2 
overleaf). This is because there is limited ability to expand the area under production and improving 
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productivity is not sufficient on its own. Rather productivity improvements need to be linked to turning 
off cattle that better meet market requirements which in turn requires greater collaboration across the 
supply chain 

F'GURE 3.2 WHERE COLLABORATION CAN HELP IMPROVE FUNCTIONAL DRIVERS 
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Markets and supply chain structures 

An alternative way to conceptualise the supply chain is as the flow of cattle and how they interact with 
key market settings (Figure 3.3). Building the supply chain's capability to hold and finish (grow out, 
background, feedlot etc.) is important to growing both volume and value. The lighter live cattle export 
market to Indonesia has dominated the northern beef industry in recent years because it is well 
established, less complicated than alternatives and profitable at the currently strong prices. In March 
2017 the Indonesian Government increased its limit from a total average of 350 to 450 kilograms in 
line with other export markets. 

FIGURE 3.3 KEY POINTS IN THE NORTHERN BEEF SUPPLY CHAIN 
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Measuring the capacity and use within the supply chain also provides an important diagnostic 
identifying and addressing constraints. For example, the 2016 PWC study identified greater feedlotting 
capacity is required to meet potential higher value growth markets. Similarly ACIL Allen (2016) 
identified that lack of a readily accessible and fully functional holding yard in Port Hedland is limiting 
live exports from that port. 

Business mix, capacity and business practices 

The number of businesses involved in the northern beef industry is relatively small and in hundreds 
rather than thousands of enterprises. There are only a few abattoirs, saleyards and live exporters 
operating and not all pastoral properties are currently fully operational and productive. In the South 
West northern cattle concentrate in a limited number of backgrounding and feedlotting properties. 

However considerable variability in the size, capital depth, skills, goals, risk appetites and 
diversification between the businesses is reported. Similarly the degree of vertical integration 
between businesses across the supply chain varies enormously. 

Understanding these characteristics will assist considerably in understanding potential opportunities 
and constraints for each of the businesses and targeting programs to address through NBF and other 
initiatives. 

However the combination of structural barriers to collaboration as well as enterprise diversity means 
the feasibility of actually measuring collaboration trends in detail at the industry scale is unlikely to be 
cost effective or particularly informative to industry or government. 

Rather NBF should focus on using a customer relationship management (CRM) approach to target 
collaborators and use the supply concepts to analyse the benefits of improved collaboration. 

3.2 Collaboration benefits - where to focus effort  

The benefit part of the Framework (Figure 3.1) can inform government and industry by: 

— demonstrating the impact of improved collaboration in the northern beef industry; 

— providing scenario and other tools to identify policies and programs to develop the industry; 

— developing business cases for public and private investment in the industry; and 

— evaluating trials targeting collaboration to determine their impact and the role of collaboration. 

These areas overlap with the whole of the NBF project. The increase in the volume and value of the 
northern beef industry has been established by various studies such as PWC 2016 and Coriolis 2016. 
NBF is also conducting numerous projects that involve trialling collaboration (Table 4.2). 

The challenge for NBF, industry and government is how to further realise the potential growth 
identified by: 

— exporting heavier live cattle and meeting the market quality and timing requirements; 

— better meeting the requirements of higher value boxed beef; 

— while maintaining economies of scale and scope in both live export and boxed beef markets. 

There is a role here for the Framework to analyse how collaboration and other improvements benefit 
and incentivise change across the supply chain to realise the industry's potential. 

A case study outlining the potential benefit of improved collaboration in backgrounding cattle is 
described in the following section. 

3.3 Case study - benefit of improved Pilbara collaboration  

in order to better understand the benefits of collaboration a case study on continuously supplying 
Pilbara breeder cattle to southern abattoirs was developed and modelled over ten years under 
different ownership and assumptions (Table 3.1). The full case study is provided in Appendix A. 

The case study considers the impact of improved collaboration on two key northern beef industry 
challenges - variable supply and quality of cattle turned off. A smoother supply of Pilbara cattle across 
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the year will provide greater confidence and incentive improving the ability increase volume, quality 
and price across the supply clr ,n. 

To achieve this there needs to be collaboration with backgrounders and feedlotters to provide the 
buffer between supply and demand in the supply chain. Different ownership arrangements were 
modelled to explore whether returns varied under breeder or abattoir ownership. The counterfactual is 
continuation of current markets but under 450 rather than 350 kilogram cattle exports to Indonesia. 
The assumptions included improvement in cattle prices arising from on-going feedback due to 
collaboration (growth and mark-up). Higher cost (from collaboration) and shock (from an endogenous 
variable such as drought) scenarios were also developed to provide a lower bound estimate. 

Table 3.1 shows that if only the first three years/one generation is considered, the abattoir and 
counterfactual scenarios have similar net present values (NPV) that are significantly higher than those 
under the breeder ownership scenarios. 

in contrast to the abattoir ownership scenario, the counterfactual does not require any coordination 
with others or any other form of collaboration. This approach might appear most attractive in the short 
term as its NPV of $51 million is only marginally lower than that under the abattoir ownership scenario 
($52 million). Additionally, without collaboration breeders are also more likely to capitalise on price 
spikes and for example a 10 per cent price increase would result in a NPV of $59 million under the 
counterfactual scenario in which case it yields the highest single short term payoff. 

TABLE 3.1 PRESENT VALUE OF NET CASH FLOWS BY SCENARIO AND ASSUMPTION SET 
Breeder ownership Abattoir Counterfactual 

ownership 

Assumption set .Best case High cost Shook 

$ million $ million S million . $ million $ million 

After 3 years 27 22 22 52 51 

Base (after 10 yrs) 289 240 NA 215 239 

Growth (after 10 yrs) 291 242 239 226 239 

Mark up (after 10 yrs) 336 287 NA 240 239 

Growth and mark up 339 289 234 253 239 
(after 10 years) 
Growth assumes turning off tighter cattle will increase birth rate by 1 per cent per annum 
Mark-up assumes 10 percent pric^eiSmmSsSint after 5 years 
High cost assumes on-going 10 per cent greater costs associated with increased collaboration 
Shock assumes a 30 percent decline in birth rate in year 4 due-to drought or another exogenous influence 
'SOURCE' ACIL ALLEN MODELLING 

Over ten years, collaboration payoffs are greater than the counterfactual if growth or a price premium 
(mark-up) is included. Payoffs are highest under the breeder ownership scenario because the 
breeders benefit from the value added by the intermediaries and can sell at a higher price both to the 
abattoir and the live export market. The main driver under the abattoir ownership scenario is the 
reduced transport cost. In contrast to live exports, both scenarios offer opportunities for growth beyond 
the base revenue. If collaboration costs are higher the pay-off will only exceed the counterfactual if 
growth and premiums from collaboration are achieved. A shock such as a significant drought or 
reducing birth rate by 30 per cent will result in no net gain from collaboration. 

Overall the case study indicates collaboration can benefit the industry, but will require the northern 
breeders to collaborate and is not without risk. Goals, capital deoth, skills and attitude to risk will 
significantly influence willingness and ability to participate. 
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TRUST AND 

COLLABORATI 

The initial scoping has identified two areas where targeted actions may improve collaboration and 
accelerate development of the industry: information sharing and collaboration trials (Figure 4.1). 
Collaboration trials include decision synchronisation and goal/incentive alignment as integrated rather 
than separate actions. The rationale for doing so is that collaboration needs to oe developed and 
grounded at a level where supply chain participants can engage. 

FIGURF 4.1 PROPOSED TRUST WD COLLABORATION PLAN 

AA 

Plan (action) 

Information 
sharing 

QofaOoraflan 

SOURCE: ACIL ALLEN CONSULTING 

.1 Information sharing 

For the purposes of this report, inrormation sharing is consioered to be the process wnerepy members 
of the supply chain regularly share and access data along the supply chain. Literature suggests that 
information quality is an important determination of information sharing in terms of accuracy, 
timeliness, adequacy and credibility. 

There are a numbei" of benefits to sharing information in the supply chain. The most valuable of these 
are that it: 

Improves compliance 

Assists in planning and decision making 

Leads to improvements in profitability 

improves timeliness/responsiveness to markets 
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— Supports collaboration 

The ACCC found that significant gains could be achieved in the Australian cattle industry through 
improvements to information flows and transparency. This requires greater engagement between 
parties at each stage of the value chain. Buyers, agents and representative organisations all have a 
role to play in ensuring that producers have clear signals that allow them to match production to 
market demands (ACCC, 2016). 

There are a number of examples of information sharing in the Australian beef industry which can aid 
producers and other members of the supply chain. These include: 

— Livestock data link - uses NLIS data to provide information on individual carcasses in terms of fat 
score, dentition, weight range and fat colour. Provides links to research, studies and so on that 
present information on how to improve compliance rates. Outcome is an improved rate of compliance 
and ultimately productivity. 

— Livestock information platform - being developed. Aims to integrate existing databases so that they 
communicate with each other. Examples include NLIS, Meat Standards Australia, National Livestock 
Reporting Service (NLRS), genetics, on-farm data and weather. 

— MLA Value Chain Digital Strategy - currently being developed to deliver seamless capture, 
integration and interpretation of the vast and increasing range of data being generated through new 
technology. Examples include a live animal and carcase measurement technology that will pave the 
way for value based pricing. 

Greater information in the northern beef supply chain will assist in creating a more efficient industry by 
improving, amongst other things, compliance in the industry. It will also have the potential to increase 
productivity and to maximise the benefits of production related information that is being driven through 
programs delivered by Northern Beef Futures, MLA and others. 

There are already a number of information sharing initiatives that are underway or being developed 
that the northern beef industry could tap into which are listed above. But these initiatives focus on 
parts of the supply chain and particularly the link between processors and producers. They do not 
cover the whole of the northern beef supply chain and importantly, they do not include customer 
feedback. 

There is benefit in sharing information across the entire supply chain from producers, through to 
transport companies, saleyards, processors, live exports and customers. For example: 

— Freely available specification requirements for live and processed cattle would allow the industry to 
target cattle to the most appropriate market. A better understanding of these requirements and how to 
interpret them is also important. 

— Feedback from live export customers would allow the industry to transition toward a higher value 
product that is slaughter ready. 

— Being responsive to export markets will assist the industry in maintaining or increasing market share in 
an increasingly competitive and complex market. 

— Benchmarking of northern beef cattle against industry averages will allow the industry to better market 
its product. This includes being able to provide consumers with information relating to quality, animal 
welfare, food miles and so on. 

To improve information sharing NBF should consider pursuing two actions: 

1. Partner with MLA to pilot greater use of existing livestock data by the industry based on enduring 
digital platforms as part of the Digital Value Chain Strategy 

2. Collate and publish all performance results from NBF projects to inform industry. 
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4.2 Trust and collaboration trials 

Ultimately the reasons for, and benefits from, improved collaboration need to come from the trial 
orojects embedded in the supply chain. This will create an experiential approach focussed on 
evidence to demonstrate the benefit of collaboration and build support within the industry. 

I/Ve nave loentified four types of projects that require collaboration and will improve the industry (Table 
4.1V These opportunities can be pursued in three ways: 

— evaluating existing collaboration projects and communicating results to encourage broader adoption 

— industry and government cooperating to establish new collaboration trials 

— relying on existing commercial drivers to realise the opportunities. 

TABLE 4.1 POTENTIAL TYPES OF COLLABORATION PROJECTS 

Collaboration Assamptions What is involve^) 

Closer ports Transport costs are sigmricant 

Close oorts limited by supply 

Regional aggregation 

Agreement to supply 

New business models 

Continuous live export 
supply 

All year live export demand 

Premium for all year supply 

Align N-S ports with supply 

Regional aggregation 

Boxed beef Branaed beef demand exists Abattoir-production collaboration 

New products 

Off season supply 

Live exoorts Market will grow 

Existing can't meet demand 

Growing out 

Supply contracts 

Meeting market specifications 

SOURCE: ACIL ALLEN CONSULTING 

Evaluating existing collaboration projects is important to provide a proof of concept, and lessons that 
can be applied more widely. This can include projects collaborating with and supported by NBF or 
operating independently (recognising the latter may not see value in participating in evaluations). 
Ideally each project will be evaluated at commencement and completion. Evaluating at 
commencement is particularly important given there will be uncertainty around the actual economic 
impact and degree of change/collaboration required at that time. A formative evaluation will outline 
how supply che i collaboration is structured around the project at that time and assist in sharpening 
the rationale and focus of the trial. This will form the basis for collecting evidence to during the trial 
and the subsequent summative evaluation on completion. 

Given the challenges in strengthening trust and collaboration there is opportunity for industry and 
government to cooperate in establishing new collaboration trial projects. 

NBF will soon be calling for expressions of interest to invest in trial projects to develop emerging 
supply chains. Table 4.2 lists some of the current and potential projects that require improved 
collaboration and could be supported by NBF. This list is not exhaustive and further potential trials will 
be put forward through the expression of interest. All of these projects should be subjected to a 
formative and summative evaluation that includes assessing the drivers and oarriers to collaboration 
and overall imoact 
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TABLE 4.? 

Project status 

EXISTING AND POTENTIAL TRIAL PROJECTS: NORTHERN BEEP INDUSTRv 

Description Proponents 

Project North-South integration/backgrounding Mingenew Irwin Group and West 
Midlands Group, Harvey Beef and 
Taurindi 

Project in development Breeder/feedei live cattle export to Thailand Commercial in confidence 

Project in development North-South integration and backgrounding Commercial in confidence 

Pmject in development Live cattle supply chain development to 
Hainan Island, China 

Commercial in confidence 

Project in development Boxed beef to China and live export trade 
development to China. 

Commercial in confidence 

Project in development Grass-fed beef quality assurance program Commercial in confidence 

Potential project Mosaic agriculture on irrigated forage 
evaluation and animal trials in the Pilbara 

Commercial in confidence 

Potential project Expanded chilled boxed beef export to China Commercial in confidence 

Potential project Collaboration regarding mosaic agriculture, 
aggregated feeding the north and expanded 
boxed oeef exports from southern processors 
to China 

Commercial in confidence 

Potential project Aggregated feeding facility Commercial in confidence 

Potential project Aggregated joint venture business models for 
investment 

Commercial in confidence 

SOURCE: DAFWA 
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5.1 Key findings 

Western Australian's northern beef industry is connected to supply chains feeding live export and 
boxec beef supply chains, directly and indirectly, in northern and south-west Australia, for domestic 
and international markets. 

The economic potential of the northern beef industry and degree of collaboration across the supply 
chains are described as sub-optimal by some because: 

— fum-off is below production potential and i any cattle are not sold to highest value markets 

— Spot selling rather than longer arrangements dominate much of the cattle trade 

— There is distrust and limited collaboration between many participants across the supply chain 

Structurally the industry has considerable supply-side risk for producers and processors as well as 
ongoing price risk. Production is variable and seasonal, creating intermittent and inconsistent turn-off. 
This limits the ability to guarantee supply. Spot marKets provide industry an efficient mechanism to 
manage these risks along with lean operations and diversification for individual businesses. While 
effective, they limit supply chain collaboration and full economic potential, as in other beef industries. 

Nonetheless the economic vaiue of the maustry can grow considerably if supply chain oarticipants 
collaborate. Analysis of the Pilbara supply chain indicates the value of the industry can be increased 
over 10 years through collaborating to provide a continuous, reliable supply of cattle that meet market 
specifications. The level of increase ranges from matching current arrangements to 40 per cent 
growth 

The range of potential returns highlights a Ke^ finding from the literature review and consultations: 
supply chain collaboration cannot be achieved through communicating and promoting the macro 
(abstract) level opportunities alone. Rather supply chain collaboration requires an economic case for 
change where individual businesses involved can see benefit. Even then an individual business' ability 
to collaborate may be constrained by their own circumstances, particularly in relation to business 
goals, financial capability and skills. 

Once the conditions of (potential) mutual benefit, willingness and capability are present social and 
cultural considerations become important. Collaboration operates across a continuum from newvorking 
to coordinating to cooperation to collaboration Consequently effective supply cnain collaboration can 
take time to build and may involve a number of iterations that progressively evolve across the 
collaboration continuum as the sharing, commitment and trust involved is created. This is particularly 
true when there is no immediate commercial imperative and oarticipants need to work collectively to 
trial and develop the solution 
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5.2 Implications  

These findings have different implications for collaboration through information sharing, decision 
synchronisation and goal/incentive alignments. The specific information needs and circumstances of 
individual businesses within the northern beef supply chains vary considerably. They cannot be 
provided to a level where such information can fully inform business decision making. As such, 
improvements to information sharing need to focus on providing information and strengthening 
information brokering at a market level to foster collaboration. On the other hand decision 
synchronisation and goal/incentive alignment need to be focussed down to a level where individual 
businesses can understand the risks and returns of doing so. 

Trust and Collaboration Framework  

In terms of developing a Framework to measure trust and collaboration, the complexity and variability 
of the supply chain limit the value of monitoring collaboration on a business by business basis. Rather 
the Framework should focus on continually developing readily understood concepts of how the supply 
chain and collaboration work and analyse the benefit of changes to understand industry impact and 
inform business cases for industry and government. 

Trust and Collaboration Implementation Plan  

There are two areas where the Implementation Plan to improve collaboration should focus: 
information sharing and collaboration trials. 

The aim of the information sharing is to increase the flow of cattle trade and performance data across 
the supply chain that is readily available to all participants. This should be undertaken in partnership 
with MLA as a pilot of the red meat Digital Value Chain Strategy to create an enduring digital platform. 
NBF must regularly publish the results from its projects so they are available to industry. 

Ultimately the reasons for and benefits from improved collaboration needs to come from trials being 
implemented in the supply chain by industry participants. Areas where collaboration may strengthen 
the industry include: 

— making greater use of underutilised ports to improve supply chain efficiency 

— continuous live export supply to attract a premium for all year supply 

— reliable and consistent supply to abattoirs to support branded product development 

— meeting tighter live export volume and quality specifications to secure markets 

The upcoming NBF expression of interest for emerging supply chains will result to a number of new 
projects that will require greater collaboration. These projects should be subjected to a formative and 
summative evaluation. The formative evaluation will outline how collaboration is perceived and 
structured when the projects commence. This will provide insight on how collaboration can be 
improved and a baseline for the summative evaluations on completion. 
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Collaboration is influenced b/ the characteristics of the market drivers and the business practices that 
operate within the northern beef supply chain. Strategically it is important for industry and government 
to develop a (shared) understanding of how market drivers shape the supply chain and collaboration. 

Ultimately the northern beef industry needs to increase the area under pioduction, intensify (lift 
productivity) and/or add value to cattle produced in order to grow the value and volume of the industry. 
Adding value is the area with the greatest potential for collaboration and to develop the industry. This 
is because there is limited ability to expand the area under production and improving productivity is 
not sufficient on its own. Rather productivity improvements need to be linked to turning off cattle that 
better meet market requirements which in turn requires greater collaboration across the supply chain. 

Bunding the supply chain's capability to hold and finish (grow out, background, feedlot etc.) cattle will 
be critical to growing both volume and value. However the lighter live cattle export market dominates 
the northern beef industry because it is well established, less complicated than alternatives and 
orofitable at the current strong prices 

This chapter develops an analysis framework that assesses the (economic) benefits of extending 
supply chain capability towards producing a finished f )duct and explores mechanisms that 
encourage breeders to produce cattle that meet the requirements of such a supply chain. 

A.1 Analysis framework  

In essence, breeders can sell into two markets: 1) live export and 2) the domestic market. If sold into 
the domestic market, cattle typically pass through a backgrounding facility and a feedlot before bemq 
processed at an abattoir. The analysis framework depicts the interaction between breeders and the 
iwo intermediaries. 

The model is driven by relatively tew simpie assumptions and all components of the model are highly 
stylised and similar in many aspects. This approach was adopted in order to allow modelling of 
complex interactions with ;ut running into data and/or confidentiality issues. 

In total the model simulates a turn off of 96,250 head per year (representative of the 2014 turn-off from 
the Pilbara) for ten years, It assumes that 50 per cent of calves are born in October and 50 per cent in 
November. All players are subject to the market conditions outlined in A.2 below. Assumptions driving 
behaviour are discussed in the scenario sections (A,3 andA.4). The players are: 

— 50 stylised breeders with an (initial) annual turn-off of 1,925 

— up to 70 backgrounders with a holding capacity of 5,000 head each 

— up to 20 feedlots with a holding capacity of 5,000 head each. 

Figure A.1 outlines the analysis framework and summarises key attributes of each supply chain 
component 
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fiGURE A.1 ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK 

Breeder 
Turns off feeder cattle 
Births timed for late autumn turn off 
Weight at birth 50 kg 
Weight gain: 150 kg p.a. 
Bears transport cost point of sale 

Live export 

A.2 Mai ket assumptions  

The analysis framework assumes fixed values for (exogenous) influences that can be expected to be 
very similar (if not identical) for all involved parties. These influences are: 

— Price 
Prices are sourced from MLA market information and enter the model as two separate components: 

- Base prices (shown in Table A.1) are determined by the sales weight and remain unchanged 
throughout the analysis. 

- Price seasonality (snown in Figure A,2) is a monthly adjustment parameter that is applied to the 
base price. It is based on seasonal patterns derived from the past three years. 

— Weight gain (Figure A.3) 

- Breeder: 150 kg per annum taking place between November and June 
- Backgrounder: Between 0.5kg/day and 1 .Okg/day depending on the feed mix that can be controlled 

by the backgrounder 
- reedlotter: 1 kg/ day 

— Feed costs (Figure A.4) 

- Breeders: Total cost of $1.3per kg of live weight gained (ABARES: Cost of production) 
- Backgrounder: Feed costs are lower when hay is available (between June and December) and also 

depend on the target weight gain. Lower energy food is assumed to be cheaper than higher energy 
food, 

- Feedlotter: Fixed cost of just under $300 per tonne. 

— Transportcost 
Confidential. 

TABLE A.1 BASE PRICE AND WEIGHTS 
Turn off weight (gross) Curfew loss Base price I 

Breeder 200kg to 350kg 6 per cent 2.44 $/kg 

Backgrounder 450kg 6 per cent 2.58 $/kg 

Feedlotter 600kg 6 percent 2.98 $/kg 

zSjpURCE: MLA 

Domestic market 

Backgnounder Feedlotter 
Turns off medium cattle 
Minimum weight gain: 0.6 kg/day 
Maximum weight gain: 1.0 kg/day 
Bears transport cost feedlot 

Turns off finished cattle 
Weight gain: 1.0 kg/day 
Bears transport cost abattoir Abattoir 
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FIGURE A.2 PRICE SEASONALITY 
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SOURCE: WYCI DATA RETRIEVED FROM MLA WEBSITE 

FIGURE A.3 AVERAGE WEIGHT GAIN PER MONTH 
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SQUHIGE: DAFWA 
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FIGURE A/ FEED COST 
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A3 The counterfactual 

Prior to the recently lifted weight restriction, the most common turn otr weight in the past years was 
350kg. The reason for this was that it was the most flexible (least risky) option for the breeder because 
an animal weighing 350kg could be sold to an agent without consideration of the final market. The 
most likely routes to market in this setting were the Muchea Livestock Centre and Broome Port for live 
export. 

With the lift of the weight restriction of the live cattle destined for Indonesia industry expects a shift to a 
live export weight of 450kg. ACIL Allen expects that cattle currently exported through Fremantle Port 
will be turned off lighter2 and backgrounded in the south west while cattle currently exported through a 
northern port will be turr ed off weigning 450kg. The number of cattle on each route is not expected to 
change 

The analysis below first calibrates the analysis framework to the (observable) status quo in which 
cattle weighing 350kg are live exported and then uses this framework to develop a non-collaboration 
counterfactual in wnich live export cattle weigh 450kg. 

BSOkg live exports  

The analysis framework assumes that births are timed such that animals with the desired weight can 
be turned off at the end of the weight gain period, i.e. in May and June (compare Figure A.3) in order 
to minimise the time between birth and turn off. With calving occurring in October and November and 
a required weight gain of 300kg, cattle can be turned off in May and June at an age of approximately 
20 months. As a consequence, the first turn off occurs in year three of the modelling period. 
Figure A.5 shows the resulting turn off profile for the Pilbara region 

2 ACIL Allen analysis suggests that adding less than 200kg through backgrounding is not economically viable. 
Industry confirmed this view. Consequently cattle going south are assumed to be sold at an empty weight of 250kg. 
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FIGURE A.5 AS IS: BREEDER TURN OFF PRORLE 
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Transport costs to Muchea are estimated to be $96 per head which translates to almost 20 per cent of 
(he total cost o\producing a 350kg animal. Consequently a strong incentive exists tor breeders to 
export through a northern port that is closer to their property presents an overview of the market faced 
by the breeders. 

rABLF A.2 AS IS: MARKET OVERVIEW 

Muchea Brooitie Pert Hedland i 

Weight at turn off (kg) 350 350 350 

Age at turn off (months) 20 20 20 

Sales weight (kg) 329 329 329 

Sales price ($/kg) $2.55 $2.55 $2.55 

Value per head $840 $840 $840 

Average transport distance 1,600 600 100 

Cost per head (incl. transport) $493 $438 $405 

Profit per head $347 $402 $414 

Active month May and June May and June May and June 

Head 96,250 96,250 96,250 
sstwee acil allen modelling 

Currently approximately 66 per cent of Pilbara cattle go south (mainly through Muchea) and 34 per 
cent are exported via a northern port (mainly Broome). Hence the current (expected) average per 
nead profit is approximately $366 per head3. 

The counterfactual (450kg live exports) 

As discussed, ACIL Allen does not expect the number of cattle on each route to change. This means 
that 66 per cent of the turn off will continue to go south but will be turned off with a gross weight of 
275kg and the remaining 34 per cent live exported weighing 450kg. This means thai to continue turn 
off in May and June, calving needs to occur in February and March and animals are turned off at an 

3 0.66 * $347 oer head + 0,34 W402 per nead = $366 per head 
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age of 16 months (light) and 28 months (heavy). As a consequence the first turn off of light cattle only 
occurs in year two of the modelling period and the last turn off of heavy cattle in year 12 of the 
modelling period. This scenario further assumes that the direct live exports occur through Port 
Hedland in order to minimise transport costs. Table A.3 shows the resulting turn off profile. 

FIGURE A.6 COIINTFRFACTUAL: BREEDER TURN OFF PROFILE 
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Table A.3 presents an overview of the counteriactual market faced by the breeders. It shows that 
while the profit for lighter cattle is lower than for 350kg cattle, the profit for heavier cattle is higher. On 
average a breeder can expect a profit of $375 per nead under this scenario which is equivalent to the 
expected profits under the "as is" scenario. 

TABLE A.3 

Turn off month 

GOUNTERFACTUAL MARKET 

May and June May and June 

Average 

May ana June 

Head 63,525 32,725 96,250 

Sales price per heaa $661 $1,082 $805 

Cost per head $379 $528 $430 

Profit per head $283 $554 $375 

SOURCE: ACIL ALLEN MODELLING 

Since they reflect a world without collaboration, the economics of this scenario can be interpreted as 
the minimum requirements of the breeders. If breeders are not at least marginally better off with 
collaboration they do not have an incentive to change their behaviour. Hence, if under an alternative 
arrangement the breeders' (expected) average per head profit is not at least $375 per head4 

collaboration is unattractive. 

4 0.66 * $283 per head + 0.34 * $554 per head = $375 per head 
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A.4 Collaboration 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The collaboration framework presented below is developed based on the following principles: 

The aim of collaboration is for more cattle to remain in the domestic market 

Abattoirs require a reliable supply of finished animals all year round 

There is fixed seasonality in the north west 

- Calving occurs in October and November 
- Turn off is not feasible in summer and early autumn (heat and transport issues) 

Breeders must be marginally better off than under the As is scenario 

These principles imply that if it is to be worthwhile, collaboration needs to provide mechanisms that 
distribute the turn off from northern properties into a steady supply stream of finished cattle without 
reducing the breeders' average per head profit. The following analysis develops a collaboration 
scenario by sequentially applying principles one to four. 

Turn off at live export weight and slow backgrounamg 

Under the market assumptions presented above, backgrounders can, by exploiting their ability to 
control weight gain, distribute turn off from one batch of cattle over several months. For example 
backgrounding an animal from 330kg to 450kg can take between four months (1 kg/day) and eight 
months (0.5kg/day). The resulting supply profile is presented in Figure A.7 

FIGURE A.7 SUPPLY PROFILE WITH 350KG CATTLE FROM BREEDER AND MAXIMUM SMOOTHING 
AT BACKGROUNDER 
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The figure shows that under this scenario backgrounded cattle from the North West can only be 
traded in five months blocks. An abattoir operating under this arrangement would be able to acquire 
arouno 25,000 animals from the north in February and April, 12,000 in January and none in the 
remaining months. This does not align with principle two. 

Turn off at the end of the first weiaht gain period and slow backgrounding 

While it is hsk minimismg from a saies persoective for the breeder tj turn off 20 month old animals 
weighing 350kg, it involves an extendea period of inaction which could be avoided if animals were 
turned off at the end of the first weight gain phase weighing 200kg. This would mean that more weight 
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would be added by backgrounders which in turn would increase their ability to distribute turn off from 
one batch over nine months.5 The resulting supply profile is presented in Figure A.8. 

FIGURE A.8 SUPPLY PROFILE WITH 200KG CATTLE FROM BREEDER AND MAXIMUM SMOOTHING 
AT BACKGROUNDER 
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The figure demonstrates that with more backgrounding flexibility, backgrounded cattle can be traded 
m mne month blocks. An abattoir operating under this arrangement could have access to a steady 
supply of 6,200 animals from the north per month from July to March and up to 12,500 between 
August and February and none in the reaming months. This leaves three months without supply which 
does not align with principle two. 

Turn off at optimised weight mix and slow backgrounding   

If breeders turn off cattle weighing 350kg, finished cattle can be supplied from January to May and if 
they turn off at 200kg finished cattle can be supplied from July to February. This means that with a mix 
of turn off weights an almost steady supply could be provided. Under the following assumptions a 
steady supply of 6,200 head per month from July to May can be achieved; 

— 66 per cent of the simulated northern cattle are turnea off at 200kg, of these 

- 75 per cent come from properties with births in October 
- 25 per cent come from properties with births in November 

— 34 per cent of the simulated northern cattle are tuned off at 350 kg, of these 

- 25 per cent come from properties with births in October 
- 75 per cent come from properties with births in November 

— Backgrounders turn off cattle weighing 450kg and can control weight gain at rates between 0.5kg/day 
and 1 .Okg/day. 

— Backgrounders and feedlotters are co-located in order to save transport cost 

Figure A.9 below shows the resulting supply profile. The figure highlights the more even spread of 
cattle throughout the year. 

5 adding 260kg takes 17 months at0.5kg/day and nine months at 1.0kg/dav 
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FIGURE A.9 SUPPLY PROFILE WITH 200KG AND 350KG CATTLE FROM BREEDER AND MAXIMUM 
SMOOTHING AT BACKGROUNDER 
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As Table A.4 iemonstrates below, finishing cattle can add substantial value to an animal and under 
the scenario developed above, the breeder is less well off This issue is discussed further below 

rABLE A.4 STEADY SUPPLY CASH FLOWS 

Breeder Backgrounder (co-located with FL) Peedlotter 

200kg (63,125 nead) 

Sales price $481 $1,105 $1,652 

Cost $290 $996 $1,302 

Profit $191 $108 $350 

350kg (32,500 head) 

Sales price $840 $1,071 $1,688 

Cost $485 $1,155 $1,272 

Profit $354 -$35 $416 

Average 

Sales price $603 $1,093 $1,664 

Cost $357 $1,050 $198 

Profit $246 $43 $373 
S^CE: ACIL ALLEN MODELLING 
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5.1 Incentive mechanisms  

Under the counterfactual the supply chain ends with the breeder. In other words, depending on the 
point of export and the export weight the total value add per animal is between $283 and $554 
(compare Table A.3) with an expected value of $375 per head. Table A.4 shows that under the 
collaboration scenario the expected profit of selling into the domestic market is only $246 per head for 
the breeder. This is too low to incentivise the breeder to change behaviour. 

The problem is the current flow of money along the supply chain: The breeder sells to the 
backgrounder, the backgrounder to the feedlotter and the feedlotter to the abattoir. Under such an 
arrangement any premiums paid by the abattoir will go to the feedlotter. Since benefits only 
materialise if the breeder is incentivised not to live export, mechanisms need to be found for funds to 
flow from the abattoir to the breeder. 

One option is that backgrounders and feedlotters would become low risk service providers with low 
capital requirements as they would not need to procure cattle. For simplicity, the analysis assumes 
that they only have to the cover variable costs presented in Table A.4.6 Since there would be no 
procurement costs, backgrounders would have to be paid an average fee of $447 per head and 
feedlotters of $198 per head.7 

Preventing cattle from changing ownership along the supply chain is a straightforward solution. There 
are two options: 

5. The breeder retains ownership until cattle are sold to the abattoir and pays a service fee to the 
backgrounder and feedlotter. Assuming the sales prices presented above, the breeder would make an 
average per head profit of $662 per head.8 

6. The abattoir acquires cattle directly from the breeder and abattoir and pays a service fee to the 
backgrounder and feedlotter. Assuming that the breeders would be compensated based on the 
expected live export price the abattoir would spend on average $1,020 per head.9 This is substantially 
lower than the average sales price from the feedlotter of $1,664 per head. 

This high level analysis shows that if the required backgrounding and feedlot capacity could be 
provided at a cost recovery basis, under both scenarios breeders and abattoirs could be at least 
marginally better off. 

The key difference between the two scenarios is the end of the supply chain at which the benefits are 
realised. Keeping ownership could almost double the average per head profit of breeders. However 
this would mean that they would have to coordinate their turn off such that it is available in the 
required timeframe and from relationships with backgrounders and feedlotters and manage that 
relationship. This could cause issues as realised profits would differ between breeders which means 
that the system has an inherent tendency for individuals to deviate from the optimal solution if profits 
are not ex-post redistributed. In other words this approach requires a very high level of collaboration 
and trust. 

The second scenario appears easier to implement as a single entity coordinates turn off that could 
ensure that every party receives the same payments by paying a fixed price irrespective of weights for 
a batch that contains the required weight/age mix. 

6 This does not take into consideration the opportunity cost of an under-utilised asset. Under-utilisation in this 
scenario is significant as backgrounders keep one generation of cattle for effectively two years. This means that the 
backgrounding system would have to have a capacity of up to 345,000 head that would on average only be 17.5 
per cent utilised. At the supply rates and weight gains presented above, feedlotters are only able to finish one 
generation per year too resulting a minimum capacity of 100,000 head that would be utilised at an average rate of 
40 per cent. 
7 66% * $516 per head + 34% * $316 per head = $447 per head 

66% * $197 per head + 34% * $200 per head = $198 per head 
8 $1,664 per head - $357 per head - $447 per head - $198 per head = $662 per head 
9 $375 per head + $447 per head + $198 per head = $956 per head 
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A.5 Financial modelling  

As discussed above, the key to growing the domestic market is to incentivise breeders to refrain from 
live exports. Improving their financial position could create this incentive. This chapter develops three 
scenarios assessing the breeders' average cash flows under the following assumptions: 

7. Breeders retain ownership 

- Breeder cost: $357 per head 
- Backgrounding service fee: $447 per head 
- Feedlotter service fee: $198 per head 

- All three costs are increased by 10 per cent in high cost assumption set 

- Turn of weight mix developed in the collaboration scenario (see section A.4) 
- Turning off lighter cattle can lead to an increase in the birth rate of 1 per cent per annum (only in 

assumption set: growth) 
- The direct interaction with the abattoir improves the quality of the delivered cattle which can be 

rewarded by a 10 per cent price premium after 5 years or punished by 10 percent if breeders are 
unable to deliver the expected number of animals (only in assumption set mark up) 

- Under the shock assumption set birth rates experience a one off drop to 30 per cent in year 4. The 
resulting turn off gap is half filled by tuning off animals from the herd. The herd is assumed to be 
refilled by acquiring a total of 47,700 animals weighing 100 kg between year 7 and 11. 

- Cattle are sold to abattoirs weighing 600kg 

8. An abattoir acquires cattle directly from the breeders in the Pilbara 

- Breeder cost: $307 per head 
- Abattoir buys cattle for a fixed price of $682 
- Per head (irrespective of weight) reflecting the expected cost and profit discussed in section 

A.55.1 
- Turning off lighter cattle can lead to an increase in the birth rate of 1 per cent per annum (only in 

assumption set: growth) 
- The direct interaction with the abattoir improves the quality of the delivered cattle which can be 

rewarded by a 10 per cent price premium after 5 years (only in assumption set mark up) 

9. Counterfactual 

- Breeder cost: $401 per head 
- 34 per cent of cattle live exported at 450kg from a northern port 
- 66 per cent of cattle sold at 275kg to a backgrounder in the south west 

In all three scenarios cost and revenue are realised on an average per head basis when animals 
change ownership. The scenarios assume the turn off weights, prices and seasonal pattern discussed 
in section A.5 above. 

Scenario 1 further assumes that animals that would exceed the demand from the abattoir when 
finished, are live exported after backgrounding weighing 450kg.10 Figure A.1 presents the resulting 
sales pattern. It shows that abattoirs can expect a steady supply of 6,200 head of finished cattle for 11 
months of the year with excess cattle sold to the export market. The only supply gap under this 
scenario can be expected to be filled with southern cattle as June is one of the peak turn off months in 
this region. 

10 A similar assumption could be made for the abattoir acquires cattle from the breeder scenario, but is left out of 
the analysis as it would not contribute to the breeders' cash flows. 
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Figure A.11 shows the breeders' monthly aggregate (undiscounted) net cash flows under the three 
scenarios. It demonstrates that under scenario 2 and 3 the breeders' cash flows are highly 
concentrated whereas under scenario 1 they are spread relatively evenly over the entire year. Under 
scenario 2 breeders have the first cash flow in year two after selling the first generation of light cattle 

FIGURE A.11 UNDISCOUNTED NET CASH FLOWS BY SCENARIO 
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The net cash flows presented above translate into the present values (discount rate of 10 per cent) 
presented in Table A.1. The table shows that if only the first three years/one generation is considered, 
the abattoir and counterfactual scenarios have similar net present value (NPV) that are significantly 
higher than those under the breeder ownership scenarios 
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TABLF " 15 PRESENT VALUE np NET CASH FLOWS BY SCENARIO AND ASSUMPTION SET 

Breeder ownership Abattoir Countertactual 
ownership 

Assumption set Best case High cost Shock 

$ million $ million $ million $ million $ million 

After 3 years 27 22 22 51 51 

Base 289 240 289 215 239 

Growth 291 242 239 226 239 

Mark up 336 287 243 240 239 

Growth and mark up 339 289 234 253 239 
Growth assumes turning off lighter cattle will increase birth rate by 1 per cent per annum 
Mark-up assumes 10 percent price premium/discount after 5 years 
High costasaa^mjaprfffle in cost associated with increased collaboration 
Shaek assumes a 30 percent decline in birth ratetn year 4 due to drought or another exogenous influence 
SOURCE: ACIL ALLEN MODELLING 

In contrast to the abattoir ownership scenario, the countertactual does not require any coordination 
witn others or any othei lorm of collaboration. This approach might appear most attractive in the short 
term as its NPV of $51 million is only marginally lower than that under the abattoir ownership scenario 
($52 m ion), Additionally, without collaboration breeders are also more likely to capitalise on price 
spikes and tor example a 10 per cent price increase would result in an NPV of $59 million under the 
counterfactual scenario in which case it yields the hignest single short term payoff. 

Considered over ten years however, the breeder ownership scenario yields substantially higher 
payoffs than the counterfactual. If a price premium is included the abattoir ownership is also likely to 
improve the breeders' position. Without growth or a price mark only the best case breeder ownership 
scenario appears likely to result in a significant improvement over the counterfactual. Pavoffs are 
highest under the breeder ownership scenario because the breeders benefit from the value a^ded bv 
the intermediaries and can sell at a higher price both to the abattoir and the live export market. 

The ipin driver under the abattoir ownership scenario is the reduced transport cost. In contrast to live 
exports, both scenarios offer opportunities for growth beyond the base revenue 

A.6 Sensitivity scenarios  

Two sensitivity scenarios were run: 

— a lower birth weight of 30kg 

— A higher feedlotter weight gain rate of 1.4 kg 

The tables below ( fable A.2 and Table A.3) present the results. Both tables show the net present 
values of the tested scenario and the change compared to the reference scenario in brackets. 

The lower birth we.gnt requires cattle to be born in June and July to ensure turn off in late autumn. 
Breeders also have to add more weight per head which moves the turn off of heavier cattle from April 
and May to May and JnBj While thesp changes reduce the short term (three year) NPV, they fill the 
June supply gap allowing the sale of 6,200 additional (higher value) finished cattle per yeai. As a 
consequence the long term breeder ownership NPVs are slightly higher under this scenario. 
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TABLE A.26 BIRTH WEIGHT 30KG: PRESENT VALUE OF NET CASH FLOWS BY SCENARIO AND 
ASSUMPTION SE1 

Breeder ownership Abattoir 
ownership 

Counterfactual 

Assumption set Best ease. High .cost 'Shock 

$ million $ million S million $ million $ million 

After 3 years 24 (-3) 20 (-2) 24 (-31 51 (0) 51 (0) 

Base 289 (0) 239 (-1) NA 215(0) 239 (0) 

Growth 291 (0) 240 (-2) 236 (-3) 226 (0) 239 (0) 

Mark up 342 (6) 291 (4) NA 240 (0) 239 (0) 

Growth and mark up 343 (4) 292 (3) 231 (-3) 253 (0) 239 (0) 

Brackets show difference to NPVs with 50kg birth v/eighf 
Growth assumes turning off lighter cattle will increase birthrate by 1 per cent per annum 
Mark-up assumeglO percent price premium/discount after 5 years 
High cost assumes 10% increase in cost associated with increased collaboration 
Shock assumes a 30 percent decline in birth rate in year 4 due to drought or another exogenous influence 
SOURCE: ACIL ALLEN MODELLING 

The higher feedlotter weight gain rate does not have an effect on the modelling results. 

TABLE A.37 FEEDLOTTER WEIGHT GAIN RATE OF 1.4KG/DAY: PRESENT VALUE OF NET CASf 
FLOWS BY SCENARIO AND ASSUMPTION SET 

Breeder ownership Abattoir 
ownership 

Counterfactual 

Assumption, set Best case High cost Shock 

S million $ million $ million $ million S million 

After 3 years 27(0) 22 (0) 27(0) 51 (0) 51 (0) 

Base 289 (0) 240 (01 NA 215(0) 239 (0) 

Growth 291 (0) 242 (01 239 (0) 226 (0) 239 (0) 

Mark up 336 (0) 287 (0) NA 240 (0) 239 (0) 

Growth and mark up 339 (0) 289 (0) 234 (01 253 (0) 239 (0) 

Brackets show difference to NPVs with feedlotter weight gain rate of 1.0/cg/c/ay^* 
Grovrth assumesiuming off lighter cattle will increase birth rate bftyercenfyer annum 
Mark-up assumes 10 percent price premium/discount after 5 years 
High cost assumes 10% increase in cost associated with increased collaboration 
Shock agtumes# 30 percent decline in birth rale in year 4^ to drought or another exogenous influence 
SOLffSf; ACIL ALLEN MODELLING 
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THIS GRANT AGREEMENT Is mad® obi JAWI iARY 201T 

BETWEEN: 

THE STATE OF WESTERN AUSTRAL SAs ACTING THROUGH ITS 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND FOOD 
("Grantor") 

Y®©dla Pastotal Company Pty Ltd A.B.N, 16 0i4 819 717 
("Grantee") 

RECITALS 

The Grantee has applied to the Grantor for financial assistance xo undertake the 
Approved Purpose and the Grantor has agreed to provide a grant from the Royalties 
tor Regions, Northern Beef Futures Program Fund subject to the terms and conditions 
of this Agreement. 

THE PARTIES AGREE as follows: 

1. DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION 

In this Agreement, unless the context otherwise requires: 

Agr@©m©nt means this agreement, including its recitals and any schedules or 
annexures (if any). 

Acquittal occurs when the Grantor has advised the Grantee that the reports 
and financial information provided by the Grantee in accordance with clause 
3.6 are satisfactory. 

Aceiuittal Date means the date that Acquittal occurs. 

Acquittal Report means that report referred to in Schedule 2. 

Application means the original grant application. 

Approved Budget means the budget approved by the Grantor and attached 
to this Agreement as attachment A. 

Approved Purpose means the purpose or purposes set out in item 2 of 
Schedule 1 

Auditoi means an accountant who is a member of the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants in Australia, the Australian Society of Certified Practicing 
Accountants or the National Institute of Accountants and who is indepenaent 
from the Grantee. 
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and 

Giantes Initials: 

Date: 



Ay^ltos G©in<gral means the Auditor General for the State of Western 

Australia. 

Business Day means a day other than a Saturday, Sunday or public holiday 
in Western Australia. 

Cemimencemeinit Date means that date for commencement of the Project 
specified in item 3 of Schedule 1. 

Completion Date means that date for completion of the Project specified in 
item 3 of Schedule 1. 

Event of Default means an event of default described in clause 9.1. 

Grant Eajnds means the amount or amounts specified in item 4 of Schedule 
1. 

Insolvency Event means the happening of any of xhese events: 

(a) an application is made to a court for an order that a Party be wound 

up, declared bankrupt or that a provisional liquidator or receiver or 
receiver and manager be appointed, unless the application is 
withdrawn, struck out or dismissed within 7 days of it being made; 

(b) a liquidator or provisional liquidator is appointed; 

(c) an administrator is appointed to any of its assets; 

(d) it enters into an arrangement or composition with one or more of its 

creditors, or an assignment for the benefit of one or more of its 
creditors: 

(e) it proposes a reorganisation, moratorium, deed of company 
arrangement or other administration involving one or more of its 
creditors, or its winding up or dissolution; 

(f) it is insolvent as disclosed in its accounts or otherwise states that it 
is insolvent or it is presumed to be insolvent under an applicable law; 

(g) it is taken to have failed to comply with a statutory demand: 

(h) a writ of execution is levied against it or its property; or 

(i) anything occurs under the law of any jurisdiction which has a 
substantially similar effect to any of the above paragraphs of this 
definition. 

OMgations means all express and implied obligations under this Agreement. 

Party means each of the Grantor or the Grantee as the context requires and 
Parties means both of them. 
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Project means the initiativ/e or activities to be undertaken with the Grant Funds 
specified in Schedu'e 1. 

Hegiom means the Kimberley region, as defined in the Regional Development 
Commissions Act 1993. 

Special Conditions means any conditions specified in item 5 of Schedule 1. 

1.2 Interpretation 

(a) In this Agreement, unless the context otherwise requires the singular 

includes the plural and victj versa; 

(b) a reference to any thing is a reference to the whole or any part of it and 
a reference to a group of thir-gs or persons is a reference to any one or 
more of them: 

(c) a reference to a gender includes other genders; 

(d) a reference to a person includes a public body, a company and an 

incorporated or unincorporated association or body of persons and also 
includes a reference to the person's executors, administrators, 
successors, substitutes (including, but not limited to, a person taking by 
novation) and permitted assigns: 

(e) if the Grantee consists of a partnership or joint venture, then: 

(i) an Obligation imposed on the Grantee binds each person who 
comprises the Grantee jointly and severally 

(ii) each person who comprises the Grantee is deemed to agree to 
do all things necessary to enable the Obligations to bo fulfilled; 

(iii) the act of one person who comprises the Grantee binds the otner 
persons who comprise the Grantee; and 

(iv) an Event of Default by one person who comprises the Grantee 

constitutes an Event of Default by the Grantee; 

(f) an agreement, representation or warranty on the part of, or in favour of, 
2 or more persons binds, or is for the benefit of, them jointly and 

severally; 

(g) a reference to this Agreement or another instrument includes all 

variations and replacements of either of them despite any change or, or 
any change in the identity of, the Grantor or the Grantee; 

(h) a reference to a clause, schedule, attachment or appendix is a 

reference to a clause in, or a schedule, attachment or appendix to, this 
Agreement: 

(i) headings are included for convenience and do not affect the 
interpretation of this Agreement; 
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(j) a reference to a statute, ordinance, code or other law includes 
regulations and other instruments under it and consolidations, 
amendments, re-enactments or replacemonts of any of them; 

(k) no rule or interpretation is 10 be applied to disadvantage the Grantor or 
the Grantee on the bas :s that it was responsible for preparing this 

Agreement; 

(I) if a word or phrase is defined, other grammatical forms of that word or 
phrase have a corresponding meaning; 

(rn) if the word "including" or "includes" is used, the words "without limitation" 
are taken to immediately follow; 

(n) a reference to writing includes all means of representing or reproducing 

words in visible form including by electronic means such as facsimile 
transmission: 

(o) a reference to a liability includes all obligations to pay money and all 
other losses, costs and expenses of any kind; 

(p) a reference to a month is to a calendar month and a reference to a year 
is to a calendar year; 

(q) f a date stipulated for payment or for doing an act is not a Business 
Day, the payment must be made, or the act must be done, on the next 

Business Day; and 

(r) a reference to a monetary amount means that amount in Australian 

currency. 

2. PAYMENT OF GIRANI FUNDS 

(a) Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, the Grantor will 
pay to the Grantee the Grant Funds in accordance with the payment 

schedule specified in item 6 of Scnedule 1. 

(b) Upon signing of the Grant Agreement by both parties the Grantor may 
issue the Grantee with a purchase order number for the Grant Funds 
plus GS'l where appropriate. All tax invoices must specify the purchase 
order number (if provided) and the Grantee must submit a tax invoice 
in order to be processed for payment. 

(c) The Grantee will notify the Grantor of the identifying details of a bank 

account into which Grant Funds can be deposited, including without 
limitation its name, styling and number and the name and BSB number 
of the brancn at which the bank account is held. 
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(d) The Grantee will ensure that the bank account into which the Grant 

Funds are deposited is not overdrawn at any time during the term of 
this Agreement, and that the bank account requires two signatories for 
any withdrawal related transactions. 

3 OBLIGATIONS OF GRANTEE 

3.1 Us© of Grant Payment 

(a) The Grantee will use the Grant Funds solely for the Approved Purpose 
in accordance with the Application and Approved Budget and exoend 
such funds by the Completion Date. 

(b) The Grantee will carry out all their responsibilities for the Project and 
Fulfil its Obligations to a high standard in a competent, diligent, 

saf'sfactory and professiunal manner. In carrying out the Project, the 
Grantee must comply with and meet all milestones as outlined in 
Schedule 1 including completing the Project by the Date for Completion. 

(c) Any interest earned on the Grant Funds must be used for the purposes 
of the Project, or returned to the Grantor. 

(d) Payment of Grant Funds to the Grantee shall be subject to: 

(i) the financial and in-kind contributions being provided, as 
specified in item 4 of Schedule 1: 

(ii) milestones and reporting requirements under item 6 of Schedule 
1 having been met; 

(ii l the reporting requirements under Schedule 2 having been met; 
(iv) any Special Condi.ions having been met; and 
(v) the Grantee not being, in the opinion of the Grantor, in breach of 

any of the terms and conditions. 

(e) Where the Grantee purchases equipment with Grant Funds, it must not 
be disposed of within three (3) years of the Completion Date without the 

written consent of the Grantor. 

3.2 No Changes 

The Grantee must not make any changes to the Project or any agreed budget 
(including the Project Budget) without the prior written consent of the Grantor, 
which consent may be withheld "n the Grantor's absolute discretion. 

3.3 No Endorsemeint 

The Grantee agrees that nothing in this Agreement constitutes an 
endorsement by the Grantor of any goods or services provided by the Grantee. 
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ZA AeknowiecSgement ©f Granotor 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

3.5 

(a) 

|) 

(c) 

3.8 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

The Grantee will provide the Grantor and funding source (State 
Government of Western Australia and Royalties for Regions) with 
public recognition on all literature and promotional material for the 
Project, in the format approved of by the Grantor. 

The Grantee must only use logos of the Grantor, State Government of 

Western Australia and Royalties for Regions as authorised in advance 
by the Grantor, and in the manner specified in item 9 of Schedule 1. 

The Grantee will liaise with the Grantor in advance of any promotional 

event relating to the Project (e.g. official opening or similar) to ensure 
adequate time for appropriate representation to be arranged. Similarly 
any request for a representative of the Grantor to tormally participate in 
the event must be approved by the Grantor in a timely manner prior to 

the event. 

Reqiyests fot information 

The Grantee is to provide the Grantor with any documents or 

information relating to this Agreement ot the Project within ten (10) 
Business Days of receiving a request from the Grantor. 

The Grantee is to provide the progress reports, evaluation reports, 
financial statements and records specified in the schedules at the dates 
specified in the schedules or as otherwise reasonably required by the 
Grantor. 

This clause 3.5 survives the termination of this Agreement. 

Accounts and Repoitsng 

If the Project extends beyond twelve (12) months, the Grantee must 
provide to the Grantor a current status report on the Project in a format 
reasonably acceptable to the Grantor Dy twelve (12) months after the 
Grant Funds have been fully paid to the Grantee. 

The Grantee is to keep proper financial records in accordance with 
generally accepted account! ig principles and practices and otherwise 
to the complete satisfachon of the Grantor. 

If the Grant Funds (excluding GST) exceed $20,000, within twelve (12) 
weeks of the Completion Date the Grantee must provide to the Grantor 
a financial statement of income and expenditure for the Project, signed 
ny the Chief Lxecutive Officer of the Grantee or equivalent and rortified 

py an Auditor and including details of how rhe Grant Funds were spent. 
The audit must be completed to Australian Auditing Standards. 

If the Grant Funds (excluding GST) do not exceed $20,000: 
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(i) within twenty (20) Business Days of the Completion Date, the 
Grantee must provide to the Grantor a financial statement of income 
and expenditure for the Project, signed by the Chief Executive 
Officer of the Grantee or equivalent and including details and 
evidence of how the Grant Funds were spent; and 

(ii) the Gramor may request (in which case the Grantee will provide) an 
audited financial statement for the Project completed to Australian 
Auditing Standards and certified by an Auditor aooointed by the 
Grantor, with the costs of the financial statement and audit of it to 
be borne by the Grantee. 

(e) The Grantee acknowledges that submitting the Acquittal Report 

referred to in Schedule 2 does not mean "acceptance" by the Grantor 
of the Acquittal Report. The Grantor reserves its right to evaluate the 

Acquittal Report to determine if it is satisfied with the contents reported 
in it, 

(f) This clause 3.6 survives the termination of this Agreement. 

3.7 Speoiafl Conditions of Grant 

The Grantee agrees to comply with the Special Conditions 

3.8 General Undertakings of Grantee 

The Grantee must: 

(a) at all times duly perform and observe its Obligations and promptly 

inform the Grantor of any breach by it of this Agreement and any 
occurrence which might adversely affect its ability to observe its 
Obligations; 

(b) undertake its Obligations with integrity, good faith and probity in 

accordance with good corporate governance practices; 

(c) cooperate fully with the Grantor in the administration of this Agreement; 

(d) upon reasonable notice, provide the Grantor or its agents, with access 
at any reasonable time and from time to time to the Grantee's premises, 

financial records, other documents, equipment and other property for 
the purpose of audit and inspection by the Grantor in order to verify 
compliance by the Grantee with this Agreement; and 

(e) comply with all reasonable requests made by the Grantor m connection 
witl this Agreement. 

3.9 iNhgatiioni of Employment, Partnership and Agency 

(a) The Grantee must not represent itself, and must ensure that its 

employees, contractors, sub-contractors or agents do not represent 
themselves, as being an employee, partner or agent of the State or the 
Grantor oi as otherwise able to bind or represent the State or Grantor. 
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(b) The Grantee will not by virtue of this Agreement be or for any purpose 

be deemed to be, an employee, partner, or agent of the State or the 
Grantoi, or have any power or authority to bind or represent the State 
or Grantor. 

4. REFAYMEWT AND RETENTION OF GRANT FUNDS 

The Grantee must repay to the Grantor within forty (40) Business Days any 
Grant Funds that the Grantor has paid which are not used in accordance with 
this Agreement or that remain unspent at the Completion Date unless there 
has been prior written agreement between the parties stating otherwise. 

5. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 

(a) The Grantor does not accept any responsibility or liability for the 

success or otherwise of the Approved Purpose or the Project and is not 
liable for any losses which may be suffered by the Grantee in 

undertaking the Approved Purpose or the Project. 

(b) If the Funding (and any interest which accrues on the Funding) is 

insufficient for the Recipient to properly fulfil aH of its Obligations, then 
the Recipient must still fulfil its Obligations at its own cost. 

(at The Grantee shall take out and maintain throughout the term of this 
Agreement adequate insurance to provide cover for the Project 
undertaken by the Grantee, including Public Liability and Workers' 
Comoensation insurances. 

If requested by the Grantor, the Grantee must provide any of the 
following: 

(i) a written statement of the applicable insurance cover held by the 
Grantee: or 

(ii) a copy of any policy of insurance, a Certificate of Currency, and 
receipts foi premiums in connection with any policy of insurance. 

The Grantor reserves the right to have any msurable risk assessed and 
to obtain expert advice in relation to adequacy of the Grantee's 

insurance cover by an insurance advisor of the Grantor's choice. The 
Grantee must provide any information requested by the Grantor's 
insurance advisor for the purpose of the assessment and must comply 
with any recommendation and advice received by the Grantor in respect 
to the assessment. 

(b) The Grantee shall at all times indemnify, hold harmless and defend the 
State, the Grantor, its Ministers, officers, employees and agents from 
and against any loss, including legal costs and expenses, or liability, 

INSURANCE AND INDEMNITY 
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incurred by or against the State, the Grantor, its Minister, off1 :ers, 
employees and agents, indue.ng any loss or liability arising from any 
claim, suit, demand, action or proceeding by any person or body against 
the State, the Grantor, its Minister, officers, employees and agents, 
arising from or in connection with: 

(i) any breach by the Grantee of an obligation under this 
Agreement; 

(ii) any act or omission of the Grantee or its employees, officers or 
agents in connection with this Agreement or a matter 
contemplated by it; 

(iii) any breach of a State or Commonwealth law relevant to the 
Agreement by the Grantee or its employees, officers or agents; 
or 

(iv) the Project. 

(c) The indemnity in this clause 6 survives expiration or termination of this 

Agreement. 

7; FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 1992 AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
ACT 2006 

(a) The Grantee acknowledges and agrees that this Agreement and 
information regarding it is subject to the Freedom of Information Act 
'992 and that the Grantor may publicly disclose information in relation 

to this Agreement, including its terms and the details of the recipient 
Grantee(s). This could result in requests for more detail to be released 
publicly. 

(b) The parties acknowledge and agree that, despite any provision of this 

Agreement to the contrary, the powers and responsibilities of the 
Auditor General under the Financial Management Act 2006 are not 
limited or affected by this Agreement. 

(c) The Grantee must allow the Auditor General, or an authorised 

representative, to have access to and examine the Grantee's records 
and information concerning this Agreement. 

a. NOTICES 

Any notice or other communication that may or must be given under this 
Agreement: 

(a) must be in writing: 

(b) may be given by an authorised officei of the Party giving nDtice; 

(c) must be: 

(i) hand delivered or sent by prepaid post to the address of the 
Party receiving the notice as set out in item 8 of Schedule 1; or 
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(ii) sent by facsimile to the facsimile number of the Party receiving 
the notice as set out in item 8 of Schedule 1; 

(d) subject to paragraph (e) is taken to be received: 

(i) in the case of hand del'very, on the date of delivery: 

(ii) in the case of post, on the third Business Day after posting; and 

(iii) in the case of facsimile, on the date of transmission; and 

(e) if received after 5.00 pm or on a day other than a Business Day, is taken 
to be received on the next Business Day. 

9. DEFAULT AND TERMINATION 

9.1 Evemit of Default by th© Grant®® 

An Event of Default occurs if. 

(a) an Insolvency Event occurs in respect of the Grantee or a person is 

appointed under legislation to investigate or manage any part of the 
affairs of the Grantee; 

(b) the Grantee ceases to carry on business in Western Australia; 

(c) the Grantee breaches any of its Obligations and the breach continues 

without remedy for ten (10) business days after notice in writing has 
been served on the Grantee by the Grantor; 

(d) the Grantee fails to submit an Acquittal Report by the Acquittal 
Reporting Date: or 

(e) the Grantor is of the opinion that the Grantee is unwilling or unable to 
comply with its Obligations. 

9.2 Effect ef Event of Default 

If an Event of Default occurs, the Grantor may either: 

(a) terminate the Agreement by providing a further ten (10) Business Days 

notice in writing to the Grantee of the Event of Default; or 

(b) suspend payment of the Grant Funds until the Event of Default is 

remedied; or 

(c) require that the Grantee reimburse the Grantor within forty (401 

Business Days for any Grant Funds that were not used exclusively for 
the Project in accordance with the Application and Approved Budget. 

9.3 R©commeBic©ment of Grant Fyndls Payment 

The Grantoi may, in its absolute discretion, recommence payment of the Grant 
Funds if and when the Grantee has rectified the Event of Default. 
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9.4 Acquitol 

(a) Unless earlier terminated, this Agreement will terminate upon 

submission and acceptance of the Acquittal Report. 

(b) If the Grantee is unable to properly use the Grant Funds in accordance 
with this agreement, the Grantee will advise the Grantor as immediately 
as it becomes aware of this and the Grantor may require that any 

unused portion of Grant Funds be returned to it within forty (40) 
Business Days. 

10. GOODS AND SERVICES TAX (GST) 

(a) For the purposes of this Agreement: 

(i) "GSV means the goods and services tax applicable to any 
taxable supplies as determined by the GST Act; 

(ih "GST Act" means A New Tax System (Goods and Services Tax) 
Act 1999 (Cth) and includes all associated legislation and 

regulations: and 

(iii) the terms "supply", "tax invoice", "taxable supply" and "value" 
have the same meanings as in the GST Act. 

(h) If the supply of anything under this Agreement is a taxable supply under 
the GST Act, the Grant Funds shall be exclusive of GST. 

(c) The obligation of the Grantor to pay the GST on any supply by the 

Grantee under this Agreement is conditional upon the prior issue by the 
Grantee to the Grantor of a tax invuce which complies with the GST 
Act. This provision applies notwithstanding any law to the contrary. 

(d) If the Parties agree that the Grantor will issue the Grantee with a 

Recipient Created Tax Invoice (RCTI), then the parties agree that: 

(i) the Grantor will issue a RCTI in respect of GST payable on the 
supply of the Project and the Grantee will not issue a tax invoice 
in respect of that supply; 

(ii) The Grantee warrants that it is registered for the purposes of 
GST and the Grantee will notify the Crantot in writing if it ceases 
to be registered tor the purposes of GST during the term of this 
Agreement ("the Term"); 

(iii) the Grantor warrants that il s registered for the purposes of GST 
and the Grantor will notify the Grantee in writing if it ceases to be 
registered for the purposes of GST, or if it ceases to satisfy the 
requirements of the GS7 Acf during the Term; and 

(iv) the Grantor will indemnify and keep indemnified the Grantee for 

GST and any related penalty that may arise from an 
understatement of the GST payable on the supply of the Project 
for which the Grantor issues a RCTI under this Agreement. 
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11 WAIVER 

(a) No right under this Agreement shall be deemed to be waived except by 

notice in writing signed by both Parties. 

(b) A waiver by either Party will not prejudice that paity's rights in relation 
to any further breach of this Agieement by the other party. 

(c) Any failure to enforce this Agreement, or any forbearance, delay or 

indulgence granted by one party to the other Party, will not be construed 
as a waiver of any rights. 

12. WO OWGOIWG COMMITMENT 

(a) The Grantor makes no commitment to funding the Project except to the 

extent specified in this Agreement. 

(b) The Grantee acknowledges that it will be responsible for any ongoing 
costs as a result of the Project and that the Grantor will not be obliged 
to provide additional funds. 

13. ENTIRE AGREEMENT 

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the Parties and 
supersedes all communications, negotiations, arrangements and agreements, 
whether oral or written, between the Parties with respect to the subject matter 
of this Agreement. 

14. ASSIGNMENT 

(a) This Agreement is personal to the Grantee and may not be assigned by 
the Grantee, and the Grantee may not contract or subcontract out 

performance of any of the Grantee's rights or Obligations under this 
Agreement, without the Grantor's consent, whicn may be withheld at 
the Grantor's discretion. The Grantor may assign its rights and 

Obligations under this Agreement as it sees fit. 

(b) For the purposes of this clause 14, the Grantee shall be deemed to 
have assigned this Agreement if any act, matter or thing is done or 

occurs, the effect of which is. in the opinion of the Grantor, to transfer, 
directly or indirectly, the management or control of the Grantee. 

1§. VARIATION 

Any modification, amendment or ether variation to this Agreement must be 
made in writing and agreed to by both Parties. This includes, but is by no 
means limited to, variations to timelines, milestones, significant changes to the 

Approved Budget and funding partners and all asoects of the Proiect as 
detailed in this Agreement. 
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16. RIGHTS AND REMEDIES 

The rights, powers and remedies in this Agreement are in addition to, and not 
exclusive of, the rights, powers and remedies existing at law or in equity. 

17. COSTS 

The Grantor and the Grantee must pay their own legal and other costs in 
connection with the preparation and signing of the Agreement. 

18. FURTHER ASSURANCES 

The Grantor and the Grantee must do everything reasonably necessary, 
including signing further documents, to give full effect to the Agreement. 

19. LOCAL PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

The Grantee agrees to use products and services from the Region or 

elsewhere in Western Australia for the Project wherever reasonably 
oracticable using an open and competitive process to the satisfaction of the 
Grantor. 

20. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

All Intellectual Property shall be the property of the Grantee. Unless otherwise 

specified in the Grant Agreement schedule and subject to any confidentiality 
considerations, the Grantee must grant the Grantor a non-exclusive, 
unrestricted, royalty-free and perpetual licence to use, copy, distribute, 
reproduce and publish any reports (and/or variations of the reports) and any 
such reports in respect of the Project which are produced after the Completion 
Date in any medium, throughout the world. 

21. GOVFRNfiWC LAW 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of Western Australia. The 
Grantor and the Grantee irrevocably submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of 
the courts of Western Australia. 

22. ACCESS TO LAND AND AGREEMENTS 

The Grantee must ensure that th-oughout the term of this Agreement it enters 

and has in place all appropriate, legally binding, written legal agreements with 

all other people and entities holding legal or equitable interests in all land on 
wh ch the Project is being undertaken, to enable it to undertake the Project on 

that land and comply with all its Obligations. 

23. AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE RECIPIENT AND A THIRD PARTY 

If the Grantee enters into an agreement with any other party relating in any 
way to either or both of this Agreement and the Funding (Third Party 

Agreement), including a Third Party Agreement with a party to deliver or fulfil 

any of the Grantee's Obligations or to provide services to the Grantee to assist 
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or enable it to fulfil its Obligations (which agreement would be governed by 

clause 14(a)), the Grantee must ensure that tne other party: 

(a) has obligations in the Thiid Party Agreement which, if properly fulfilled will 
ensure that the Grantee properly fulfils its corresponding Obligations and to 
the extent necessary to ensure that the Dther party has these obligations, 
the Recipient must ensure that the Third Party Agreement mirrors the terms 
of this Agreement; and 

(b) agrees to the Grantee providing the Grantor with any documents that the 
other party provides to the Grantee and to the Grantor attending any 
meetings it has with the Grantee if the Grantor wishes to obtain copies of 
such documents or attend such meetings. 
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Executed by the Parties; 

For and on behalf of She Grantor; 

Signed on behalf of the State of 
Western Australia by a duly authorised 
officer of the Department of Agriculture 
and Food 

Full name & position of signatory; 

Oated; 

Piter Miteiii 

EXECUTSV1OSRECTOR 
GRAINS It LIVESTOCK 

INDUSTRIES 

For and on behalf of the Grantee: 

Signed by Jason Mark wart 
Company Secretary 
Acting with the express authority of the 

Yeeda Pastoral Company Pty Ltd 

Oated; 18 January 2017 
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SCHEDULE 1 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

1. Project Title: Northern Beef Futures Domestic Cattle Holding Vards Grant 

2. Afppiroved Purpose of Grant 

(a) 

(b) 

The Domestic Cattle Holding Yards Grant aims to provide the northern beef 
industry with cattle clearing yard facilities in the Kimberley region that will 
allow for the movement of cattle south to domestic markets, without 
impacting on the quarantine status of existing export-accredited depots. 
The cattle holding yards will also provide stand-alone yard facilities in the 
event of a disease outbreak or change in animal health status. 
Th 1 grant will construct a domestic cattle yard holding and receiving yards, 

race, dual load in ramp, crush and dip facility separate to the existing 
licensed export facilities at Kilto Station, 50km east of Broome, but adjacent 
to the current facility to enable efficient management of the new holding 
yards. The yards will be approximately 60m x 50m and will be capable of 
holding 400 head of cattle at any one time. Kilto Station is a pre-export 
quarardine facility owned and run by the Yeeda Pastoral Company Pty Ltd 

Ofeeda) which has successfully run its own export accredited yard at Kilto 
Station for the past 8 years. Yeeda has certified organic holding yards in 
addition to these yards. Yeeda's staff are expei ienced in animal welfare 

management, handling and segregation and are located on site, as such 
the new yards will be available to the public 52 weeks of the year. 

(c) Grant Funas will be expended on the following items: 

Item ©f project expenditure expenditure 
(excludiinig GST) 

1 

Site preparation $17,500 

Provide and connect services and 

infrastructure 
$70,000 

Material procurement including galvanized 

fencing, crush and race 
$87,500 

Formwork $20,000 

Concrete laying and batching $50,000 

Tard fence fabrication and installation $50,000 

Construct races, drafting gates $25,000 
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Item ©f project exporiditura expendfiture 
(©xeluding GST) 

$ 

installation of dips, races ana works $60,000 

Total expenditure of grant funds: $380,000 

(d) Grant Funds will be expended in accordance with the Approved Budget 

marked Attachment A. 

3. Agjreememt Term 

Comm©ne®ment Date- 01 February 201T 
Completion Date; 01 October 2017 
Acqyittal Reporting Dates 01 November 201? 

The project is to commence on the Commencement Date and Grant Funds are to be 
expended by Completion Date subject to Clause 9 of the Agreement, noting any 
extension must be sought in writing and approved by the Grantor. Acquittal 
documents detailed in Schedule 2 are to be submitted by the Acquittal Reporting Date 
specified above. 

4. GranS Amount and Other Conts Sbutions 

The Grantor agrees, subject to compliance with the terms of this Agreement by the 
Grantee, to provide Grant Funds of $380,000.00 ©x GST. The approval of this grant 
'S subject to the securing of other funding (if any), as outlined below. 

Amount Type Source/Purpose 

$103,300 Cash Yeeda Pastoiai Company Pty Ltd 

i. SoecSai Conditioins of Grant 

(a) The Grantee must not dispose of or reduce its interest in the land on which the 
cattle yards are constructed with i ten (10) years of the Completion Date 
without the written consent of the Grantor, which will not be unreasonably 
withheld. The Grantor may impose such conditions of its consent as it sees fit, 
and the Grantee must comply with all such conditions 

(b) The Grantee must (subject to any exceptions or restrictions to which the 
Grantor has consented in writing) ensure that all cattle industry participants in 
the Reg )n have reasonable access to and use of the cattle yards throughout 
the first ten (10) years after their construction. 
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(c) Before construction of the cattle yards commences, the Grantee must provide 
to the Grantor appropriate drawings, plans and specifications tor the cattle 
yards. The Grantee must make such amendments to the drawings, plans and 

specifications as the Grantor reasonably requires, and ensure the cattle yards 
are constructed in accordance with the drawings, plans and specifications as 
so amended. 

(d) The Grantee must construct the cattle yards: 
(i) using good quality, new materials and components which are fit for their 

purpose; 
(ii) using workers and othei staff with appropriate skills, experience, 

training, licences and qualifications: and 
(iii) in compliance with all applicable laws, by-laws, regulations and 

Australian standards and practices, and after obtaining (and in 
accordance with) all appropriate permissions, licences, permits, 
consents, approvals, authorisations and the like. 

(e) In the event of a disease outbreak or other emergency or for other good 
reason (as detennined by the Grantor), the Grantee must enable and permit the 
Grantor and its invitees and agents to enter and remain on the cattle yards, with all 
appropriate plant and equipment, to carry out the activities and purposes for which 
they enter or remain on the cattle yards. The Grantor will, subject to appropriate 
confidentiality, give the Grantee reasonable information concerning such activities, 
and use reasonable endeavours (consistent with the outbreak or other emergency 
or reason) to minimise interference with the Grantee's use of the land on which the 
cattle yards are located. To the extent that it is practicable and prudent in the 
circumstances, the Grantor will give the Grantee reasonable notice of the nature 
and details of its intended exercise of its rights under this special condition and the 
reasons for them, and will comply with the Grantee's reasonable secu: .ty, 
biosecurity, health and safety requirements and the Grantee's '■easonable requests 
to protect its land and improvements and operations on the land. Nothing in this 
special condition reduces or modifies any powers or rights granted under the 
Biosecuritv and Agriculture Management Act 2007 (WA) or any other law. 

S. Project Milleston®s? Reporting Reqiiiiremeinite and Payment Schedulis 

Ml© 

stone 
m. 

Dye Date Outcome / Achievement / Reporting 
Grant 
Funds 

allocated 

1 01/02/201F On signature of grant agreement $50,000 Ex 

2 30/04/2017 On receipt of all necessary approvals $110,000 Ex 

3 01/06/2017 On commencement of construction $110,000 Ex 

4 01/07/16 50% construction completion $60,000 Ex 
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s 01/10/2017 On receipt ot audited statements and 
acquittal report 

$50,0u0 Ex 

F unds Payable $380,000 Ex 

Plus GST $38,000 

TOTAL PAYABLE $418,000 Sine 

a) The Grantee must provide to the Grantor a written monthly report by the 
seventh day of each calendar month to report on the status of approvals, 

construction and progress towards milestones. The Grantee must provide to 
the Grantor a more comprehensive report on each of the above milestones, 
with the exception of Milestone #1, in order to receive the progress payment 
of Grant Funds. 

b) Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement and the Grantor being 
satisfied with the above milestone reporting requirements and subsequent 
receipt of a tax invoice stating the purchase order number (where provided), 
payment of the Grant Funds plus GS'f where applicable, will be made in the 
amounts detailed above within twenty (20) business days. 

?. Vpriations to Milestone Dates 

The Grantor will consider requests for vai iationr to the milestone dates but must 

receive such requests as soon as is practicable and at least 5 business days before 
the due date. 

8. Notice Addresses 

(a) Grantor Department of Agriculture and Food Western Australia 
Address: 3 Baron Hay Court 

SOUTH PERTH WA 6151 

Facsimile: +61 (0)8 9474 2405 

(b) Grantee 
Address: 

Yeeda Pastoral Company Pty Ltd 
PO Box 2724 
BROOME WA 6725 

Facsimile: +61 (0)8 9192 5816 

9. Acknowledgement ©f Grantor 

Access and permission to use the logos of the Grantor must be obtained by 
contacting the Communications Officer of the Grantor The Grantor must approve 
the use of the logo prior to printing or publication. Where logos are used, they must 
include in order, those of the Government of Western Australia, Royalties for 
Regions and the Department of Agriculture and Food Western Australia. 
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SCHEDULE 2 

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

The Granteo will submit an Acquittal Report by the Acquittal Reporting Date. The 
Acquittal Report will include sections describing and evaluating Project aims and 
objocdves and detailing and confirming budget and financial expenditure on the 
Ptoject as detailed in this Agreement and the Application 

Please refer to the Guideline Acquittal and Audit of Grants which can be supplied by 
the Grantor, for further details on Audit requirements. 

1. Proiect Aims aod Objectives 

Information required will include: 

® ^The effectiveness of the project against the aims and objectives detailed in the 
Grant Application including a comparison of proposed to actual outcomes. 

® Any current use by industry, feedback from industry regarding the facility and 
anticipated access for 2018. 

® Where relevant detail and numbers of new jobs created during the project. 

« Where relevant detail and numbers of ongoing jobs created by the project. 

o Evidence of acknowledgement including copies of promotion and publicat-i ms 

and media items relating to the project. 

® Any reports or research documents as a result of the project. 

® Photos which detail the progress and change of a project. 

« Other documentation to evidence the project. 

® Evidence of compliance with any special conditions placed on the grant. 

2. Fnoaimeial Obligations 

As part of the acquittal process, the Grantee will be required to provide the 
following components: 

© Statement of Income and Expenditure relating to the entire project signed by 
the Chief Executive Officer or equivalent. 

© Clearly detail that Grant Funds were expended in accordance with the 
expenditure proposed in the funding application. 

® Comparison of proposed financials detailed in the application to actual 

financials, detailing any major variations. 

© Confirmation of all in-kind contributions made to the project and how the 

contributions have been nalculated siqned by the Chief Executive Officer oi 
equivalent. 
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3. Audit Requireinents 

$20.0011 and over 

® As per Clause 3.6 of the Agrsement, where the Grant Funds are valued at 
over $20,000 (exclusive of GST) an auditea financial statement for the 
project must be included with the Acquittal Report. 

® Please refer to the Guideline Acquittal and Audit of Grants, which can be 
supplied by the Grantor, for further details on Audit requirements. 

Other ReportSing Requiroments 

® Report on Special Conditions detailed in Schedule 1 Item 5. 
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!

Disclaimer)
)

This)document)has)been)prepared)by)VC)Group)(“VCG”).)The)purpose)of)this)document) is)to)provide) information)to)
assist)the)recipients)in)understanding)Chinese)investment)into)Australian)agribusiness)(beef))sector.)It)is)not)intended)
to)be)a)business)plan)or)investment)advice.)

This)document)is)not)a)complete)description)of)the)subject)matter.)In)addition,)VCG)may)in)some)instances)have)relied)
solely)on) information)supplied)by) the) interviewees)and)other) third)parties.)VCG)does)not)guarantee)or)warrant) the)
accuracy,)reliability,)completeness)or)currency)of)the)information)in)this)publication)nor)its)usefulness)in)achieving)any)
purpose.)Readers)are)responsible)for)assessing)the)relevance)and)accuracy)of)the)content)of)this)publication.)VCG)will)
not)be) liable) for) any) loss,)damage,) cost)or)expense) incurred)or)arising)by) reason)of) any)person)using)or) relying)on)
information)in)this)publication.)

The)document)may)contain)forwardIlooking)statements)which)are)the)opinions)of)VCG,)they)are) indicative)only)and)
may) reflect) various) assumptions.) Those) assumptions)may) or)may) not) prove) to) be) correct.) ) Future) events)may) be)
materially)affected)by)changes) in)economic,) seasonal,)market)and)other)circumstances.)The) reliance) that) recipients)
place)upon)such)information)is)a)matter)for)their)own)commercial)judgment.)

USE!AND!DISTRIBUTION!OF!THIS!DOCUMENT!

This) document) is) confidential) and) should) not) be) disclosed) to) any) other) person) except) advisers) retained) by) the)
recipients) to) assist) in) evaluating) the) content,) and) then) only) on) the) basis) that) those) advisers) keep) this) document)
confidential.) ) This)document)is)for)the)sole)use)of)its)recipients)and)may)not)be)distributed)by)the)recipients)to)any)
other)person)without)prior)written)consent)of)VCG.)

)

)
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1. Executive!Summary!

Chinese)investment)in)the)Australian)agribusiness)sector)seems)to)attract)much)media)and)community)interest.) ) At)
times)it)can)be)difficult)to)decipher)what)is)really)happening.)

• What%transactions%have%been%concluded?%
• What%was%the%motivation?%
• What%is%next?%

These)are)questions)that)seem)to)be)topics)of)much)debate.)

This) report) “Profiling! Chinese! Agribusiness! (Beef)! Investment! in! Australia”) provides) practical) insight) into) Chinese)
investment)into)Australian)agribusiness)and)in)particular)the)beef)sector.)

The)most)obvious)driver)of)Chinese)investment)into)the)Australian)beef)sector)is)clear)I)it)is)an)opportunity)to)address)
the) “beef) deficit”) in) China) I) where) domestic) consumption) exceeds) domestic) supply) and) Australia) represents) a)
favorable)destination)given)its)low)sovereign)risk,)strong)export)focus)and)clean/green)produce.) )

Many) discussions) with) Chinese) investors) and) stakeholders) in) the) market) reveal) a) less) obvious) driver.) ) Financial)
investors)now)see)investing)in)food)and)beverage)as)a)“2nd)round)wealth)creation”)opportunity.) )

Whilst)there)are)examples)of)integrated)supply)chain)investments)in)some)sectors)such)as)horticulture,)no)examples)of)
successful) integrated) beef) supply) chain) investment) have) been) identified) toIdate.) ) Our) research) does) confirm)
however) that)beef) investment) is)occurring)at)all)different) stages)of) the)supply)chain) including) farmland,)processing)
and)marketing)and)distribution,)with)a)number)of)transactions)completed.)

The)transactions)that)have)occurred)over)recent)years)clearly) indicate) there) is)room)for)considerable) improvement,)
with)the)key)area)being)“investment)readiness”)at)both)the)Chinese)and)Australian)ends.)

Anecdotal)evidence)suggests) interest) from)Chinese) investors,)both)strategic)and)financial,) in)Australian)agribusiness)
will)continue)to)increase)in)the)foreseeable)future.)

There)is)a)clear)opportunity)for)Department)of)Agriculture)and)Food,)Western)Australia)(DAFWA))to�benefit)from)this)
trend)by)learning)from)the)experience)to)date)and)generating)new)initiatives)to)assist)Chinese)investors)navigate)the)
beef)supply)chain.)For)example,)DAFWA)could:)

• Redefine) the) investment) experience) for) Chinese) investors) by) generating) relevant) content) to) support)
investment)decisions)and)present)it)as)part)of)a)“one)stop)shop”)investment)portal)–)“oneWAagri”;)

• Be) the) catalyst) for) new) collaborative) supply)models) that) enable) integrated) supply,)where) an) investor) can)
secure)beef)off)take)without)the)need)to)invest)in)land)–)“WAmySupply”.) )

Chinese)investors)typically)seek)government)guidance)when)considering)new)initiatives)I)this)is)a)dynamic)that)DAFWA)
need)to)be)mindful)of)as)they)set)about)further)developing)the)WA)beef)sector.)The)opportunities)and)strategies)to)
promote)WA)are)outlined)in)section)8)I)Investment)Pathways.)

There)is)a)clear)synergy)between)Chinese)investment)interest)and)the)capabilities)of)the)WA)beef)industry.) )

It)is)time)to)get)moving)and)realise)the)opportunity.)

)

)

)
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2. Report!Methodology! !

This) report) is) designed) to) provide) DAFWA) with) a) picture) of) Chinese) investment) in) Australian) agriculture,) with) a)
specific)focus)on)the)beef)sector.) )

Identifying)relevant)investors,)how)and)why)they)make)cross)border)agricultural)investments)have)been)explored)and)
analysed)and)insights)distilled)through)real)life)case)studies)and)various)other)methods)including:) )

• Personal%interviews%with%investors%and%stakeholders% %
• Discussions%with%government%and%industry%bodies%
• VC%Group’s%day%to%day%experience%in%the%industry%over%the%last%five%

years%
• Desktop%research%
• Literature%and%industry%analysis%
• VC%Group’s%analysis%and%synthesis%

With)regard)to)potential)quantitative)and)qualitative)analysis)to)determine)the)
value) of) security) of) beef) supply) from) a) Chinese) investor) perspective,) )a) high) level) assessment) is) provided) as) a)
precursor)to)a)potential)inIdepth)study)of)the)subject.) )

!

Case!study!and!interview!methodology!

Insights) from) a) number) of) case) studies) and) interviews) are) central) to) the) findings)
presented) in) this) profiling) report.) ) The) identity) and) data) specific) to) individual) case)
study)companies)and)interviewees)is)sensitive)and)confidential)and)as)such)this)report)
does)not)disclose)either)the) identity)of)the)companies)or)any) information)specific)to)
these) companies) and) interviewees.) ) The)methodology) adopted) in) this) report) is) to)
synthesise)the)findings)from)the)case)studies)and)interviews)along)with)the)other)data)
sources) noted) above,) and) present) insights) from) them.) ) The) interviewees) all)
requested) confidentiality) which) enabled) them) to) speak) more) openly) and) enabled) )
significantly)greater)insights.)

)

In)order)to)select)the)most)appropriate)case)studies)to)provide)useful)and)relevant) insight,)20)field) interviews)were)
conducted,) and) 12) case) study) targets) were) considered) before) ) choosing) a) shortlist) of) 5) case) studies) for) detailed)
analysis.) ) Criteria)used)for)selecting)the)final)5)include:)

• Focus%on%beef%
• Coverage%of%different%stages%of%supply%chain%
• Depth%of%information%available%
• Completed%investment%(i.e.%prospective%investments%were%excluded)%
• Coverage%of%all%investor%types%(i.e.%strategic%vs.%financial;%State%Owned%Enterprises%vs.%Privately%Owned%

Enterprises)%

In) the)absence)of)a) fully) integrated)beef) supply)chain) investment) from)a)Chinese) investor)we)have)selected)4)beef)
case)studies)(2)in)farming)operations,)1)in)processing)and)1)in)trade)and)distribution))to)cover)all)stages)of)the)supply)
chain.) ) To) highlight) a) fully) integrated) supply) chain) case) study,) we) have) included) a) 5th) case) study) which) is) in) the)
horticulture)sector.) )

Case) studies)were) developed) out) of) formal) interviews) and) personal) discussions.) ) Interviews)were) conducted) by) a)
minimum) of) two) VC) Group) team)members) (including) a) Director) at) each) interview).) ) A) preIdefined) questionnaire)
guide)was)used)to)gain)consistency) in) the)topic)areas)and)questions,)whilst)at) the)same)time)allowing) for) flexibility)
during)the)interview)process)to)explore)different)areas)in)greater)or)lesser)depth)as)required.)

The)output)of)the)interviews)was)then)collated)and)distilled)to)compile)the)case)studies)along)with)key)insights.) ) No)
views) and/or) comments)were) imputed)by)VC)Group) into) information)presented) from) case) studies)&) interviewees,)
except) for) the) last) section) –) “Views,) Lessons)&) Concerns”I)where) VC)Group) has) summarised) a) view) based) on) our)
understanding.)

)
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)

3. Overview!S!Chinese!Investment!into!Australian!Agriculture!

a. Overview!
Table) 1) below) is) a) summary) outline) of) Chinese) direct) investment) in) Australian) agribusiness) from) 2011.) ) Only)
transactions)greater)than)$10m)have)been)included.) ) Whilst)it)may)not)be)reflected)in)the)total)dollars)invested,)due)
to)deal)size,)there)is)considerable)interest)in)the)protein)sectors)of)beef)and)dairy.) )

Anecdotal)evidence)suggests)an)everIincreasing)Chinese)interest)in)the)agricultural)sector)however)the)ratio)of)deals)
completed)to)enquiry)level)is)low.) )

The)ChinaIAustralia)Free)Trade)Agreement)(ChAFTA))has)further)fuelled)interest)and)may)create)significant)trade)and)
investment)opportunities)for)the)Australian)agriculture)sector.) )

Table!1: !Selected!Chinese!Investment! into!Australian!Agriculture!

Time! Company!Name! Industry! Target! Location! Value! Equity!

2011! COFCO) Sugar) Tully)Sugar) QLD) $146)m) 100%)
2011! Bright)Food)Group) Food) Manassen)Foods) NSW) $530)m) 75%)
2011! Chinatex)Australia) Food) Dairy)

Honey)
Beef)

NZ)
NZ)
Aust)

) Supply)Chain)
setup)

2012! Shandong)Ruyi)Group) Cotton) Cubbie)Cotton)Group) QLD) $277)m) 80%)
2012! Beidahuang)Group) Cropping) Dennis)Joyce's)family)

cropping)companies)
WA) $23)m) 100%)

2012!

2015!

Tianma)Bearing)Co) Winery)
Beef)

Ferngrove)
Wollogorang)and)
Wentworth)station)

WA)
NT)

$15.5)m)
$47)m)

100%)
100%)

2012! Shanghai)Zhongfu)Group) Sugar) OrdIEast)Kimberley)
Expansion)Project)

WA) $700)m) Lease)and)
develop)land)for)
sugar)cane)

2013! New)Hope)Investment)Fund) Beef)
Processing)

Kilcoy)Pastoral)Company) QLD) $60)m) Majority)

2013! Chevalier)Group)) Fruit) ) Moraitis)Group) NSW) ) 70%)
2014! Rifa)Group) Grazing) Blackwood) VIC) $27)m) 100%)
2014! Goldin)Group) Horse)

breeding)
Lindsey)Park) SA) ) 100%)

2014! 1847)wine)Co) Winery) Chateau)Yaldara) SA) $15)m) 100%)
2014! Hong)Kong)Yingda)Investment)Co) Winery) Hollick)Wines) SA) ) Majority)
2014! Hailiang)Group)

)
Grazing) )
Grazing) )

Hollymount)Station)
Mount)Driven)

QLD)
QLD)

$31.5)m)
$10)m)

100%)
100%)

2014! China)National)Machinery)Industry)
Corporation)

Dairy)
processing)

Greenfield)Project)
DAIRY)ON)HOLD)
REPOSITIONING)TO)
WAGYU)

QLD) $500)m) Joint)Venture)

2014! Foresun)Group) Beef)
processing)

Tabro)Meats) VIC) $25)m) 100%)

2014! Heilongjiang)Grand)Farm)Group) Meat)
processing)

V)&)V)Walsh) WA) ) Supply)
Agreement)

2015! Dashang)Group) Grazing) Glenrock)Station) NSW) Circa)$45)m) 100%)

% % % Source:%all%data%collected%from%public%available%sources%

Investments)undertaken)to)date)confirm)beef)as)a)hot)focus)area.) ) Whether)it)is)farmland)acquisition)or)boxed)frozen)
products)for)export)to)China,)Chinese)investors)have)shown)a)strong)appetite)for)the)Australian)beef)industry.) ) The)
agreement)on)animal)health)certificate)requirements)(July)2015))between)Australia)and)China)for)live)export)will)give)
unprecedented)market) access) to) the) Australian) export) industry.) ) Currently) Australian) live) exports) contribute) $1.8)
billion)to)the)Australia)economy)per)year)and)this)is)expected)to)double)within)the)next)decade.1)

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
1% http://www.cattlecouncil.com.au/liveMexports%
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!

b. Drivers!for!Beef!Investment!

i. Change!in!dietary!structure!

There)is)a)wellIdocumented)shift)towards)higher)protein)consumption)in)China)and)as)shown)in)Figure)1)below)China’s)
demand) for)meat)has) increased) rapidly) over) the)past) few)decades.) ) This) shift) in) dietary) structure)now) sees)more)
than)a)quarter)of)all)the)meat)produced)in)the)world)consumed)in)China.)

Figure:!1!Meat!Consumption!in!China!and!US!

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

ii. Domestic!demand!outstrips!domestic!supply!

The)demand) for)quality) food,)driven) largely)by) the) continued)emergence)of) the)Chinese)middle) class,) continues) to)
increase.) ) China) is) limited) by) available) land) for) cattle) production) and) the) gap) between) domestic) production) and)
domestic)consumption)continues)to)grow)as)seen)below) in)Table)2.) ) This)creates)the)need)for) international)supply)
solutions) and) Australia,) as) a)major) agricultural) destination) and) beef) exporter,) is) a) key) target) to) address) the) beef)
deficit.) )

Table!2: !China!Beef!&!Veal!Supply!and!Demand!Summary!Table!(1,000!MT)!

Year) 2011! 2012! 2013! 2014!

Domestic!Production) 6475! 6623! 6,730! 6,890!

Domestic!Consumption) 6449! 6680! 7,052! 7,297!

Surplus/(Deficit)) 26! (57)! (322)! (407)!

% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % Source:%Livestock%and%Poultry:%World%Markets%and%Trades%April%2015,%USDA%

In)order)to)address)the)urgent)market)deficit)for)beef,)China)over)the)last)few)years)imported)large)quantities)of)beef.) )
In)2014,)China)officially) imported)298,000)tonnes)of)beef)from)Australia,)Uruguay,)NZ,)Argentina,)Canada)and)Costa)
Rica.) ) Beef)imported)from)other)sources)was)estimated)at)an)additional)930,000)tonnes,)totaling)around)1.2)million)
tonnes.2) ) Of)the)total)officially)imported)beef)market)in)2014,)Australia)accounted)for)45%,)followed)by)Uruguay)and)
New)Zealand.3)

)

)

)

)

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
2% Editor%Note:%this%number%is%in%line%with%the%views%of%Chinese%industry%players%interviewed%during%this%project.%
3% Market%SnapshotMChinaMMay%2015,%MLA%
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)

iii. Food!safety!is!top!priority!

A)number)of)high)profile)food)safety)scandals)have)aroused)food)safety)
concerns)amongst)Chinese)consumers.) ) Over)the)past)decade)there)are)
a) vast) number) of) documented) examples) where) contamination) and/or)
substitution) at) different) points) along) the) food) chain) have) resulted) in)
everything)from)minor)illness)to)deaths)in)China.) )

Against) this) background) it) is) easy) to) understand) why) so) many) in) the)
Chinese) community) talk) about) the)distinct) lack)of) trust) in)domestically)
produced) beef.) ) It) is) this) lack) of) trust) that) further) fuels) the) need) to)
search)for)an)offshore)beef)solution.) ) When)it)comes)to)the)search)for)
safe)food,)Australia)with)its)reputation)for)“clean)and)green”)produce,)is)
at)the)forefront)of)thinking)and)therefore)ideally)placed)to)capitalise.)

)

iv. 2
nd
!round!wealth!creation!

Our)discussions)with)Chinese) investors)and)stakeholders) in) the)market)reveal)a) less)obvious)driver.) ) Many)Chinese)
investors)see) investing) in)food)and)beverage)as)a)“2nd)round)wealth)creation”)opportunity.) ) They)see)the)1st)round)
was)on)the)back)of)the)rapid)urbanisation)of)China)and)now)see)feeding)a)wealthier)and)more)discerning)population)
as)a)longIterm)investment)opportunity.)

Hence)a)number)of) investors)have)directly)acquired)a)part)of) the)supply)chain) (e.g.)acquire) land)assets)as)part)of)a)
“buy) and) hold”) strategy)) with) a) view) to) working) out) how) they) complete) the) supply) chain) to) service) the) Chinese)
demand)later)on.
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)

4. Case!Studies! !

There) is) no) single) example)of) an) endItoIend)beef) supply) chain) investment)by)Chinese) investors) in)Australia.) ) This)
being) the) case,) this) report) synthesised) insights) from) four) individual) Chinese) company) case) studies) covering) the)
different) stages) of) the) beef) supply) chain.) ) To) provide) insight) into) a)more) integrated) supply) chain) case) study,) the)
report) integrates) a) 5th) case) study) on) Chinese) investment) in) the) horticulture) sector) for) an) integrated) supply) chain)
transaction.)

Criteria)used)for)selecting)the)final)5)include:)

• Focus%on%beef%
• Coverage%of%different%stages%of%supply%chain%
• Depth%of%information%available%
• Completed%investment%(i.e.%prospective%investments%were%excluded)%
• Coverage%of%all%investor%types%(i.e.%strategic%vs.%financial;%State%Owned%Enterprises%vs.%Privately%Owned%

Enterprises)% %

)

)

)

!

!

Table!3: !Summary!of!Case!Studies!used!in!this !report!

Case!Studies! Ownership! Type! Sector! Stage!of!Supply!Chain!

1.! ! Company!1!(beef)! POE) Strategic) Beef) Multiple)farms)

2.! ! Company!2!(beef)! POE) Financial) Beef) Multiple)farms)

3.! ! Company!3!(beef)! POE) Strategic) Beef) Processing)

4.! ! Company!4!(beef)! SOE) Strategic) Beef)and)other) )
Marketing)and)distribution)

Virtual)supply)chain)

5.! ! Company!5!(Horticulture)! POE) Financial) Native)herbs) Integrated)supply)chain)
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5. Key!Learning!

a. Investor!Profiles!
i. Strategic!investors!vs.!financial!investors!

According)to)investment)objectives,)Chinese)investors)in)agriculture)can)be)characterised)into)two)different)groups:)

• Strategic)investors;)and)

• Financial)investors.) ) )

Typical) strategic) investors) are) already) industry) players) in) China,) however) due) to)
various) reasons) (shortage)of) supply,) diversification) from)pork/chicken) to) beef,) etc.))
they) are) looking) at) building) an) “international) supply) chain”) where) products) are)
produced) and) processed) in) Australia) and) distributed) through) the) investor’s) own)
channels)in)China.)

Financial)investors)come)from)a)variety)of)backgrounds)(e.g.)property,)manufacturing,)
engineering))and)are)looking)to)drive)the)next)round)of)wealth)creation)and)see)food)
and) beverage) as) the) sector) to) target.) ) They) are) interested) in) asset) aggregation)
where) capital) is) invested) to) consolidate) assets,) improve) productivity) and) increase)
value)of)the)land)over)the)longer)term.) )

Currently,) no) Chinese) beef) investor) has) an) endItoIend) supply) chain) investment) in) Australia.) ) We) see) that) both)
strategic) and) financial) investors) have) an) interest) to) further) develop) or) complete) the) beef) supply) chain) I) albeit) for)
different) reasons.) ) The) strategic) investors) need) it) to) secure) supply) and) the) financial) investors) need) it) to) capture)
margin)and)drive)investment)performance.) )

ii. Privately!Owned!Enterprises!vs.!State!Owned!Enterprises!

In)terms)of)ownership)background)the)investors)can)be)categorised)as:)

• Privately)Owned)Enterprises)(“POEs”);)or)

• State)Owned)Enterprises)(“SOEs”).)

Typically)SOEs)will)have)a)middle)management)layer)between)buyer)and)seller)and)therefore)have)a)longer)decision)
cycle.) ) Typical) POEs)will) have)everything) agreed)and)executed)directly)with) the)owner/founder)him/herself.) ) This)
presents) a) clear) advantage) over) SOEs) for) its) fast) decision) making) process,) less) uncertainty) and) relatively) shorter)
period)of)execution.) )

b. The!Matter!of!Scale!

Due)to)the)sheer)size)of)the)Chinese)market,)Chinese)investors)often)come)to)Australia)
with) a)wish) list) for) Australian) beef)way) beyond) current) supply) capability.) ) It) is) not)
uncommon) to) hear) from) an) investor) with) a) 3I5) year) plan) to) secure) supply) of) say)
300,000)head)of)cattle)per)annum;)and)the)minimum)carrying)capacity) for) their) first)
farm)investment)of)no)fewer)than)10,000)head.)

It)takes)time)and)trial)and)error)for)potential)investors)to)understand)and)realise)what)
options)exist)to)achieve)the)scale)require.)

c. Frame!of!Reference!

When)it)comes)to)investing)in)Australian)agribusiness)Chinese)investors)are)relying)on)two)key)
frames)of)reference.) )

Asset!price)–)A)Chinese)investor)often)benchmarks)against)Chinese)experience.) ) For)example)
the)price)of)a)rural)land)acquisition)in)Australia)is)compared)against)rural)land)in)China.) ) Most)
usually)Australian)freehold)assets)are)viewed)as)much)cheaper)than)Chinese) leasehold)assets.) )
This)comparison)usually)ends)up)with)Chinese)investors)paying)a)price)premium)for)the)asset,)
and)then) later)on)struggling)to)get)a)satisfactory)return)on) investment,)which) in)turn)reduces)
the)likelihood)of)further)investment.) )

Cost! of! human! capital–)when) it) comes) to) engaging) professional) advice) to) review) and) acquire,) or) hiring) the) right)
people) to)manage) assets,) Chinese) investors) often) hesitate) and) look) to) buy) a) cheap) option)which) in) turn) leads) to) )
subIoptimal)investment)performance..)Once)again)this)diminishes)the)likelihood)of)further)investment.)
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!

d. Investment!Readiness!

Successful) Chinese) investment) in) Australian) agriculture) requires) a) lot) more) than) just) capital) –) developing) and)
embedding) the) right)network,) knowledge)and)experience,) good)business)practice,) cultural) awareness)and)effective)
communication) with) local) stakeholders,) are) all) vital) elements) in) successfully) executing) agribusiness) investment) in)
Australia.)

It) is)our)view)that)Chinese) investors) in)general) terms)have)plenty)of)capital)but)have)a) long)way)to)go) in) the)other)
areas)that)ultimately)drive)longIterm)investment)performance.)

On)the)opposite)side)of)the)investment)equation)is)the)Australian)vendor.) ) The)structure)of)ownership)of)Australian)
agricultural) assets) is) essentially) “family) owned”,) which) can) mean) Australian) vendors) do) not) have) transaction)
experience)and)are)often)not)“investment)ready”)at)the)time)they)go)to)market.)

This) is) evidenced) by) inadequately) presented) project) information,) outdated) management) systems,) emotionIbased)
valuation)methodologies,)and)an)inability)to)build)effective)understanding)and)trustIbased)relationships)with)Chinese)
investors.) ) All)these)factors)lead)to)frustration)and)poor)execution.)

Bridging)the)gap)between)two)parties,)where)at)times)neither)may)be)investment)ready,)has)proved)challenging)for)
the)industry)and)perhaps)is)one)explanation)why)there)is)so)much)interest)in)transactions)yet)little)conversion.)

Government)bodies,)industry)associations)and)third)party)service)providers)who)add)value)by)providing)relevant)data)
and)expertise)can)play)a)critical)role)in)bridging)the)gaps,)through)effective)collaboration..)

e. Management!Challenges!

In)general)terms)Chinese)investors)acknowledge)their)lack)of)capability)and)confidence)in)managing)the)acquired)
assets)by)themselves)–)both)in)farms)or)agribusinesses.)

The)general)trend)is)a)willingness)to)retain)existing)management)or)find)a)local)to)manage)
the)acquired)assets)and)send)a)couple)of)their)own)key)personnel)to)supervise.) ) In)our)
case)studies,)one)company)retained)the)existing)farm)manager)for)daily)farm)operations;)
another) kept) the) original) management) team) who) work) under) a) locally) hired) Chinese)
General) Manager.) ) A) third) retained) the) owner) operator) to) manage) the) business) and)
invited) him) to) help) achieve) the) longer) term) strategic) plan.) ) One) other) company)
interviewed) employed) a) high) profile) Australian) executive) to) head) up) their) Australian)
operations.)

)

In) the) short) history) of) investment) in) Australian) agribusiness,) management)
challenges) have) already) been) raised) by) Chinese) investors.) ) Amongst) those)
challenges,)three)stand)out)as)most)prominent:)

1. Finding)ways)to)make)investments)profitable;) )

2. Minimising) the) chances) of) surprise) from) ) unexpected) or) unforeseen)
government) rules/regulations) and) requirements) of) various) stakeholder)
groups;)and)

3. Building)a)sustainable)management)model)and)team)to)ensure) long)term)
success.)

Our)observation) is) that) these)management)challenges)arise)due)to)poor)alignment)between)owners)and)operators.) )
Differences)in)cultural)backgrounds)and)business)practices)make)alignment)a)very)challenging)exercise.) ) However)the)
answer) to) overcoming) these) challenges) lies) in) both) sides) being) aware) there) are) a) series) of) skills) (beyond) simple)
language) skills)) that) need) to) be) present) to) achieve) understanding) and) trust,) which) ultimately) underpin) delivering)
business)alignment.
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6. Stakeholder!Analysis!

a. Chinese!Government!Bodies!

The)core)strategy)of)Chinese) foreign) trade)and)economic)cooperation) is) to)promote)Chinese)outbound) investment.) )
A) close) relationship) between) China) and) Australia) exists) and) is) evidenced) by) the) recent) signing) of) the) Free) Trade)
Agreement)(ChAFTA))and)live)cattle)export)protocol.)

Chinese)government)bodies)receive)regular)enquiries)from)Chinese)inbound)investors)looking)for)direction)to)industry)
contacts) and) therefore)play) a) very) important) early) stage) role) in) facilitating) introductions.) ) Further,) they) are)often)
consulted)as) a) “sounding)board”) throughout)a) transaction)and) if) any)problems)may)arise.) ) They)are)an) important)
relationship)for)DAFWA)to)establish)and)maintain)over)time.)

The)key)Chinese)Government)bodies)in)Australia)include:)

)

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

The!Chinese!Embassy!in!Australia!

The) Economic) &) Commercial)
Counsellor’s)Office)of)the)Embassy)
of) the) People’s) Republic) of) China)
in) Australia.) ) It) is) the) main)
conduit) between) China’s) Ministry)
of) Commerce) and) Australia’s)
Department)of)Foreign)Affairs)and)
Trade.)

In) addition) to) liaison) and)
coordination) of) investment) and)
trade) affairs) at) national/federal)
level,) the)Canberra)based)Chinese)
Embassy) also) looks) after) Chinese)
investments) in) Australian) Capital)

Territory,) South) Australia) and)
Northern)Territory)at)state)level.) )

Consulate!General!Offices! ! !

There)are)four)state)based)Chinese)
Consulate) General) offices) in)
Sydney,) Melbourne,) Perth) and)
Brisbane.) ) Each) office) has) a)
dedicated) Economic) &) Commerce)
office) to) coordinate) trade) and)
investment) affairs) between) the)
two) countries) in) their) own) state.) )
One) exception) to) this) is)
Melbourne)office,)which)also)looks)
after)Tasmania.)

)

b. Chinese!Banks!
The) local) presence) of) Chinese) banks) is) largely) driven) by) the) increasing) number) of)
Chinese) investors) coming) to) Australia.) Over) the) course) of) the) last) decade,) all) the)
major)Chinese)state)owned)commercial)banks)have)established)branches)in)Australia,)
with)more)Chinese)banks,)state)owned)and)private)likely)to)follow.)

Chinese)banks)receive)enquiries)from)Chinese)investors)looking)to)invest)overseas)and)
who) are) often) clients) of) the) banks) back) in) China.) ) The) banks) have) a) commercial)
motive) to) help) the) investors) as) they) are) usually) looking) to) extend) debt) facilities) to)
them)for)prospective)deals.)

In) general) terms) the)Chinese)banks)operating) in)Australia) are)heavily)dependent)on)
their) Energy) and) Resources) sector) customers.) ) Many) of) the) Chinese) banks) in)
Australia)are)looking)to)diversify)their) loan)books)and)want)to)include)agriculture,)as)
driven) by) their) clients’) needs.) ) They) acknowledge) their) lack) of) experience) and) exposure) to) the) Australian)
agribusiness)sector)and)are)looking)to)improve)on)this.)

A)brief)summary)of)the)Chinese)banks)operating)in)Australia)is)presented)in)Table)5)below,)followed)by)an)example)of)
one)bank’s)finance)strategy)for)Australian)agribusiness,)Industrial)&)Commercial)Bank)of)China)(Figure)6).)

)
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!

Table!5: !A!Summary!of!the!Chinese!Banks!Operating!in!Australia!

Banks! Tier! 1! Capital! $m! USD!

(at!2015))
Australia!offices)

Industrial!&!Commercial!Bank!of!China!(ICBC)! 248,608) Sydney)
Melbourne)
Brisbane)
Perth)

China!Construction!Bank!(CCB)! 202,119) Sydney)
Melbourne)
Brisbane)

Bank!of!China!(BOC)! 184,231) Sydney)
Melbourne)
Brisbane)
Perth)

Agricultural!Bank!of!China!(ABC)! 167,699) Sydney)

Bank!of!Communications!(BOComm)! 68,333) Sydney)
Brisbane)

China!Development!Bank!(CDB)! Policy)bank) Sydney)based)Australia)
working)group)

)

A)brief)overview)of)each)bank)can)be)found)in)the)appendices.)

c. Industry!Related!Agencies!
)

China!Certification!&!Inspection!Group! !

China)Certification)&)Inspection)Group)(CCIC))is)an)
independent) third) party) certification) and)
inspection) organisation) dedicated) to) providing)
inspection,) verification,) certification) and) testing)
services,) with) accreditation) by) the) General)
Administration) of) Quality) Supervision,) Inspection)
and)Quarantine)of)the)People's)Republic)of)China)
(AQSIQ),) Certification) and) Accreditation)
Administration) of) the) People's) Republic) of) China)
(CNCA)) and) China) National) Accreditation) Service)
for) Conformity) Assessment) (CNAS).4) CCIC) has) a)
long)established)office)in)Sydney.) )

CCIC) is) a) key) player) in) the) negotiation) and)
execution) of) Australia) China) live) cattle) export)
protocol.) )

)

China!Council!for!the!Promotion!of!International!

Trade! !

Established) in) May) 1952,) China) Council) for) the)
Promotion) of) International) Trade) (CCPIT)) is) the)
most)important)and)the)largest)institution)for)the)
promotion) of) foreign) trade) in) China)
(http://www.bizchinanow.com).) CCPIT) has) a) long)
established) office) in) Sydney.) ) CCPIT) Australia)
represents)an)access)point)for)Chinese)interest) in)
Australian)beef.) )

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
4 http://www.ccic.com/web/static/articles/catalog_2c94ec8a296299c30129629eee160001/2012M
09M04/article_ff8080812a89c0a5012b299fa0e201a6/ff8080812a89c0a5012b299fa0e201a6.html%
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7. Relevance!and!suitability!S!Chinese!Investment!in!the!

WA!Beef!Industry!

a. Relevance!
The)WA) beef) sector) clearly) has) a) high) degree) of) relevance) to) the) Chinese)market.) ) Key) relevant) factors)
include:)

• WA%covers%both%northern%and%southern%production%systems%
• Ability%to%transfer%animals%between%systems%
• Can%cover%all%product%requirements%from%boxed%beef%to%live%exports%
• WA%has%a%proximity%advantage%over%the%eastern%states%

WA) can) further) increase) its) relevance) by) addressing) some)of) the) key) issues) faced) by) Chinese) investors) in)
navigating)the)supply)chain.) ) These)are)outlined)in)Section!8.!Investment!Pathways.)

b. Suitability!
Further)consideration)needs)to)be)given)to:)

• How%WA%completes%the%supply%chain%for%Chinese%off%takers%(particularly%processing%capability)%
• How%to%market%WA%beef%to%Chinese%investors%who%are%focused%on%East%Coast%for%beef;%and%
• How%WA%might%explore%a%collaborative%approach%with%CCIC%to%promote%WA%beef.%
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8. Investment!Pathways!

)

When)considering) investment)pathways) into)the)beef)supply)chain)the) following) four)aspects)should)be)considered)
(Figure)7):)

)

Figure!7: ! Investment!Pathways!

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

!

Structures!

The)most)common)inbound)investment)structures)are)cited)as)follows:)

State) Owned) Enterprises) (SOEs)) are) unlikely) to) have) an) investment) partner) and) typically) set) up) a) wholly) owned)
subsidiary,)usually)a)proprietary)company)limited)by)shares)(“Pty)Ltd”).)

Privately) Owned) Enterprises) (POEs)) are) more) likely) to) have) other) investors) in) a) transaction) and) typically) look) at)
setting) up) local) Australian) entities.) ) Typically) land) assets) would) be) held) in) a) nonItrading) entity) (Pty) Ltd) or) trust)
structure))and)the)operations)of)a)business)under)a)different)Pty)Ltd)entity.)

Further,)it)is)not)unusual)for)a)POE)to)have)a)structure)where)the)Australian)entity)is)owned)by)a)parent)company)in)
Singapore)or)Hong)Kong.) )

The)Australian)entity)of)course)must)appoint)an)Australian)resident)director.) )

• Agents%
o Real%estate%agents%
o Investment%banks%
o Chinese%diaspora%

• Advisers%
o Accountants%
o Lawyers%
o Industry%specialists% %

• Influencers%
o Chinese%and%Aust%
banks%

o Government%and%
associations%

o Chinese%government%
in%Australia%

• DIY%
o Media%
o Chinese%Diaspora%

%

• Farms%and%
feedlotting%

• Processing%
• Sales%and%

marketing%
• Distribution%
%

• Solo%
• Partner%

o International%
o Domestic%

• Others%
o Funds%
o New%Models%
Virtual%Supply%Chain%
Collaborative%supply%
chain%(e.g.%CoMOp%from%
“birth%to%beef%in%a%box”)%

%

%
• Debt%
• Equity%

Access!to!Opportunity! Supply!Chain!Stage! Method! Funding!
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!

a. Observations!and!Opportunities!
i. Observations!

Drawing)from)dayItoIday)experience)and)the)specific)field)interviews)conducted)for)this)report)we)make)the)following)
observations)in)relation)to)investment)pathways)and)associated)opportunities:)

1) ! Absence!of!adviser!

Unlike) many) other) foreign) investors) Chinese) investors) often) present) without) a) professional) adviser) representing)
them.) ) The) landscape) is) changing,)albeit) slowly,)and)Chinese) investors)are)starting) to) realise) they)do)need)specific)
agribusiness)advice)to)identify,)qualify)and)fully)assess)investment)opportunities.)

When) looking) at) the) investment) pathways)map) (figure) 7)) the)most) common) initial) connection) points) for) Chinese)
investors)are:) )

• DIY%–%self%identified%opportunities%(via%print%and%online%media)% %
• Agents%–%Chinese%diaspora%then%Real%Estate%Agents%
• Influencers%–%Banks,%Chinese%Government%
• Advisers%–%Accountants,%Lawyers%

2) Projects!before!strategy!

Chinese) investors)are)most)often)“project) led”)rather)than)“strategy) led”.) ) In)other)words)they) look)for)projects)to)
review)first)and)foremost.) ) Rather)than)considering,)developing)and)documenting)their)strategy)and)then)looking)at)
what)projects)might)fit)their)strategy.)

3) ! Isolated!direct!asset!purchases!

The)significant) investments)to)date)have)been)for)direct)asset)purchases.) ) Chinese) investors)have)not)been)able)to)
piece)together)the)supply)chain)and)as)such)we)have)not)seen)a)completed)endItoIend)supply)chain) investment)(in)
beef).) )

The)investments)fall)into)the)following)categories:)

• Farms%or%feedlots%
• Processing%facilities%
• Sales%&%marketing%or%wholesaling%businesses%

4) Buy!and!hold,!then!fill!in!the!gaps!

We)classify)the)significant)purchases)to)date)as)part)of)a)“buy)and)hold”)strategy)where:)

• The%purchaser%is%aware%of%the%growing%interest%in%protein%supply%
• Australia%is%a%recognised%reliable,%clean%supplier%
• Australia%is%a%safe%country%to%invest%in%
• The%investor%has%an%interest%however%no%clear%path%or%plan%of%how%to%participate%in%the%sector%other%than%

through%the%sale%of%cattle%off%farm% %

5) Perception!vs.!reality!

There)is)often)a)discrepancy)between)Chinese)expectations)and)reality.) ) For)example)investors)at)times)look)for:)

• Sectors%beyond%Australia’s%best%export%capability%(for%example%rice%and%corn)% %
• Greater%quantities%than%Australia%has%to%offer%(particularly%in%beef%sector%whether%for%boxed%cuts%or%live%

export);%and%
• Inflated%expectations%on%investment%returns.%

6) Inadequate!due!diligence!

Chinese)investors)into)Australian)agribusiness)are)often)new)to)Australia)and/or)new)to)agribusiness.) )
When) compared) to) their) “home”) sectors) (e.g.) property)) information) around) Australian)
agribusinesses)is)fragmented)and)influenced)by)a)variety)of)issues)(e.g.)climate,)ownership)structure,)
market) performance) etc),) which) make) assessment) of) likely) future) performance) challenging.) )
Furthermore,)Chinese)investors)struggle)to)synthesise)the)available)data)which)results)in)subIoptimal)
investment)and)management)decisions)and)thereby)impacting)on)their)desire)to)continue)to)invest.)

)
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!

ii. Opportunities!

1) Demonstrate!integration! !

Identify)individual)asset)owners)along)the)supply)chain)and)demonstrate)need)to)be)integrated)to)create)an)effective)
supply)solution.) ) Chinese)investors)should)consider)the)purchase)and/or)development)of)assets)to)complement)each)
other) along) the) supply) chain) –) they)will) however) need) to) be) assisted) through) this) process.) ) Leading) this) process)
represents)an)opportunity)to)engage)much)more)proactively)and)effectively.)

2) Be!a!catalyst!for!new!models!

DAFWA)can)act)as)a)catalyst)for)consideration)of)new)models.) )

CoUoperative!models !

For) much) of) the) 20th) century,) farmers) used) coIoperatives) to) jointly) collaborate) and)
market)their)product.) ) Many)of)these)coIoperatives)were)established)under)favourable)
government) regulated) markets) and) accumulated) significant) assets.) ) As) the) markets)
changed)and)governments)removed)their)regulatory)powers,)many)of)the)coIoperatives)
were)sold)with)significant)benefits)being)shared)amongst)their)members.) )

The) history) of) coIoperatives) in) agriculture) is)well) documented.) ) Many) coIoperatives) still) operate) very) successfully)
(e.g.) Blueberry,) Murray) Goulburn,) Norco).) ) The) primary) benefit) of) coIoperatives) to) farmers,) in) our) view,) is) their)
capacity)to)jointly)market)product.) )

In)the)beef)sector,)where)animal)performance)and)seasonal)variation)make)it)difficult)to)determine)exactly)when)an)
animal)will)be)ready)for)market,)groups)of)farmers)jointly)marketing)their)product)can)provide)a)much)more)consistent)
supply) environment) for) international) buyers.) ) Groups) of) WA) farmers) could) create) coIops) and) form) direct)
relationships)with)Chinese)partners.) ) This)enables)the)Chinese)partners)to)achieve)greater)certainty)of)supply)without)
incurring)the)operational)responsibility)for)the)farm.) ) An)example)of)an)effective)coIop)is)attached)in)Appendix!3!–!
“Farmers’!blues!lessen!as!coSops!take!off”.)

Collaborative!supply!chain!models !

One)of)the)greatest)challenges)facing)farmers)is)cash)flow.) ) Farmers)tend)to)have)significant)financial)resources)tied)
up)in)land)assets)with)limited)working)capital)reserves.) ) Chinese)buyers)of)cattle)want)the)beef)offtake.) ) In)the)past)
they)either)became)a)buyer)in)the)spot)market)or)had)to)buy)the)land)asset)to)access)regular)supplies.) )

The)advent)of)new)technology)now)allows)the)owners)of)cattle)to)remotely)monitor)their)herds,)at)all)stages)of)the)
supply)chain)and)to)work)with)farmers)to)build)collaborative)supply)chains.) ) These)supply)chains)are)the)result)of:)

• Increased%demand%for%beef%
• The%availability%of%underutilized%land%
• Farmers%looking%for%new%marketing%solutions%and%technology%

As) an) example,) a) Chinese) party) could) purchase) all,) or) a) portion) of,) their) cattle)
requirements)and)run)them)on)selected)properties)paying)the)farmers)an)agistment)
fee,) or) a)weight) gain) fee.) ) This) removes) the) need) for) land) ownership,) retains) the)
skills)of)the)current)landowners)and)provides)a)firm)view)of)future)supply.) ) )

To) further) support) this) concept) a) web) based) front) end) “WAmySupply”) could) be)
developed) to) enable) Chinese) investors/off) takers) to) forecast) volume,) and)manage)
their) supply) from) “birth) to) box”,) including) a) service) to) brand) and) package) product)
according)to)client)specification.) )

There!are!numerous!benefits!in!this!approach:!

• Removes%the%need%for%land%ownership%change%
• Retains%skills%of%current%farmers%
• Highly%effective%use%of%capital%
• Provides%easy%web%interface%for%Chinese%to%manage%beef%supply%requirements% %
• Enhances%trust%in%supply%chain%via%end%to%end%traceability%via%dedicated%“WAmySupply”%website%

Note:)We)are) suggesting)Government) can)be)a) catalyst)on)models) such)as) these)and)allow)private)business) to) run)
such)schemes.)

)

)
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!

3) Redefine!the!investment!experience!

Make)WA)more)appealing)and)easy)to)do)business)with)by)redefining)the)investment)experience.) ) Build)a)“oneIstop)
shop”)WA)agribusiness)web)portal)(“oneWAagri”))to)market)WA)(this)can)be)at)multi)levels)–)State/Industry/Sector).)
Essentially,) “oneWAagri”) would) be) a) “marketing) and) customer) service”) platform) that) redefines) the) inbound)
investment)experience.) ) As)an)example)it)could)include:)

• List%of%contacts%(government%and%private%service%providers)%
• Information%on%the%supply%chain%
• Process%maps%
• Regional%information%
• Support%services%–%legal,%accounting,%banking%
• Benefits%of%focusing%on%WA%beef%
• How%to%guides%
• Guided%immigration%advice%
• Provision%of%application%status%(e.g.%visa,%FIRB)%
• Linked%to%“WAmySupply”%
%

The)benefits)of)creating)a)“oneWAagri”)environment)include:)

• Low%cost%
• Easily%controlled%and%maintained%
• Create%investor%“stickiness”%and%ongoing%dialogue% %
• Opportunity%to%collaborate%and%coMdevelop%with%provincial%Chinese%government% %

4) Create!an!agenda!that!addresses!often!stated!needs!

Don't) wait) to) respond,) instead) take) a) relevant) agenda) to) Chinese) investors) that) demonstrates) an) ability) for) the)
Chinese)beef)investor)to:)

• “Scale%up”%volumes%in%WA%
• Access%the%entire%supply%chain%for%beef%production%in%WA%
• Access%all%required%beef%management%skills%(whether%this%be%onMfarm%or%offMfarm);%and%
• Access%both%established%and%greenfield%projects.%

)
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!

b. Promotion!Strategies!

Taking)into)consideration)the)potential)pathways)and)opportunities)there)are)a)number)of)valid)promotion)strategies)
for)DAFWA)to)consider.) ) They)are:)

)

i. Provide!Intellectual!Capital!

Generate) content) for) “oneWAagri”) via) the) provision) of) information) to) potential) investors) that) make) investment)
decisions)and)supporting)processes)easier.) )

WA!specif ic !data!

• Sector%specific%data%(climate,%stocking%rates,%input%costs,%best%practice%
management,%product%specifics)% %

• Clear%process%maps%(approvals,%supply%chains)%
• Integrated%access%to%additional%services%(e.g.%applications%to%other%Departments%

for%immigration,%FIRB)%
• Integrated%support%services%
• Project%identification%(preMapproved%sites,%Government%endorsed%projects)%
• Create%a%new%category%that%plays%to%Chinese%inclination%toward%organic%(e.g.%

Rangelands%beef)%

Unlike)many)other) foreign) investors,)Chinese) investors)have)a)historical)bias) that)has)them)look)to)Government) for)
support.) ) Provision)of)that)support)via)“oneWAagri”)will)assist)WA)in)attracting)and)converting)interest)to)action.) )

)

ii. Connect!with!Key!Influencers!

In) broad) terms) Chinese) businesses/individual) investors) pay) a) lot) more) respect) to) government)
officials/policies/initiatives) than) their) Australian) counterparts.) ) If) an) initiative) is) endorsed) and) supported) by) the)
government) (Chinese) or) Australian,) or) even) better,) both)) it) would) provide) impetus) to) investors) to)make) business)
decisions.) ) This)background)provides)a)solid)reason)for)the)WA)government)to)take)a)proactive)stance)in)attracting)
Chinese)investments)into)WA.)

Chinese)investors)regularly)connect)with)the)Chinese)government)agencies)and)Chinese)Banks)based)in)Australia)for)
guidance)when)entering)the)market.) ) WA)should)consider)a)specific)program)to)highlight)the)benefits)of)WA)Beef)by)
engaging)on)a)regular)basis)with)these)key)influencers)in)Australia)and)also)in)China.) )

We)do)not) recommend)a) “oneIoff)blitz”,)we) recommend)a)program) that) is) always)on) the) toIdo) list)where)WA)are)
connecting)with)the)key)influencers.)

Key!targets: !

• Chinese%banks%
• Ministry%of%Commerce%People’s%Republic%of%China% �MOFCOM�%
• China%Chamber%of%Commerce%of%Foodstuffs%and%Native%Produce%(CFNA)%%  
• China%Certification%and%Inspection%Group%(CCIC)%
• WA%Government%representative%offices%in%China%
• Austrade%

%

Ideas)to)connect)around)should)not)be)difficult)and)forums)like)roadshows)and)seminars)and)webinars)(in)conjunction)
with)the)banks)and)their)clients))will)drive)great)connectivity)and)relationships.) )

For)example:)

• Northern%Beef%Futures%and%“China%Bank”%roadshow%across%agreed%Tier%1%and%2%cities;%
• DAFWA%and%CICC%on%health%of%WA%Cattle%Herd%–%create%this%collaboration%and%then%promote%the%outcomes%to%

specific%industry%targets%in%Chinese%market;%
• DAFWA%and%Chinese%Government%coMdevelop%the%“oneWAagri”%portal.%

Given) the) fact) that)many) Chinese) local/provincial) governments) are) trying) hard) to) promote) economic) cooperation)
between)China)and)Australia,) it)would)make)a) lot)of) sense) to)work) in)cooperation)with)a)provincial)government) to)
promote)outbound)investment)into)WA)and)in)return)beef)trade)into)China.) ) The)upside)for)this)initiative)is)to)move) )
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)

in)a) faster,)more) targeted)and)coordinated) fashion;)however) the)choice)of)who) to)work)with)needs) to)be)carefully)
considered.)

)

iii. Promote!Alternative!Models!

Promote) the)consideration)and)adoption)of)new)models)amongst) target)beef)operators) in)WA.) ) New)beef)models)
(e.g.)CoIoperatives)and)Collaborative)Supply)Chain))need)vision)and)energy)as)a)starting)point,)followed)up)by)capital)
and)partners.) ) WA)should)be)the)driving)force)behind)the)provision)of)the)vision)and)energy)and)have)a)clear)plan)to)
engage)with)industry)participants)to)attract)capital)and)clear)bottlenecks)along)the)way.)

)
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9. Qualitative!and!Quantitative!Methodology!

For)many)decades)now)China)has)been)the)“world’s)factory”.) ) Rapid)GDP)growth)and)wealth)creation)are)the)obvious)
upsides.) ) The) clear) and) present) downside) is) a) compromised) environment) where) polluted) lands) and) waterways)
compromise) the) quality) of) food) production) and) therefore) the) health) and) vitality) of) Chinese) families.) ) This) is) the)
background)that)drives)the)Chinese)consumer)to)search)for)clean,)green)and)safe)produce.) )

Against)this)background)it)is)easy)to)see)why)“organic”)holds)such)a)strong)and)growing)position)in)the)Chinese)mind.) )
It) is)a)commonly)held)belief)amongst)Chinese)consumers)that)“if) its)not)organic,) its)not)safe”.) ) Compare)this)to)the)
way)many)Australian)consumers)view)organic)as)“niche”)or)“trendy”.)

The) global) organic)market) is) estimated) at) $91b,) of) which) Australia) is) $1.37b) and) China) is) $8b.5) ) We) see) China’s)
demand)for)organic)increasing)rapidly,)and/or)opportunity)for)WA)producers)to)market)their)product)as)having)similar)
qualities)to)“organic”.)

When)it)comes)to)Australian)beef)it)is)clear)that)Chinese)consumers:)

• Demand%clean/green% %
• Demand%food%safety%(which%highlights%importance%of%traceability)%
• Appreciate%organic%(and%don't%view%it%as%“niche”)%
• Like%expensive%cuts%for%themselves%but%when%sourcing%supply%are%cost%conscious%(impacts%on%how%they%view%

Southern%and%Northern%production%systems)%
• Prefer%Australian%Grass%fed%beef%over%Grain%fed%(as%demonstrated%in%Table%6%below)%

%

The)table)below)shows)statistics)of)beef)exports)for)the)last)two)years)on)grass)fed)and)grain)fed.)

Table!6: !Australia!Beef!Exports!to!China,!Grass!fed!vs. !Grain!fed!(1,000!tonnes!swt)!

)

Year! Grass!Fed! %!Total ! Grain!Fed! %!Total ! Total !

2014! 111,143) 89%) 13,443) 11%) 124,586!

2013! 134,301) 87%) 20,531) 13%) 154,832!

% Source:%Market%SnapshotMChinaMMay%2015,%MLA%

)

One)potential) reason) for) this)heavy)bias) towards)Grass)Fed)beef) could)be) that)grass) fed)beef)may)be)perceived)as)
“green)and)natural”)in)the)mind)of)the)Chinese)consumer)and)is)therefore)much)closer)to)“organic”)product)than)grain)
fed.) )

A)deeper)quantitative)look)at)this)subject)together)with)valuing)security)of)supply)could)be)considered)by)DAFWA.)

)

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
5% http://www.stockjournal.com.au/news/agriculture/general/news/austMorganicsMshineMinMchina/2734167.aspx?storypage=0%
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10. Conclusion!

Anecdotal)evidence)suggests) interest) from)Chinese) investors,)both)strategic)and)financial,) in)Australian)agribusiness)
will)continue)to)increase)in)the)foreseeable)future.) ) More)specifically,)Chinese)investors)are)turning)to)the)Australian)
beef)sector)in)order)to)help)address)the)Chinese)beef)deficit.)

Many) Chinese) industry) players) have)made) their) strategic)move) at) different) stages) along) the) beef) supply) chain) in)
Australia.) ) Other)Chinese)investors)have)started)a)buy)and)hold)strategy)around)land)based)assets.)Most)interestingly)
none)appears)to)have)secured)an)integrated)beef)supply)chain.)

Gaps)between)Chinese)interest)and)successful)investment)have)been)identified)in)this)report.) ) There)are)many)areas)
where)government)can)play)a)proactive)role)to)facilitate)Chinese)investment)into)WA)agriculture.) )

The)strengths)of)the)WA)beef)sector)are)clear)and)relevant)to)Chinese)beef)investors.)WA)has)the)ability)to:)

• Cover%both%northern%and%southern%production%systems%
• Transfer%animals%between%systems%
• Cover%all%product%requirements%from%boxed%beef%to%live%exports%
• Market%its%proximity%advantage%over%the%eastern%states%
• Create%a%product%appeal%based%on%the%Chinese%bias%for%“organic”%(e.g.%define%a%new%category%‘rangelands’)%

There)is)however)much)work)to)be)done)for)WA)particularly)as)Chinese)investors)have)shown)a)tendency)for)eastern)
states)as)the)preferred)beef)destination.)

We)recommend)that)DAFWA)consider)a)regular)program)of)connecting)with)investors)as)well)as)key)influencers)(e.g.)
Chinese)Banks)and)Government))around)WA)beef)capability.) ) This)is)the)“polar)opposite”)of)hosting)delegations)and)
reactively)responding)to)random)enquiries.) )

A)very)deliberate)strategy)is)required)to)firstly)generate)topics)of)discussion)to)demonstrate)the)qualities)of)WA)as)a)
beef)investment)destination)and)secondly)to)generate)follow)on)initiatives)(e.g.)oneWAagri,)WAmySupply))to)promote)
specific)and)meaningful)engagement)with)investors)and)influencers.)

)
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11. Appendices!

a. Appendix!1!S!Chinese!banking!overview!
i. Industrial!&!Commercial!Bank!of!China!

Industrial)and)Commercial)Bank)of)China)Ltd.)(“ICBC”))is)a)Chinese)multinational)banking)company,)and)the)largest)
bank)in)the)world)by)total)assets)and)market)capitalization.) ) The)bank)has)its)presence)in)six)continents,)and)its)
overseas)network)has)expanded)to)41)countries)and)regions.)In)2014,)the)Bank)was)named)the)“Global)Bank)of)the)
Year”) by) The) Banker,) ranked) the) first) place) among) the) Top) 1000)World) Banks) by) the) Banker) and) the) largest)
enterprise)in)the)world)among)the)Global)2000)listed)by)the)US)magazine)Forbes)for)the)2nd)consecutive)year.6)

In)2008,) the)Australian)Prudential)Regulation)Authority) (“APRA”))approved) ICBC)as)a) foreign)authorized)deposit)
taking)institution)(ADI))allowing)the)branch)to)conduct)banking)business)in)Australia.) ) Currently)ICBC)has)branches)
in)Sydney,)Perth,)Melbourne,)and)Brisbane.7) )

ii. China!Construction!Bank! !

China) Construction) Bank) (CCB)) is) a) leading) commercial) bank) in) China) providing) a) comprehensive) range) of)
commercial) banking) products) and) services.) ) At) the) end) of) June) 2013,) the) market) capitalisation) of) the) Bank)
reached) US$176.7) billion,) ranking) 5th) among) listed) banks) in) the) world.) ) The) Bank) had) a) network) of) 14,925)
branches)and)subIbranches)in)Mainland)China,)maintained)many)overseas)branches)as)well.8) )

CCB) Sydney) Representative) Office) was) set) up) in) November) 2007.) ) In) August) 2010,) APRA) approved) China)
Construction)Bank)Corporation)as)a)foreign)authorized)deposit)taking)institution,)authorizing)it)to)carry)on)banking)
business) in) Australia.) ) The)major) services) include)wholesale) banking) business) in) Australia,) including) corporate)
lending)and)deposit,)international)settlement,)trade)finance,)currency)etc.) ) CCB)also)has)Melbourne)and)Brisbane)
offices)in)operation.9) )

iii. Bank!of!China! !

Operating) in) Australia) for) over) 20) years,) Bank) of) China) has) experienced) firsthand) the) colossal) growth) and)
development) in) Australian) financial) services.) ) Bank) of) China) Australian) Operation) now) has) nine) branches)
throughout)Australia,)five)in)Sydney,)two)in)Melbourne,)one)in)Perth)and)one)in)Brisbane.10)

iv. Agricultural!Bank!of!China! !

Agriculture) Bank) of) China) (ABC)) is) one) of) the)major) integrated) financial) service) providers) in) China,) the) Bank) is)
committed)to)catering)to)the)needs)of)Sannong)and)capitalizing)on)the)synergy)between)the)Urban)Areas)and)the)
County)Areas.) ) ABC)had)23,612)domestic)branch)outlets)at)the)end)of)2014)and)overseas)branch)outlets)consisted)
of)eight)overseas)branches)and)two)overseas)representative)offices.) ) In)2014,)the)Bank)was)included)in)the)list)of)
Global) Systemically) Important) Banks) for) the) first) time.) ) The) Bank) ranked) No.) 47) in) Fortune’s) Global) 500,) and)
ranked)No.)9)in)The)Banker’s)“Top)1000)World)Banks”)list)in)terms)of)tier)1)capital.11)

Agricultural)Bank)of)China)Sydney)Branch)obtained)the)authority)to)carry)on)banking)business)from)APRA)in)March)
25,)2014.) ) The) Branch) consists) of) 7) departments) including) the) Corporate) Banking,) Treasury,) Trade) Finance,)
Operations)(IT),)Risk)Management)&)Compliance,)Finance)&)Accounting)and)Administration.12)

v. Bank!of!Communications! !

Founded)in)1908,)Bank)of)Communications)Co.,)Ltd.)(BOComm))is)one)of)the)oldest)banks)in)China)as)well)as)one)of)
the)noteIissuing)banks)in)modern)China.)The)Bank)was)listed)on)the)Hong)Kong)Stock)Exchange)in)June)2005,)the)
first)China)based)commercial)bank)of) its)kind)to)get)listed)outside)of)the)Chinese)mainland,)and)on)the)Shanghai)
Stock)Exchange)in)May)2007.)Bank)of)Communications)Co.)Ltd.)is)a)Fortune)500)Company)and)rated)AI)by)Standard)
and)Poor's)and)AI)by)Fitch.) In)2011,)according)to)The)Banker)magazine,) the)Bank)was)ranked)No.)35) in)terms)of)
tierIone)capital)among)the)global)top)1,000)banks,)and)No.)24)in)terms)of)profitability.)The)organization)has)more)
than)86,600)employees)and)approximately)3,000)domestic)branches,)subIbranches)and)international)offices.13) )

)

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
6% http://www.icbc.com.cn/ICBC/About%20Us/Brief%20Introduction/brief%20introduction%20to%20icbc.htm%
7% http://www.icbc.com.au/ICBC/en/AboutUs1/SydneyBranch/%
8% http://www.ccb.com/en/newinvestor/overview.html%
9% http://au.ccb.com/sydney/en/gywm.html%
10% http://www.bankofchina.com/au/en/4M15.html%
11% http://www.abchina.com/en/aboutMus/aboutMabc/Overview/%
12% http://www.au.abchina.com/en/branch_profile/%
13% http://www.bankcomm.com.au/%
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)

The)Bank)of)Communications)Co.,)Ltd.)opened)its)Sydney)Representative)Office)on)July)28,)2009)and)its)Brisbane)
office)in)April)2015.) ) On)October)13)2011,)the)Bank)received)a)Foreign)Bank)Branch)License)from)the)APRA.) ) The)
Branch) is) also) licensed) under) the) Australia) Financial) Services) regime) to) provide) financial) services) to) wholesale)
clients)only.14)

vi. China!Development!Bank! !

China)Development)Bank)Corporation)(CDB)) is)one)of)China’s)two)policy)banks)(the)other)being)Export)&)Import)
Bank)of)China,)“Exim)Bank)of)China”)for)short))and)a)wholesale) lender)specialising) in)providing)mediumItoIlongI
term) financing) facilities.) ) Founded) in) 1994,) CDB) has) been) China’s) leading) financier) for) its) development) of)
infrastructures,) basic) and) key) industries.) ) With) 37) branches) across) the) country,) one) offshore) branch) in) Hong)
Kong,) and) representative) offices) in) Cairo) and) Moscow,) CDB) currently) employs) a) staff) of) more) than) 7,000)
worldwide.) 15)

A)team)of)CDB)representatives)is)based)in)Sydney)to)carry)work)with)prospective)clients)on)various)projects.)

)

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
14% http://www.bankcomm.com.au/index.php/bankcommsydoffice%
15% https://www.idfc.org/Members/cdb.aspx%
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!

b. Appendix!2!S!“Farmers’!blues!lessen!as!coSops!take!off”!

)

Farmers%are%being%urged%to%turn%their%best%friends%and%most%bitter%rivals%into%business%partners%
by%banding%together%to%form%more%local%agricultural%coMoperatives.%  

Federal% Agriculture%Minister%Barnaby% Joyce% told% The%Australian% the%only%way% for% farmers% to%
have%more%power%and%extract%higher%prices%from%major%supermarkets,%foreign%processors%and%
multinational%exporters%was%to%own%and%control%more%of%the%food%supply%chain%themselves.%  

He% thinks% formal% coMoperative% business% structures% � % or% looser% coMoperative% farming%
arrangements% �% with% groups% of% farmers% collectively% owning% and% sharing% farm% machinery,%
processing% plants% or% the% marketing% of% their% pooled% produce% would% give% farmers% more%
bargaining%might.%  

�Some%people%don�t%like%the%idea,%but%just%because%you%believe%in%coMoperatives%doesn�t%make%
you%a%communist,�% said%Mr%Joyce,%the%deputy%leader%of%the%Nationals.%  

�I%work%on%the%simple%principle%that%the%further%you%can%reach%down%the%path%to%the%consumer,%
the%greater%the%returns%...%it�s%better%for%the%farmer%and%local%community%and%a%coMoperative%is%
unambiguously% AustralianMowned.� % Mr% Joyce,% whose% agricultural% competitiveness% white%
paper%included%$13.8%million%to%encourage%coMoperatives,%collective%bargaining%and%innovative%
business%models,%believes%the%success%of%Australia�s%biggest%and%oldest%coMops,%VictorianMbased%
farmerMowned%giant%dairy%coMoperative%Murray%Goulburn%and%WA�s%$2.1%billion%grain%handler%
CBH,%must%be%emulated%more%often.%  

It�s% a% recipe% the% thriving% Sikh% community% in% Woolgoolga,% north% of% Coffs% Harbour,% has%
successfully% put% to% the% test,% since% four% local% farmers% joined% forces% in% 2001% to% become%better%
blueberry growers.%  

Satpal%Singh%was%one%of%them.%In%2001,%he%had%8090sq%m%of%blueberries%on%his%nearby%Corindi%
farm%and%was%struggling%to%work%out%how%and%where%to%package%and%sell%them,%given%he%could%
not%afford%an%automated%packaging%line%and%produced%only%a%small%quantity%of%fruit%for%a%few%
months%of%the%year.%  

The%newlyMformed%Oz%Group%coMoperative%now%has%97%farmer%members%around%Coffs%Harbour,%
has% become% the% biggest% blueberry grower% in% Australia,% runs% five% packing% plants,% turns% over%
$50m% a% year,% and% employs% more% than% 1000% pickers% and% packers% annually.% It% runs% its% own%
collective%farm%input%and%fertiliser%business,%has%its%own%financial%and%agricultural%advisers%for%
its%growers,%supplies%blueberries%almost%all%year%round%to%the%major%supermarkets,%wholesale%
markets%and%exporters%from%500ha%of%covered%blueberry bushes,%and%is%expanding%at%a%rate%of%
25M30%per%cent%a%year.%  

�It�s%just%fabulous:%we%started%as%a%small%partnership,%turned% into%a%private%company%and%as%
we% kept% growing,% have% found% the% coMoperative%model% suits% us% best,�% says%Mr% Singh,% an% Oz%
Group%director.%  

�The% main% thing% is% the% marketing:% I�d% struggle% to% sell% my% blueberries% against% all% the% other%
(farmers)%and%get%a%good%price,%but%by%joining%together%we%have%more%fruit%all%year%round%and%
collectively%that%gives%us%much%more%bargaining%power.�% Oz%Group%chairman%Gurmesh%Singh%
said%other%benefits%were%more%intangible,%such%as%closer%friendships%between%farming%families,%
financial%sponsorship%of%the%local%curry%festival%in%Woolgoolga,%where%the%coMop%is%based,%and%
the%frequent%sharing%of%advice,%education%and%new%trends.%  

% �We%all%have%our%own%views%but%there%is%a%lot%of%lot%of%camaraderie%too%that%wouldn�t%exist%if%
we%weren�t% a% coMoperative,�% Mr% Singh% said.% �But% innovation%and% ideas% is% the%biggest% thing%
because% when% you% have% 90% people% thinking% about% the% best% way% to% solve% a% problem% or% do%
something%new,%it�s%better%than%just%one%grower%trying%to%do%it%alone.% % �A%new%study%released%
this%week%by%the%Rural%Industries%Research%and%Development%Corporation%found%while%national%
farmerMowned%coMoperatives%remain%strong%forces% in% Europe,%NZ%and% the%US,% they%are%out%of%
favour%in%Australia,%where% �market%force�% economics%dominate.% %

“Farmers’%blues%lessen%as%coMops%take%off”%M%10%August%2015 �% The%Australian%

%
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Executive Summary 

Background and Purpose 

The Department of Agriculture and Food Western Australia (DAFWA) has contracted AEC 

Group Pty Ltd (AEC) to undertake this pre-feasibility study into the creation of new and 
innovative beef supply chain models in Thailand.  

The purpose of this study is to consider the potential industry benefits of diverting 
existing live export cattle into a dedicated supply chain featuring leading technology and 
best management practice. A range of potential supply chain models were considered, 
with detailed analysis focussing on importing, holding, intensively feeding, processing and 

distributing Western Australian live exported cattle to Thai in-country and regional export 
markets.   

This pre-feasibility study considers the potential for increased competitiveness, market 
penetration, and value-adding production made possible through the creation of a 

dedicated international supply chain for WA beef. 

It is envisioned this study will serve to inform and lay the foundation for the opportunity, 
allowing for more detailed feasibility work to be undertaken by private sector proponents.  

Market Overview  

Production Study Region 

This study has a primary focus on production across the north of Western Australia, 
henceforth referred to as the Rangelands (see Figure E.1 below). Annual turnoff within 

the Rangelands varies from approximately 230,000 to 320,000 head per annum equating 
to approximately one-quarter of the total herd (just over 1 million head) each year.  

Live export has become the dominant market outlet for Rangelands cattle, in particular 
the Indonesian market. Between 140,000 and 210,000 head of cattle are sold through 
live export each year. The regional preference for live export is due to the suitability for 

production of feeder cattle preferred by Asian markets and significant distance to 
domestic processing, which is concentrated in the south west of WA. 

Figure E.1: WA Grazing Regions 

 

Source: RIRDC (2010) 

Pre-Feasibility 
Supply Region 
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Thailand Market 

Thailand has an established beef cattle industry that includes a well-developed feedlot 
sector. The Thai cattle industry incorporates local processing for the domestic market 
(just over 1 million head per annum), as well as significant feedlotting and live on-selling 

to surrounding Chinese and Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) markets. 

Due to ongoing demand growth and the approval of an agreed health protocol with 
Australia, Thailand commenced importing feeder and slaughter cattle from Australia in 
early 2015 and had imported 9,000 head to the end of September 2015 (MLA, 2015a). 

Key aspects of the Thai beef industry include: 

 Strong beef prices, currently averaging over AUD $9.40/kg (฿235/kg) in wet markets 
and around AUD $11/kg (฿275/kg) in retail supermarkets (Ainsworth, 2015). High 

prices have been driven by global supply shortages and strong demand from the 
growing Chinese and Vietnamese markets 

 Relatively modest per capita beef consumption, estimated at approximately 2kg per 

capita in 2014 (OECD, 2015). Moderate consumption is due to the relative cost of 
beef and cost-competitive domestic pork and poultry production  

 Existing live cattle supply from Myanmar, estimated at approximately 100,000 head 

per annum. The majority of processed beef imports consist of Indian buffalo meat 
(carabeef). 

The Thailand beef industry is strategically placed in order to service growing Asian 
demand over the coming years. The development of a significant new supply chain 
utilising modern processing and best practice management has the potential to drive 
significant industry development.    

Key Project Considerations 

A range of key economic and legislative factors impact the viability for achieving a new 
and innovative beef supply chain into Thailand. Some of the significant considerations 
identified within this study include:  

 Market Access:  

o Australian Access into Thailand: Australia possesses tariff-free live cattle 
export into Thailand under the Thailand-Australia Free Trade Agreement (TAFTA). 
Conversely processed beef imports are subject to significant import tariffs (50% 
beef and 33% offal) enforced on imports beyond modest initial quotas (currently 
1,327 tonnes of beef and 240 tonnes of offal)  

o Thailand Access to Third Party Export Countries: Thailand possesses 
preferential access to regional beef markets through the impending ASEAN 

Economic Community (including Vietnam, Malaysia, Cambodia, Laos, and the 
Philippines) and the ASEAN-China Free Trade Agreement 

 Both country and facility level food health approvals will be required to permit 
beef exports into the lucrative Chinese market 

o Thailand has a strong reputation for quality as a food product exporter and is 
strategically positioning itself to supply growing regional food demand 

 Disease Risks: A number of infectious bovine diseases are present in rural Thailand, 
the most significant of which is Foot and Mouth Disease (FMD). While FMD can cause 
serious production losses the most significant impact of the disease occurs because of 
its effect on trade in livestock and livestock products. Countries without the disease 
do not import from FMD endemic countries due to the risk of contamination 
(Productivity Commission, 2002). The presence of FMD in Thailand restricts access to 
a number of key FMD-free markets, including Japan, the United States, Western 

Europe and Indonesia. Other key regional markets including Vietnam, China and 
Malaysia are FMD endemic and remain potential re-export opportunities for Thai-
produced beef products. Re-export trade access is subject to establishing suitable 
Sanitary and Phytosanitary (SPS) measures between countries. Appropriate control of 
FMD risks is a significant hurdle to establishing an export presence 
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 Animal Welfare: Live export from Australia is required to comply with the Exporter 

Supply Chain Assurance System (ESCAS) regulations for animal welfare and supply 
chain traceability. It is envisioned the development of a new closed supply chain 
using modern practices will ensure ongoing compliance and minimise any animal 

welfare risks 

 Halal Accreditation: Halal accreditation is a key consideration obtaining access to 
significant Muslim markets including Southern Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia (Thai 
produced beef subject to FMD restrictions) and the Middle East. For meat to be 
identified as halal, the animals must be slaughtered by a Muslim in accordance with 
the requirements of Islamic law. A range of halal accreditation programs exist, with 
separate approvals required for re-export into Malaysia and Brunei 

 Investment Incentives: Thailand offers a range of competitive incentives to attract 
new investment through the Board of Investment (BOI). Current base incentives for a 
new supply chain including feedlot and abattoir include: 

o Three years corporate income tax exemption plus merit-based incentives 

o Exemption of import duty on machinery 

o Exemption of import duty on raw or essential materials used in manufacturing 

export products 

o The right for foreigners to own freehold land 

o The right to bring in skilled foreign workers as well as their spouses or 
dependents 

o The right to remit money abroad. 

New Supply Chain Options 

A range of potential new supply chain options exist through Thailand, including: 

 Live export of feeder cattle with fattening and processing occurring in Thailand  

 Live export of slaughter cattle with processing occurring in Thailand 

 Preliminary processing (e.g. carcass quarters/halves) in Australia with further 
processing in Thailand 

 Export of deboned beef from Australia 

 Processed food market (e.g. canned, dehydrated, etc.). 

This study primarily considers a supply chain of exporting live feeder and/or slaughter 
cattle to Thailand for finishing and processing. This model possesses a number of 
advantages, including: 

 Avoiding processed beef import quotas/tariffs 

 Consistency with current Rangelands feeder cattle production 

 Potential utilisation of Thailand’s trade agreements into third party export markets 
(generally a 40% Thai value content required)  

 Access to low-cost feedlotting and processing labour within Thailand.   

However, it is important to note that a broad range of potential operating models are 
available to proponents of varying scales and risk appetites.  

Thailand possesses significant potential as a destination for developing a new and 

innovative beef supply chain. A high-level multi-criteria comparative analysis was 
undertaken considering Thailand and potential alternative South East Asian investment 
destinations for a new beef supply chain (Vietnam and Indonesia). 

Thailand ranks strongly as an investment destination in terms of:  

 Market access (in particular the ease of doing business and trade access) 

 Established position as a leading agricultural producer and exporter within South East 
Asia, particularly in the poultry and seafood sectors. Significant potential exists to 
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leverage Thailand’s existing reputation via a secure beef supply chain backed by 

product integrity and traceability 

 Investment incentive offerings. 

The alternative investment destinations offer a large domestic market and relatively 

lower operating wages.  

With a range of competitive investment locations across South East Asia, the most 
suitable host country and specific site location/s will ultimately depend on the needs and 
priorities of individual project proponents.   

Model Supply Chain Overview 

A model supply chain has been developed around an annual abattoir throughput of 
96,000 head per annum, based on the scale requirements in order to service both Thai 
domestic and third-country re-export markets. The supply chain will produce 
approximately 27,000 tonnes (carcass weight) of beef per annum operating at single (7.5 
hour) shift capacity. 

However, a range of throughput models are potentially viable. Smaller operations may be 

preferable where the proponent has a primary focus on servicing the Thai domestic 
market.  

An overview of the proposed new supply chain for the live export of WA cattle into 
Thailand is presented in the figure below. 

Figure E.2: Model Live Export Supply Chain  

 

Source: AEC 

Table E.1: Live Export Process 

Label  Live Export Stage 

1 Transport Cattle Station – Pre-Export Quarantine (PEQ) 

2 PEQ Depot 

3 Transport PEQ - Export Port 

4 Export Port Loading 

5 Sea Freight Export - Import Port 

6 Discharge - Import Port 

7 Transport Import Port - Feedlot 

Source: Malawac (Unpublished), AEC 
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Feeder Cattle Supply 

Western Australian live cattle exports offer access to significant high-quality and disease-
free feeder stock. 

However, securing 96,000 head per annum from the Rangelands alone is unlikely in the 

near-term, given seasonal constraints and competition from existing live export markets. 
For the purposes of this study, the following supply markets were examined and 
modelled. 

Table E.2: Indicative Project Requirement as Percentage of Herd & Turnoff  

Supply Region Project Supply % of Supply 

WA Rangelands (feeder cattle) 40,000 41.7% 

NT/QLD (feeder cattle) 40,000 41.7% 

Thailand (slaughter cattle) 16,000 16.7% 

Source: ABS (2015), RIRDC (2010), Ainsworth (2015), AEC 

The new supply chain will import Australian live cattle to the Port of Bangkok, with 

further road transport to the feedlot.  

Use of Thai Local Cattle Supply 

The inclusion of local cattle into the proposed supply chain carries both significant 
benefits (specifically a diversified supply base and significantly enhanced flow-on industry 
and economic benefits within Thailand) and risks (particularly relating to bio-security and 
FMD risk, which may in turn impact the market access of final product from the supply 

chain, with FMD status used globally as a non-tariff trade barrier). 

Practical steps/processes to help minimise the impact of FMD include: 

 Vaccination in line with OIE (2011) guidelines 

 Restricting contact with cattle supplied from FMD free areas (i.e. Australian 
live exported cattle) 

 Sourcing feedstock from FMD-free areas (likely requiring importation). 

The mix of cattle supply sources will ultimately depend on the target markets and risk 
profile of the project proponent. It is recommended that any potential investor perform 

their own due diligence in order to determine the most appropriate cattle supply mix and 
end product target markets.  

Feedlot 

Thailand features an established beef cattle feedlotting industry, with a range of 
competitively priced feedstock options. Average ration costs are estimated at AUD 
$300/tonne (฿7,500/tonne) Dry Matter Intake (DMI) based on quoted retail prices. 

However, access to waste/by-products and bulk volume purchases could potentially 
decrease feed costs significantly.  

For supply chain modelling purposes, the feedlot and abattoir have been located on a BOI 
approved freehold site at Saraburi. However, a range of potential site locations are 

available including border Special Economic Zones (SEZs) offering increased investment 
incentives and close access to regional export markets.  

A preliminary feedlot design has been developed by Malawac (Unpublished). The 

importation and supply of finished animals to the abattoir of over 6,500 head per month 
with a modelled 120-day feeding period mean that the feedlot requires a holding capacity 
of around 30,000 head. 

Abattoir 

A preliminary abattoir design has been developed by GHD (2015a) based on annual 
throughput of 96,000 head per annum single (7.5 hour) shift capacity. The facility has 
been designed to meet all USDA and halal accreditation requirements. Estimated daily 

output from the abattoir is presented in the table below.  
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Table E.3: Daily Abattoir Output (Single Shift) 

Item Kg Per Head Kg Per Day 

Beef Production Per Day     

Live Weight 540 216,000 

Carcass Weight 281 112,400 

Offal 36 14,400 

Renderables 98 39,200 

Blood 24 9,600 

Hides 36 14,400 

Paunch (stomach contents) 64 25,600 

Subtotal 259 103,600 

Overall Total 540 216,000 

Deboned Beef (70% Yield) 197 78,680 

Rendering 84 33,600 

Carton Production Per Day     

Deboned Beef (avg. carton weight 25 kgs) 3,147 Cartons 

Offal (avg. carton weight 22 kgs) 655 Cartons 

Total Carton Production 3,802 Cartons 

Source: GHD (2015a) 

Thailand represents a cost-competitive food processing location in terms of construction, 
processing labour and logistics. High-level cost modelling indicates processing costs in 

the vicinity of AUD $40 (฿1,000) per head.   

Post-Processing Distribution 

In addition to preferential trade agreements, Thailand is well positioned logistically to 
service regional export markets. Numerous potential feedlot/abattoir sites have been 
identified including freehold land, industrial estates and parks, and SEZs offering close 
access to both the Thai population base, major deep-water ports (Bangkok, Laem 
Chabang, Map Ta Phut), and alternative cross-border export routes to key markets 

including Vietnam, China and Malaysia. 

Figure E.3: Thailand Strategic Export Location 

 

Source: AEC 

Financial Viability 

A high-level financial model was developed based on the model supply chain 
specifications. Of significant note: 
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 Capital costs are estimated in the vicinity of $7 million (฿175 million) for the feedlot 

and $22 million (฿550 million) for the abattoir 

Table: E.4: Capital Cost Estimates 

Cost Item 
Cost  

(AUD $M) 
Cost  

(TBH ฿M) 

Feedlot     

Materials Costs $2.3 ฿56.9 

Labour and Margins $1.5 ฿37.0 

Buildings, Machinery and Equipment $3.2 ฿79.7 

Total Feedlot Costs $6.9 ฿173.6 

Abattoir     

Plant and Equipment $19.5 ฿487.5 

Provisional Costs $2.6 ฿65.0 

Total Abattoir Costs $22.1 ฿552.5 

Total Capital Costs (Excl. Land Acquisition) $29.0 ฿726.1 

Note: Capital estimates should be considered indicative only. Totals may not sum due to rounding.  

Source: Malawac (Unpublished), GHD (2015a), KTech Constructions (Unpublished), AEC 

 After 10 years of operations, the project is assessed as financially viable, generating 
a positive Net Present Value (NPV) of $20.2 million (฿506.2 million) applying a 12% 

real discount rate: 

o A purely Australian feeder cattle model retains a positive NPV at a 12% real 
discount rate. However, profitability is reduced due to the relatively higher costs 
of live exported cattle. Significant potential exists for a purely Australian feeder 
cattle operation to achieve a higher average price. Therefore, the financial 
assessment should be considered conservative relative to the base case 
(incorporating Thai slaughter cattle).    

 Based on current Thai wet market and supermarket prices (AUD $8-$11/kg retail) the 
new supply chain may need to attract a price premium in order to be viable in the 
domestic market. Such a premium is possible given the potential quality and 

consistency of Australian feeder cattle fattened in Thailand and processed in a 
modern abattoir 

 Production is assessed to be competitive with Thailand’s fresh and chilled beef 

imports, which averaged approximately AUD $14-$15/kg over 2014 

 Production costs also appear viable to service growing Vietnamese and Chinese 
demand, in particular, should the final product gain access to these lucrative beef 
markets. Any re-export market access is subject to the establishment of formal SPS 
protocols and facility approval 

 Other identified potential market opportunities worthy of further investigation include 
the Middle East (Saudi Arabia, Israel, Egypt) and expanding inter-ASEAN trade as the 

regional market continues to develop. 

New Supply Chain Benefits 

Benefits for Western Australia 

A Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) was developed in order to better understand the overall 

benefits of developing a new supply chain utilising Western Australian live exported 
cattle. Key identified benefits arising from the new supply chain include: 

 Additional value gains for producers 

 Additional economic activity from induced production to meet demand 

 Market diversification (with decreased reliance on the existing Indonesian and Middle 
Eastern live export markets). 
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Using a real discount rate of 7%, the NPV of the project is estimated to be $23.2 million, 

with a Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) of 3.42, which implies an economic return in present 
value terms over 20 years of $3.42 for every dollar cost. The project is assessed to 
provide a positive NPV at all discount rates between 4% and 10%.  

Table E.5: Economic Appraisal Results 

Real Discount 
Rate 

Present Value 
(PV) Costs  

($M) 

PV Benefits 
($M) 

NPV 
 ($M) 

BCR 

4% $12.0 $41.0 $29.0 3.42 

7% $9.6 $32.9 $23.2 3.42 

10% $7.9 $27.1 $19.2 3.42 

Note: NPV presented in the table may not exactly equal PV of benefits less PV of costs reported due to rounding.  
Source: AEC 

The analysis identifies the project would be deemed economically desirable (across all 
discount rates) for Western Australia, with the benefits outweighing the costs.  

Benefits for Thailand 

The establishment of new and innovative beef supply chains utilising Western Australian 
cattle provides significant development potential for the Thai beef industry. Western 

Australian live exports offer access to high-quality and disease-free feeder stock in order 
to enhance the capacity, operational efficiency and market reach of Thailand’s beef 
sector.  

Key specific in-country benefits include: 

 Infrastructure and technology transfer: Development of new meat processing 
technology to supply the domestic and regional export markets, including creating 
new jobs and skills development opportunities 

 Diversified & new local processing alternatives: New processing options for local 
cattle producers and access to new and high-value markets 

 Contribution to the industry capacity of Thai beef feedlotting and processing: 

Potential to significantly develop the scale and capacity of the Thai beef feedlotting 
industry and processing sector based on importing Australian live cattle  

 Trade development and strategic alignment: Further positioning Thailand as a 
key food processing hub, supplying value-added agricultural exports to regional 

markets 

 Economic development: Including direct and flow-on employment during 
construction and operations, increased export value and enhanced market position 
within the growing South East Asian beef sector.   
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Summary of Outcomes 

The research conducted for this study highlights the solid potential for a new and 
innovative supply chain processing Australian live exported cattle in Thailand. The study 
also highlights and describes a number of key barriers and challenges to establishing the 
new supply chain, such as cattle supply costs and seasonality, re-export market access 
(in particular the establishment of formal SPS protocols between Thailand and re-export 
markets) and competition from domestic sources and low-cost Indian carabeef.   

Thailand has significant potential as an end market and a regional beef processing and 

distribution hub within South East Asia and the opportunity for developing a new supply 
chain incorporating Western Australian live cattle and/or processed beef should be 
investigated further.  

The modelling developed in this study provides a high-level foundation for a new supply 
chain which could be readily adapted to alternative sites or regions/countries as a 
potential industry model.  

Critical to the success of any new supply chain is the development of a controlled, 

integrated supply and distribution chain, utilising leading technology and best practice for 
animal welfare and traceability. Developing this will promote brand quality and minimise 
risks associated with regulatory restrictions and maximise the potential to access high-
value regional export markets.  

Where possible, the new supply chain should focus on the expansion of feeder cattle 
production and/or the diversion of existing live export cattle from production areas such 

as the WA Rangelands in order to maximise the economic benefits generated. 

This study has also shown the need to develop any new supply chain in a collaborative 
fashion. Significant stakeholder support has been identified for proponents seeking to 
work closely with Thai industry in order to develop new market opportunities and raise 
capacity, facilitating broad industry growth through a long-term partnership.    
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The Western Australian beef cattle industry has endured some challenging conditions 

over the past few years, with drought impacting key production areas, the temporary ban 
on live exports to the key Indonesian beef market, price volatility and until recently a 
high Australian dollar that has reduced the industry’s international competitiveness. 

Despite challenging conditions, a number of key drivers are expected to provide a 
genuinely solid base for industry growth over the coming years. Global consumption 
growth driven by rising emerging market populations with growing personal incomes and 

the further development of high-value market niches such as Wagyu beef and organic 
produce are all key positive industry factors.  

Vast distances and lack of concentrated scale have created a strong preference among 
WA beef producers to access live export markets. The preference for live export is 

especially strong in the Kimberley where producers are further away from processors in 
the south west of the State.  

The current competitive constraints of the WA beef cattle industry reduce the potential 

for broader market development and value chain capture, limiting the returns to graziers 
and effectively capping the ability of the industry to expand and achieve economies of 
scale.  

In light of the current challenges and opportunities facing the sector, the Department of 
Agriculture and Food Western Australia (DAFWA) has contracted AEC Group Pty Ltd (AEC) 
to develop a pre-feasibility study into the creation of a new and innovative supply chain 
based in Thailand.  

A range of potential supply chain models are considered, with a primary focus on 
supplying existing Western Australian live exported cattle into a new closed supply chain 
for them to be held, intensively feed, slaughtered, processed and distributed for re-
export and domestic consumption of beef products and associated co-products. 

1.2 Purpose of this Pre-Feasibility Study 

The purpose of this study is to outline the pre-feasibility of developing and operating a 
new supply chain incorporating the export of WA cattle through Thailand. The study has a 
specific focus on the potential industry benefits of diverting existing live export cattle into 
a closed supply chain featuring leading technology and best management practice. 

This pre-feasibility study considers the potential for increased competitiveness, market 

penetration, and value-adding production made possible through the creation of a new 
international supply chain for WA beef into higher value markets. 

It is envisioned this study will serve to inform and lay the foundation for the opportunity 
in a format that is readily transferable to alternative locations and operating models. This 
will allow for more detailed feasibility work to be undertaken by private sector 
proponents.   

The key steps undertaken in developing this study are highlighted below.  

Figure 1.1: Pre-Feasibility Study Process 

 

Source: AEC 
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2. Northern WA Beef Cattle Industry 

The following sections provide a brief overview of northern WA beef cattle production and 
outlook. A review of the Thai in-country beef cattle industry has been provided as 
Appendix A.   

2.1 Production Study Area 

The Western Australian beef herd consists of approximately two million head (around 9% 
of the national herd). Over half of the WA herd free range on extensive pastoral stations 
in the Rangelands area to the north of the State, with the remainder produced in the 
south (DAFWA, 2015a).   

This study has a primary focus on production across the north of the State, henceforth 
referred to as the Rangelands, which consists of three key sub-regions as depicted in the 
figure below: 

 Kimberley region 

 Pilbara region 

 Gascoyne-Murchison region.  

Production on the Western Australian Rangelands is fundamentally different to the more 

intensive beef farming industry in southern Australia. Northern beef production takes 
place in a unique physical and commercial environment, which results in significant 
marketing and management challenges to be overcome in a highly competitive global 
market.  

Northern beef production is characterised by (RIRDC, 2010): 

 Large scale enterprises on pastoral leases 

 Low herd density 

 Seasonal production characterised/influenced by heat, drought and tropical rainfall 

patterns 

 Long distances to domestic markets, with processing concentrated in the south west 
of WA 

 Isolation has meant that access to services and infrastructure is limited.  
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Figure 2.1: WA Grazing Regions 

 

Source: RIRDC (2010) 

2.2 Current Production 

2.2.1 Herd Size 

The Rangelands registered a herd of just over 1 million head of cattle in 2011. Despite a 
decline in herd size in 2011, the Rangelands has registered solid longer term growth 
averaging nearly 3% per annum since 2001. 

Nearly 70% (approximately 700,000 head) of the Rangelands herd is located within the 
Kimberley region, which has also experienced the strongest growth (4.5% since 2001). 

Just under 200,000 head (19% of the Rangelands total herd) are located within the 
Pilbara region, and 140,000 head (13% of the Rangelands total herd) are located within 
Gascoyne-Murchison. 

Pre-Feasibility 
Supply Area 
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Figure 2.2: Rangelands Herd Size 

 

Source: RIRDC (2010), ABS (2012) 

2.2.2 Turnoff 

Annual turnoff varies considerably throughout the Rangelands, and from year to year 
driven by both market and seasonal production conditions. Annual turnoff ranges from 
around 230,000 to 320,000 head per annum equating to approximately one-quarter of 

the total herd each year. Rangelands turnoff consists of: 

 Kimberly region (approximately 150,000 head per annum) 

 Pilbara region (approximately 80,000 head per annum) 

 Gascoyne-Murchison region (approximately 50,000 head per annum).  

Live export has become progressively more important in recent years, rising from 63% to 
71% of turnoff since 2001. The preference for live exporting is particularly strong in the 
Kimberley region (accounting for 80%-90% of turnoff), due to the distances from 

domestic processing facilities located in the south west of the State. Live export has also 
accounted for the majority of Pilbara regional turnoff in recent years.  

The Gascoyne-Murchison region due to location proximity and type of cattle tends to 
turnoff a greater share of production to domestic processors. However, live export in the 
region has also become more prevalent, accounting for just under half of turnoff in 2009.   
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Table 2.1: Rangelands Turnoff by Region and Destination 

Region Destination 2001 2003 2005 2007 2009 
Average 

(2000-
2009) 

Kimberley 

Live Export 106,896 98,757 123,015 103,419 124,076 107,468 

Abattoir 6,481 8,670 15,355 924 474 6,350 

Other 12,135 47,709 47,531 13,150 28,095 28,632 

Not Specified 0 -8,273 0 100 0 4,609 

Kimberley Total 125,512 146,863 185,901 117,593 152,645 147,059 

Pilbara 

Live Export 38,726 33,915 21,138 39,865 57,750 35,409 

Abattoir 10,124 17,645 12,578 8,610 13,032 11,765 

Other 24,674 46,424 47,908 22,582 15,349 27,537 

Not Specified 0 -9,158 0 0 0 2,609 

Pilbara Total 73,524 88,826 81,624 71,057 86,131 77,319 

Gascoyne-Murchison 

Live Export 9,982 5,156 12,050 17,688 29,175 13,912 

Abattoir 14,637 6,412 3,649 5,624 12,650 8,416 

Other 22,243 39,793 34,259 18,523 16,803 24,419 

Not Specified 1,077 -494 0 0 0 3,629 

Gascoyne-Murchison 
Total 

47,939 50,867 49,958 41,835 58,628 50,376 

Rangelands Total 

Live Export 155,604 137,828 156,203 160,972 211,001 156,789 

Abattoir 31,242 32,727 31,582 15,158 26,156 26,531 

Other 59,052 133,926 129,698 54,255 60,247 80,588 

Not Specified 1,077 -17,925 0 100 0 10,847 

Rangelands Total 246,975 286,556 317,483 230,485 297,404 274,754 

Note: The category ‘other’ includes sales where the eventual destination of the animal is not known or declared. 
Source: RIRDC (2010) 

2.2.3 Destination Markets 

The majority of Rangelands cattle production is live exported either via the ports of 
Broome, Wyndham or Darwin. The remaining cattle are shipped via Geraldton, Port 
Hedland or Fremantle or taken to domestic abattoirs located in the south west of the 
State.  

A summary of WA live export and domestic processing focussing on Rangelands 
production is provided in the sections below. Refer to GHD (2015b) for a detailed analysis 

contrasting existing live export and domestic processing supply chains developed as a 
part of this study.  

2.2.3.1 Live Export Trade 

Western Australia in 2014/15 had a total live export of approximately 275,000 head in 
comparison to 1.4 million head Australia wide (MLA and LiveCorp, 2015). Indonesia was 
WA’s largest market receiving over 80,000 head and the second largest market was 

Israel, receiving approximately 60,000 head. 

A high-level conceptual overview of the existing WA live export sector is provided in the 

figure below.   
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Figure 2.3: Live Export Supply Chain 

 

Note: PEQ (Pre-Export Quarantine) 
Source: AEC 

Western Australian live cattle exports are facilitated through the six ports, five in Western 
Australia, as well one in the Northern Territory. The current cattle live export ports 
include: 

 Wyndham, WA 

 Broome, WA 

 Port Hedland, WA (currently constraints to obtaining a berth) 

 Geraldton, WA 

 Fremantle, WA 

 Darwin, NT (some cattle from WA transferred from the Kimberley). 

The figure below details the 2014/15 live export cattle volumes, shipped from each of 
these ports, with Fremantle (132,000 head) the largest exporter in Western Australia 
followed by Broome (93,000 head). 
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Figure 2.4: WA Cattle Production Regions with Annual Cattle Movement Numbers  

 

Source: GHD (2015b), MLA and LiveCorp (2015) 

The main export markets for WA live cattle in 2014/15 were Indonesia, Israel, Vietnam, 

Malaysia and Egypt. The distribution of live export is shared evenly between the Northern 
(approximately 130,000 head) and Southern (approximately 140,000 head) WA ports.  

The majority of livestock exported from the Northern Ports catchments are shipped to 

South East Asia with the largest volumes for the Southern Ports catchments (Freemantle) 
sent to Middle Eastern markets (predominately Israel). 

The first shipment of feeder and slaughter cattle to Thailand was shipped in January 
2015, and a total of 9,205 head is recorded as having been supplied to the end of 

September 2015. These have been predominantly slaughter steers with some numbers of 
feeder steers and feeder and slaughter females. These stock have gone to feedlots owned 
by established livestock traders in Southern and Central Thailand. 
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2.2.3.2 Domestic Processing 

In 2014/15, the WA cattle industry slaughtered 425,000 head for both domestic 
consumption and export (DAFWA, 2015b). The domestic market accounts for 
approximately 60% of this total with the remainder exported to 30 countries throughout 

the world. 

WA produces high-quality beef products suitable for restaurant and food service and has 
one of the highest Meat Standards Australia grading system compliance rates. 

A high-level overview of the domestic processing supply chain is provided in the figure 
below.  

Figure 2.5: Domestic Processing Supply Chain, WA Rangelands 

Source: GHD (2015b), AEC 

The main boxed beef export markets supplied by WA via the Port of Fremantle include 

Japan, Indonesia, Korea and China. 

The figure below details 2014/15 processed export beef movements which totalled 
44,000 tonnes out of the Port of Fremantle for the period. 
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Figure 2.6: Port of Fremantle Processed Meat Export Volume 

 

Source: GHD (2015b), DAFWA (2015b) 

The main boxed beef export markets for Western Australia are shown for 2014/15 in the 
table below. During this period Japan (10,424 tonnes) was the largest consumer of 
processed beef followed by South Korea (7,816 tonnes). 

Table 2.2: WA Processed Meat Export Markets (2014/15) 

Destination 
Boxed Beef (Tonnes Carcass 

Equivalent) 

Japan 10,424 

South Korea 7,816 

Indonesia 5,689 

USA 5,660 

China 3,700 

Other Markets 11,093 

Total 44,382 

Source: DAFWA (2015b) 

 

The WA Rangelands offers substantial supply of high-quality and disease-free feeder 
cattle stock.  

Seasonal constraints and competition from established live export markets represent the 
key challenges in securing ongoing supply from the area.  
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3. Market Overview  

The following sections review the key macro drivers for the beef industry over the coming 
years.  

3.1 Consumption 

Globally, per capita consumption of beef has been largely flat over the last 10 years (see 
Figure 3.1). Rising health consciousness among developed world consumers is expected 
to continue to limit growth in Australian domestic red meat consumption from already 
high levels (IBISWorld, 2015).  

Consequently, the Australian beef production industry is expected to rely on consumption 

growth in export markets. Rising disposable incomes among the Asian middle class, 
particularly in China, is anticipated to lift beef consumption in this region over the next 
10 years.  

Thailand currently consumes relatively modest levels of beef (approximately 2kg per 
capita, down from over 4kg per in the mid-1990s). Moderate consumption is due to the 
relative cost of beef (driven by strong Chinese and Vietnamese demand) and cost-
competitive domestic pork and poultry production.  

Elsewhere within the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) region (for 
countries with data available), Vietnam has recently experienced surging per capita 
consumption, driven by rising incomes and rising restaurant demand (see Figure 3.1). 
Vietnamese data is also potentially influenced by rising cross-border trade to China.  

Outside of Vietnam, ASEAN countries typically exhibit below the world average 
(6.5kg/annum) beef consumption ranging between 2-4.5kg per annum (retail weight), 
with modest per capita growth ranging from 0.1% per annum (Malaysia) to 1.7% per 

annum (Indonesia) projected to 2024. 

Figure 3.1: Beef and Veal Consumption Trends 

 

Source: OECD (2015) 
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Market overviews for key destinations relevant to this project are highlighted in the table 

below.  

Table 3.1: South East Asian Beef Market Profiles (2014) 

Factor Thailand China Indonesia Vietnam Malaysia 

Population (Millions) 67 1,357 249 89 30 

Annual Beef Consumption Per Capita (kg) 1.9 3.6 1.6 9.6 4.9 

Annual Beef Consumption (Million Tonnes) 0.13 4.9 0.4 0.9 0.1 

Supermarket Beef Prices (AUD/kg)  $11.0 $21.4 $16.3 $17.4 $11.7 

Established Importer of Australian Live Cattle No No Yes Yes Yes 

Source: World Bank (2015), OECD (2015), Ainsworth (2015), AEC 

3.2 Competitors 

Australia is currently the world’s third largest beef exporter, accounting for just over 15% 
of global exports. Major competing producers include: 

 India: The world’s largest beef exporter, India supplies numerous Asian markets with 
low-cost buffalo meat (carabeef). Carabeef is similar to beef, although significantly 
cheaper in price than beef from cattle, and has been viewed as inferior in quality in 
many developed markets. The vast majority of carabeef is exported as frozen 
boneless. India currently does not have Foot and Mouth Disease (FMD) free status, 
according to the OIE (World Organisation for Animal Health). This restricts its exports 
only to countries of similar FMD status (such as Vietnam, Malaysia, Thailand, Egypt, 

Saudi Arabia) (MLA, 2015b) 

 Brazil: A strongly established exporter, major current Brazilian export markets 
include Russia, Hong Kong, and Venezuela. Brazil currently has no access to supply 
beef or live cattle to Australia’s key beef or live export markets such as Japan, Korea 
and Indonesia. However, Brazil is reported to be approaching such markets to gain 
access in the future. Santa Catarina is the only Brazilian state recognised as FMD free 
without vaccination. Eight regions are recognised as FMD-free with vaccination (MLA, 

2015b) 

 USA: The world’s fourth-largest beef exporter provides high-end quality product 
representing close competition for Australian exports. Beef production in the US has 
been in decline in recent years. The industry has only recently started to rebuild due 
to high global prices (MLA, 2015b). 

Figure 3.2: Top 10 World Beef Exporting Regions (2015 Projections) 

 

Source: USDA (2015) 
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3.3 Prices 

Australian domestic cattle prices based on the Western Young Cattle Indicator (WYCI) 
and longer running Eastern Young Cattle Indicator (EYCI) are provided in the figure 
below. Prices are currently near record highs at nearly $6 per kg carcass weight (cwt). 
Record high prices have been driven by a range of factors, including: 

 Robust demand growth in China and Vietnam 

 The falling Australian dollar 

 A limited supply of quality cattle due to drought conditions over recent years.  

Figure 3.3: Domestic Cattle Prices ($/kg cwt)  

 

Source: MLA (2015a) 

Live export prices have also surged over the past six months, with the relaxation of 
Indonesian quota restrictions and robust Vietnamese demand growth the major price 
drivers.  

At the time of writing, live export prices averaged $3.0-$3.30/kg live weight (lwt) for the 
major live export markets (Landmark, 2015).  

Going forward, prices are expected to ease from historical highs, as supply levels respond 
and consumers substitute towards alternative meat products such as pork, chicken and 
seafood. However, over the longer term prices are expected to remain strong by 
historical levels, driven by robust Asian demand and constrained global supply (see 
Figure 3.4).  
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Figure 3.4: Projected World Beef Prices (US$/kg cwt) 

 

Note: Prices based on US choice steers. 

Source: OECD (2015) 
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Record high prices and a solid longer-term industry outlook provide the potential for 
significant industry investment and expansion. 

Diversification through access to new markets will be key for Australian industry growth 
and require new and innovative approaches to supply chain development. 
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4. New Supply Chain Considerations 

A range of key economic and legislative factors influence the potential for achieving a 
new beef supply chain between WA and Thailand. The following sections summarise the 
key policy and industry considerations associated with this project.  

4.1 Policy Considerations 

4.1.1 Trade Agreements 

Both Australia and Thailand possess strong trade agreements, which support the trade of 
Australian live cattle and processed beef. A range of the key trade policy agreements 
reviewed for this study is highlighted in the table below.  

Table 4.1: Key Trade Agreements 

Agreement Key Commodities 
Agreement Tariff 

Rate 

Previous Tariff 
Rate Most 

Favoured Nation 
(MFN) Rate 

Thailand-Australia 
Free Trade 
Agreement 

Beef and offal 0% by 2020 
50% 

(33% Offal) 

Live feeder and slaughter cattle 0% from 2009 5% 

ASEAN-Australia-
New Zealand 
Free Trade 
Agreement 

Live cattle (purebred breeding animals) 0% 5% 

Other live cattle 2.5% 5% 

Fresh, chilled or frozen carcasses and half carcasses and other 
fresh or chilled cuts with bone in 

0.0% 5% 

ASEAN Economic 
Community 

Single market and production base, allowing the free flow of 
goods, services, investments, and skilled labor, and the freer 
movement of capital across the region. 

Free Trade Area Various 

ASEAN-China Free 
Trade Agreement1 

Meat of bovine animals, fresh or chilled 0% 20% 

Meat of bovine animals, frozen 0% 25% 

ASEAN-India Free 
Trade Agreement2 

Live bovine animals (buffalo) 
Excluded from 

Agreement 
5% 

Meat of bovine animals, fresh or chilled 
Excluded from 

Agreement 
50% 

Note: 1 Based on Chinese tariff concessions to Thailand. 2 Based on Thai tariff concessions to India.  

Source: DFAT (2015), ASEAN (2015), ABARES (2014), WTO (2015) 

4.1.1.1 Thailand-Australia Free Trade Agreement (TAFTA) 

TAFTA has removed all import tariffs on live feeder and slaughter cattle, effectively 
opening the market for Australian live export trade.  

The agreement will also remove initial tariffs on Australian processed beef products. 

However, Special Safeguards (SSGs) within the agreement continue to act as a tariff 
barrier. Once the SSG trigger volume is reached, additional imports attract the MFN tariff 
rate (50% for beef and 33% for offal), rather than the applicable TAFTA preferential rate 
for the remainder of the calendar year. 

The modest trigger volumes (see Table 4.2) have meant the SSGs on both beef and beef 
offal have been triggered every year since the entry into force of TAFTA.  

Table 4.2: TAFTA Beef and Offal SSGs 

Year TAFTA Tariff (%) Beef Volume 
Safeguard (Tonnes) 

SSG Tariff (%) 

Beef    

Prior to 2005 MFN: 50% N.A. N.A. 
2015 13.3% 1,264.0 50% 
2016 10.7% 1,327.2 50% 
2017 8.0% 1,393.6 50% 
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Year TAFTA Tariff (%) Beef Volume 
Safeguard (Tonnes) 

SSG Tariff (%) 

2018 5.3% 1,463.6 50% 
2019 2.7% 1,536.4 50% 
2020 0.0% 1,613.3 50% 
Offal 

   
Prior to 2005 MFN: 33% N.A. N.A. 

2015 10% 228.1 33% 

2016 8% 239.5 33% 

2017 6% 251.4 33% 

2018 4% 264.0 33% 

2019 2% 277.2 33% 

2020 0% 291.1 33% 

Source: MLA (Unpublished) 

4.1.1.2 ASEAN Economic Community 

The 10 nation ASEAN region (Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, The Philippines, 

Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam, Singapore, Myanmar) is in the process of creating a single 
market and production base, called the ASEAN Economic Community. The community will 
allow the free flow of goods, services, investments, and skilled labour, across the region 
and enable greatly increased movement of capital.  

The ASEAN Economic Community is envisioned to be in place by early 2016, creating a 
single market of over 600 million people. The creation of the ASEAN Economic 

Community enhances significant re-export opportunities for the new supply chain across 
the region.  

As an existing free trade area, the average intra-ASEAN tariff in the original six ASEAN 
nations has gone down to near zero since 2010 and stood at slightly above 1% in 2013 in 
Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar and Vietnam. To be eligible for preferential inter-ASEAN trade 
status products typically require a 40% or greater Regional Value Content (RVC).   

The ASEAN Economic Community agreement may also open the Thai domestic market to 

increased import competition from key beef producing areas including Indonesia and the 
Philippines.  

4.1.1.3 ASEAN-China Free Trade Agreement (ACFTA) 

The leaders of China and the ASEAN Member States (AMS) signed the Framework 
Agreement on China-ASEAN Comprehensive Economic Cooperation at the sixth China-
ASEAN Summit in November 2002. The Agreement on Trade in Goods of the China- 
ACFTA entered into force in July 2005. In January 2007, the two parties signed the 

Agreement on Trade in Services, which entered into effect in July of the same year 
(China FTA Network, 2015).  

The agreement includes an Early Harvest Program designed to reduce the tariffs on a 
range of agricultural products in including livestock, meat, fish, dairy products, live 
plants, vegetables, fruits and nuts.  

To be eligible for preferential treatment product sold to China must include at last 40% 

(within ASEAN) RVC. Australian content would be determined as the Cost, Insurance and 
Freight (CIF) value of feeder steers at the time of importation.  

Figure 4.1: ACFTA Rules of Origin 

 

Source: ASEAN (2015) 
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In spite of the FTA, beef and live cattle import to China via ASEAN are currently 

conducted via ‘grey trade routes’. Official exports to China requires both the: 

 Establishment of bilateral protocols on veterinary and health requirements between 
the exporting country and the General Administration of Quality Supervision, 

Inspection and Quarantine (AQSIQ) in China  

 Approval and registration of individual processing facilities with AQSIQ for the export 
of meat products to China.   

Thailand does not currently possess either levels of access approval for beef products, 
though the two countries have reportedly begun initial talks towards establishing formal 
access at a country level (Ainsworth, 2015).  

Currently, only 11 countries are permitted to export beef to China with varied levels of 

access (AQSIQ, 2015): 

 Australia 

 Brazil 

 Uruguay 

 New Zealand 

 Argentina 

 Canada 

 Costa Rica 

 Chile 

 Mexico 

 Hungary 

 Mongolia (cooked beef). 

China has been in discussions with India about imports of buffalo meat and several beef-

producing countries in Europe are also seeking approval to export to China. 

Steps involved in achieving formal market access to China are considered in more detail 
below. 

Bilateral Protocols on Veterinary and Health Requirements  

Protocols are bilateral agreements between AQSIQ of China and corresponding food 
safety departments in the exporting countries that set up veterinary and health 
requirements for meat products to be exported to China.  

Protocols effectively transfer the responsibility for inspection and quarantine on the meat 
products to be exported to the authorities in the exporting country. An export health 
certificate ensures compliance with these requirements. 

General steps towards establishing bilateral protocols are presented in the diagram 
below.  
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Figure 4.2: Protocols on Veterinary and Health Requirements Process 

 

Source: EUSME Centre (2013) 

Approval and Registration of Individual Processing Facilities 

As a way to ensure a desired level of food safety and in addition to inspection and 
quarantine procedures for import clearance, establishment approval is a prerequisite to 

identify foreign firms eligible to sell meat products to China. 

The “Regulation on Registration for Foreign Establishments Intended to Export Foods to 
China” (Order No16 2002) gives the Certification and Accreditation Administration of the 
People's Republic of China (CNCA) the authority to register and supervise foreign 
establishments wishing to export to China. 

Once the country of origin has signed a protocol with China for specific meat products, 
the steps for a firm to be registered by CNCA are as follows. 

 

The exporting country submits a formal request for the export of meat products to AQSIQ. If the animal health status 
in the country is satisfactory, AQSIQ initiates the process by presenting a questionnaire on the Sanitary and 

Phytosanitary (SPS) control and inspection system of the applicant country.

The exporting country provides corresponding technical documentation, including laws and regulations, structure of 
veterinary health services quality management control system, detection and monitoring of animal epidemics, waste 

management, etc. 

The Chinese authorities carry out an analysis and risk evaluation of the documentation submitted by the authorities 
of the exporting country. If documentation is acceptable a delegation of experts is sent to the exporting country to 

conduct further in-situ investigations. 

Both countries start a bilateral “SPS high-level dialogue” to negotiate the text of the “Protocol on Veterinary and 
Health Requirements for Meat to be Exported to China” as well as the format of the “Export Health Certificate”.

Export Access to China 

Official exports to China requires both the: 

 Establishment of bilateral protocols on veterinary and health requirements between 
the exporting country and the General Administration of Quality Supervision, 
Inspection and Quarantine (AQSIQ) in China  

 Approval and registration of individual processing facilities with AQSIQ for the export 

of meat products to China.   
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Figure 4.3: Approval and Registration of Individual Processing Facilities Process 

 

Source: EUSME Centre (2013) 

4.1.1.4 ASEAN-India Free Trade Agreement 

The India-ASEAN Free Trade Agreement came into effect on January first, 2010 and has 
acted as a major catalyst for expansion of Indian carabeef exports into the region. Three 
of the top five Indian buffalo meat export destinations are now ASEAN countries.  

The biggest Indian export market in 2014/15 was Vietnam (730,000 tonnes valued at US 

$2.5 billion, with significant consignments to Vietnam eventually reaching China via grey 
trade routes), followed by Egypt (160,000 tonnes), Malaysia (160,000 tonnes), Thailand 
(130,000 tonnes) and Saudi Arabia (95,000 tonnes) (APEDA, 2015).  

Indian carabeef was excluded from tariff concessions into Thailand (Indian Ministry of 
Commerce and Industry, 2015). Despite this, carabeef imports to Thailand have 
increased from small initial volumes in 2010 to 130,000 tonnes by 2014/15. 

Indian carabeef is excluded from export to Indonesia and Singapore due to FMD and SPS 

concerns (MLA, 2015b). However, the ASEAN-India Free Trade Agreement gives 
significant preferential access to key markets including Vietnam (0% tariffs by 2022) and 
the Philippines (0-5% tariffs by 2022)1.  

Thailand is positioning itself as a key trade link within the ASEAN region and a gateway 
to China. Thailand’s strong reputation for food quality and safety is likely to drive the 
agricultural and processed food sectors as Asia’s economy continues to develop and 

integrate. 

Australia’s established trade links to Thailand present a potential opportunity to leverage 
preferential access to supply the growing Asian beef market. 

                                                

1 Indian carabeef must be heated prior to sale in the Philippines due to FMD risks.  

The establishment presents a formal written application to their local authorities by filling in the 
application template.

Authorities of the exporting country conduct their own inspection or document checks to pre-select 
eligible establishments.

Authorities of the exporting country send formal applications with pre-selected establishments to the 
Certification and Accreditation Administration of the People's Republic of China (CNCA).

The CNCA experts committee evaluates eligibility of the establishments based on information 
provided by the authorities of the exporting country and decides whether the proposed facilities 

should be inspected. 

CNCA informs the authorities of the exporting country on the establishments to be inspected on the 
spot and requests its assistance.

CNCA sends an inspection team to the exporting country.

The CNCA experts committee reviews reports produced by the inspection team and decides whether 
the audited facilities are approved and/or recommends further actions to be taken to amend non-

conformities. CNCA assigns a registration number to each approved facility.
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4.2 Bio-Security  

Outbreaks of infectious diseases such as FMD in rural Thailand are a common occurrence 
with the most recent being: 

 FMD in the North East at the end of February 2015 – mainly dairy cattle area 

 FMD in the North first week of March 2015. 

The OIE (2015) reports the following diseases as present, absent or never reported for 
Thailand based on a six-monthly report Jan-Jun 2015.  

Table 4.3: OIE Diseases Present in Thailand Jan-Jun 2015 

Diseases Present 
in Thailand 

Domestic Wild 

Notifiable Status Notifiable Status 

Brucellosis (Brucella 
abortus)  

Disease present 
 

Absent (since 2007) 

Brucellosis (Brucella 
melitensis)  

Disease present 
 

Absent (since 
Unknown) 

Foot and mouth 
disease  

Disease present 
 

Absent (since 
12/2014) 

Haemorrhagic 
septicaemia  

Disease present 
 

No information 

Rabies 
 

Disease present 
 

Absent (since 2007) 

Trypanosomosis 
 

Disease present 
 

Absent (since 
Unknown 

Source: OIE (2015) 
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Foot and Mouth Disease 

FMD is a highly contagious virus disease of animals. It affects cloven-hoofed animals 
(those with divided hoofs), including cattle, buffalo, camels, sheep, goats, deer and 
pigs. It is found in many parts of the world and has been reported in countries in 

Africa, the Middle East, Asia (including Thailand) and Brazil (DAFWA, 2015c).  

Figure 4.4: FMD Endemic and Fee Areas 

 

Source: OIE (2015) 

While FMD can cause serious production losses, the most significant impact of the 
disease occurs because of its effect on trade in livestock and livestock products. 
Countries without the disease do not import from FMD endemic countries due to the 
risk of contamination (Productivity Commission, 2002). 

Re-export from FMD endemic Thailand restricts access to a number of key FMD-free 
markets, including: 

 Japan 

 USA 

 Indonesia 

 Singapore 

 Philippines 

 Western Europe. 

Australia is one of the producers of high-quality FMD free animals. Cattle are 
vaccinated for the disease post-export to Thailand (causing the loss of Australian FMD-
free status).  

Means exist to mitigate the risk of FMD contamination via meat products. However, 
these can restrict potential end markets. Accepted methods for inactivation of FMD in 

meat include (OIE, 2011): 

 Canning: Meat is subjected to heat treatment in a hermetically sealed container to 
reach an internal core temperature of at least 70°C for a minimum of 30 minutes or 
to any equivalent treatment which has been demonstrated to inactivate the FMD 

virus 

 Ageing: Prior to deboning, meat is submitted to maturation at a temperature above 
+2°C for a minimum period of 24 hours following slaughter and in which the pH 

value falls below 6.0 when tested in the middle of both the longissimus dorsi 

 Thorough Cooking: Meat, previously deboned and defatted, shall be subjected to 
heating so that an internal temperature of 70°C or greater is maintained for a 
minimum of 30 minutes. After cooking, it shall be packed and handled in such a way 
that it cannot be exposed to a source of virus 

 Drying After Salting: When rigor mortis is complete, the meat must be deboned, 

salted with cooking salt (NaCl) and completely dried. It must not deteriorate at 
ambient temperature. 
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Thailand provides subsidised FMD vaccination through the Department of Livestock 

Development (DLD) and is seeking to establish FMD-free zones within the country over 
the coming years through the OIE. Potential future FMD free zones include key pig 
farming areas to the east of the country including Chachoengsao and Chonburi 

(BlackSeaGrain, 2014).  

4.3 SPS Measures 

SPS measures are quarantine and biosecurity measures which applied to protect human, 
animal or plant life or health from risks arising from the introduction, establishment and 

spread of pests and diseases and from risks arising from additives, toxins and 
contaminants in food and feed (Department of Agriculture and Water Resources, 2015). 

These SPS measures take numerous forms, such as requiring products to come from a 
disease-free area, inspection of products, specific treatment or processing of products, 
setting of allowable maximum levels of pesticide residues or permitted use of only certain 
additives in food. Sanitary (human and animal health) and phytosanitary (plant health) 

measures apply to domestically produced food for local animal and plant diseases, as well 

as to products coming from other countries.   

Establishing SPS agreements is a critical factor in determining access to third country re-
export markets. As Thailand is not an established beef exporter, it does not possess well 
established formal SPS protocols to regional markets. 

The WTO SPS Agreement and Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) Agreement both require 
WTO members to apply national SPS and technical measures based on relevant 
international and national standards, guidelines and recommendations, and to adhere to 

basic obligations on transparency and non-discrimination. 

This includes a requirement that national technical regulations should not be trade-
distorting, nor discriminate unfairly against third countries’ businesses or exporters. 

The ASEAN Trade in Goods Agreement (ATIGA) incorporates significant consideration of 
SPS measures and standards, and conformity assessment procedures. The agreement 
provides that Member States shall take measures to mitigate, and where possible 

eliminate, TBTs including by the harmonisation of national standards in accordance with 

relevant international standards and practices. 

Example SPS processes for exporting processed beef into Malaysia are provided in the 
table below.  

Table 4.4: Malaysian SPS Measures for Beef Imports 

Products Regulations Act Publication Remarks 

Beef, mutton, venison, 
poultry meat and  
offals (chilled/frozen) 

1. Import risk 
analysis 
2. Plant inspection 
3. Veterinary Health 
Cert 
4. Halal Certificate 
5. Import Permit 
6. Veterinary 
inspection 

1. Animals 
Ordinance 
1953 
2. Animals Rules 
1962 
3. Animal 
(Importation) 
Order 1962 

Import 
Regulations 
Questionnaire 

 No 17/1953 
 Sect 5, 6, 

81 and 86 
 A/O 1953 
 Sect 8, 

Animal 
Rules 

 1962 

Meat products of beef, 
mutton, poultry, venison 
(chilled/frozen) 

1. Import risk 
analysis 
2. Plant inspection 
3. Veterinary Health 
Cert 
4. Halal Certificate 
5. Import Permit 
6. Veterinary 
inspection 

1. Animals 
Ordinance 
1953 
2. Animals Rules 
1962 
3. Animal 
(Importation) 
Order 1962 

Import 
Regulations 
Questionnaire 

 No 17/1953 
Sect 5, 6, 
81 and 86 

 A/O 1953 
 Sect 8, 

Animal 
Rules 1962 

Source: ASEAN (2009) 

A full list of specific SPS measures for the importation of deboned meat from South 
American countries (which have declared FMD free zones) into Malaysia (FAO, 2001) are 
provided as Appendix B of this report in order to highlight some of the likely SPS terms 

facing Thai based exporters.  
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4.4 Animal Welfare 

Australia leads the world in animal welfare practices. The Australian Government does 
not tolerate cruelty towards animals and will not compromise on animal welfare 
standards.  

Government and the livestock export industry are working cooperatively with our trading 
partners to address post-arrival welfare concerns and to improve the transportation, 
handling and slaughter practices of livestock in overseas markets. The Australian 
Government is jointly funding a number of projects with the live export industry to 

improve infrastructure and training to promote better animal handling and slaughter 
practices. Australia is the only country that requires specific animal welfare outcomes for 
livestock exports. Ongoing involvement in this trade provides an opportunity to influence 
animal welfare conditions in importing countries. 

Exporter Supply Chain Assurance System (ESCAS)  

ESCAS is an assurance system based on four principles (Department of Agriculture and 
Water Resources, 2015): 

1. Animal welfare: animal handling and slaughter in the importing country 
conforms to OIE animal welfare recommendations. 
 
An exporter’s submission for approval of an ESCAS must demonstrate that livestock 
in the supply chain will be handled in conformity to OIE recommendations for animal 
welfare, up to and including the point of slaughter. The ESCAS submission must 

include results of an independent audit, to demonstrate conformity to OIE animal 
welfare recommendations throughout the proposed supply chain. 
 

2. Control through the supply chain: the exporter has control of all supply chain 
arrangements for livestock transport, management and slaughter. All 
livestock remain in the supply chain. 
 

The ESCAS submission must clearly describe the exporter’s system for control of all 
supply chain arrangements for livestock transport, management and slaughter. These 

arrangements must ensure that livestock remains within the supply chain. The ESCAS 
submission must give supporting evidence of those control arrangements. 

An exporter may demonstrate control by: 

 Control and traceability declarations (EAN2014-16) 

 Agreements between the exporter and importer/operators confirming animal 

welfare, control and traceability requirements can be met, or 

 Other documents - a management strategy or similar that outlines how ESCAS 
outcomes of animal welfare, control and traceability will be met. 

3. Traceability through the supply chain: the exporter can trace all livestock 
through the supply chain. 
 

The ESCAS submission must demonstrate that individual animals can be identified 
and located at any point along the export supply chain, from the point of loading the 
vessel up to and including the point of slaughter in the importing country. The system 

of identification is at the discretion of the exporter, but it must: 

 Enable identification of individual cattle and buffalo 

 Allow for the reconciliation of cattle and buffalo at each point of the supply chain 

 Be capable of giving reports on individual cattle and buffalo and for consignments 

as a whole. 

The department requires exporters to submit a declaration (EAN2014-11) at the time 
of submitting each Independent Performance Audit Report for cattle and/or buffalo 
ESCAS, signed by a person nominated in management or control of the livestock 
export business, confirming that the animals remained/remain within the approved 
supply chain. 
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4. Independent audit: the supply chain in the importing country is 

independently audited. 
 
The Export Advisory Notice (EAN) EAN2015-06 sets out the department’s 

requirements for independent audits of an ESCAS for cattle exported for feeder or 
slaughter purposes. There are two types of independent audit reports—initial and 
performance: 

 The Independent Initial Audit Report (IIAR), which an exporter must submit with 
a NOI for the department’s approval for a consignment that will enter a new 
ESCAS, before any livestock have been exported into that ESCAS. 

 The Independent Performance Audit Report (IPAR), which an exporter must 

submit to the department one to four times a year based on the facility’s risk 
rating. IPARs are used to demonstrate ongoing compliance with ESCAS 
requirements including control of the supply chain; the traceability system; and 
whether OIE recommendations for animal welfare are met. 

Thailand was recently approved to receive feeder and slaughter cattle and will abide by 

ESCAS. Consultation with industry stakeholders indicates the stringent ESCAS 

requirements have created initial market difficulties for the initial Australian live exported 
cattle due to: 

 Incompatibility with traditional ‘grey market’ live export trade, restricting Australian 
imported cattle to the Thai domestic market 

 A shortage of ESCAS approved abattoir facilities to process Australian imported cattle.  

Under current ESCAS requirements, each Australian exporter supplying to the project 
would be required to establish an approved supply chain covering the feedlot and 

abattoir, which would entail an initial audit for submission to the Australian Department 
of Agriculture and Water Resources along with an application. 

Any facility developed as a result of this investigation is expected to be new, and as such, 
the department would deem the feedlot and abattoir to be medium risk facilities for the 
first 12 months. This would require two Independent Performance Audits Reports (IPAR) 
for submission to the department and most likely an annual Control and Traceability 

Audit Report. If it is decided that the abattoir will be Muslim Kill (MK), then the 

department will continue to rate the abattoir as medium risk requiring two audits per 
annum. 

The project will be a closed supply chain, so there will not be the requirements for ESCAS 
agreements between the importer and outside abattoirs, only agreements between the 
project and Australian exporter/s. 

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP’s) for discharge, feedlot, transport, lairage and 

slaughter and control and traceability will need to be established. 

Under to proposed Livestock Global Assurance Program (LGAP) currently being developed 
and proposed to be implemented by mid-2016, the feedlot and abattoir would be 
accredited in their own right, rather than for each exporter supply chain. LGAP risk 
assessments and requirements are expected to be similar to current ESCAS 
requirements. 
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Benefits of a Fully Integrated ESCAS Approved Supply Chain 

The potential for a fully approved and integrated supply chain approach presents a 
significant value proposition for a potential proponent within the Thai and (potentially) 
re-export markets. 

Key market benefits derived from a fully integrated and traceable supply chain model 
as proposed within this study are highlighted in the table below.   

 Table 4.5: Supply Chain Traceability Benefits 

Benefit Description 

Reduced Risks  

Livestock disease management  
 

In case of animal disease outbreak, better ability to source, isolate and 
control, reduce spread, faster and more accurate responses, reduced costs 
and increased loss avoidance. 

Incentive for good practice Encourages better due diligence through increased accountability 

Reputation/consumer 
confidence/credibility 

Increased potential for foreign market access. Increase, maintain or regain 
domestic consumer confidence, build and reinforce firm/industry reputation 

Food safety & public health Public health protection 

Production Management   

Enhanced management Enhanced individual management, best practice, greater efficiency 
micromanaging within enterprise - tracking and greater information at hand 
to reduce costs, better allocate resources, identify problems earlier, monitor 
and track individual animal inputs, health 

Insurance benefits Reduction in premiums 

Improved quality Greater information and enhanced control enables improved production of 
desired qualities  

Supply Chain Synergies  

Quality control Reduced information asymmetry with respect to quality of supplies. 
Reduced incentive to pool poor quality animals with healthy, reduces risk to 
purchaser and raises overall quality 

Improved operating atmosphere Overall risk is reduced, improving trust through the industry 

Enhanced logistics management Improved logistics and inventory management between supply chain 
members. Advance manifests for delivery, adapting to transport issues, 
provision of advanced planning 

Enhanced Market Position  

Improved quality Enables flow of individual carcass quality information (backwards to 
producer). 
Incentive to produce improved quality (grid price vs. live pricing per animal), 
price and demand signals are attached to the carcass, increase revenues for 
producers and possibly other members of value chain based upon quality 
produced 

Product differentiation Quality verification enables product differentiation, accessing niche markets, 
meeting consumer demands and supplying premium markets 

Security for purchasers Certainty of ownership - connecting transaction between seller and buyer, 
ensures buyers get what is expected 

Improved trust Credibility of quality assurances due to traceability e.g. organic, hormone-
free, etc. 

Source: Agriculture and Food Canada (2007), AEC 

4.5 Halal Accreditation 

Halal accreditation is a key consideration obtaining access to Muslim markets. For meat 
to be identified as halal, the animals must be slaughtered by a Muslim in accordance with 
the requirements of the Islamic law.  

Generally, halal accreditation requires the following (MLA, 2012): 

1. Processors must have a halal program which complies with the certification 
requirements 

2. Facilities must be inspected and accepted as suitable for halal slaughter and/or 
production by recognised Islamic organisations  
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3. Processors must only employ registered Muslim slaughtermen. 

4. Halal slaughtermen must use a sharp knife and carry out the slaughter in accordance 
with Islamic Shari’ah 

5. Halal and non-halal beef must be adequately separated and identified at all times 

6. Additives and ingredients used in any meat product must be halal 

7. For all exports, only recognised Islamic organisations can certify halal meat and meat 
products. 

A range of halal accreditation programs exist, with separate approvals required for 
Malaysia and Brunei to international export certification.   

Rapid growth in halal food has captured significant attention across the food industry. 
According to the World Halal Forum, the global halal food and beverage trade is currently 

estimated to be around USD $1.4 trillion annually (Farouk, 2013). Halal accreditation is a 
key requirement for accessing markets Southern Thailand and key Asian and Middle 
Eastern export markets, including: 

 Malaysia (61.4% Muslim population (Pew Research Centre, 2011)) 

 Indonesia (88.1% Muslim population) 

 Israel (17.7% Muslim population) 

 Brunei (67.2% population) 

 Singapore (16.1% Muslim population) 

 Saudi Arabia (97.1% Muslim population) 

 Egypt (94.7% Muslim population). 

The global halal food market is currently worth 16% of the entire global food industry 
and would account for 20% of the global food product trade in the near future with Asia, 
Africa and Europe accounting for 63%, 24% and 10% respectively (der Spiegel et al., 

2012). A growing Muslim population, as well as economic development and rising 
disposable incomes in Muslim countries, are the main drivers behind the halal growth 

(Farouk, 2013).  

Halal accreditation is a key consideration and opportunity for a new and innovative beef 
supply chain between Australia and Thailand.  

4.6 Land Tenure  

Land tenure is a significant consideration for this project depending on the nationality of 
the proponent. Only Thai or majority Thai-owned companies can own land freehold, 
except in two circumstances:  

 A wholly foreign-owned company can buy land on an industrial estate (i.e. one 
managed by the Industrial Estate Authority (IEAT)) 

 A wholly foreign-owned company can purchase land anywhere if they receive Board 
of Investment (BOI) privileges that include the right to buy land.  

An overview of each of the various site options is highlighted in the following table and 

discussed in further detail in the sections below.  

Table 4.6: Development Site Options 

Factor 
Industrial 

Estate 
Industrial  

Park 
Green 
Field 

Special 
Economic 

Zone 

Can a foreign owned company with BOI privileges buy land? Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Can a foreign owned company without BOI privileges buy 
land? 

Yes No No Yes 

Assistance with permits Yes Yes No Yes 

Assistance with utilities Yes Yes No Yes 

Source: CBRE (2015), BOI (2015a) 
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Industrial Estates 

Industrial estates have a specific definition in Thailand. Industrial estates are Serviced 
Industrial Land Plots (SILP), which are developed or managed by, or in a joint venture 
with, the IEAT (CBRE, 2015). The IEAT is a government organisation. 

Industrial estates typically range between 500 and up to 10,000 rai (80-1,600 ha) with 
various sized land plots or ready-built factories available.    

One of the main advantages of locating on an industrial estate is that 100% foreign 
owned companies can buy land freehold. 

Industrial estates offer a one-start-one-stop service with the IEAT processing all 
approvals, such as construction permits and factory licenses. Industrial land plots are 
available with sufficient utilities ready to be connected, such as water, power and 

telephone lines. Industrial estates have waste water treatment plants on site. 

Industrial Parks/Zones 

Industrial parks/zones are SILPs developed without the IEAT. Majority foreign-owned 

companies can only buy land here if they have BOI privileges. 

Industrial parks/zones are developments which are privately owned, developed, 
marketed and managed. Since they are not linked to the IEAT, industrial investors cannot 

be granted privileges from the IEAT. 

Physically, industrial parks/zones are quite similar to industrial estates, but the quality of 
the development and management is not regulated by the IEAT, relying instead on the 
developer. 

Some industrial parks/zones may be authorised to approve construction permits 
themselves. Land purchasers rely on the developer for assistance in obtaining building 
permits, etc., rather than having the security of government-run IEAT assistance in 

securing approvals. 

Special Economic Zones (SEZ) 

In 2015, Thailand announced a commitment to establish the first phase of SEZs, which 

covers five border areas in the provinces of: 

 Tak 

 Mukdahan 

 Sa Kaeo 

 Trat 

 Songkhla. 

A second phase of SEZs will encompass additional border areas in the provinces of:  

 Kanchanaburi 

 Chiang Rai 

 Nong Khai 

 Nakhon Phanom 

 Narathiwat. 

The SEZs are being developed in order to foster greater economic integration within the 
ASEAN region and development within Thailand’s border regions. SEZ privileges will be 
extended to investment both inside and outside of industrial parks/estates within the 
defined regions.   

Investment privileges for SEZs offer the same or better conditions than those offered by 

the BOI, with the highest privileges given to seven economic sectors that are targeted 
activities of the SEZs:  

 Agriculture and agricultural products 

 Minerals, ceramics and basic metals 
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 Labour intensive/light industry 

 Metal products, machinery and transport equipment 

 Electric and electronics 

 Chemicals, plastics and paper 

 Services and logistics. 

Figure 4.5: Thailand Special Economic Zones 

 

Source: BOI (2015a) 

Greenfield Sites 

It is possible for a majority foreign-owned company to purchase a greenfield site, but 
only if they have BOI privileges. Consultation with industrial estate and park operators 
indicates that feedlot operations would need to be located on a greenfield site outside of 
the estates/parks due to environmental/zoning and presentation concerns.  

The disadvantages of purchasing a greenfield site are the additional costs of land 
preparation and connection to utilities. It is also possible that some greenfield sites may 
not have access to basic public utilities provided in some other areas (e.g. power and 

water). 

Land costs for greenfield sites are considerably lower than industrial estates/parks. 
However, the additional costs and time needed to secure permits mean that foreign 
companies, in particular, tend to acquire land within registered industrial estates. 
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Table 4.7: Location Options Overview 

Site Type Key Advantages Key Disadvantages 

Industrial 
Estate 

 Capacity to purchase land without BOI 
approval 

 Full infrastructure services  
 IEAT one stop approvals 

 High land costs (฿2-4 million/rai) 
 Limited estates with zoning approval for 

abattoir 
 Exclusion of feedlot  

Industrial Park 
 Full infrastructure services  
 Developer approval assistance 

 High land costs (฿2-4 million/rai)  
 Limited estates with zoning approval for 

abattoir 
 Exclusion of feedlot  

Special 
Economic 
Zones 

 Highest investment incentive privileges 
 Strong locations for cross-border re-export  
 Site options inside and outside of industrial 

estates/parks 
 One stop approvals  

 Locations in less developed regions 
 Reduced export infrastructure and domestic 

market access 

Greenfield 

 Reduced land costs  
 Capacity to combine abattoir and feedlot 

into a single site 
 Greater location choice (not limited to 

established parks/estates) 

 Limited greenfield site availability  
 Greater approval processes 
 BOI approval required for foreign 

ownership 

Source: AEC 

4.7 Investment Incentives 

4.7.1 Board of Investment Approved Investment 

In order to obtain investment promotion, the BOI applicant must follow the conditions 

prescribed by the BOI as specified in the promotion certificate in which the following 
incentives can be granted: 

 Taxation incentives: 

o Exemption/reduction of import duties on machinery  

o Reduction of import duties on raw or essential materials  

o Exemption from corporate income tax and juristic personal income tax 

o A 50% reduction in the corporate income tax  

o Double deduction for the costs of transportation, electricity and water supply  

o Additional 25% deduction of the cost of installation or construction of facilities  

o Exemption of import duty on raw or essential materials imported for use in 
production for export.  

 Non-tax privileges, including:  

o The right for foreigners to own freehold land  

o The right to bring in skilled foreign workers as well as their spouses or 
dependents 

o The right to remit money abroad. 

Investment levels are determined by the type of economic activity. Potential incentives 
relevant to this project are described in the table below.   

Table 4.8: Potential BOI Investment Incentives 

Primary Activity 
Type Conditions 

Incentive 
Level Incentives 

Slaughtering 

 Projects must use modern technology, 
e.g. stunning method, shackle, cold 
storage, chilling system, meat quality 
and contaminant inspection 

 Projects must have traceability system 

 
 
 
 
 
 

A4 

 Three years corporate Income 
tax exemption plus merit-based 
incentives 

 Exemption of import duty on 
machinery 

 Exemption of import duty on 
raw or essential materials used 

Livestock 
Husbandry or 

 Projects must use modern technology, 
e.g. closed house system, evaporative 
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Primary Activity 
Type Conditions 

Incentive 
Level Incentives 

Aquaculture cooling system, automatic watering and 
feeding system, vector control measure 
and system, sensor system for tracking 
and counting animals and effective 
environmental protection and impact 
reduction system 

 Projects must have traceability system 

in manufacturing export 
products 

 The right for foreigners to own 
freehold land 

 The right to bring in skilled 
foreign workers as well as their 
spouses or dependents 

 The right to remit money 
abroad 

Source: BOI (2015b) 

4.7.2 Bonded Incentives 

Bonded zones are areas approved by customs authorities for the purpose of importing 
and re-exporting of goods, the zones are approved by the importing country as being 
exempt from certain duties, taxes and tariffs, thereby providing the key incentive for a 

firm to locate within a bonded zone. Where there are no tariffs on the good being 
imported, there is little incentive for a firm to locate within a bonded zone.   

Thailand currently possesses a range of industrial estates containing export processing 
zones and customs free zones. Investors in these zones may import duty-free raw 
materials and machinery to be used in export production, with operations in customs free 
zones also able to supply the Thai domestic market customs duty-free.   

The zones are located within industrial estates, and most include customs facilities in 
order to streamline processing. In addition to export processing zones, individual 
processors may apply for a bonded warehouse within their premises to which input 
materials may be imported duty-free (providing final products are destined for re-
export).  

Table 4.9: Selected Thai Customs Incentives 

Export Promotion 
Measure 

Responsible 
Organisation 

Incentives Granted 

Duty Drawback under Section 
19 bis of The Customs Law 

Customs 
Department 

The refund of import duty already paid to importers who imported raw materials, 
which have undergone production, mixing, assembling or packing of exported 
goods. 

Manufacturing Bonded 
Warehouse Under Section 8 
bis (2) of the Customs law 

Customs 
Department 

Importers do not have to pay import duties and taxes for imported goods placed 
under Customs warehousing procedure to be stored and used in the process of 
producing, mixing or assembling in manufacturing bonded warehouses. Such 
goods shall be granted import and export duties exemption if released from the 
bonded warehouse for export. 

Free Zone under chapter X 
bis of the Customs Act 

Customs 
Department 

Operators in a Free Zone established by Customs shall be granted exemption from 
payment of import duties and taxes on machinery and new materials used for the 
production of goods in the Zone. 

Export Processing Zone (EPZ) 
Under the Industrial Estate 
Authority Law 

Industrial 
Estate 

Authority of 
Thailand 

Operators in an Export Processing Zone shall be granted exemption from payment 
of import duties and taxes on machinery and raw materials used for the 
production of exports. 

I-EAT Free Zone 

Industrial 
Estate 

Authority of 
Thailand 

Operators in an IEAT Free Zone are afforded the privilege of exporting products 
without any restrictions and with the added convenience of being able to bring 
merchandise or raw materials into an IEAT Free Zone. Supplies taken into an IEAT 
Free Zone are entitled to improved tax and duty privileges, including tax burden 
relief for products taken out of an IEAT Free Zone for domestic use or 
consumption and content or raw material components, if produced domestically, 
are entitled to tax and duty exemptions. 

Duty Exemption Under 
Investment Promotion Act 

Office of the 
Board of 

Investment 

Exemption from import duties on the raw and essential materials imported for use 
specifically in producing, mixing or assembling products or commodities for export, 
including items which the eligible person imports for re-export. 

Source: Thailand Customs Department (2015) 
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4.8 Summary of Key Project Factors 

A summary of the key economic and policy factors arising from the analysis, which either 
support or decrease the potential viability of establishing a new beef supply chain in 
Thailand are outlined in the table below.   

Table 4.10: Key Project Factors 

Factor Impact on Project 

Supporting Factors  

Regional Market 
Demand 

 Growing affluence and beef consumption across South East Asia 
 Declining cattle herds across the region 

Animal Welfare  Demand for ESCAS approved facilities for processing Australian imported cattle 

Alternative Supply 
Avenue 

 Opening a new supply avenue for northern WA producers and reducing reliance on 
the unstable Indonesian live export market 

Trade Policy 
 Potential to leverage Thailand's strong trade linkages and preferential policy 

agreements across South East Asia 

Thai Domestic Market 
Demand 

 Identified potential niche for consistent lines of high-quality beef products for 
supermarket and restaurant markets  

Investment Incentives  Strong tax and non-tax incentives available to attract private investment 

Current Market 
Structure 

 Existing Thai market bias towards feedlot and export of live cattle with limited 
established processed beef supply chains 

Risk Factors  

Bio-Security 
 Loss of Australian FMD-free status and potential restriction and potential disruption 

or third country re-exporting 

Live Export Supply 
Levels 

 Strong potential competition for export live cattle supply from established markets 
 Significant variation in available live export supply depending on production 

conditions  

Thai Domestic Cattle 
Supply Levels 

 Limited local cattle supply and strong competition from live exports to China, 
Vietnam and Malaysia via traditional trade routes 

Market Prices 
 Record high prices likely to ease due to production increases and substitution 

towards alternative meat products. However, strong global demand likely to underpin 
industry investment  

Source: AEC 
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5. Stakeholder Engagement 

Industry-wide consultations were undertaken, as part of this project, with key Thai and 
Australian stakeholders including public departments, live export and beef industry 
representative bodies, Thai producers and meat processors, feedstock suppliers, potential 
investors and meat buyers.  

The consultation process included: 

 Initial telephone consultations with Thai and Australian stakeholders 

 Face to face interviews in Thailand 

 A half-day stakeholder workshop in Bangkok attended by 26 key Thai and Australian 
industry stakeholders.  

The following sections outline a summary of stakeholder input to key areas regarding 
developing the new and innovative beef supply chains.  

Market Outlook and Opportunities 

The majority of stakeholders felt the outlook for the Thai beef sector was between flat 
and positive, with rising Asian incomes and demand the major positive force.   

A range of views were expressed regarding the domestic market potential within Thailand 
to support a new supply chain. Some stakeholders felt beef consumption would remain 
modest due to cost factors and the established market position of pork, chicken and 

seafood within Thailand. Others felt Thai beef consumption had the potential to expand 
significantly, particularly given greater access to high-end product through retail chains 
and the restaurant sector.  

Stakeholders felt that the current record cattle prices were a barrier and that a return to 
more stable prices would enhance the viability of a new supply chain and Australian live 
cattle exports to Thailand generally.    

Major export market opportunities identified by stakeholders included China, ASEAN 

trade (specifically the surrounding markets of Vietnam, Malaysia, Laos and Cambodia) 
through the impending ASEAN Economic Community, and halal markets through the 
Middle East.   

Key Project Benefits 

A majority of the Thai and Australian stakeholders consulted were positive about the 
potential for a new and innovative supply chain. Major benefits were seen as industry 
capacity building across the beef cattle, processing, and retail restaurant sectors as well 

as technology transfer and export market development within Thailand.  

Within Australia the major benefits were identified and market diversification and growth 
for live exports, particularly for Northern Australian cattle production which is currently 
dominated by the Indonesian market.  

Key Risks 

A number of risks and concerns were identified by stakeholders to be considered and 

mitigated in developing a new supply chain. Thai stakeholders expressed concerns 
regarding the impact of the new supply chain on the local feedlotting and processing 
industry, in particular the potential for oversupply within the domestic market.  

Stakeholders felt it was crucial to pursue the opportunity in a collaborative fashion, 
developing new markets and industry capacity in such a way as to support rather than 
compete with the existing local industry.   

FMD was seen as one of the major hurdles to significant export market growth for a new 

supply chain. The rise of low-cost Indian carabeef imports was also identified as a 
significant market risk, both in the Thai domestic and regional ASEAN export markets.  

While Australian stakeholders were generally supportive of the initiative, some expressed 
a preference for domestic processing models. It was highlighted that the new supply 
chain should focus on sourcing existing live export supply where possible.  
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  Thai and Australian stakeholders consulted for this study were generally supportive of 
the potential to develop a new beef supply chain.   

Significant future support exists for proponents seeking to establish a best practice 
integrated supply chain which focuses on leading technology, animal welfare and 

traceability, and collaborative market and industry development.    
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6. New and Innovative Supply Chain 
Options 

A range of potential new and innovative supply chain options exist through Thailand. A 
selection of potentially viable options and the key strengths and weaknesses of each are 

highlighted in the table below.  

Table 6.1: Australia-Thailand Supply Chain Opportunities 

Option Strengths Weaknesses 

Live Export of Feeder Cattle with 
Fattening and Processing Occurring in 
Thailand (this is the base case 
examined in this report) 

 Access to low-cost processing 
labour and feedstock 

 Exemption from import tariffs 
under TAFTA 

 Well suited to Northern 
Rangelands feeder cattle 
production  

 Access to preferential re-export 
trade (>40% Thai value content) 

 High shipping costs (lwt vs. cwt)  
 Mortality risks associated with transport of 

live animals 
 Loss of Australian grown branding status 

Live Export of Slaughter Cattle with 
Processing Occurring in Thailand 

 Access to low cost processing 
labour  

 Exemption from import tariffs 
under TAFTA 

 Grown in Australia branding status 

 Lower shipping costs vs. live feeder cattle 
 Mortality risks associated with transport of 

live animals 
 Capacity of Rangelands to produce 

slaughter-ready cattle 

Preliminary Processing (e.g. carcass 
quarters/halves) in Australia with 
Further Processing in Thailand 

 Potential to avoid tariffs via export 
processing zones 

 Retention of Australian grown 
status 

 Reduced shipping costs 

 Subject to import tariffs (SSG quota)  
 Availability of processing for Rangelands 

cattle  
 High Australian preliminary processing 

costs 
 Capacity of Rangelands to produce 

slaughter-ready cattle 

Export of Deboned Beef from Australia 
 Lowest shipping costs  
 Fully Australian branded  

 Subject to import tariffs (SSG quota) 
 Need to establish viable processing in 

Rangelands region 
 High Australian processing costs 
 Requirement to fatten cattle within 

Australia 

Processed Food Market (e.g. canned, 
dehydrated, etc.) 

 Low cost product range 
 Longer shelf life 

 Subject to import tariffs (SSG quota) 
 Low-value product range 

Source: AEC 

This assessment considers a supply chain of the export of live feeder cattle to Thailand 

for fattening and processing. However, a broad range of potential operating models are 
available to potential proponents of varying scales and risk appetites beyond the direct 
scope of this study.   

It is understood Elders Pty Ltd have a similar operation, to that being explored in the 
base case of this document, exporting live feeder cattle from Australia to Indonesia for 
fattening and processing and are currently exploring opportunities in Vietnam (Nason, 
2015).  

  
A new supply chain exporting live feeder cattle to Thailand for fattening and processing 

possesses a number of advantages, including avoiding processed beef import 
quotas/tariffs and accessing low-cost feedlotting and processing labour within Thailand. 

However, a broad range of potential operating models are available to proponents of 
varying scales and risk appetites. 
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7. Overview of New Supply Chain Option 

The potential new supply chain option for WA live export beef, as highlighted overleaf, 
would include: 

 Collation and delivery of stock to Northern Australian export ports from the pastoral 
areas of WA Rangelands 

 Shipping of live cattle to Bangkok Port 

 Transport from Bangkok Port to feedlot for feeding 

 Transport from feedlot to processing plant (where sites are separate) 

 Processing of meat and co-products 

 Distribution of meat and co-products to Thai and regional Asian export markets.  

Key assumptions relating to each stage of the supply chain are described in the following 

sections.  

7.1 Live Export Process  

Pre-Export 

1. Pre-Export Isolation (PEI) (current Australian Standards for the Export of Livestock 
(ASEL)) or equivalent, for the relevant species, time of year and class of animal 

2. Pre-Export Quarantine (PEQ) treatments - Internal & external parasites 

3. Pre-Export Inspection (PEI) by an Australian Government accredited veterinarian who 
has visually examined the animals and has not seen signs of infectious disease or 
evidence of external parasites and determined that the animals are fit to travel. 

4. Transport cleaning - Certification based on a declaration by the transport operator 
that the vehicles were cleaned before loading the first load of animals for export. 

5. Transfer to vessel 

6. Cattle, along with required Feed & Water loaded – Loading densities are based on an 
allocation of area for different weight ranges, and the heavier the average weight is 
the more tonnage can be loaded and, as a result, average freight and overhead costs 
are decreased per kg loaded 

7. Exporter purchases cattle from Property of Origin (POO)  

8. POO Clearances 

9. Cattle transported to PEQ depot  

10. Client inspects cattle.  

Shipment 

11. Exporter supplies stockman to accompany cattle during the voyage and supervise 
discharge 

12. Discharge – Shippers usually allow 72 hours for loading & discharge. 
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Figure 7.1: Model Live Export Supply Chain 

 

Source: AEC 
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Table 7.1: Estimated Supply Chain Costs 

Label Supply Chain Costs 
$/Head 

Low Estimate High Estimate 

1 Transport Station - PEQ (Cost to Grazier) $15.0 $30.0 

2 Pre-Export Depot 
  

 Agents' Fees (Cost to Grazier) $57.8 $66.0 

 Industry Levies $3.7 $4.2 

 Feed & Water $28.0 $32.0 

 Drenches for Treatment of Internal and External 
Parasites 

$5.6 $6.4 

 Yarding/Cattle Handling $11.2 $12.8 

 AQIS and Quarantine $3.6 $4.1 

 Third Party Vet & Protocol $5.6 $6.4 

3 Transport PEQ - Export Port $5.3 $24.0 

4 Export Port Loading 
  

 Pre-Export Inspections $5.0 $9.5 

 Administration & ESCAS Charges $6.8 $15.5 

 Wharf Charges $1.5 $1.7 

 Stevedoring and Weighbridge $6.6 $7.6 

5 Sea Freight Export - Import Port $187.2 $213.9 

 Insurance $3.2 $3.6 

 Feed, Water & Bedding for Voyage $39.7 $64.8 

 Stockmen and On-Board Veterinary $3.3 $3.8 

6 Discharge - Import Port 
  

 Wharf Charges 

$6.0 $10.0  Stevedoring and Weighbridge 

 Quarantine Inspections 

7 Transport Import Port - Feedlot $5.0 $20.0 

 Total Supply Cost Per Head at Feedlot $384.8 $506.2 

Note: Estimates vary significantly between individual operators and shipments and should be considered indicative only.  
Source: Malawac (Unpublished), AEC 

7.2 Location 

For modelling purposes, the feedlot and abattoir are assumed to be located on a BOI 
approved freehold site located at Saraburi. Based on the model specifications, the 
feedlotting and processing facilities will require a minimum of 20ha, with as much 
separation as possible between the feedlot and processing facilities.  

A range of potentially suitable location options have been assessed through a multi-
criteria comparative analysis (refer to Appendix C) in order to highlight the various 
options available to investors. Six of the top potential locations arising from the analysis 
are highlighted in the figure below.  
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Figure 7.2: Potential Project Site Locations 

 

Source: AEC 

7.3 Throughput 

A modern abattoir is generally considered to be most operationally efficient with a 
minimum capacity of approximately 400 head per day in a single shift (RIRDC, 2010; 
Department of Agriculture Fisheries and Forestry, 2012).  

Smaller facilities typically do not cost much less to build, but the lower throughput results 

in higher unit costs of production. This is due to the high fixed costs associated with the 
different processes involved in slaughtering animals, preparing meat, packaging, 
despatch and handling of offal (RIRDC, 2010). 

Cost savings associated with a Thailand-based operation enhance the potential viability of 
a smaller scale facility considerably. However, the abattoir is also most likely to be 
profitable if it can provide the full range of cuts from each animal slaughtered, and 
effectively market the capability. Sufficient production scale is also a critical consideration 

in order for the facility to successfully compete in regional export markets against 
established operators.  

While a range of alternate scale operations are potentially viable - particularly for 
operators with a primary focus on the Thai domestic market - a conventional 400 head 
per day (96,000 head per annum single shift capacity) abattoir has been modelled in 
order to provide a benchmark profile against which other operational models can be 

tested. It is recommended any proponent undertake their own best practice review and 
feasibility analysis to determine an optimum supply chain scale. 

7.4 Cattle Supply 

Based on the abattoir requirement for 96,000 head per annum, the project would require 

approximately 35% total of Rangelands turnoff each year in order to facilitate the new 
supply chain. Securing such a high proportion is unlikely given the specification 
requirements and competition from existing live export markets.  

Furthermore, seasonal access constraints during the summer monsoon limit access to 
many Rangelands properties until around March-April in many years. Therefore, the 
following mix of supply markets has been used for the purposes of this assessment. 

Rangelands live export requirements of 40,000 head per annum equate to approximately 

15% of annual regional turnoff while Thai-based supply equates to less than 2% and 
NT/QLD supply less than 1% of estimated annual turnoff.    
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Table 7.2: Project Requirement as Percentage of Regional Turnoff  

Supply Region 
Project 
Supply % of Supply 

Estimated Total 
Annual Turnoff 

Project % 
of Total Market Turnoff 

Northern Rangelands 40,000 41.7% 275,000 15.0% 

NT/QLD 40,000 41.7% 5,000,000 0.8% 

Thailand 16,000 16.7% 1,100,000 1.5% 

Source: ABS (2015), RIRDC (2010), Ainsworth (2015), AEC 

It would be difficult to increase turnoff from the current Rangelands herd over the short 
term. However, the potential for increased water storage and herd improvements may 
enable Northern WA to increase their share of project supply over the longer term.  

The current Indonesian market procures feeder cattle to a maximum of 350kg lwt. 
Therefore, a proponent may wish to consider an average 375kg (350-400kg) as this 

would be between the Indonesian requirement and the current Vietnamese slaughter 
cattle weights of 400kg plus. An average live weight of 375kg is used in the modelling. 

Use of Thai Local Cattle Supply 

The inclusion of local cattle into the proposed supply chain carries both significant 
benefits (specifically a diversified supply base and significantly enhanced flow-on industry 
and economic benefits within Thailand) and risks (particularly relating to bio-security and 
FMD risk, which may in turn impact the market access of final product from the supply 

chain, with FMD status used globally as a non-tariff trade barrier). 

Practical steps/processes to help minimise the impact of FMD include: 

 Vaccination in line with OIE (2011) guidelines 

 Restricting contact with cattle supplied from FMD free areas (i.e. Australian 
live exported cattle) 

 Sourcing feedstock from FMD-free areas (likely requiring importation). 

The mix of cattle supply sources will ultimately depend on the target markets and risk 

profile of the project proponent. It is recommended that any potential investor perform 

their own due diligence in order to determine the most appropriate cattle supply mix and 
end product target markets.  

7.5 Live Export 

The new supply chain will import Australian live cattle to the Port of Bangkok Sugar 
Terminal or another suitable port area(s), with further road transport to the feedlotting 
operation. Cattle purchase and supply chain costs to the feedlot are estimated to average 
AU $1,724/head (฿43,100).     

A breakdown of the estimated live export inputs is provided in the table below.   

With a target over 6,500 head per month, regular smaller shipments are preferable than 

receiving a single shipment. However, increased holding capacity, discharge transport 
requirements and feed costs must be weighed off against the lower CIF price per 
kilogram normally associated with larger shipments.  

With a larger shipment (e.g. 5,000 plus head), a greater spread of weights would be 
preferable to ensure regular supply of cattle suitable for slaughter. 
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Table 7.3: Live Export Costs 

Production 
 Area Export Port Head 

Cattle  
Price 

Supply 
Chain 
Costs 

(Australia) 

Shipping 
Costs 

$/head 
Discharge 

Costs 
Transport 
to Feedlot  Total Costs 

Northern 
Rangelands 
(Kimberly) 

Broome 30,000 

Avg. 
$3.30/kg lwt 

$1,237.5/head 

Avg. 
$0.57/kg lwt 
$215/head 

$0.66/kg lwt   
$255/head 

$0.020/kg 
$7.50/head 

$0.021/kg 
$8.0/head 

$4.58/kg lwt 
$1,716.8/head 

Northern 
Rangelands 

(Pilbara) 

Port 
Hedland 

10,000 
$0.64/kg lwt 
$240/head 

$4.55/kg lwt 
$1,706.6/head 

NT/QLD Darwin 40,000 
$0.71/kg lwt 
$265/head 

$4.62/kg lwt 
$1,732.9/head 

Total 
(Australia) 

n.a. 80,000 
$0.68/kg lwt 
$255/head 

$4.60/kg lwt 
$1,724.0/head 

Source: Malawac (Unpublished), AEC 

A proponent should consider potential alternative sources of cattle supply in the event of 

disruption to the Australian live cattle supply chain. Potential alternative sources of 
supply include: 

 Thai domestic cattle and live imports from Myanmar 

 Live imports from South America (pending approval) 

 Minimally processed carcasses from Australia (e.g. quarters or halves).  

However, it should be recognised that whilst maintaining continuity of supply, these 

alternatives would potentially affect the market position of the facility’s output. 

7.6 Feedlot 

7.6.1 Specifications 

The importation and supply of finished animals to the abattoir of 6,666 head per month 

with a 120-day feeding period will mean that the feedlot will require a minimum holding 

capacity of around 30,000 head. 

From experience in Asia, due to limited land availability, the cost of land and high rainfall 
it will be essential that the feedlot pens are all concrete, and will need to be either fully or 
partially covered to separate waste and stormwater to minimise waste water treatment 
costs.  

Recommended specifications should be based on the Australian Model Codes of Practice - 

Welfare of Animals and National Guidelines for Cattle Feedlots guidelines, which is set out 
in the table below for pen area, feed and trough space per head. Numbers of cattle in 
each pen would be adjusted as they grow. 

Table 7.4: Feedlot Design Parameters  

Cattle Pen Area Specification 

Pen Space Model Code of PracticeM2 /hd 

Cattle @ 7.3 

Feed Trough  Model Code of Practice cm/hd 

Cattle Trough Space/Hd 30.0 

Water Trough  - 

Cattle Trough Space/Hd 3.0 

Source: Primary Industries Standing Committee (2004) 

The current supply chain model includes processing of approximately 16,000 Thai 
slaughter cattle each year, which will not pass through the feedlot. However, spare 

capacity has been incorporated into the feedlot specifications to allow additional 
throughput if required to mitigate the risk of insufficient Thai slaughter cattle availability.    
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Figure 7.3: Feedlot Pen Concept Layout 

 

Source: Malawac (Unpublished) 

Figure 7.4: Pen Layout (100 Pens = 44,275 sqm) 

 
Source: Malawac (Unpublished) 

7.6.2 Capital Costs 

High-level estimates of capital requirements indicate feedlot capital costs of around AUD 
$7 million (฿175 million) (based on 30,000 head capacity). Capital costs will vary 
significantly depending on site characteristics and design specifications.  

A high-level breakdown potential capital expenditure is provided in the table below.  

Table 7.5: Feedlot Capital Costs 

Material Costs Cost (AUD) Cost (TBH) 

Materials 
 

 

Concrete-Water Troughs $109,410 ฿2,735,241 

Concrete-Feed Troughs $97,200 ฿2,430,000 

Concrete-Footings Pens $83,025 ฿2,075,625 

Concrete-Footings Lanes $39,053 ฿976,313 
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Material Costs Cost (AUD) Cost (TBH) 

Cattle Pens Fencing $263,682 ฿6,592,050 

Cattle Pens Gates $104,832 ฿2,620,800 

Lane Gates $263,682 ฿6,592,050 

Handling Area-Cattle $27,581 ฿689,532 

Distribution Lane $15,674 ฿391,860 

Water Distribution $153,968 ฿3,849,210 

Feedlot Roofing $437,400 ฿10,935,000 

Feedlot Roof Trusses $583,200 ฿14,580,000 

Yard Roofing $41,580 ฿1,039,500 

Yard Roof Trusses $55,440 ฿1,386,000 

Total Materials Costs $2,275,727 ฿56,893,181 

Ancillary Works 
 

 

Labour on Construction  $568,932 ฿14,223,295 

Contractors Margin on Construction $455,145 ฿11,378,636 

Management $455,145 ฿11,378,636 

Total Construction Costs $3,754,950 ฿93,873,748 

Machinery, Buildings and Equipment 
 

 

Machinery $1,820,833 ฿45,520,833 

Vehicles $687,500 ฿17,187,500 

Buildings $680,556 ฿17,013,889 

Total Machinery, Buildings and Equipment $3,188,889 ฿79,722,222 

Total Costs $6,943,839 ฿173,595,971 

Note: Specifications and cost estimates should be considered indicative only. 

Source: Malawac (Unpublished) 

7.6.3 Feed Rations 

Rations will be formulated for different categories of cattle and time that they have been 

in the feedlot. Initial rations will be predominantly green chop with levels of concentrate 

being increased three and six days after discharge. Percentage dry matter has a 
considerable impact on the tonnages and as a result, trough space, that is required to be 
fed to supply optimum dry matter per head per day. 

Components for inclusion in fodder rations, indicative delivered feedlot, and timing of 
production/harvest will be required to formulate suitable rations and calculate/manage 
costs and storage capacity requirements. Supply of roughage should be by utilising 

products available at different times of the year. 

The ration should have an overall level of 11-13% crude protein and minimum 10Mj of 
energy to achieve suitable growth rates. Palm kernel and copra meals are most suitable, 
and soybean meal is also suitable if used at about 5% of the total ration. 

Commercial mineral/vitamin premixes are available for adding to feedlot rations. These 
may contain calcium, urea, sulphur, salt and various trace minerals and vitamins (or just 
the trace minerals and vitamins). They are usually included at 1 to 5% of the total ration 

(Victorian Government, 2015). 

Thailand has an established cattle feedlotting industry, with a range of potential 
feedstocks available. A selection of feedstock options and indicative retail prices are 
provided in the following table.  
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Table 7.6: Feedstock and Supplement Options 

 

Source: AEC 

For further modelling proposes, the following feedstock rations have been applied over 
the 120-day feed cycle.  

Table 7.7: Feedstock Ration Assumptions (Avg. 120 Day Feedlot Cycle) 

 Factor 
Ration 

A 
Ration 

B 
Ration 

C 
Ration

D 
Ration 

E 
Ration

F 
Ration 

G 
Per 

Cycle 
Per Day 

 Cycle Day 1-3 Day 4-6 Day 7-10 
Day  

11- 30 
Day  

31- 60 
Day 

61-90 
Day  

91- 120 
Dry M 
(MT) 

Days 6 6 8 25 25 25 25 120 n.a. 

DM kg/day 9.38 9.55 9.74 9.99 10.77 11.67 12.58 1,316 10.97 

Estimated Feed Cost 
AUD/Kg DM 

$0.43 $0.322 $0.322 $0.310 $0.302 $0.289 $0.276 $36.51 $0.30 

Estimated ADG 1.17 1.24 1.25 1.39 1.44 1.46 1.47 168.26 1.40 

Estimated FCR 8.04 7.71 7.78 7.19 7.50 8.02 8.55 7.82 - 

Estimated Kg Gain 7.00 7.43 10.01 34.74 35.91 36.38 36.79 168.26 1.40 

Estimated Cost 
AUD/Kg LWG 

$3.45 $2.48 $2.51 $2.23 $2.27 $2.32 $2.36 $284.87 $2.37 

Dry Matter 39.26% 46.46% 46.43% 74.01% 74.77% 74.78% 74.79% - - 

CP/DM 12.77% 13.97% 13.99% 12.78% 12.28% 11.84% 11.45% - - 

MJ/kg 10.31 10.61 10.62 11.26 11.31 11.21 11.12 - - 

Fibre 21.26% 17.11% 17.13% 17.88% 17.46% 16.81% 16.23% - - 

Source: Malawac (Unpublished) 

Based on the above inputs, the following parameters for the feedlotting operation have 

been developed.  

Table 7.8: Cattle Feedlot Input Estimates 

 

Source: Malawac (Unpublished), AEC 

7.6.4 Water Requirements 

High-quality potable water is essential for animal and human consumption. Daily water 

requirements will vary depending on the temperature and dry matter content of the 
ration. Estimated requirements would be in the vicinity of 1.8 megalitres per day based 

Feedstock 
 Cost/tonne 

(THB)  
 Cost/tonne 

(AUD)  

Cassava Chip ฿8,000 $320 

Cassava Waste ฿8,000 $320 

Palm Kernel Meal ฿6,000 $240 

Copra Meal ฿2,750 $110 

75 Day Corn Chop ฿10,000 $400 

Molasses ฿8,000 $320 

Salt ฿4,000 $160 

Calcium ฿2,000 $80 

Urea ฿18,000 $720 

Rice Straw ฿3,800 $152 

Spent Brewers Grain ฿10,000 $400 

Factor Estimate 

Throughput per Annum 80,000  

Days in Feedlot 120 

Cattle in Feedlot 26,667 

Cattle Entry Weight (kg) 375 

Cattle Exit Weight (kg) 540 

Avg. Cattle Weight (kg) 458 

Avg. Daily Gain (kg) 1.4 
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on 80,000 head annual throughput at 120 days on feed. Depending on the reliability of 

supply it may be necessary to have 2-3 days storage capacity. 

Table 7.9: Estimated Water Requirements 

Factor Requirement 

Litres/Head/Day 70 

Avg. no. Cattle in Feedlot 26,667 

Total Requirement ML/Day 1.8  

Total Requirement ML/Annum 681 

Water Cost (THB/AUD per ML)  
฿15,000 

$600 

Waters Costs (Million THB/AUD/Annum) 
฿10.2 M 
$0.4 M 

Source: Malawac (Unpublished), BOI (2015b) AEC 

7.6.5 Labour 

The feedlot operation is expected to employ in the vicinity of 300 Full-Time Equivalent 
(FTE) employees. Inputs used to develop the labour estimates are provided in the table 
below.  

Table 7.10: Feedlot Labour Estimates (80,000 Head p.a.) 

Factor Estimate Assumptions 

FTE Labour  297 
Avg. 1 FTE per 100 head in feedlot plus 
10 feed ration production staff 

Avg. Annual Wage (TBH/AUD) 
฿108,000 
$4,320 

Avg. Wage Per Annum 

Direct Labour Costs Per Annum 
 (Million THB/AUD) 

฿32.0 M 
$1.3 M 

Direct Labour Costs 

Source: BOI (2015b), AEC 

7.6.6 Effluent 

Managing effluent is a key consideration in undertaking feedlot operations.  

From average rainfall and evaporation figures (based on Bangkok), it can be seen that for 
the months of May to October are the highest rainfall with September being the wettest 
month.   

Table 7.11: Bangkok Average Rainfall (ml) 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC Total 

10 20 30 70 190 150 150 180 320 230 50 10 1,410 

Source: Malawac (Unpublished) 

Combining rainfall data with manure and urine produced by the cattle in the feedlot, total 
effluent production can be calculated. The amount of rainfall included in these 
calculations will depend on the volume that can be captured from the roofed area and 
maintained as clean water, and the volume from the pen areas contaminated with 

manure and urine.  

Table 7.12: Effluent Calculations 

Avg. Live Weight (Kg) 375 415 455 540 Total 

Avg. No. of Head 6,667 6,667 6,667 6,667 26,668 

Total Manure (kg/day) 128,340 146,674 165,008 183,343 623,365 

Total Urine (L/day) 32,727 37,402 42,077 46,752 158,958 

Total Volatile Solids (kg/day) 16,363 18,701 21,039 23,376 79,479 

Total Fixed Solids (kg/day) 2,888 3,300 3,713 4,125 14,026 

Daily Water Runoff 
     Peak Avg. Rainfall M3/Day  170 170 170 170 682 

Urine Cu M3/Day 33 37 42 47 159 
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Avg. Live Weight (Kg) 375 415 455 540 Total 

Total 203 208 213 217 841 

Volatile Solids Run Off (kg/day) 
     1.0% 163.63 187.01 210.39 233.76 795 

1.5% 245.45 280.51 315.58 350.64 1,192 

2.0% 327.27 374.02 420.77 467.52 1,590 

Fixed Solids Run Off (kg/day) 
     1.0% 2.03 2.08 2.13 2.17 8.41 

1.5% 3.05 3.12 3.19 3.26 12.61 

2.0% 4.06 4.16 4.25 4.34 16.82 

Source: Malawac (Unpublished) 

Approved effluent management systems consisting of drainage networks, sedimentation 
structures and effluent storage ponds are required in order to minimise environmental 
risks. However, requirements vary significantly between individual sites and due to 
factors such as feedlot roofing.  

Effluent systems should be designed to have sufficient capacity such that effluent does 
not overflow from any structures more frequently than once in every 20 years on 
average, and they should also be able to contain large rainfall events without overflowing 

(MLA and LiveCorp, 2010). 

Run-off from contaminated areas (such as open feedlot pens, cattle lanes, manure 
stockpile areas and cattle handling yards) must be directed to the effluent management 
system. Clean run-off (from roofs and grassed areas) should be excluded from the 
effluent management systems to minimise the required system capacity. 

Contaminated water should enter a sedimentation structure to remove solids from the 

effluent stream. Sedimentation structures must be trafficable so that solids can be 
cleaned out easily by machinery. 

Effluent should be captured in a holding pond to prevent contamination of surrounding 
water resources. The pond must be constructed so that effluent cannot seep through the 
walls or base and contaminate surrounding water resources. 

Effluent can be disposed of by evaporation or may be reused for other purposes including 
the irrigation of fodder crops for cattle feed, wetting of compost, or cleaning of the 

feedlot complex (MLA and LiveCorp, 2010).  
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Figure 7.5: Example Effluent System 

 

Source: MLA and LiveCorp (2010) 

7.7 Abattoir  

GHD (2015a) has developed a preliminary abattoir design based on the throughput and 
cattle specifications described in sections 7.1-7.3.  

Key notes relating to the abattoir design include: 

 The plant is designed as a greenfield or new plant operation based in Thailand 

 Complies with halal requirements and designed to USDA processing standards 

 Capability and features: 

o Initially, the plant will have the capability of processing 400 head per 7.5 hour 
shift 

o Annual throughput of 96,000 head based on 240 working days 

o Hides will be transported green off the plant daily to a tannery 

o Meat produced for export and domestic consumption  

o Carcass weight post the feedlot will be a 540kgs live slaughter weight and 
approximately 280kgs carcass weight 

o All carcasses will be deboned 

o The plant has the capacity to be double shifted. This will require additional 
upstream and downstream facilities, including but not limited to: 

 Stockyards 
 Carcass chilling  
 Cold storage 

o A rendering plant will be located on site to handle waste raw material. 

Key parameters relating to the proposed abattoir are described in the following sections. 
Refer to (GHD, 2015a) for the full design report. 
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Table 7.13: Abattoir Specifications 

Factor Estimate 

Processing Capacity 53 cattle/hour 

Operating Time 7.5 hours 

Shift Capacity 400 Cattle 

Shifts Per Day 1 

Days Per Week 5 

Weekly Capacity 2,000 head 

Operation 240 days 

Annual Production 96,000 head 

Source: GHD (2015a)  

7.7.1 Beef Output 

The abattoir will produce approximately 27,000 tonnes (carcass weight) of beef per 
annum operating at single (7.5 hour) shift capacity. Capacity can be further increased if 

required. Estimates for output by key product type are outlined in the table below.  

Table 7.14: Daily Abattoir Output 

Item Kg Per Head Kg Per Day 

Beef Production Per Day     

Live Weight 540 216,000 

Carcass Weight 281 112,400 

Offal 36 14,400 

Renderables 98 39,200 

Blood 24 9,600 

Hides 36 14,400 

Paunch (stomach contents) 64 25,600 

Subtotal 259 103,600 

Overall Total 540 216,000 

Deboned Beef (70% Yield) 197 78,680 

Rendering 84 33,600 

Carton Production Per Day     

Deboned Beef (avg. carton weight 25 kgs) 3,147 Cartons 

Offal (avg. carton weight 22 kgs) 655 Cartons 

Total Carton Production 3,802 Cartons 

Source: GHD (2015a) 

7.7.2 Capital Costs 

Capital costs associated with the abattoir are estimated to be in the vicinity AUD $22 
million (฿550 million). An indicative breakdown of the associated costs is presented in the 
table below.  

Table 7.15: Abattoir Capital Estimates 

Area 
Equipment  

(AUD M) 
Buildings  
(AUD M) 

Total  
(AUD M) 

Total  
(TBH M) 

Plant and Equipment         

Livestock Yards and Race $0.2 $0.4 ฿0.6 ฿15.0 

Cattle Slaughter $2.8 $0.6 ฿3.4 ฿85.0 

Red & White Offal $0.4 $0.2 ฿0.6 ฿15.0 

Non-Food Area $0.7 $0.6 ฿1.3 ฿32.5 

Slaughter Ante Room and Corridors $0.2 $0.2 ฿0.4 ฿10.0 

Carcass Chillers $1.0 $0.6 ฿1.6 ฿40.0 

Boning Room & Office $2.2 $0.6 ฿2.8 ฿70.0 

Boning Ante Room $0.0 $0.1 ฿0.1 ฿2.5 
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Area 
Equipment  

(AUD M) 
Buildings  
(AUD M) 

Total  
(AUD M) 

Total  
(TBH M) 

Equipment Wash $0.0 $0.1 ฿0.1 ฿2.5 

Dry Store $0.0 $0.1 ฿0.1 ฿2.5 

Palletise $0.1 $0.1 ฿0.2 ฿5.0 

Enviro Loadout & Office $0.1 $0.2 ฿0.3 ฿7.5 

Plate Freezers $1.6 $0.1 ฿1.7 ฿42.5 

Blast Chill Cabinets $0.1 $0.0 ฿0.1 ฿2.5 

Cold Store $0.3 $0.4 ฿0.7 ฿17.5 

Carton Chiller $0.0 $0.0 ฿0.0 ฿0.0 

Refrigeration Plant Room $0.7 $0.1 ฿0.8 ฿20.0 

Hot Water Plant $0.4 $0.0 ฿0.4 ฿10.0 

Transformers $0.4 $0.0 ฿0.4 ฿10.0 

Potable Water Treatment $0.1 $0.0 ฿0.1 ฿2.5 

Office & Amenities $0.4 $0.7 ฿1.1 ฿27.5 

Rendering $2.4 $0.3 ฿2.7 ฿67.5 

Total Plant and Equipment Costs $14.1 $5.4 ฿19.5 ฿487.5 

Provisional Cost Estimates         

Security fences 

N.A. 

$0.1 ฿2.5 

All Site Civil Works and Access Roads $0.4 ฿10.0 

Landscaping $0.1 ฿2.5 

Contingency (10%) $2.0 ฿50.3 

Total Costs $22.1 ฿552.8 

Note: Capital estimates should be considered indicative only. Totals may not sum due to rounding.   
Source: GHD (2015a), KTech Constructions (Unpublished), AEC 

7.7.3 Labour 

The abattoir is expected to employ approximately 260 FTE staff at an annual cost of 
approximately ฿39 million (AUD $1.6 million per annum). Labour breakdowns and 

costings across abattoir operations are provided in the table below.   

Table 7.16: Abattoir Labour Inputs 

Labour Manning 
Annual Salary Cost/Annum 

Baht AUD Baht AUD 

Process Workers 
     

Stockyards 7 ฿108,000 $4,320 ฿756,000 $30,240 

Butchers 11 ฿125,160 $5,006 ฿1,376,760 $55,066 

Labourers 23 ฿108,000 $4,320 ฿2,484,000 $99,360 

Offal 36 ฿108,000 $4,320 ฿3,888,000 $155,520 

Non-Food/Pet Food/Hides  5 ฿108,000 $4,320 ฿540,000 $21,600 

Chillers  6 ฿108,000 $4,320 ฿648,000 $25,920 

Boners 22 ฿125,160 $5,006 ฿2,753,520 $110,132 

Trim/Pack 89 ฿116,400 $4,656 ฿10,359,600 $414,384 

Freeze/Storage/Load Out 17 ฿108,000 $4,320 ฿1,836,000 $73,440 

Rendering 7 ฿108,000 $4,320 ฿756,000 $30,240 

Sub-Total process workers 223 - - ฿25,397,880 $1,015,902 

Administration 
     

Plant Manager 1 ฿864,506 $34,580 ฿864,506 $34,580 

Production Manager 1 ฿657,600 $26,304 ฿657,600 $26,304 

Accountant 1 ฿240,000 $9,600 ฿240,000 $9,600 

Marketing Manager 1 ฿720,000 $28,800 ฿720,000 $28,800 

Sales 1 ฿228,000 $9,120 ฿228,000 $9,120 

Non-Food Supervisor 1 ฿600,000 $24,000 ฿600,000 $24,000 

Slaughter/Offal Supervisor 2 ฿600,000 $24,000 ฿1,200,000 $48,000 
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Labour Manning 
Annual Salary Cost/Annum 

Baht AUD Baht AUD 

Chillers/Boning 4 ฿600,000 $24,000 ฿2,400,000 $96,000 

Rendering 1 ฿600,000 $24,000 ฿600,000 $24,000 

Cold Storage 1 ฿600,000 $24,000 ฿600,000 $24,000 

Technical Manager 1 ฿229,500 $9,180 ฿229,500 $9,180 

Quality Officers 2 ฿156,000 $6,240 ฿312,000 $12,480 

Laboratory 1 ฿156,000 $6,240 ฿156,000 $6,240 

Engineer Manager 1 ฿600,000 $24,000 ฿600,000 $24,000 

Maintenance 5 ฿242,220 $9,689 ฿1,211,100 $48,445 

Office 5 ฿180,000 $7,200 ฿900,000 $36,000 

Despatch/Inventory 1 ฿228,000 $9,120 ฿228,000 $9,120 

Health Clinic/Training/Safety 1 ฿156,000 $6,240 ฿156,000 $6,240 

Sub-Total Administration 31 - - ฿11,902,706 $476,109 

Meat Inspection 
     

Veterinarian 1 ฿700,000 $28,000 ฿700,000 $28,000 

Meat Inspectors 5 ฿156,000 $6,240 ฿780,000 $31,200 

Sub-Total Meat Inspection 6 - - ฿1,480,000 $59,200 

Grand Total 260 - - ฿38,780,586 $1,551,211 

Source: GHD (2015a), BOI (2015b), AEC 

7.7.4 Overhead Costs 

In addition to salary and wage costs there are a number of overhead costs associated 
with the operation of the abattoir facility.  

Key overhead costs considered in this analysis include: 

 Electricity 

 Water and effluent charges 

 Building and equipment maintenance 

 Consumables and packaging. 

Listed below are estimates of the main costs for a plant processing 96,000 head/annum. 

Table 7.17: Estimated Overhead Costs 

Overhead Cost AUD TBH 

Security/Laundry $80,000 ฿2,000,000 

Water  $150,000 ฿3,750,000 

Electricity $800,000 ฿20,000,000 

Accident Compensation $50,000 ฿1,250,000 

Maintenance (excluding labour)  $330,000 ฿8,250,000 

Consumables and Packaging $350,000 ฿8,750,000 

Other costs (includes but not limited to: motor vehicles, hireage, 
insurance, water & effluent charges, rubbish disposal, legal & 
regulatory costs, rates and rent, IT communications, cleaning, etc.) 

$800,000 ฿20,000,000 

Total $2,560,000 ฿64,000,000 

Source: BOI (2015b), GHD (2015a), AEC  

7.8 Post-Processing Distribution 

Post-processing distribution costs to various domestic and international markets are 
provided in the table below. Key post-processing logistics considerations include: 

 Road and rail freight: Required transport option for domestic market distribution, and 
also potential regional export markets (e.g. Vietnam, China, Malaysia). The planned 

implementation of high-speed rail between Thailand and China provides a further land 
transport option alongside existing rail networks 
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 Sea freight: Sea access links to key export markets are available via Bangkok Port or 

alternative options depending on a proponents’ location selection. Indicative sea 
freight rates to key export destinations are provided in the table below.  

Numerous alternative distribution options exist, such as air freight which has become a 

transport niche for both live cattle and high-value beef cuts (Condon, 2015; Locke, 
2015), and overland or Mekong River freight into neighbouring nations and through to 
inland China.  

Table 7.18: Post-Processing Indicative Freight Rates 

Destination 
$/tonne 

boxed beef 
฿/tonne 

boxed beef 

Road Transport - Bangkok $15 ฿375 

Sea Freight – Bangkok to: 
 

 

Shanghai $80 ฿2,000 

Ho Chi Minh $100 ฿2,500 

Kuala Lumpur $85 ฿2,125 

Jakarta $85 ฿2,125 

Singapore $85 ฿2,125 

Manila $115 ฿2,875 

Source: World Freight Rates (2015) 

The establishment of dedicated distribution networks and traceability across the supply 
chain is a critical consideration, in particular through the post-processing phase to ensure 
integrity of product and avoid the potential for substitution. 

Establishing such confidence with consumers is a critical step in order to establish and 
retain access to the premium markets (including high end retail, food services/ 
restaurants and hotel chains) which are targeted by the new supply chain opportunity. 

Re-Export Market Access 

This pre-feasibility study considers the market potential for the re-export of Thai 

processed beef products utilising Western Australian feeder cattle as a primary source. 

Thailand is not an established exporter of processed beef products and there are a 
number of formal and informal barriers which may restrict access to the third-country 

markets considered above. Key identified barriers include the FMD-endemic status of 
Thailand and the establishment of agreed SPS protocols. 

It should be noted that no access to any specific re-export market is assumed as part of 
this study and establishing access to any new market is likely to take significant time and 

incur significant costs for a proponent. 
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8. Financial Analysis 

A high-level financial analysis of the model new supply chain is provided in the table below. Assumptions are based on real current values with 
input assumptions as described in the previous chapter.  

The financial model is based on numerous assumptions regarding throughput and animal characteristics, as well as estimates of capital and 
operating cost elements. The model is more simplistic than the commercial experience of an operational business. However, it serves to 

illustrate the potential financial outcomes that might be associated with the new supply chain. 

Table 8.1: Financial Analysis (AUD $M) 

Year Notes 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 

Supply Chain Parameters 
 

                      

Live Imports - 
           

Cattle (hd) - 
 

80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  

Feeder Cattle - 
 

          Opening No. - 
 

0 26,667  26,667  26,667  26,667  26,667  26,667  26,667  26,667  26,667  

Purchases - 
 

80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  

Mortalities 0.5% 
 

402  402  402  402  402  402  402  402  402  402  

Sales - 
 

53,333  80,000  80,000  80,000  80,000  80,000  80,000  80,000  80,000  80,000  

Closing No. - 
 

26,667  26,667  26,667  26,667  26,667  26,667  26,667  26,667  26,667  26,667  

Feeder Cattle Head Days  - 
 

8,126,667  9,733,333  9,733,333  9,733,333  9,733,333  9,733,333  9,733,333  9,733,333  9,733,333  9,733,333  

Ration Requirements 
(tonnes) 

- 
 

          Opening Balance - 
 

0 8,898  8,898  8,898  8,898  8,898  8,898  8,898  8,898  8,898  

Consumption 10.97kg/Head/Day DMI 
 

89,150  106,775  106,775  106,775 106,775  106,775  106,775  106,775  106,775  106,775  

Plus Contingency Stock 1 Month Supply 
 

8,898  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Closing Balance - 
 

8,898  8,898  8,898  8,898  8,898  8,898  8,898  8,898  8,898  8,898  

Water Requirements (ML) 70L/Head/Day 
 

569  681  681  681  681  681  681  681  681  681  

Thai Slaughter Cattle - 
 

16,000  16,000  16,000  16,000  16,000  16,000  16,000  16,000  16,000  16,000  

Abattoir Throughput - 
 

          Head Avg. 540kg lwt 
 

69,333  96,000  96,000  96,000  96,000  96,000  96,000  96,000  96,000  96,000  

Cwt (tonnes) 52% Yield 
 

19,468.80  26,957  26,957  26,957  26,957  26,957  26,957  26,957  26,957  26,957  

Deboned Beef (tonnes) 70% Yield 
 

13,628  18,870  18,870  18,870  18,870  18,870  18,870  18,870  18,870  18,870  

Offal (tonnes) 36kg/head 
 

2,496  3,456  3,456  3,456  3,456  3,456  3,456  3,456  3,456  3,456  

Rendering (tonnes) 110kg/head 
 

7,627  10,560  10,560  10,560  10,560  10,560  10,560  10,560  10,560  10,560  
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Year Notes 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 

Hides (no.) - 
 

69,333  96,000  96,000  96,000  96,000  96,000  96,000  96,000  96,000  96,000  

Costs ($M) 
 

                      

Capital Expenditure - 
 

          Abattoir - $22.1 
          Feedlot - $6.9 
          Land 25ha @ $87,500/ha $2.0 
          Total Capital Expenditure - $31.0 
          Live Imports - 

           Cattle $3.30/kg @ $375kg lwt 
 

$99.5 $99.5 $99.5 $99.5 $99.5 $99.5 $99.5 $99.5 $99.5 $99.5 

Supply Chain Costs (Australia) $215/head 
 

$17.3 $17.3 $17.3 $17.3 $17.3 $17.3 $17.3 $17.3 $17.3 $17.3 

Sea Freight and Insurance $255/head 
 

$20.5 $20.5 $20.5 $20.5 $20.5 $20.5 $20.5 $20.5 $20.5 $20.5 

Discharge Costs $7.50/head 
 

$0.6 $0.6 $0.6 $0.6 $0.6 $0.6 $0.6 $0.6 $0.6 $0.6 

Transport to Feedlot $8/head 
 

$0.6 $0.6 $0.6 $0.6 $0.6 $0.6 $0.6 $0.6 $0.6 $0.6 

Total Live Import Costs - 
 

$138.5 $138.5 $138.5 $138.5 $138.5 $138.5 $138.5 $138.5 $138.5 $138.5 

Feedlot - 
           Rations $300/t DMI 
 

$29.4 $32.0 $32.0 $32.0 $32.0 $32.0 $32.0 $32.0 $32.0 $32.0 

Water $600/ML 
 

$0.3 $0.4 $0.4 $0.4 $0.4 $0.4 $0.4 $0.4 $0.4 $0.4 

Labour 
1 FTE Per 100 Head in 

Feedlot Plus 10 Feedstock @ 
$4,320 p.a. 

 

$1.2 $1.2 $1.2 $1.2 $1.2 $1.2 $1.2 $1.2 $1.2 $1.2 

Maintenance 1.5% of Capex 
 

$0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 

Veterinary/Vaccination $10 Per Head 
 

$0.8 $0.8 $0.8 $0.8 $0.8 $0.8 $0.8 $0.8 $0.8 $0.8 

Fuel and Utilities $6 Per Head 
 

$0.5 $0.5 $0.5 $0.5 $0.5 $0.5 $0.5 $0.5 $0.5 $0.5 

Admin and Misc. - 
 

$0.9 $0.9 $0.9 $0.9 $0.9 $0.9 $0.9 $0.9 $0.9 $0.9 

Total Feedlot Costs - 
 

$33.2 $35.9 $35.9 $35.9 $35.9 $35.9 $35.9 $35.9 $35.9 $35.9 

Thai Slaughter Cattle 540kg @ $3.90/kg lwt 
 

$33.7 $33.7 $33.7 $33.7 $33.7 $33.7 $33.7 $33.7 $33.7 $33.7 

Abattoir Costs -            

Labour -            

Process Workers Assumed Variable 
 

$0.7 $1.0 $1.0 $1.0 $1.0 $1.0 $1.0 $1.0 $1.0 $1.0 

Administration Assumed Fixed 
 

$0.5 $0.5 $0.5 $0.5 $0.5 $0.5 $0.5 $0.5 $0.5 $0.5 

Meat Inspection Assumed Fixed 
 

$0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 

Other Inputs - 
 

          

Security/Laundry Assumed Fixed 
 

$0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 

Energy Assumed Variable 
 

$0.6 $0.8 $0.8 $0.8 $0.8 $0.8 $0.8 $0.8 $0.8 $0.8 
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Year Notes 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 

Water Assumed Variable 
 

$0.1 $0.2 $0.2 $0.2 $0.2 $0.2 $0.2 $0.2 $0.2 $0.2 

Accident Compensation Assumed Fixed 
 

$0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 $0.1 

Maintenance 1.5% of Capex 
 

$0.3 $0.3 $0.3 $0.3 $0.3 $0.3 $0.3 $0.3 $0.3 $0.3 

Consumables and Packaging Assumed Variable 
 

$0.3 $0.4 $0.4 $0.4 $0.4 $0.4 $0.4 $0.4 $0.4 $0.4 

Other Costs Assumed Fixed 
 

$0.8 $0.8 $0.8 $0.8 $0.8 $0.8 $0.8 $0.8 $0.8 $0.8 

Total Abattoir Costs - 
 

$3.5 $4.2 $4.2 $4.2 $4.2 $4.2 $4.2 $4.2 $4.2 $4.2 

Cost Per Head - 
 

$50.7 $43.3 $43.3 $43.3 $43.3 $43.3 $43.3 $43.3 $43.3 $43.3 

Total Costs - $31.0 $208.9 $212.3 $212.3 $212.3 $212.3 $212.3 $212.3 $212.3 $212.3 $212.3 

Revenues ($M) 
  

          

Deboned Beef (tonnes) avg. $10.8/kg 
 

$147.1 $203.6 $203.6 $203.6 $203.6 $203.6 $203.6 $203.6 $203.6 $203.6 

Offal (tonnes) avg. $5.5/kg 
 

$12.5 $17.3 $17.3 $17.3 $17.3 $17.3 $17.3 $17.3 $17.3 $17.3 

Rendering avg. $600/tonne 
 

$4.6 $6.3 $6.3 $6.3 $6.3 $6.3 $6.3 $6.3 $6.3 $6.3 

Hides avg. $30/hide 
 

$2.1 $2.9 $2.9 $2.9 $2.9 $2.9 $2.9 $2.9 $2.9 $2.9 

Capital Residual Value - 
 

         $13.6 

Total Revenues  - $0.0 $166.2 $230.1 $230.1 $230.1 $230.1 $230.1 $230.1 $230.1 $230.1 $243.7 

Net Position - -$31.0 -$42.7 $17.9 $17.9 $17.9 $17.9 $17.9 $17.9 $17.9 $17.9 $31.5 

Note: Totals may not sum due to rounding.  
Source: AEC 

Financial outcomes for operations with reduced shifts are provided in the table below alongside a fully operational model focussed solely on the 

production of Australian feeder cattle. Of significant note: 

 The analysis suggests full capacity would be required in order to be viable given the modelled specifications and a 12% real discount rate.    

 A purely Australian feeder cattle model retains a positive NPV at a 12% real discount rate. However, profitability is reduced due to the relatively 
higher costs of live exported cattle. Significant potential exists for a purely Australian feeder cattle operation to achieve a higher average price. 
Therefore, the financial assessment could be considered conservative relative to the base case (incorporating Thai slaughter cattle).  
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Table 8.2: Alternative Throughput Analysis 

Shifts Per Week 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 

Net Present 
Value @ 12%  

Discount 
Rate  

1 (19,200 head/annum) -$31.0 -$12.8 $1.7 $1.7 $1.7 $1.7 $1.7 $1.7 $1.7 $1.7 $15.3 -$29.8 

2 (38,400 head/annum) -$31.0 -$23.6 $5.5 $5.5 $5.5 $5.5 $5.5 $5.5 $5.5 $5.5 $19.1 -$21.6 

3 (57,600 head/annum) -$31.0 -$34.4 $9.2 $9.2 $9.2 $9.2 $9.2 $9.2 $9.2 $9.2 $22.8 -$13.5 

4 (76,800 head/annum) -$31.0 -$45.2 $13.0 $13.0 $13.0 $13.0 $13.0 $13.0 $13.0 $13.0 $26.6 -$5.3 

5 (Base Case, 96,000 
head/annum) 

-$31.0 -$42.7 $17.9 $17.9 $17.9 $17.9 $17.9 $17.9 $17.9 $17.9 $31.5 $20.2 

5 (Australian live 
exported feeder cattle 

only) 
-$31.0 -$56.0 $16.7 $16.7 $16.7 $16.7 $16.7 $16.7 $16.7 $16.7 $30.3 $2.8 

Note: Reduced shift operations are based on processing Australian live export cattle only. 

Source: AEC 

Table 8.3: Financial Analysis TBH Million 

Year Notes 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 

Supply Chain Parameters 
 

                      

Live Imports - 
           

Cattle (hd) - 
 

80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  

Feeder Cattle - 
 

          Opening No. - 
 

0 26,667  26,667  26,667  26,667  26,667  26,667  26,667  26,667  26,667  

Purchases - 
 

80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  80,402  

Mortalities 0.5% 
 

402  402  402  402  402  402  402  402  402  402  

Sales - 
 

53,333  80,000  80,000  80,000  80,000  80,000  80,000  80,000  80,000  80,000  

Closing No. - 
 

26,667  26,667  26,667  26,667  26,667  26,667  26,667  26,667  26,667  26,667  

Feeder Cattle Head Days  - 
 

8,126,667  9,733,333  9,733,333  9,733,333  9,733,333  9,733,333  9,733,333  9,733,333  9,733,333  9,733,333  

Ration Requirements 
(tonnes) 

- 
 

          Opening Balance - 
 

0 8,898  8,898  8,898  8,898  8,898  8,898  8,898  8,898  8,898  

Consumption 10.97kg/Head/Day DMI 
 

89,150  106,775  106,775  106,775 106,775  106,775  106,775  106,775  106,775  106,775  

Plus Contingency Stock 1 Month Supply 
 

8,898  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Closing Balance - 
 

8,898  8,898  8,898  8,898  8,898  8,898  8,898  8,898  8,898  8,898  

Water Requirements (ML) 70L/Head/Day 
 

569  681  681  681  681  681  681  681  681  681  

Thai Slaughter Cattle - 
 

16,000  16,000  16,000  16,000  16,000  16,000  16,000  16,000  16,000  16,000  
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Year Notes 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 

Abattoir Throughput - 
 

          Head Avg. 540kg lwt 
 

69,333  96,000  96,000  96,000  96,000  96,000  96,000  96,000  96,000  96,000  

Cwt (tonnes) 52% Yield 
 

19,468.80  26,957  26,957  26,957  26,957  26,957  26,957  26,957  26,957  26,957  

Deboned Beef (tonnes) 70% Yield 
 

13,628  18,870  18,870  18,870  18,870  18,870  18,870  18,870  18,870  18,870  

Offal (tonnes) 36kg/head 
 

2,496  3,456  3,456  3,456  3,456  3,456  3,456  3,456  3,456  3,456  

Rendering (tonnes) 110kg/head 
 

7,627  10,560  10,560  10,560  10,560  10,560  10,560  10,560  10,560  10,560  

Hides (no.) - 
 

69,333  96,000  96,000  96,000  96,000  96,000  96,000  96,000  96,000  96,000  

Costs (฿M) 
 

                      

Capital Expenditure - 
 

          Abattoir - ฿552.5 
          Feedlot - ฿172.5 
          Land 156 rai @ ฿350,000/rai  ฿50.0 
          Total Capital Expenditure - ฿775.0 
          Live Imports 

            Cattle ฿82.5/kg @ ฿375kg lwt 
 

฿2,487.4 ฿2,487.4 ฿2,487.4 ฿2,487.4 ฿2,487.4 ฿2,487.4 ฿2,487.4 ฿2,487.4 ฿2,487.4 ฿2,487.4 

Supply Chain Costs (Australia) ฿5,375/head 
 

฿432.2 ฿432.2 ฿432.2 ฿432.2 ฿432.2 ฿432.2 ฿432.2 ฿432.2 ฿432.2 ฿432.2 

Sea Freight and Insurance ฿6,375/head 
 

฿512.6 ฿512.6 ฿512.6 ฿512.6 ฿512.6 ฿512.6 ฿512.6 ฿512.6 ฿512.6 ฿512.6 

Discharge Costs ฿187.5/head 
 

฿15.1 ฿15.1 ฿15.1 ฿15.1 ฿15.1 ฿15.1 ฿15.1 ฿15.1 ฿15.1 ฿15.1 

Transport to Feedlot ฿200/head 
 

฿16.1 ฿16.1 ฿16.1 ฿16.1 ฿16.1 ฿16.1 ฿16.1 ฿16.1 ฿16.1 ฿16.1 

Total Live Import Costs - 
 

฿3,463.3 ฿3,463.3 ฿3,463.3 ฿3,463.3 ฿3,463.3 ฿3,463.3 ฿3,463.3 ฿3,463.3 ฿3,463.3 ฿3,463.3 

Feedlot - 
           Rations ฿7,500/t DMI 
 

฿735.4 ฿800.8 ฿800.8 ฿800.8 ฿800.8 ฿800.8 ฿800.8 ฿800.8 ฿800.8 ฿800.8 

Water ฿15,000/ML 
 

฿8.5 ฿10.2 ฿10.2 ฿10.2 ฿10.2 ฿10.2 ฿10.2 ฿10.2 ฿10.2 ฿10.2 

Labour 
1 FTE Per 100 Head in 

Feedlot Plus 10 Feedstock @ 
฿108,000 p.a. 

 

฿30.0 ฿30.0 ฿30.0 ฿30.0 ฿30.0 ฿30.0 ฿30.0 ฿30.0 ฿30.0 ฿30.0 

Maintenance 1.5% of Capex 
 

฿2.6 ฿2.6 ฿2.6 ฿2.6 ฿2.6 ฿2.6 ฿2.6 ฿2.6 ฿2.6 ฿2.6 

Veterinary/Vaccination ฿250 Per Head 
 

฿20.1 ฿20.1 ฿20.1 ฿20.1 ฿20.1 ฿20.1 ฿20.1 ฿20.1 ฿20.1 ฿20.1 

Fuel and Utilities ฿150 Per Head 
 

฿12.1 ฿12.1 ฿12.1 ฿12.1 ฿12.1 ฿12.1 ฿12.1 ฿12.1 ฿12.1 ฿12.1 

Admin and Misc. - 
 

฿21.3 ฿21.3 ฿21.3 ฿21.3 ฿21.3 ฿21.3 ฿21.3 ฿21.3 ฿21.3 ฿21.3 

Total Feedlot Costs - 
 

฿829.9 ฿897.1 ฿897.1 ฿897.1 ฿897.1 ฿897.1 ฿897.1 ฿897.1 ฿897.1 ฿897.1 

Thai Slaughter Cattle 540kg @ ฿97.5/kg lwt 
 

฿842.4 ฿842.4 ฿842.4 ฿842.4 ฿842.4 ฿842.4 ฿842.4 ฿842.4 ฿842.4 ฿842.4 

Abattoir Costs 
            Labour 
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Year Notes 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 

Process Workers Assumed Variable 
 

฿18.3 ฿25.3 ฿25.3 ฿25.3 ฿25.3 ฿25.3 ฿25.3 ฿25.3 ฿25.3 ฿25.3 

Administration Assumed Fixed 
 

฿13.1 ฿13.1 ฿13.1 ฿13.1 ฿13.1 ฿13.1 ฿13.1 ฿13.1 ฿13.1 ฿13.1 

Meat Inspection Assumed Fixed 
 

฿1.8 ฿1.8 ฿1.8 ฿1.8 ฿1.8 ฿1.8 ฿1.8 ฿1.8 ฿1.8 ฿1.8 

Other Inputs - 
 

          

Security/Laundry Assumed Fixed 
 

฿2.0 ฿2.0 ฿2.0 ฿2.0 ฿2.0 ฿2.0 ฿2.0 ฿2.0 ฿2.0 ฿2.0 

Energy Assumed Variable 
 

฿14.2 ฿19.7 ฿19.7 ฿19.7 ฿19.7 ฿19.7 ฿19.7 ฿19.7 ฿19.7 ฿19.7 

Water Assumed Variable 
 

฿2.7 ฿3.8 ฿3.8 ฿3.8 ฿3.8 ฿3.8 ฿3.8 ฿3.8 ฿3.8 ฿3.8 

Accident Compensation Assumed Fixed 
 

฿1.3 ฿1.3 ฿1.3 ฿1.3 ฿1.3 ฿1.3 ฿1.3 ฿1.3 ฿1.3 ฿1.3 

Maintenance 1.5% of Capex 
 

฿8.3 ฿8.3 ฿8.3 ฿8.3 ฿8.3 ฿8.3 ฿8.3 ฿8.3 ฿8.3 ฿8.3 

Consumables & Packaging Assumed Variable 
 

฿6.3 ฿8.8 ฿8.8 ฿8.8 ฿8.8 ฿8.8 ฿8.8 ฿8.8 ฿8.8 ฿8.8 

Other Costs Assumed Fixed 
 

฿20.0 ฿20.0 ฿20.0 ฿20.0 ฿20.0 ฿20.0 ฿20.0 ฿20.0 ฿20.0 ฿20.0 

Total Abattoir Costs - 
 

฿87.9 ฿103.9 ฿103.9 ฿103.9 ฿103.9 ฿103.9 ฿103.9 ฿103.9 ฿103.9 ฿103.9 

Cost Per Head - 
 

฿1,267.7 ฿1,081.9 ฿1,081.9 ฿1,081.9 ฿1,081.9 ฿1,081.9 ฿1,081.9 ฿1,081.9 ฿1,081.9 ฿1,081.9 

Total Costs - ฿775.0 ฿5,223.6 ฿5,306.7 ฿5,306.7 ฿5,306.7 ฿5,306.7 ฿5,306.7 ฿5,306.7 ฿5,306.7 ฿5,306.7 ฿5,306.7 

Revenues (฿M) 
  

          

Deboned Beef (tonnes) Avg. ฿275.5/kg 
 

฿3,676.9 ฿5,091.1 ฿5,091.1 ฿5,091.1 ฿5,091.1 ฿5,091.1 ฿5,091.1 ฿5,091.1 ฿5,091.1 ฿5,091.1 

Offal (tonnes) Avg. ฿125.0/kg 
 

฿312.0 ฿432.0 ฿432.0 ฿432.0 ฿432.0 ฿432.0 ฿432.0 ฿432.0 ฿432.0 ฿432.0 

Rendering Avg. ฿15,000/tonne 
 

฿114.4 ฿158.4 ฿158.4 ฿158.4 ฿158.4 ฿158.4 ฿158.4 ฿158.4 ฿158.4 ฿158.4 

Hides Avg. ฿750/hide 
 

฿52.0 ฿72.0 ฿72.0 ฿72.0 ฿72.0 ฿72.0 ฿72.0 ฿72.0 ฿72.0 ฿72.0 

Capital Residual Value - 
 

฿0.0 ฿0.0 ฿0.0 ฿0.0 ฿0.0 ฿0.0 ฿0.0 ฿0.0 ฿0.0 ฿340.0 

Total Revenues  - ฿0.0 ฿4,155.3 ฿5,753.5 ฿5,753.5 ฿5,753.5 ฿5,753.5 ฿5,753.5 ฿5,753.5 ฿5,753.5 ฿5,753.5 ฿6,093.5 

Net Position - -฿775.0 -฿1,068.3 ฿446.8 ฿446.8 ฿446.8 ฿446.8 ฿446.8 ฿446.8 ฿446.8 ฿446.8 ฿786.8 

Note: Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

Source: AEC 
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Table 8.4: Alternative Throughput Analysis TBH Million 

Shifts Per Week 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 

Net Present 
Value @ 12%  

Discount 
Rate  

1 (19,200 head/annum) -฿775.0 -฿320.1 ฿43.5 ฿43.5 ฿43.5 ฿43.5 ฿43.5 ฿43.5 ฿43.5 ฿43.5 ฿383.5 -฿744.2 

2 (38,400 head/annum) -฿775.0 -฿590.1 ฿137.1 ฿137.1 ฿137.1 ฿137.1 ฿137.1 ฿137.1 ฿137.1 ฿137.1 ฿477.1 -฿540.1 

3 (57,600 head/annum) -฿775.0 -฿860.2 ฿230.7 ฿230.7 ฿230.7 ฿230.7 ฿230.7 ฿230.7 ฿230.7 ฿230.7 ฿570.7 -฿336.0 

4 (76,800 head/annum) -฿775.0 -฿1,130.2 ฿324.3 ฿324.3 ฿324.3 ฿324.3 ฿324.3 ฿324.3 ฿324.3 ฿324.3 ฿664.3 -฿132.0 

5 (96,000 
head/annum) 

-฿775.0 -฿1,062.5 ฿455.0 ฿455.0 ฿455.0 ฿455.0 ฿455.0 ฿455.0 ฿455.0 ฿455.0 ฿795.0 ฿505.0 

5 (Australian live 
exported feeder cattle 

only) 
-฿775.0 -฿1,400.2 ฿417.9 ฿417.9 ฿417.9 ฿417.9 ฿417.9 ฿417.9 ฿417.9 ฿417.9 ฿757.9 ฿72.1 

Note: Reduced shift operations are based on processing Australian live export cattle only.  

Source: AEC 
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8.1.1 Live Cattle Net Present Value 

Decision Criteria:  

The Net Present Value (NPV) is a key decision criteria for economic and financial 
appraisal. The NPV of a project expresses the difference between the Present Value 

(PV) of future revenues and PV of future costs, i.e.: NPV = PV Benefits – PV Costs. 

Where the economic appraisal results in a: 

 Positive NPV: the project will be deemed as being desirable.  

 NPV equal to zero: the project will be deemed neutral (i.e., neither desirable nor 

undesirable). 

 Negative NPV: the project will be deemed undesirable. 

The Internal Rate of Return (IRR), which indicates the discount rate which would return 

an NPV of $0, is also reported. 

Based on the previous assumptions and after 10 years of operations the project is 

assessed as deriving a positive Net Present Value (NPV) of $20.2 million (฿506.2 million) 
using a 12% real discount rate.  

The project presents an IRR of 18.2%.   

Table 8.5: Net Present Value Analysis 

Real 
Discount 
Rate 

PV Costs ($M) PV Benefits ($M) 
NPV (AUD 

$M) 
NPV 

(฿M) 

8% $1,452.2 $1,491.3 $39.1 ฿977.7 

12% $1,227.4 $1,247.6 $20.2 ฿506.2 

15% $1,054.1 $1,060.2 $6.2 ฿155.5 

Note: Totals may not sum due to rounding.  
Source: AEC  

Figure 8.1: Net Present Value by Year (12% Discount Rate) 

 

Source: AEC 
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Financial Assessment 

After 10 years of operations the project delivers a positive NPV of $20.2 million 
(฿506.2 million) using a 12% real discount rate. 

A purely Australian feeder cattle model retains a positive NPV at a 12% real discount 

rate ($2.8 million), however profitability is reduced due to the relatively higher costs of 
live exported cattle. Significant potential exists for a purely Australian feeder cattle 
operation to achieve a higher average price. Therefore, the financial assessment 
should be considered conservative relative to the base case (incorporating Thai 

slaughter cattle). 

 

8.1.2 Sensitivity Analysis 

This section examines the sensitivity of the financial analysis to key model inputs and 
assumptions used in the NPV assessment. 

Sensitivity analysis in this section has been undertaken using a Monte Carlo analysis 
across the following key assumptions used in the financial modelling. 

 Costs: 

o Capital costs 
o Live export cattle costs 
o Feedlot operating costs 
o Abattoir operating costs 
o Thai slaughter cattle costs 

 Revenues: 

o Deboned beef revenues 
o Other revenues. 

Each of the above assumptions has been tested in isolation with all other inputs held 
constant, with the results reported in the table below in terms of the modelled change in 

NPV resulting from the variance in the base assumptions at a discount rate of 12%. The 
final row of the table examines each assumption simultaneously to provide a ‘combined’ 
or overall sensitivity of the model findings to the assumptions used. The table also 

outlines the distribution used allowing for a 10% confidence interval, with the ‘5%’ and 
‘95%’ representing a 90% probability that the distribution and NPV will be within the 
range outlined in the table. 

Table 8.6: Sensitivity Analysis Summary, Discount Rate 12% 

Variable Distribution of Tested 
Variable (a) 

Net Present Value 
(AUD $M) 

5% 95% 5% 95% 

Costs     

Capital Expenditure 81.4% 118.6% $14.5 $26.0 

Live Export Cattle Costs 81.3% 118.6% -$125.8 $166.1 

Feedlot Operating Costs 81.3% 118.6% -$17.1 $57.5 

Thai Slaughter Cattle Costs 81.4% 118.6% -$15.3 $55.7 

Abattoir Operating Costs 81.3% 118.6% $16.0 $24.5 

Revenues     

Deboned Beef 81.4% 118.6% -$185.0 $225.4 

Other Revenues 81.3% 118.6% -$7.3 $47.7 

Total  As above As above -$237.0 $274.9 

Notes: (a) The percent distributions outlined in the table represent the deviation from the base assumptions for these variables 
using a +/- 5% confidence level. Details regarding the distributions used are provided below, noting the values in the table denote 

the percent increase/decrease at 5% and 95% confidence levels: 
 Capital expenditure: maximum 30% higher/minimum 30% lower 

 Live export costs: maximum 30% higher, minimum 30% lower 
 Feedlot operating costs: maximum 30% higher/minimum 30% lower 

 Thai slaughter cattle costs: maximum 30% higher, minimum 30% lower. 
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 Abattoir operating costs: maximum 30% higher, minimum 30% lower. 

 Deboned beef revenue: maximum 30% higher, minimum 30% lower. 
 Other revenues: maximum 30% higher, minimum 30% lower. 

Source: AEC 

Figure 8.2: Sensitivity Analysis (Combined Variables, 12% Discount Rate) 

 

Source: AEC 

The analysis indicates at a discount rate of 12%; there is a 90% probability the project 
will provide an NPV of between -$237.0 million (-฿6.0 billion) and $274.9 million (฿6.9 
billion). Sensitivity testing returned a positive NPV on approximately 55% of the 5,000 
iterations run in Monte Carlo analysis. This means that under a slight majority of the 

input parameters examined in this assessment the project results in a positive NPV.  

The NPV is influenced most strongly by the revenues associated with deboned beef and 
the costs associated with live export cattle, with revenues associated with this component 

providing considerably greater variation between 5% and 95% percentiles than other 
costs and revenues associated with the project (likely due to the high values).  

The direct correlation between cattle supply and beef output prices mean that the 
reported impact of these variables is likely to be overstated in the sensitivity analysis.  

Feedlot operating costs (specifically ration costs) are also a key variable determining the 
viability of the project. The potential to access cheaper feedstock options offers the 
potential for greatly improved viability. 

8.1.3 Potential Markets 

A high-level overview of potential domestic and export markets for the new facility based 
on current retail prices was undertaken in order to identify viable markets.  

Based on current Thai prices the facility may need to attract a price premium in order to 

be viable in the domestic market. Such a premium is possible given the potential quality 
and consistency of Australian feeder cattle feedlotted for 120 days and processed in a 

modern supply chain. 

Production is assessed to be competitive with Thailand’s fresh and chilled beef imports 
which averaged approximately AUD $14-$15/kg over 2014.  

Production costs also appear viable to service regional export markets (growing 

Vietnamese and Chinese demand in particular) should the proponent gain access to these 
lucrative beef markets.  
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Table 8.7: Potential Beef Market Retail Prices 

Country  

Retail Price (AUD/kg) 

Imputed Wholesale 
Price (Assuming 30% 

Retail Mark-up) 

Less Post-
Processing 
Transport 

Costs 
(AUD/kg) 

Imputed Abattoir 
Gate Return 

Potentially Viable 
Market 

Wet 
Market 

Super-
market 

Wet 
Market 

Super-
market 

Wet 
Market 

Super- 
market 

Wet 
Market 

Super- 
market 

Thailand $9.4 $11.0 $7.2 $8.4 $0.02 $7.2 $8.4 No No 

Malaysia $9.1 $11.7 $7.0 $9.0 $0.10 $6.9 $8.9 No No 

Vietnam $15.5 $17.4 $11.9 $13.4 $0.12 $11.8 $13.3 Yes Yes 

China $19.7 $21.4 $15.1 $16.5 $0.10 $15.0 $16.4 Yes Yes 

Indonesia1 $13.3 $16.3 $10.2 $12.6 $0.10 $10.1 $12.5 No Yes 

Philippines1 $6.3 $6.8 $4.8 $5.2 $0.13 $4.7 $5.1 No No 

Note: 1 Imports restricted due to FMD status. Estimates should be considered indicative only. Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

Source: Ainsworth (2015), World Freight Rates (2015), AEC 

Other potential market opportunities include the Middle East (Saudi Arabia, Israel, Egypt) 
and expanding inter-ASEAN trade as the regional market continues to develop. 

  
Thailand represents a significant domestic market for beef. However, high-value re-
export markets present the strongest opportunities for establishing a significant and 

financially viable new supply chain. 

Establishing access to new markets for processed beef will require leading technology 
and processes, animal welfare and supply chain traceability practice best achieved 

through an integrated and closed supply chain model. 
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9. Cost Benefit Analysis  

This assessment provides an overview of the net economic costs and benefits associated 
with establishing the new beef supply chain for the Western Australian economy between 
the financial years ending June 2018 and June 2037.  

The costs and benefits have been assessed against three real discount rates (4%, 7% 

and 10%), with the focus primarily on the standard 7% discount rate.  

The geographical scope of the project impact is the state of Western Australia. Costs 
and benefits assessed in this analysis relate to this catchment only. Net socio-economic 
impacts of the project to the Thai economy are not considered as part of this assessment.  

There are two scenarios compared in this assessment: 

 The base case: Examines the outcomes observed if the new supply chain is not 
established and the WA beef industry continues along as it is. Live export levels to 

Thailand may continue to grow, though will remain below the levels achieved with the 

implementation of the new supply chain 

 The project case: Examines the outcomes if the new supply chain is established (as 
outlined in Chapter 7). The project is expected to increase overall live exports from 
WA by up to 40,000 head per year once fully operational. 

The cost benefit analysis below provides guidance on the net impact of the project case 

against the base case. A detailed overview of the methodology applied in conducting this 
assessment is provided in Appendix D.  

Decision Criteria:   

The NPV and Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR) will be the primary decision criteria for the 
economic appraisal. The NPV of a project expresses the difference between the Present 
Value (PV) of future benefits and PV of future costs, i.e.: NPV = PV Benefits – PV Costs. 
The BCR provides the ratio between the PV of benefits and PV of costs, i.e., BCR = PV 

Benefits /PV Costs. 

Where the economic appraisal results in a: 

 Positive NPV and BCR above 1: the project will be deemed as being desirable   

 NPV equal to zero and BCR of 1: the project will be deemed neutral (i.e., neither 
desirable nor undesirable) 

 Negative NPV and BCR below 1: the project will be deemed undesirable. 

9.1 Quantification & Valuation of Costs & Benefits 

9.1.1 Costs 

Loss of Economic Activity from Domestic Cattle Processing 

The proposed supply chain model has a primary focus on sourcing existing live export 
feeder cattle. However, increased demand for live export cattle has the potential to 

create greater competition for cattle and an ultimate reduction in throughput for the 
domestic processing sector (in the absence of a corresponding increase in supply). To 
test and account for this in the analysis the increase in live export demand for 40,000 WA 
cattle per annum corresponds to a decrease in local cattle production by approximately 
0.7% per annum compared to the base case (or approximately 3,000 head). 

The estimate has been derived based on CIE (2011) who identified the Australian live 
export trade as reducing domestic production by around 5% due to increased competition 

for cattle and just under a 15% increase in WA live export demand due to the project.  

Domestic processing output has been estimated at approximately $1,800 per head 
assuming: 

 An average 250 kg carcass weight at $5.30/kg cwt 

 Processing costs of $370/head plus a 25% margin.  
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Production turnover in and of itself does not represent an economic benefit. Gross Value 

Added (GVA) activity (wages and salaries of workers plus gross operating surplus) 
presents a more appropriate measure of the economic value of the activity. Ratios of GVA 
per dollar of spend were used from the WA Input-Output tables for the meat and meat 

product processing industry to convert producer revenues to GVA activity. Flow-on 
activity was not included.  

It has also been assumed that only 50% of the wages and salaries component of value 
added represents a net economic benefit to the WA economy. This reflects that not all 
employment supported by the additional production would represent net new incomes for 
residents and that people employed due to the activity that would otherwise be 
unemployed would still contribute to economic activity. 

9.1.2 Benefits 

Additional Value Gains for Producers 

Increased demand for live export cattle is expected to drive additional returns to WA 

graziers through increased competition to buy cattle and a resultant change in market 
prices.   

Previous works undertaken by CIE (2011) identified the Australian live cattle export 

industry as a whole generates an additional 4.1% return to producers above an industry 
solely supplying the domestic processing sector.  

For the purposes of this assessment, a 0.6% price increase2 has been applied across all 
WA live exported cattle (average approximately 280,000 head per annum since 2011). At 
an average weight of 375kg and price of $3.30/kg, the project would generate an 
additional return of just over $7/head (approximately $2 million per annum). 

The project may also potentially lead to an increase in prices for cattle sold through the 

domestic processing sector. In order to retain a conservative estimate of benefits, 
additional price returns to graziers from these cattle have been assumed to represent a 
transfer of benefits between graziers and processors/consumers and has not been 
incorporated into the CBA modelling.  

The ultimate impact of these price increases would depend upon the location of the final 
consumer and the capacity of processors and retailers to pass on the price increase.  

Economic Activity from Additional WA Cattle Production 

The additional prices received for cattle have the potential to encourage greater 
production, as new enterprises and additional investment (e.g. water storage) become 
more financially attractive.   

For modelling purposes, a relatively inelastic supply elasticity of 0.4 has been applied 
based on CIE (2011) who utilised a Global Meat Industry (GMI) modelling approach to 
determine the economic impact of live exports to the Australian economy. This elasticity 

suggests that the 0.6% increase in price would induce a 0.2% increase in WA production 
(approximately 1,700 head turnoff per annum) at an average value of $1,238/head3 
leading to an additional production value of around $2 million per annum.  

Turnover in and of itself does not represent an economic benefit. GVA activity (wages 
and salaries of workers plus gross operating surplus) presents a more accurate measure 

of economic benefit of this spend. Ratios of GVA per dollar of spend were used from the 
WA Input-Output tables for the sheep, grains, beef and dairy cattle industry convert 

producer revenues to GVA activity. Flow-on activity was not included.  

It has also been conservatively assumed that only 50% of the wages and salaries 
component of value added represents a net economic benefit to the WA economy. This 
reflects that not all employment supported by the additional production would represent 
net new incomes for residents and that people employed due to the project that would 
otherwise be unemployed would still contribute to economic activity without the project. 

                                                

2 Based on approximately 15% increase in live cattle export demand (40,000 head per annum) due to the project. 

3 Assuming additional production targets the live export market (375kgs @ $3.30/kg lwt).  
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9.1.3 Costs & Benefits Not Included 

The new supply chain has the potential to generate further impacts to the WA economy 
to those outlined in the sections above as being incorporated in the modelling, including: 

Benefits: 

 Productivity improvements: Greater access to live export markets may support 

increased industry investment resulting in additional productivity and industry value 
growth 

 Market Diversification: With decreased reliance on the existing Indonesian and 
Middle East live export markets and, in particular, a potential market for cattle 
outside of the existing light weight Indonesian specifications 

 Regional economic benefits: Potential for increased value across the livestock 
sector supporting one of the key industry sectors in Northern WA. 

Costs: 

 Competition with WA processed beef exports: Potential exists for production 
from the new supply chain to compete with Western Australian processed beef 
exports in either Thailand or third country markets. Given the modest levels of 

production from the new supply chain within the context of global demand, there is 
unlikely to be a significant impact on WA processed beef export volumes or prices. 
The existing preference for live export within the Rangelands suggests that the new 
supply chain would predominately compete with existing live export markets including 
Indonesia, Vietnam, Malaysia and the Middle East.   

9.2 Cost Benefit Assessment 

9.2.1 Summary of Costs and Benefits 

The table below outlines the PV of the identified costs and benefits associated with the 
project between the financial year ended June 2018 and the financial year ended June 
2037 at discount rates of 4%, 7% and 10%. At a 7% discount rate the:  

 PV of total costs is estimated to be approximately $9.6 million 

 PV of total benefits is estimated to be approximately $32.9 million. 

Table 9.1: Summary of Costs and Benefits, Total and Discounted Values, 2018 to 2037 
(Financial Year Ended June) 
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Costs         

Loss of Economic Activity from Domestic Cattle Processing $16.9 $12.0 $9.6 $7.9 

Total Costs $16.9 $12.0 $9.6 $7.9 

Benefits         

Additional Profits for Producers $40.3 $28.5 $22.9 $18.9 

Economic Activity from Additional Cattle Production $17.6 $12.5 $10.0 $8.3 

Total Benefits $58.0 $41.0 $32.9 $27.1 

Note: Totals presented in the table may not equal the sum of costs and benefits due to rounding.  

Source: AEC  
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9.2.2 Summary of Results 

Assuming a discount rate of 7%, the NPV of the project is estimated to be $23.2 million, 
with a BCR of 3.42, which implies an economic return in present value terms of $3.42 for 
every dollar cost. The project is assessed to provide a positive NPV at all discount rates 

between 4% and 10%.  

Table 9.2: Economic Appraisal Results 

Real Discount 
Rate 

PV Costs ($M) PV Benefits 
($M) 

NPV ($M) BCR 

4% $12.0 $41.0 $29.0 3.42 

7% $9.6 $32.9 $23.2 3.42 

10% $7.9 $27.1 $19.2 3.42 

Note: NPV presented in the table may not exactly equal PV of Benefit less PV of Costs reported due to rounding.  
Source: AEC 

The analysis identifies the project would be deemed economically desirable (across all 

discount rates) with the benefits outweighing the costs. The development is not assessed 

as being sensitive to the discount rate used, with the economic appraisal returning a 
positive NPV and BCR above 1 at all discount rates examined.  

9.2.3 Sensitivity Analysis 

Sensitivity analysis in this section has been undertaken using a Monte Carlo analysis (see 
Appendix D for more details regarding Monte Carlo analysis) across the following key 
assumptions used in the economic analysis modelling: 

 Costs: 

o Loss of economic activity from domestic cattle processing  

 Benefits: 

o Additional profits for producers 

o Economic activity from additional cattle production. 

Each of the above assumptions has been tested in isolation with all other inputs held 

constant, with the results reported in the table below in terms of the modelled change in 
NPV resulting from the variance in the base assumptions at a discount rate of 7%. The 
final row of the table examines each assumption simultaneously to provide a ‘combined’ 
or overall sensitivity of the model findings to the assumptions used. The table also 
outlines the distribution used allowing for a 10% confidence interval, with the ‘5%’ and 
‘95%’ representing a 90% probability that the distribution and NPV will be within the 
range outlined in the table. 

Table 9.3: Sensitivity Analysis Summary, Discount Rate 7% 

Variable 

Distribution of Tested Net Present Value 

Variable (a) ($ Million) 

5% 95% 5% 95% 

Costs         

Loss of Economic Activity from Domestic 
Cattle Processing 

81.3% 118.6% $21.5 $25.0 

Benefits         

Additional Profits for Producers 81.3% 118.6% $19.0 $27.5 

Economic Activity from Additional Cattle 
Production 

81.3% 118.6% $21.4 $25.1 

Combined As above As above $18.2 $28.2 

Notes: (a) The percent distributions outlined in the table represent the deviation from the base assumptions for these variables 

using a +/- 5% confidence level. Details regarding the distributions used are provided below, noting the values in the table denote 
the percent increase/decrease at 5% and 95% confidence levels: 

 Loss of economic activity from domestic processing: maximum 30% higher, minimum 30% lower 
 Economic activity from additional cattle production: maximum 30% higher, minimum 30% lower 

 Additional producer profits: maximum 30% higher, minimum 30% lower. 

Source: AEC 
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Figure 9.1: Sensitivity Analysis (Combined Variables, 7% Discount Rate) 

 
Source: AEC 

The table shows, at a discount rate of 7%, there is a 90% probability the project will 

provide an NPV of between $18.2 million and $28.2 million. Sensitivity testing returned a 
positive NPV on all iterations run in the Monte Carlo analysis. This means that even in the 
worst extremities of the input parameters examined and tested in this assessment the 
project results in a positive NPV.  

The NPV is influenced most strongly by the benefits associated with the economic activity 
from increased producer profits, with benefits associated with these components 
providing considerably greater variation between 5% and 95% percentiles than other 

costs and benefits associated with the project (likely due to the higher values). 
Nonetheless, under all scenarios assessed the project results in a positive NPV at 7%.  

Sensitivity analysis shows the project CBA is relatively robust and not overly sensitive to 

assumptions relating to costs and benefits.  

9.2.4 Limitations 

There are a number of modelling limitations associated with this assessment which 

should be considered in the context of broader findings, key CBA limitations of this 
analysis include: 

 The modelling parameters have been adapted from published works, which consider 
both the Australian beef cattle and live export industries as a whole. Parameters 
specific to the current WA industry and considering a relatively modest increase in 
live export will likely vary 

 Flow-on domestic industry benefits have not been considered in the analysis. Ceteris 

Paribus, the domestic processing supply chain is likely to support higher flow-on 
economic activity compared to live export. 

  
Developing a new integrated supply chain involving live export of feeder cattle into 

Thailand has the potential to generate significant socio-economic benefits for Western 
Australia.  

A new supply chain focusing on expanded Rangelands production and diversion of 
existing live export cattle into a closed supply chain featuring leading technology and 

best practice animal welfare and traceability will maximise the socio-economic benefits 
for Western Australia.   
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10. Socio-Economic Benefits for Thailand 

The establishment of new and innovative beef supply chains utilising Western Australian 
cattle provides significant development potential for the Thai beef industry. Access to 
high-quality and disease-free feeder stock generates substantial potential to enhance the 
capacity, operational efficiency and market reach of Thailand’s beef sector.  

Key specific in-country benefits include: 

 Infrastructure and technology transfer: Development of new meat processing 
technology to supply the domestic and regional export markets 

 Diversified & new local processing alternatives: New processing options for local 
cattle producers and access to new and high-value markets 

 Contribution to the industry capacity of Thai beef feedlotting and processing: 
Potential to significantly develop the scale and capacity of the Thai beef feedlotting 

industry and processing sector based on importing Australian live cattle  

 Trade development and strategic alignment: Further positioning Thailand as a 
key food processing hub, supplying value-added agricultural exports to regional 
markets. An enhanced beef sector will further leverage Thailand’s reputation as a 
trusted supplier of high-quality and safe food products alongside the world-leading 
seafood and poultry sectors 

 Economic development, including: 

o Direct output of nearly ฿6 billion per annum once fully operational 

o Capital expenditure of over ฿700 million 

o Direct employment of over 550 jobs across feedlot and abattoir operations (as 
well as training and skills development opportunities) 

o High-level economic modelling suggests this level of direct activity could 
contribute ฿4.7 billion to Thailand’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per annum 

including direct and flow-on impacts.  

Industry consultation highlighted there may be concerns with potential impacts on local 
producers and potentially the local market. Stakeholders felt it was crucial to pursue the 
opportunity in a collaborative fashion, developing new markets and industry capacity in 
such a way as to support rather than simply compete with the existing local industry.   

Means through which the new supply chain could be developed in a collaborative fashion, 
incorporating the existing industry include: 

 Co-investment in the new supply chain between Australian and Thai stakeholders 
(including Thai processors, WA graziers, Thai feedlot operators)  

 Access to the new processing infrastructure for existing producers and feedlot 
operators 

 Involvement of existing industry in new supply chain operation and capacity building 
(e.g. training and skills development, feedlot operations, abattoir processes) 

 Collaboration in the development of new processed meat export markets (such as 

across ASEAN, China, the Middle East).  

  
Western Australian live exports offer access to high-quality and disease-free feeder stock 
in order to enhance the capacity, operational efficiency and market reach of Thailand’s 

beef sector. 

A new, integrated supply chain which focusses on leading technology, best management 
practice and collaborative export market development will maximise the socio-economic 

benefits for Thailand.   
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11. Risk Assessment 

A high-level risk assessment has been undertaken based on the model supply chain. 
Feedlotting and processing beef cattle is by its nature a high-risk venture. Critical risks 
identified across the new supply chain include: 

 Cattle supply levels and cost 

 Feedstock availability and cost 

 Health and safety  

 Transportation 

 Financial competition from other processors and live export 

 Bio-security and market access risk. 

A summary of the key identified risks determined to be medium or higher and proposed 

mitigation strategies to enhance the viability and sustainability of the new supply chain 

are provided in the table below.  

Table 11.1: Risk Matrix 

Risk Area Likelihood Impact Mitigation Strategy 

Production Risks 
  

  

Cattle Mortality in 
Feedlot/Transit 

Medium High 

 Acquire stock insurance to hedge against excessive 
mortality 

 Vaccinate against key disease risks 
 Ensure quality/reliability of live export supply chain 

Cattle Supply Shortages High High 
 Diversify supply sources (across Northern Australia, Thai 

producers, potential live imports from Myanmar, boxed 
quarter or half carcasses) 

Disease Outbreaks (FMD) Medium High 
 Vaccinate and inspect all supply cattle (local slaughter and 

live export feeder) for FMD and other disease risks 

Ration Shortages Medium High 
 Establish diversified feedstock supply chains. Ensure 

sufficient storage capacity to cover potential shortages 

Skilled Labour Availability Medium Medium 
 Develop initial skills training capacity in conjunction with 

Australian bodies (MLA, LiveCorp, established feedlot 
operators) 

Development Risks 
   

Infrastructure Requirements Medium Medium 
 Fully scope site infrastructure requirements (e.g. effluent 

disposal, transport access, utility connections prior to 
committing capital) 

Development Timeframes Medium Medium 
 Ensure sufficient timeframes for development across the 

new supply chain (including seasonal climate) 

Financial Risks 
  

  

Exchange Rate Variation 
between USD, AUD, TBH and 
Third Party Export Countries 

High High 
 Consider hedging options to limit exchange rate exposure 
 Contract management 

Cattle Supply Costs (live 
export and Thai) 

High High 
 Diversify supply sources (across Northern Australia, Thai 

Producers, potential live imports from Myanmar) 

Feedlot Ration Costs High High 

 Establish diversified feedstock supply chains and identify 
lower cost feed options (i.e. direct from growers, co-
products, etc.) 

 Establish feedlot in a cost effective location to access 
feedstocks 

Capital Costs  Medium Medium 

 Confirm capital requirements and suitable contingency 
funds prior to undertaking works 

 Ensure detailed designs and engineering studies are 
completed prior to commencement 

Transportation Costs High High 

 Establish operations in a suitable location to minimise 
transport costs 

 Vertical integration of transport supply chain 
 Contract management 
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Risk Area Likelihood Impact Mitigation Strategy 

Market Prices High High 
 Differentiate supply chain output to improve price stability 
 Establish long-term contracts with key customers 
 Diversify supply base of source product  

Operating Costs (Supplier 
Costs, Utilities, Labour) 

High Medium 

 Maximise operational efficiency of inputs (water, 
electricity, etc.) 

 Maintain a network of suppliers (i.e. not overly reliant on 
single killed staff member or supplier) 

Legislative Risks 
  

  

Environmental Requirements 
(e.g. Effluent Disposal) 

Medium High 
 Develop effluent treatment systems compliant with specific 

site requirements 

ESCAS Requirements/Leakage Low High 
 Strict oversight of cattle movements and production 

aspects 
 Closed supply chain 

Acquiring Entry to/Closure of 
Export Markets 
(Biosecurity/FMD/BSE) 

High High  Develop strong and diversified trade links  

Site/BOI Approval Medium High 
 Confirm site and BOI approval prior to undertaking 

significant capital investment 

Health and Safety - Worker 
Injury/Death 

Medium High 
 Develop world standard facilities and staff WHS 

understanding/capacity across supply chain 

Market Risks 
   

Thai Beef Demand Levels High High 
 Promote beef consumption 
 Further develop market niche based on quality and 

consistency of output 

Competition from Existing 
Suppliers in Thai and Third 
Country Markets 

High Medium 
 Differentiate supply chain output to improve price stability 
 Establish long-term contracts with key customers 

Source: Australian Government (2010), AEC 
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12. Action Plan 

12.1 Action Plan 

Realising the potential of a new and innovative supply chain will require ongoing 

commitment and cooperation from a broad range of Thai and Australian stakeholders. 
Significant support will be required to address the identified risks and information gaps 
and facilitate the required development, scale, and market access to establish a viable 
and sustainable live export and beef processing supply chain.  

The table below represents a high-level overview of the key actions, timeframes and 
responsible stakeholder groups involved in facilitating the opportunity for developing a 

significant new beef supply chain between WA and Thailand.  

Table 12.1: Initial Action Plan 

Action Timeframe Stakeholders 

Investment Opportunity Development 
  

Confirm the market potential and key stakeholder commitment to 
development new and innovative Australian-Thai beef supply chains 

0-12 months 

DAFWA, Meat and 
Livestock Australia 

(MLA), BOI, 
Department of 

Livestock 
Development (DLD) 

Confirm the preferred site location/s and incentive package for feedlotting 
and processing facilities 

+6 months BOI, DLD, IEAT 

Identify and approach potential investment sources 
+6 months - Ongoing as 

required 
DAFWA, BOI 

Secure Funding for 12-Month Trial to Capture Evidence-Based Data   

Small scale trial feedlotting of Australian live export feeder cattle to 
confirm ration suitability, weight gains, potential risks 

+12 months 
Private Proponents, 

DLD 

Feedlotting and processing worker skills development 
+6 months - Ongoing as 

required 
DLD, MLA 

Undertake detailed feasibility study 
+6 months - Ongoing as 

required 
Private Investment 

Proponents 

Investment Facilitation and Support 
  

Assist proponents with approvals processes 
+6-12 months - Ongoing 

as required 

BOI, Austrade, DLD, 
Ministry of Industry, 

Department of 
Agriculture, Thai 
Food and Drug 
Administration 

Assist Proponents with Supplier and Market Procurement 
  

Live Export Cattle Supply 
+6 months - Ongoing as 

required 
DAFWA, MLA, 

LiveCorp 

Thai cattle supply 
+6 months - Ongoing as 

required 
DLD 

Feedstock supplies 
+6 months - Ongoing as 

required 
DLD, Thai Feed 

Millers Association 

Site selection and procurement 
+6 months - Ongoing as 

required 
BOI 

Establish Retail and Export Linkages 
  

Establish Thai market distribution 
+6-12 months - Ongoing 

as required 
Private Proponent, 

Austrade, BOI 

Establish access to key re-export markets, including SPS protocols and 
facility certification: 
 China 
 Vietnam 
 Malaysia 
 Other as identified 

+12-24 months - Ongoing 
as required 

Private Proponent, 
Austrade, BOI, DLD 

Source: AEC 
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12.2 Approval Requirements 

A broad range of regulatory approvals will be required in order to facilitate the 
development of a new supply chain across live export/import, business approval, 
construction and operations. Changes to the requirements and processes will occur based 
on the specific location selected. 

A summary of the key requirements and responsible stakeholder organisations is 
provided below. Thailand has developed a One-Start-One-Stop (OSOS) investment centre 
in order to facilitate interactions between the various governments and departments 

involved throughout the approval process.  

Figure 12.1: Project Approval Requirements 

 

Source: AEC 
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Preliminary Application
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Operational
Certification

Feedlot Operation
Manufacturing Operation

Good Manufacturing Practices
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Thai Food and Drug Administration
Central Islamic Committee of Thailand
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Appendix A: Thai Beef Cattle Industry 

Background 

Thailand has one of the most sophisticated livestock industries in South East Asia, with a 

well-developed feedlot industry and imports cattle from Myanmar for fattening for the 
domestic market but predominantly for on-selling to surrounding South East Asian 
countries. In the past, the trade used to be south to Malaysia and Singapore, however 
recently with China’s increased affluence and demand for beef the trade is now 
predominantly north to China. 

Herd Numbers 

Thailand has one of the largest cattle and buffalo herds in ASEAN at 6.5 million head, 
according to FAO (2010) statistics. However, significant uncertainty exists regarding the 
accuracy of herd numbers.  

In contrast to the 2010 FAO Estimates, the official Thailand national slaughter figures for 

2014/15 which were reported to be close to 1 million head with a similar figure presented 
for the last two years.  

Comparing theses slaughter statistics to the national herd population numbers this 
provides some indication as to the size of the Thai herd. Assuming that the amount of 
cattle imported from Myanmar are similar to those being exported to China and Vietnam, 
domestic processing of 1 million head would mean that the domestic herd includes about 
two million breeding cows in order to produce that number to kill and replace itself. This 

suggests a national cattle and buffalo herd of approximately 4-5 million head (Ainsworth, 
2015). 

Cattle numbers in Thailand have expanded considerably in relation to buffalo numbers 
which have declined. Buffaloes have gone from being the largest percentage of this stock 
to being the smaller proportion. This changing composition reflects primarily the 
increased demand for beef in Thailand and the reduced demand of Thai farmers for 

animal draught power. 

Import & Exports 

Live Cattle 

Thailand imports cattle from Myanmar for fattening and on-selling to neighbouring 
countries. In the past, these were predominantly south to Malaysia. However there has 

now been a significant move to exporting to Lao with the majority of animals are then 
being traded into Vietnam from where they are in most cases on-sold to China or barged 
directly to China up the Mekong River. 

Due ongoing demand growth and the approval of an agreed health protocol with 
Australia, Thailand commenced importing feeder and slaughter cattle from Australia in 
January 2015 and had imported 9,000 head to the end of September. 

While Thailand officially bans the export of live cattle across its borders (with a few 

exceptions), ‘grey market’ smuggling into China via barges upstream on the Mekong 
River represents a substantial known export market for Thai cattle.  

From the north-eastern Thai river port city of Chiang Rai, traders ship about 10,000 live 
cattle per month on barges up-river to the Chinese provincial city of Xishuangbanna on 
the Mekong. Thai cattle also cross the Mekong River at Nong Khai to Vientiane in Laos 
where they are trucked onwards by road to either China (Xishuangbanna) or Vietnam 

(Hanoi). Sources suggest that this road trade accounts for about 12,000 head per month. 
Domestic supplies for southern Thailand are supplemented by imports from Myanmar, 
but these cattle continue to be harder to source with strong competition from Chinese 
buyers operating inside Myanmar.   
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Table A.1: Live Bovine Animals Imports & Exports 2010-2014 

Year Malaysia Lao Myanmar Cambodia Vietnam Total 

Import 
Head USD/kg Head USD/kg Head USD/kg Head USD/kg Head USD/kg Head 

USD 
$M 

2010 - - - - 40,119 $2.88 - - - - 40,228 $5.4 

2011 - - - - 71,575 $2.69 - - - - 71,672 $10.2 

2012 - - - - 102,644 $3.43 - - - - 103,826 $13.7 

2013 - - - - 306,495 $3.25 - - - - 308,209 $33.1 

2014 - - - - 156,679 $4.26 - - - - 157,647 $67.6 

Export Malaysia Lao PDR Myanmar Cambodia Vietnam Total 

Year Head USD/kg Head USD/kg Head USD /kg Head USD /kg Head USD /kg Head USD 

2010 133,169 $2.83 86,835 $3.49 52,574 $2.82 220 $3.09 713 $2.85 274,601 $49.6 

2011 109,681 $2.79 13,033 $3.31 1,738 $2.79 1,329 $2.79 281 $2.79 127,454 $49.6 

2012 99,499 $3.18 85,654 $4.91 4,720 $1.77 1,650 $1.67 322 $2.05 568,231 $47.2 

2013 43,312 $3.15 300,999 $3.89 936 $1.76 30 $3.27 3,998 $4.42 357,354 $75.2 

2014 27,059 $3.51 336,119 $4.65 78 $4.00 458 $3.38 374 $3.29 364,222 $79.7 

Source: United Nations (2015) 

Processed Beef 

A summary of Thai fresh and frozen meat exports and imports are set out in the tables 
below. 

Table A.2: Thailand 2010-14 Import & Export Tonnages 

Meat 
Type 

0201 (Meat of bovine animals, 
fresh or chilled) 

0202 (Meat of bovine animals, 
frozen) 

Year Import (MT) Export (MT) Import (MT) Export (MT) 

2010 876.7 - 3,088.3 1,428.1 

2011 1,017.8 57.8 13,598.5 11,357.9 

2012 1,070.5 76.9 24,093.8 19,746.8 

2013 1,190.5 - 11,447.5 8,231.0 

2014 1,279.6 229.9 16,585.5 10,839.5 

Source: United Nations (2015) 

Table A.3: Thailand 2010-14 Import & Export Prices (USD/kg) 

Meat 
Type 

0201 (Meat of bovine animals, fresh or 
chilled) 

0202 (Meat of bovine animals, frozen) 

Year Import (USD/kg) Export (USD/kg) Import (USD/kg) Export (USD/kg) 

2010 $8.88 $0.00 $4.13 $2.43 

2011 $9.47 $4.39 $3.22 $2.75 

2012 $10.60 - $3.05 $2.83 

2013 $10.88 $4.38 $3.44 $2.53 

2014 $10.80 $5.15 $4.01 $3.28 

Source: United Nations (2015)  

Disease Risks 

Outbreaks of infectious diseases such as Foot and Mouth Disease (FMD) in rural Thailand 
are a common occurrence with the most recent being: 

 FMD in the North East at the end of February – mainly dairy cattle area 

 FMD in the North first week of March. 

Some of the major bovine disease problems in Northern Thailand as haemorrhagic 

septicaemia, FMD, trypanosome evansi infection, mineral deficiencies, fasciolosis in 
swamp buffalo (to a lesser extent cattle) and gastrointestinal parasitism in buffalo calves. 
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The OIE lists the following diseases that have been reported as present, absent or never 

reported for Thailand based on a six-monthly report Jan-Jun 2015. 

Table A.4: OIE Diseases Present in Thailand Jan-Jun 2015 

Diseases Present in the Country Domestic Wild 

Disease Notifiable Status Notifiable Status 

Brucellosis (Brucella abortus) 
 

Disease present 
 

Absent (since 2007) 

Brucellosis (Brucella melitensis) 
 

Disease present 
 

Absent (since Unknown) 

Foot and mouth disease 
 

Disease present 
 

Absent (since 12/2014) 

Haemorrhagic septicaemia 
 

Disease present 
 

No information 

Rabies 
 

Disease present 
 

Absent (since 2007) 

Trypanosomosis 
 

Disease present 
 

Absent (since Unknown 

Source: OIE (2015) 

Prices 

There has been a steady increase in both import and export cattle prices over the last 5 
years, as shown in the table below, as demand from China increases 

Figure A.1: Thailand Average Import & Export Cattle Prices 2010-14 – USD per Kg 
Liveweight 

 

Source: United Nations (2015) 

More recent Asian live weight prices are shown in Figure A.2 as reported by Ainsworth 

(2015). The Thai cattle market remains reasonably steady with the Slaughter Steer price 
decline AUD $3.92/kg in September 2015 solely due to the weakening of the Baht against 

the AUD.  
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Figure A.2: Asian Slaughter Steer Liveweight Prices (AUD) 

 

Source: Ainsworth (2015) 

Domestic Meat Prices 

Indicative prices for wet and supermarket beef, broiler chicken, and slaughter steers 
have been obtained from Ainsworth (2015) as presented in the table below. 

Table A.5: Thailand Prices 

Date 
Wet Market 

AUD/kg 
Supermarket 

AUD/kg 
Broiler Chicken 

AUD/kg 
Slaughter Steer 

AUD/kg 

01-Apr-15 $9.88 $11.07 $2.77 $4.47 

01-May-15 $9.05 $10.57 $2.64 $3.68 

01-Jun-15 $8.85 $10.76 $2.69 $3.65 

01-Jul-15 $9.45 $11.02 $2.75 $3.54 

01-Aug-15 $9.02 $10.98 $2.75 $4.31 

01-Sep-15 $9.41 $10.98 $2.75 $3.92 

Source: Ainsworth (2015) 
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Appendix B: Conditions for the Importation 
of Deboned Meat into Malaysia from South 

American Countries 

1. Source of cattle for slaughter 

o All animals should come from holding yards certified by a competent government 
veterinary authority of the exporting country to be healthy and free from Foot and 
Mouth Disease (FMD), Rinderpest and Anthrax; such animals should have been 
resident on the holding yards for a period of not less than 3 months 

2. Approved abattoir 

o Slaughter should be carried out at the approved abattoir 

3. Procedures to be adopted at the approved abattoir 

o Animals for slaughter should be examined daily from FMD and other infectious 
and contagious disease 

o  Feed for animals in the holding yards should be obtained from FMD-free areas 

o The entire consignment for export to Malaysia at the abattoir holding yards must 
be rejected in the event that FMD or Rinderpest is detected. Reintroduction of 

animals for the purpose of export to Malaysia should only be undertaken after 
thorough disinfection of the holding yards under the supervision of competent 
veterinary authorities of the exporting country and not less than two weeks after 
disinfection has been completed 

o All animals slaughtered should be subjected to detail post-mortem inspection in 
accordance to meat inspection procedures 

o In the event that FMD is detected during meat inspection entire consignment for 

export to Malaysia must be rejected followed by disinfection of the abattoir and 
holding yards under the supervision of competent veterinary authorities of the 

exporting country 

o All carcasses should be eviscerated, dressed and held at a temperature of 2-10 C 
for a minimum period of 24 hours at the approved abattoir or cold storage before 
the meat is processed, chilled or frozen for export to Malaysia 

o The carcases should be deboned at an approved processing plant under sanitary 

conditions; all lymph nodes and diaphragm must be excluded 

o The meat should not be treated with any preservative, colouring matter or other 
foreign substances 

o The deboned meat must be packed hygienically and stored under sanitary 
conditions 

4.    Transportation of deboned meat 

o     The consignment should be accompanied by the following documents: 

 A certificate certifying that the animals in the holding yards are healthy and 
free from FMD, Rinderpest and Anthrax 

 A meat inspection certificate certifying that the meat has been derived from 
animals subjected to ante-mortem and post-mortem examination and had 
been found to be free from infectious and contagious disease and that the 
meat is fit for human consumption and that every precaution had been taken 

to prevent contamination or treatment with preservative, colouring matter or 
other foreign substance prior to export 

 A certificate certifying that the carcase has been deboned at an approved 
processing plant under sanitary conditions and that all lymph nodes and 
diaphragm have been excluded 
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 A certificate certifying that the slaughter of animals has been done according 

to Muslim rites and that all slaughtering, chilling, processing, transportation 
and all other acts in connection with handling and consignment of the meat 
has been done separated from the other species of animals 

o The vehicle/container used for the transportation of the deboned meat must be in 
hygienic condition and refrigerated 

o Transportation should be directed to an approved destination through the 
International Port or Airport of the exporting country 

5.    Surrender of official documents in Malaysia 

o All official documents required under this importation must be surrendered to the 
Director of State Veterinary Services on behalf of the Director General on arrival 

in Malaysia 

6.     Other conditions 

o The premises shall be subjected to inspection by the Department of Veterinary 

Services 

o All animals should be slaughtered according to Muslim rites and all slaughtering, 
chilling, processing, transportation and all other acts in connection with the 

handling and consignment of this meat must be done separated from the other 
species of animals. 
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Appendix C: Location Multi-Criteria 
Comparative Analysis 

The following sections provide a high level analysis of potential South East Asian host 
countries for meat processing investment and potential feedlot and abattoir location 

options within Thailand. 

Country Comparison 

A high-level analysis of potential South East Asian investment destinations for new beef 
supply chain investment is presented in the table below.  

Table C.1: Investment Country Comparison 

Factor Thailand Vietnam Indonesia 

Market Size       

Population (Millions) 67.0 89.9 249.9  

Annual Beef Consumption 
(Tonnes) 

0.13 million 1.1 million 0.5 million 

Beef Cattle Herd (Head) 6.5 million 5.9 million 1.3 million 

Market Access       

Live Import Tariffs (Australia) nil 2.5% 2.5% 

Live Import Quota Restrictions nil nil 100,000/quarter 

Ease of Doing Business (Rank 
of 189) 

49 90 109 

Shipping Distance (Nautical 
Miles) 

2,566  2,281  1,486 

Freehold Foreign Land 
Ownership 

Yes No No 

Establishment and 
Operating Costs 

      

Average Labour Cost 
(USD/month) 

$490 $145 $142 

Construction Costs (2014 Index 
UK=100) 

35 30 28 

Investment Incentives 

 Three years corporate 
Income tax exemption plus 
merit-based incentives 

 Exemption of import duty 
on machinery 

 Exemption of import duty 
on raw or essential 
materials used in 
manufacturing export 
products 

 The right for foreigners to 
own freehold land 

 The right to bring in skilled 
foreign workers as well as 
their spouses or 
dependents 

 The right to remit money 
abroad 

 Preferential tax rates (the 
duration of entitlement to 
such rates and the duration 
of exemption from and 
reduction of tax in 
accordance with the law on 
tax) 

 Accelerated depreciation of 
fixed assets 

 Extended land use permits 
 

 Tax relief facility for a 
period of between 5 and 10 
years, starting from the 
commencement of its 
commercial production  

 After the expiration of the 
tax holiday, the taxpayer 
will be entitled to an 
income tax reduction of 
50% for a further 2 years 

 Accelerated depreciation 
and amortisation 

Source: World Bank (2015), FAO (2010), OECD (2015), ARCADIS (2014), BOI (2015a), Invest Vietnam (2015), AEC 

A high-level Multi-Criteria Comparative Analysis (MCCA) was developed based on key 

market indicators. For each indicator, a qualitative ranking system was applied as 
highlighted in the table below.  
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Table C.2: MCCA Ranking 

Rank Definition 

5 Very Highly Suitable 

4 Highly Suitable 

3 Suitable 

2 Marginal 

1 Unsuitable 

Source: AEC 

Thailand ranks strongly (vs. Vietnam and Indonesia) in the following areas: 

 Market access (ease of doing business, trade access) 

 Investment incentives. 

Areas of potential weakness include: 

 Operating costs 

 Domestic market size. 

The desirability of each investment country will ultimately depend on the needs and 
priorities of individual project proponents.   

Table C.3: Country MCCA Analysis 

Factor Indicator 

Ranking 
System 

Ranking Weighting 
Weighted 

Score 
Thailand 

Weighted 
Score 

Vietnam 

Weighted 
Score 

Indonesia 

Market Size        

Annual Beef Consumption Beef Consumption  

> MT Rank 

20% 0.2 0.8 0.6 

0.1 1 

0.3 2 

0.5 3 

1 4 

2 5 

Market Access        

Live Import Tariffs 
% Tariff Live 
Imports 

<% Tariff Ranking 

5% 0.3 0.2 0.2 

50% 1 

30% 2 

10% 3 

5% 4 

0% 5 

Live Import Quotas Annual Quota No. 

>Quota Ranking 

10% 0.5 0.5 0.4 

50,000 1 

100,000 2 

150,000 3 

300,000 4 

Unlimited 5 

FMD Status FMD Free Status 

FMD Free Ranking 

20% 0.2 0.2 1.0 No 1 

Yes 5 

Ease of Doing Business Rank /189 

<Rank Ranking 

20% 0.8 0.4 0.4 

20 5 

50 4 

80 3 

110 2 

120 1 

Shipping Distance  
Estimated Shipping 
Distance (NM) 

<Distance Ranking 
5% 0.1 0.1 0.2 

1,000 5 
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Factor Indicator 

Ranking 
System 

Ranking Weighting 
Weighted 

Score 
Thailand 

Weighted 
Score 

Vietnam 

Weighted 
Score 

Indonesia 

1,500 4 

2,000 3 

2,500 2 

3,000 1 

Agricultural Exports  
Agricultural Export 
Value ($US billion) 

>$ Billion 
US 

Ranking 

10% 0.5 0.3 0.5 

$30 5 

$20 4 

$10 3 

$5 2 

$1 1 

Cost Competitiveness        

Labour Cost 
Average Wage 
(USD/Month) 

>Wage Ranking 

5% 0.2 0.3 0.3 

$150 5 

$300 4 

$550 3 

$700 2 

$950 1 

Construction Costs 
2014 Construction 
Cost Index 
(UK=100) 

<Index Ranking 

5% 0.2 0.3 0.2 

30 5 

40 4 

50 3 

60 2 

70 1 

Total N.A. 100% 2.9 3.0 3.8 

Source: AEC 

Special Economic Zones (SEZs) 

The use of SEZs including industrial estates/parks and bonded type incentives is common 
across Asia as a means to compete for mobile investment and foster economic growth.  

Generally, types of SEZ in Asia fall into four categories, being industrial parks/estates, 
special economic zones, eco-industrial parks, and technology parks (UNIDO, 2015). Of 
these the main types of SEZ relevant to this project are: 

 Industrial Parks/Estates: Industrial parks/estates range in sophistication from 

barely providing physical infrastructures such as roads and public utilities to providing 
a wide-range of soft infrastructures such as common facilities, and support services 
such as consulting, financial services, training, technical guidance, information 
services, joint research facilities, and business support services. In addition to the 
provision of physical and soft infrastructure, investment incentives are also offered 
through national and/or regional bodies 

 Special Economic Zones: A SEZ is a generic term that can include Free Trade 

Zones (FTZs), Export Processing Zones (EPZs), Enterprise Zones, and Freeports 
(FPs). SEZs are a designated area where trade and/or taxation laws such as tariffs, 
quotas, or duties differ from the rest of the country. 

A high-level comparison of the SEZ offerings across Thailand, Vietnam, and Indonesia is 
provided in the table below.  
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Table C.4: Special Economic Zone Comparison 

Factor Vietnam Thailand Indonesia 

Industrial Parks/Estates 295 44 260 

SEZs 15 5 5 

Million Employees in SEZs (2014) 2.4 0.5 4 

Base Investment Incentives 

 Three years corporate 
Income tax exemption 
plus merit-based 
incentives 

 Exemption of import 
duty on machinery 

 Exemption of import 
duty on raw or 
essential materials 
used in manufacturing 
export products 

 The right for 
foreigners to own 
freehold land 

 The right to bring in 
skilled foreign workers 
as well as their 
spouses or 
dependents 

 The right to remit 
money abroad 

 Preferential tax rates. 
Initial exemption 
followed by a 
preferential rate 

 Accelerated 
depreciation of fixed 
assets 

 Extended land use 
permits 

 Right to carry financial 
losses forward for tax 
purposes 

 

 Tax relief facility for a 
period of between 5 
and 10 years, starting 
from the 
commencement of its 
commercial production  

 After the expiration of 
the tax holiday, the 
taxpayer will be 
entitled to an income 
tax reduction of 50% 
for a further 2 years 

 Accelerated 
depreciation and 
amortisation 

Source: UNIDO (2015), Invest Vietnam (2015), Indonesian Investment Coordinating Board (2015) 

Within-Country Site Analysis 

A MCCA was applied in order to analyse preliminary feedlotting and processing sites. 
Candidate SEZs, industrial estates/parks and identified freehold site areas were assessed 
across the five key criteria: 

 Land availability and suitability 

 Infrastructure access 

 Consumer and supplier access 

 Labour  

 Investment incentives.  

 For each of the five criteria, a qualitative rank was assigned to each potential site 
based on overall suitability as defined in the table below.  

Table C.5: MCCA Ranking 

Rank Definition 

5 Very Highly Suitable 

4 Highly Suitable 

3 Suitable 

2 Marginal 

1 Unsuitable 

Source: AEC 

A detailed breakdown of the MCCA criteria and weightings is provided in the table below.  
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Table C.6: MCCA Selection Criteria 

Indicator Measure 
 
Ranking System 
 

Weighting 
% 

Infrastructure 
 

  

Port Access Distance to Nearest Major Port 

> Distance (km) Rank 

15% 

200 1 

100 2 

75 3 

50 4 

30 5 

Other Infrastructure 
Access 

BOI Zone Ranking (ranking based on incomes and 
primary facilities) 

Zoning Rank 

5% 
3 2 

2 4 

1 5 

Land   
   

Land Availability Ha Available 

> Ha Rank 

5% 

30 1 

40 2 

100 3 

150 4 

200 5 

Land Cost Purchase Costs (Baht/ha) 

> Baht/ha Rank 

5% 

80 1 

50 2 

40 3 

30 4 

20 5 

Zoning Suitability Approved for Facilities 

Feedlot Plus 
Abattoir 

5 

20% 
Abattoir Only 2 

Other 1 

Market Access   
   

Domestic Market 
Access 

Distance to Bangkok (km) 

> Distance (km) Rank 

10% 

2,000 1 

400 2 

300 3 

200 4 

100 5 

Local Cattle Market 
Access 

Distance to North Eastern Thailand  

> Distance (km) Rank 

10% 

2,000 1 

800 2 

500 3 

100 4 

50 5 

Supplier Access 
Employment Size of Regional Farm Animal Feed 
Manufacturing Sector  

> Employees Rank 

5% 

5,000 5 

4,000 4 

3,000 3 

1,000 2 

500 1 
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Indicator Measure 
 
Ranking System 
 

Weighting 
% 

Labour   
   

Labour Availability Provincial Population 

> Population Rank 

5% 

50,000 1 

200,000 2 

500,000 3 

800,000 4 

2,000,000 5 

Labour Cost Avg. of Regional Agricultural and Manufacturing Wages 

> Baht/Annum Rank 

5% 

25,000 1 

20,000 2 

10,000 3 

8,000 4 

6,000 5 

Skills Availability 
Regional No. of Manufacturing and Agricultural Workers 
('000) 

> Workers 
('000) 

Rank 

5% 

100 1 

500 2 

1,000 3 

2,000 4 

3,000 5 

Investment 
Incentives      

Zone Status 
Type of Zone and Corresponding Approval and Incentive 
Support 

Zone Type Rank 

10% 

SEZ 5 

BOI Estate 4 

BOI 
Park/Approved 

Freehold 
3 

Non BOI 
Park/Freehold 

2 

Other 1 

Source: AEC 

A ranking of one across any selection criteria immediately excludes the site from further 
analysis.  

A total of 35 potential sites were examined; the top 10 ranked locations are provided in 
the table below.  

Table C.7: MCCA Outcomes (Top 10 Sites) 

Rank Site Province Suitability Score /5 
Potential Zoning 

Suitability1 

1 Sakaeo SEZ Sa Kaeo 3.6 Feedlot Plus Abattoir 

2 Suphanburi Freehold Suphan Buri  3.5 Feedlot Plus Abattoir 

3 Saraburi Freehold Sara Buri  3.5 Feedlot Plus Abattoir 

4 Rojana Industrial Park Rayong (Pluak Daeng) Rayong  3.5 Abattoir Only 

5 Trat SEZ Trat 3.5 Feedlot Plus Abattoir 

6 Songkhla SEZ Songkhla 3.5 Feedlot Plus Abattoir 

7 Rojana Industrial Park Ayutthaya Ayutthaya 3.3 Abattoir Only 

8 Rojana Industrial Park Rayong (Ban Khai) Rayong  3.3 Abattoir Only 

9 Narathiwat SEZ Narathiwat 3.2 Feedlot Plus Abattoir 

10 Hemaraj Rayong Industrial Land Rayong 3.1 Abattoir Only 

Note: 1 Indicative only.  

Source: AEC   
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Figure C.1: Potential Project Locations (Top 6 Ranks) 

 

Source: AEC 

The high-level analysis suggests that newly established SEZs in reasonable proximity of 

port access and freehold sites in the established feedlotting areas to the north of 
Bangkok are the preferred locations.  

Overall the following is noted relating to potential location alternatives: 

 SEZs provide strong opportunities to capture regional border trade, incorporate the 
potential to either co-locate feedlot and abattoir operations within a new site or 
establish the abattoir within a developed industrial park/estate within the prescribed 

SEZ districts. Key weaknesses of locating within an SEZ are significant distances to 

the domestic population base and the lower level of infrastructure and general 
economic development within these regions 

 Greenfield sites provide lower upfront land purchase costs and a greater selection of 
location options (i.e. not limited to prescribed estates/parks/SEZ’s). Limitations 
include the requirement for BOI approval to purchase land freehold and the potential 
requirement for additional infrastructure development to service operations 

 Industrial parks/estates provide established infrastructure and services and are 
located in strong positions to support re-exporting and domestic market distribution. 
Key limitations include the inability to co-locate feedlot and abattoir operations due to 
zoning restrictions, high land costs, and the restriction of site options. 

The ultimate location will depend heavily on the individual requirements of the project 
proponent. The intent of developing this MCCA is to highlight a range of potential options 
for further analysis, not to exclude site options from future investigation.    
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Appendix D: Cost Benefit Analysis 
Methodology 

Step 1: Define the Scope and Boundary 

To enable a robust determination of the net benefits of undertaking a given project, it is 
necessary to specify base case and alternative case scenarios. The base case scenario 
represents the ‘without project’ scenario and the alternative or ‘with project’ scenario 
examines the impact with the project in place. 

The base case (without) scenario is represented by line NB1 (bc) over time T1 to T2 in the 

figure below. The investment in the project at time T1 is likely to generate a benefit, 
which is represented by line NB2 (bd). Therefore the net benefit flowing from investment 
in the project is identified by calculating the area (bcd) between NB1 and NB2. 

Figure D.1. With and Without Scenarios 

 

a 
b c 

d 

T1 T2 

Benefit 

Time 

NB2 

NB1 

 

Source: AEC 

Step 2: Identify Costs and Benefits 

A comprehensive quantitative specification of the benefits and costs included in the 
evaluation and their various timings is required and includes a clear outline of all major 
underlying assumptions. These impacts, both positive and negative, are then tabulated 

and where possible valued in dollar terms.  

Some impacts may not be quantifiable. Where this occurs the impacts and their 
respective magnitudes will be examined qualitatively for consideration in the overall 
analysis. 

Financing costs are not included in a CBA. As a method of project appraisal, CBA 
examines a project’s profitability independently of the terms on which debt finance is 
arranged. This does not mean, however, that the cost of capital is not considered in CBA, 

as the capital expenses are included in the year in which the transaction occurs, and the 
discount rate (discussed below in Step 5) should be selected to provide a good indication 
of the opportunity cost of funds, as determined by the capital market. 

Step 3: Quantify and Value Costs and Benefits 

CBA attempts to measure the value of all costs and benefits that are expected to result 
from the activity in economic terms. It includes estimating costs and benefits that are 
‘unpriced’ and not the subject of normal market transactions but which nevertheless 
entail the use of real resources. These attributes are referred to as ‘non-market’ goods or 
impacts. In each of these cases, quantification of the effects in money terms is an 
important part of the evaluation. 
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However, projects frequently have non-market impacts that are difficult to quantify. Where 

the impact does not have a readily identifiable dollar value, proxies and other measures 
should be developed as these issues represent real costs and benefits.   

One commonly used method of approximating values for non-market impacts is ‘benefit 

transfer’. Benefit transfer (BT) means taking already calculated values from previously 
conducted studies and applying them to different study sites and situations. In light of 
the significant costs and technical skills needed in using the methodologies outlined in the 
table above, for many policy makers utilising BT techniques can provide an adequate 
solution.   

Context is extremely important when deciding which values to transfer and from where.  
Factors such as population, number of households, and regional characteristics should be 

considered when undertaking benefit transfer. For example, as population density 
increases over time, individual households may value nearby open space and parks more 
highly. Other factors to be considered include, depending on the location of the original 
study, utilising foreign exchange rates, demographic data, and respective inflation rates.  

Benefit transfer should only be regarded as an approximation. Transferring values from 

similar regions with similar markets is important, and results can be misleading if values 

are transferred between countries that have starkly different economies (for example a 
benefit transfer from the Solomon Islands to Vancouver would likely have only limited 
applicability). However, sometimes only an indicative value for environmental assets is all 
that is required. 

Step 4: Tabulate Annual Costs and Benefits 

All identified and quantified benefits and costs are tabulated to identify where and how 
often they occur. Tabulation provides an easy method for checking that all the issues and 
outcomes identified have been addressed and provides a picture of the flow of costs, 
benefits and their sources. 

Step 5: Calculate the Net Benefit in Dollar Terms 

As costs and benefits are specified over time it is necessary to reduce the stream of 

benefits and costs to present values. The present value concept is based on the time 
value of money – the idea that a dollar received today is worth more than a dollar to be 
received in the future. The present value of a cash flow is the equivalent value of the 
future cashflow should the entire cashflow be received today. The time value of money is 

determined by the given discount rate to enable the comparison of options by a common 
measure.   

The selection of appropriate discount rates is of particular importance because they apply 
to much of the decision criteria and consequently the interpretation of results. The higher 
the discount rate, the less weight or importance is placed on future cash flows.  

The choice of discount rates should reflect the weighted average cost of capital (WACC).  
For this analysis, a base discount rate of 7% has been used to represent the minimum 

rate of return, in line with Australian Government guidelines. As all values used in the 
CBA are in real terms, the discount rate does not incorporate inflation (i.e., it is a real 
discount rate, as opposed to a nominal discount rate).  

To assess the sensitivity of the project to the discount rate used, discount rates either 
side of the base discount rate (7%) have also been examined (4% and 10%).  

The formula for determining the present value is: 

n

n

r

FV
PV

)1( 
  

Where: 

PV = present value today 

FV = future value n periods from now 

r = discount rate per period 
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n = number of periods 

Extending this to a series of cash flows the present value is calculated as: 

n
n

r

FV

r

FV

r

FV
PV

)1()1()1( 2
2

1
1








   

Once the stream of costs and benefits have been reduced to their present values the Net 
Present Value (NPV) can be calculated as the difference between the present value of 
benefits and present value of costs. If the present value of benefits is greater than the 
present value of costs then the option or project would have a net economic benefit. 

In addition to the NPV, the internal rate of return (IRR) and benefit-cost ratio (BCR) can 

provide useful information regarding the attractiveness of a project. The IRR provides an 
estimate of the discount rate at which the NPV of the project equals zero, i.e., it 
represents the maximum WACC at which the project would be deemed desirable. 
However, in terms of whether a project is considered desirable or not, the IRR and BCR 
will always return the same result as the NPV decision criterion. 

Step 6: Sensitivity Analysis 

Sensitivity analysis allows for the testing of the key assumptions and the identification of 
the critical variables within the analysis to gain greater insight into the drivers to the case 
being examined. 

A series of Monte Carlo analyses has been conducted in order to test the sensitivity of the 
model outputs to changes in key variables. Monte Carlo simulation is a computerised 

technique that provides decision-makers with a range of possible outcomes and the 
probabilities they will occur for any choice of action. Monte Carlo simulation works by 
building models of possible results by substituting a range of values – the probability 
distribution – for any factor that has inherent uncertainty. It then calculates results over 
and over, each time using a different set of random values from the probability functions. 
The outputs from Monte Carlo simulation are distributions of possible outcome values.  

During a Monte Carlo simulation, values are sampled at random from the input 
probability distributions. Each set of samples is called an iteration, and the resulting 

outcome from that sample is recorded. Monte Carlo simulation does this hundreds or 
thousands of times, and the result is a probability distribution of possible outcomes. In 
this way, Monte Carlo simulation provides a comprehensive view of what may happen. It 
describes what could happen and how likely it is to happen. 
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Summary of DAFWA/NBF field days and forums - 2014-2017 

Date Field Day/Forum 
2015 Broome NBF forum and field day at Roebuck Plains 

(including a specific session for Indigenous pastoralists) 

2016 2016 Karratha NBF Forum 

August 2016 NBF update and presentation at NABRUC 

October 2016 NBF presentation and brief at Derby Kimberley Economic 
Forum 

October 2016 NBF Presentation to Pilbara Development Commission 

2016 and 2017 Attended and presented at Yarrie Livestock Handling Cup 
and Field Day 

February 2017 Presentation to Rangelands NRM on NBF activities. 

March 2017 NBF presentation at the KPCA Innovation Conference, 
Onslow WA 

May 2017 Attendance and NBF Project Update to North Australian Beef 
Research Council. 

May 2017 NBF presentation at the Invest West Agribusiness Alliance 

June 2017 Presentation and update on NBF Project at Pilbara MLA Beef 
Up Forum, Tom Price 

June 2017 Presentation and update on NBF Project at Kimberley MLA 
Beef Up Forum, Fitzroy Crossing 

June 2017 Pardoo Station Irrigators Workshop 

September 2017 Water Corp Field Walk, Broome 

September 2017 Minister’s NBF Forum, Broome 

October 2017 Mowanjum Field Day, Derby 

December 2017 Sterile Leucaena Workshop, South Perth 
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